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EDITORIAL
The practise of professional History in South Africa in the past three decades has
indeed transformed and is still changing. This reality is also noticeable in the way
the New Contree has progressed since the journal’s humble beginning in January
1977, known then as Contree. A local history focus strongly featured and appears
to have been very popular among a wide variety of professionals dealing with local
history in some way. After 15 years of existence and 30 editions later, 64 articles
were published with a local history focus that covered the many faces of communities
(for example health, environment, economy, politics, local government, township
developments, military activities, religion, social activities, education etcetera).
The “scientific” phase of the Journal started when historians of the University of
Johannesburg took responsibility for the Contree in 1992 from the Human Sciences
Research Council’s section for Regional History. Obligations for the Journal passed
on in 1996 to the North-West University’s (NWU) Mafikeng Campus – which was
a time that also marked the named change to New Contree that was very much
connected to South Africa’s new dispensation – and an apparent need to further
expand the definition of “Contree”. It was done by accepting broader deliberations
on themes of a national value and by supporting scientific contributions in the
crossing of disciplinary boundaries through sections of “voices” in the Journal (such
as a South African voice, a local and regional voice, an educational voice, a women’s
voice, an environmental voice etcetera). Gradually the “local and regional voices”
by historians in the New Contree became fewer and fewer as the other voices started
dominated the content of editions.
When the NWU’s Vaal Triangle Campus officially took responsibility for the New
Contree in 2007, the newly nominated editorial committee recommended that
the New Contree’s name should be further clarified in a subtitle to be called “New
Contree. A journal of Historical and Human Sciences for South Africa”. It is indeed
true that this consideration, and previous decisions to change the original name
of the Journal, have slowly paved the way for scientific discourse away from being
just local/regional history focussed or/and explicitly only historically focussed or/
and as a Journal only being produced by historians. No history journal in South
Africa vigorously promotes historical dialogue that is multi-disciplinary, and New
Contree aims to fill this space. This outlook is timely, appealing, and progressive
in a new age in which cross-disciplinary research liaisons have become necessary,
even compelling and not just being a bypassing mode. However, it remains an
approach that is very challenging and therefore contests the editorial policy of the
Journal’s history custodians on a continuous basis. New Contree’s outlook challenges
history professionals to set the methodological pace, change the shape, and expand
the scope of historical studies. New Contree still supports the original focus of local/
III
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regional history, and local heritage history. This is possible alongside contributions
on national-related histories of Southern Africa.
This edition of New Contree demonstrates its new approach. There are critical
analyses of the military history of the Afrikaner and of the former National Party
government. An insightful oral history-based article on the professional connections
of the late Professor Ed Munger (Political Geography expert) of the USA as an
academic bridge-builder in South Africa continues the Afrikaner theme. This
piece on Afrikaners and the establishment of proactive educational programmes for
a sustainable South African society after the late 1950’s is well worth reading. An
historical overview of the Women’s National Coalition as perceived by Afrikaner
women rounds out the Afrikaner theme. The article on the political leadership in the
Congress of the People offers a critical reflection on current political issues. Looking
back in time, two economic history articles deal respectively with micro-credit and
labour union voices and how present-day South Africa could be informed by the past
and international indicators. The final article has an environmental history focus on
the contemporary and future significance of noteworthy innovations in irrigation
technology. Three book reviews are offered. The first discusses the historical and
political contributions of Africans in Recasting the past: History writing and political
work in modern Africa followed by a review of Harold Scheub’s latest work on oral
traditions and storytelling in The uncoiling python. An assessment of New South
African Keywords that also notes other reviews of this publication is presented in the
third review. In closing, New Contree encourages readers to subscribe as members of
the Journal to ensure its continuous and healthy sharing of historically-researched
knowledge on Southern Africa.
The New Contree, in a few months, will enter its 35th year of publication. Historians
and other professional research associates are invited to submit research that will
compliment History as a science; that could cover topics in local and regional
history that most of the times feature as multi-disciplinary co-operations; as well
as historically founded research from disciplines in other fields. The year 2012 for
New Contree could turn out to be a very special year as far as the accommodation of
publications in this broad field is concerned.
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ATTENTION! Invitation to contribute in a special New Contree edition
In 2012 the New Contree Journal will be 35 years old. To commemorate
this milestone a special edition (apart from the two annual editions) will be
published in January 2012. To also accentuate the New Contree’s associations
with research in local/regional related history (as well as any other local/
regional research with a firm historical foundation in other Human and
Social Science disciplines) researchers are invited to submit an article for peer
reviewing by 10 October 2011. A feedback will be done within one month,
after which the approved articles will follow a final editing process during late
November-early December 2011. Please follow the New Contree reference
guidelines. Visuals also are more than welcome.
Send your contributions to: elize.vaneeden@nwu.ac.za
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The colony of Natal and the management of its Afrikaner subjects

The colony of Natal and the management of its Afrikaner
subjects in the build-up to the Anglo-Boer War (1899–1902)
Johan Wassermann
History Education
University of KwaZulu-Natal
wassermannj@ukzn.ac.za

Samevatting
In die historiografie van die Anglo-Boereoorlog (1899–1902) het die vooroorlogse bestuur van Britse onderdane wat historiese, kulturele en bloed bande
met die republieke gehad het tot dusver min aandag geniet. In die lig hiervan,
word in die artikel die bestuur deur die Kolonie van Natal van hul Afrikaner
onderdane, in die opbou tot die oorlog, onder die loep geneem. Deur gebruik
te maak van ‘n teoretiese raamwerk met lojaliteit as ‘n fokus word die bestuur
van Natal Afrikaners deur die Natalse owerhede in terme van vuurwapen besit;
betrokkenheid in die militêre magte en algemene optrede, ondersoek. Hoewel
Natal Afrikaners, in die algemeen slegs dislojaal in woord en denke en nie in
daad was nie, het die Natalse owerhede dit anders beskou. Vir laasgenoemde
was ‘n simpatieke lojaliteit teenoor die republieke niks anders as ‘n dislojaliteit
teenoor die Natalse en imperiale owerhede nie. As gevolg daarvan, ondanks die
feit dat min bewyse daarvoor bestaan het, is Natal Afrikaners in die aanloop
tot die oorlog deur hul regering gewantrou en met die uitbreek van die oorlog
versaak.
Keywords: Anglo-Boer War; South African War; Civilians; Loyalty; Natal
Colony; British Empire; Natal Afrikaners; Dutch districts; Spies; Firearms;
Cadets; Rifle associations.

Introduction
In 1899, on the eve of the Anglo-Boer War, the colony of Natal, when
compared to the Cape Colony and the Boer Republics of the Orange Free
State (OFS) and the South African Republic (Transvaal), was the only region
in which Afrikaners formed the minority amongst the white inhabitants. In
1896, it was estimated that they totalled no more than 5 000 of whom 862
•
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were men eligible to vote.1 The vast majority of this ethnic minority resided
in the so-called “Dutch” districts of Kranskop, Umvoti, Weenen, Estcourt,
Upper Tugela, Proviso B, Umsinga, Klip River, Dundee and Newcastle. In
terms of making a living, Natal Afrikaners were almost exclusively involved
in agriculture and especially in the rearing of livestock which necessitated a
summertime migration to the republics and a return in the winter months
to Natal. This transnational relationship exposed Natal Afrikaners to the
culture, politics and history of their relatives who lived in the republics. So
much so, that the governor of Natal, Walter Hely-Hutchinson, accused Natal
Afrikaners of viewing the Transvaal rather than Natal and the British Empire,
as their political home.2
It was once said of the Anglo-Boer War that it resulted in the spilling of more
ink than blood.3 However, historiographically speaking, little of this ink has
been spilt on the pre-war management of groups like the Natal Afrikaners
who had blood ties with people in the republics and associated culturally and
historically with them, but were legally and geopolitically under the hegemony
of Natal and the British Empire.4 The focus of this article is therefore on
how Natal, under Prime Minister AH (Albert) Hime, managed its Afrikaner
subjects during the tense period of diplomatic standoff between Britain and
the Transvaal/OFS alliance (roughly 31 May 1899 to 11 October 1899)
which eventually culminated in the outbreak of war on 11 October 1899. In
the process, it is envisaged that a different understanding of this period, which
is generally dominated by the bigger political events of the time, will emerge.
Theoretically, this article is framed by the notion of loyalty as hypothesised by
Kleinig.5 Accordingly, the earliest and psychologically most powerful loyalties
are associations in which people become deeply involved in or identify with
relations, countries and culture. In the words of Kleinig,
1

2
3
4
5

Pietermaritzburg Archival Repository (PAR), Colonial Secretary’s Office (CSO) Vol. 2575: Request, W Pearce
(Agent-General for Natal) on behalf of the War Office (WO) for the approximate number of Natal Afrikaners,
1897. The term Natal Afrikaner is preferred to Boer since the former is the term that most commonly appears
in the archival material consulted.
Public Record Office (PRO), Kew, London, Colonial Office (CO), Vol. 179/206: Letter, W Hely-Hutchinson
(Governor) / J Chamberlain (Secretary of State for the Colonies), 15 September 1899.
MS Stone, “Medical care and the Victorian army: health, hospitals and social conditions encountered by the
British troops during the South African War, 1899–1902” (PhD, University of London, 1993), p. 7.
See for example: CJS Strydom, Kaapland en die Tweede Vryheidsoorlog (Cape Town, Nasionale Pers, 1937);
JH Snyman, “Die Afrikaner in Kaapland, 1899–1902”, Archives Year Book for South African History (Pretoria,
Government Printer, 1979).
J Kleinig, “Loyalty”, in EN Zalta (ed.) Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, (available at http://plato.stanford.
edu/entries/loyalty/, as accessed on 10 May 2011), pp. 1–19.
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[such] loyalties are not just to any group that may exist, or even to any
group with which we have some association, but only to those to which we
are sufficiently closely bound to call ours … in such identifications, the fate or
well-being of the objects of loyalty become bound up with one’s own.
The test of loyalty, according to Kleinig, is conduct. Loyal persons act in
support of or remain committed to the object/s of their loyalty, even when it
is likely to be detrimental to do so.

Managing the arms and ammunition available to Natal Afrikaners
Curbing the purchase of arms and ammunition
With the possibility of war increasing, the Natal government deemed it
necessary to manage its Afrikaner subjects in a concurrent manner on various
levels. One of the first steps taken was to exercise tighter control over their
acquisition and ownership of rifles and ammunition. The initial move was
made by the commandant of volunteers, Colonel W Royston, who forwarded
a circular on 10 July 1899 to all magistrates claiming that due to a delay in
the receipt of the usual supply of ammunition, “until further instructions not
more than 200 rounds of ammunition of any description is to be issued to
any person within 12 months”.6
This ruling did not apply to registered members of rifle associations and in fact
had nothing to do with a shortage of ammunition; it was a concerned reaction
to the upswing in the amount of ammunition purchased by Afrikaners who
were not members of rifle associations. Evidence of this increase is provided
by sales for the comparative periods of 1 April to 21 June 1898 and 1 April
to 21 June 1899, during which time, purchases from government depots by
non-members rose from 8 230 to 13 090 rounds, while those by members
declined from 48 660 to 32 650.7
Although this measure restricted Natal Afrikaners from purchasing
ammunition from government depots, they were still free to buy ammunition
and rifles from traders such as JF King, a merchant in Durban. Applications
for the purchase of rifles were nevertheless subjected to the discretion of
the resident magistrate, who in an attempt to avoid confrontation, seldom
6
7

PAR, CSO, Vol. 2580: Circular, W Royston (Commandant of Volunteers) / Magistrate, 10 July 1899.
PAR, Minister of Justice and Public Works (MJPW), Vol. 68: Summary of ammunition issued from gunpowder
depots, 1 April 1898–2 June 1898 and 1 April 1899–21 June 1899.
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declined requests for permits. Consequently, for example, from 1 June to 1
July 1899 at Dundee, Magistrate P Hugo, issued permits for 29 rifles of which
25 were purchased by Afrikaners. Indeed, of the 3 240 rounds sold, only 500
were not bought by Afrikaners.8 In addition, Hugo also received applications
from Afrikaners for certificates to purchase arms in other districts and to
buy and sell weapons amongst themselves. None of these requests could be
refused since they complied with the law, but Hugo was convinced that the
purchases were not (as was claimed) for shooting vultures and stray dogs,
or because of fears of an African uprising. The situation was little different
in other districts. The magistrate of Umsinga reported in September 1899
that Afrikaners had bought 2 200 rounds and the English-speakers only 1
800, while the former had also purchased bandoliers.9 In Estcourt, Magistrate
Addison issued 1 300 rounds, mostly for Martini Henry’s, to Afrikaners in the
first 25 days of September 1899, taking care not to exceed the prescribed limit
of 200. However, he was unable to prevent the Van der Merwe family from
collectively purchasing, in late September 1899, a worrisome 1 000 rounds,
and other Afrikaners from freely buying rifles and bandoliers.10
In another attempt to curb the sale of arms and ammunition, Prime Minister
AH Hime, who also held the portfolio of minister of justice and public works,
called in August 1899 for an investigation into the records of all rifles sold in
Natal since 1 January 1896. This opened up a can of worms. Over 500 rifles
had been sold, of which JF King in Durban had sold 312. Of these, only
two were licensed by the Durban magistrate, despite him having registered
206 rifles. The explanation by the controller of firearms was that rifles were
registered immediately after passing customs and consequently the return of
sales by dealers, who had rifles in stock for long periods, did not correlate with
the magisterial lists. To Hime this was incomprehensible and the extensive list
of rifles bought by Natalians, many of whom were Afrikaners, did not aid him
in his quest to control arms and ammunition in the face of the impending
war.11

8

PAR, MJPW, Vol. 69: Returns of ball ammunition sold at Dundee (Controller of Firearms), 1 June 1899–1 July
1899, 12 July 1899.
9 PAR, Attorney-General’s Office (AGO), Vol. I/7/39: Report, GE Adamson (Magistrate, Umsinga), 20
September 1899.
10 PAR, CSO. Vol. 2580: Report, RH Addison (Magistrate, Estcourt), 25 September 1899.
11 PAR, MJPW, Vol. 116: Report, (Controller of Firearms), 22 August 1899.
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Investigating rumours related to Afrikaner ownership of arms and
ammunition
By August 1899, rumours had also begun to circulate that Natal Afrikaners
were receiving arms and ammunition from the OFS and the Transvaal. The
first of these suggested that in July 1899, a person presenting himself as a
roving photographer, travelled in the Normandien area near Newcastle with
a wagon and eight horses. Apparently he only called on Natal Afrikaners, and
rumour had it that he was distributing Mauser ammunition. Investigations
into the matter yielded nothing and were eventually dismissed out of hand.12
The reason the issue was dropped was because Natal Afrikaner trekboers
were permitted, in terms of Section 17 of Law 11 of 1862, to take arms and
ammunition for personal use across the border. The authorities thus argued
that there was simply no need to distribute ammunition secretly and risk
punishment.13 Furthermore, the nature of the law made it possible for arms
and ammunition to be brought into Natal and to be left behind on departure.
Concerns about this practice had been raised between 1896 and 1899 by the
Natal Police, but the Natal government did not deem it prudent to repeal
the law.14 However, with the rising tension between the republics and Britain,
Royston pointed out, with little effect, that the law in question conflicted
with newly imposed regulations calling for the registration of all firearms
brought into Natal.15
A second rumour elicited more urgent action. A coal prospector reported
that it was believed that every Natal Afrikaner between Dundee and the
Buffalo River border with the Transvaal had a Mauser, some of which were
unregistered and had apparently been secretly issued from across the border.
Furthermore, the rumour had it that as part of their mobilisation plans,
Natal Afrikaners were practising with their Mausers and had explicit orders
to rendezvous at Talana Hill should war break out. In reaction, Hime on
25 August 1899 instructed the chief commissioner of police, Colonel JG
Dartnell, to look into the matter. Dartnell was not too optimistic about this
because he was of the opinion that if the Natal Afrikaners did indeed have
unregistered Mausers, they would conceal them, and issuing search warrants
12 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2579: Letter, C Bird (Principal under-Secretary) / TR Bennett (Magistrate, Klip River), 23
August 1899; Letter, TR Bennett, (Magistrate, Klip River) / C Bird (Principal under-Secretary), 26 August
1899.
13 PRO, CO, Vol. 179/206: Minute paper, distribution of firearms in Natal by Boers, 19 September 1899.
14 PAR, MJPW, Vol. 69: Report, Natal Police OFS Boers brought arms and ammunition into Natal, 1898–1899.
15 PAR, MJPW, Vol. 69: Report, W Royston (Commandant of Volunteers), firearms brought into Natal by
trekboers from the Republics, 5 June 1899; 28 August 1899.
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would be a risky move under the current circumstances.16
The rumour, however, had a much wider ripple effect; news of it reached
the heart of the Empire in London. The secretary of state for the colonies,
Joseph Chamberlain, wasted no time in contacting the governor of Natal,
Walter Hely-Hutchinson, asking that an immediate enquiry be launched
and instructing that should the rumour be verified, the serious implications
of such a situation had to be “brought home to the SAR government”. It
became the duty of Sub-Inspector WE Lyttle of the Natal Police to investigate
the matter. In fulfilling his brief Lyttle inspected all the arms in the area in
question and found only four Mausers, all registered to Natal Afrikaners.
Nevertheless, Lyttle was of the opinion that there was a great deal of truth
in the rumour and firmly believed that every single Natal Afrikaner in the
district had a Mauser hidden away. He claimed to have been informed by
his spies that the customs post at De Jagersdrift had received a consignment
of Mausers apparently destined for Natal Afrikaners. The spies could not
however, say where the consignment was being kept or whether it had already
been distributed.17 As a result, the Natal authorities proceeded to keep a close
watch on the Landmansdrift and De Jagersdrift crossings into the Transvaal,
an exercise that yielded no proof whatsoever.18 The reality was actually very
different. As early as May 1899 Commandant-General PJ (Piet) Joubert of the
Transvaal had instructed that Mausers should not be sold to Natal Afrikaners
who called on the landrost at Vryheid hoping to acquire a weapon.19
Rumours, however, persisted that Natal Afrikaners, specifically those
residing at Noodsberg in the New Hanover district, had unlicensed Mausers.
Again, this proved to be unfounded.20 The next rumour that circulated was
that RJ van Rooyen of Rustenburg, Umvoti, had used an unlicensed Mauser
at the Upper Umvoti Rifle Association practice session and Sergeant Barbezat
was duly despatched to investigate the matter. For once the rumour proved
correct, because Van Rooyen admitted to possessing an unlicensed Mauser
16 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2580: Letter, W Royston (Commandant of Volunteers) / AH Hime (Prime Minister), 24
August 1899; Letter, AH Hime (Prime Minister) / JG Dartnell (Chief Commissioner of Police), 25 August
1899; Letter, JG Dartnell (Chief Commissioner of Police) / AH Hime (Prime Minister), 25 August 1899.
17 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2580: Letter, J Chamberlain (Secretary of State for the Colonies) / W Hely-Hutchinson
(Governor), 16 September 1899; Letter, JG Dartnell (Chief Commissioner of Police) / WE Lyttle (SubInspector), 18 September 1899; Letter, WE Lyttle (Sub-Inspector) / JG Dartnell (Chief Commissioner of
Police), 20 September 1899.
18 PRO, CO, Vol. 179/206: Minute paper, distribution of firearms in Natal by Boers, 19 September 1899.
19 National Archives (NA), Pretoria, Kommandant-Generaal (KG) Vol. 818: Telegram, Landrost Vryheid / PJ
Joubert (Commandant-General of the Transvaal), 5 May 1899.
20 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2580: Report, CLA Ritter (Magistrate, New Hanover), 23 September 1899.
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and 120 of the original 600 rounds he had purchased. He offered to take
the rifle to the local magistrate to register it but instead, Barbezat confiscated
the Mauser.21 A day or two later, Van Rooyen went to the magistrate’s office
and submitted a sworn declaration on his acquisition of the rifle. He claimed
that on his return from the Transvaal he had taken the two Mausers he had
purchased to Magistrate Fannin for registration. Tax and duties were paid
on one rifle. Fannin refused to register both rifles since Van Rooyen only
had a permit for one of them. The second rifle was subsequently registered
on 12 March 1898 in the name of TC van Rooyen of Pampoennek, but was
however retained at the magistrate’s office. To resolve the problem, Fannin
undertook to write to the controller of firearms. When Van Rooyen called a
week later Fannin had still not received a reply and handed the Mauser to Van
Rooyen instructing him to produce it when called upon to do so. According
to Van Rooyen if he had contravened the law he had done so unwittingly, for
he had not attempted to conceal the rifle and had relied on Fannin and the
controller of firearms to execute the necessary administrative procedures.22
This incident incensed Prime Minister Hime who felt that both the
magistrate and the controller of firearms had acted in a highly irregular and
illegal manner. He pointed out, in late August 1899, that Section 17 of Law
11 of 1862 was not applicable in this particular instance. Furthermore, an
application was submitted for a Martini Henry while a Mauser had been
registered. In the light of this, the rifle in question should never have been
registered to TC van Rooyen because his application was flawed. The second
rifle should have been confiscated immediately and the government informed.
Owing to the confusion and crass irregularities of the situation, the law could
not be enforced and after paying the custom duties, Van Rooyen’s Mauser
was handed back to him.23 But his good fortune ended here. His subsequent
application to import 600 rounds from Germany for self defence, shooting
of vultures, and target practice, was denied by Hime because Van Rooyen
had apparently declared that he would under no circumstances fight for the
British.24

21
22
23
24

PAR, AGO, Vol. I/7/39: Report, unlicensed Mauser, RJ van Rooyen, 27 August 1899.
PAR, AGO, Vol. I/7/39: Deposition, RJ van Rooyen, 29 August 1899.
PAR, AGO, Vol. I/7/39: Report, unlicensed Mauser, RJ van Rooyen, 29 August 1899.
PAR, AGO, Vo. I/7/39: Letter, RJ van Rooyen / Controller of Firearms, 9 October 1899.
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Searching for unregistered firearms
Based on the persistent rumours the Natal authorities decided to have the
police conduct a house-to-house inspection for unregistered rifles in the
“Dutch” districts of Weenen, Umvoti, Estcourt, Klip River, and Proviso B.
Districts dominated by English-speaking Natalians who also suffered this
inconvenience were Pietermaritzburg, Alfred and Durban.25
In the Estcourt district the inspection unearthed several unregistered items
which the owners then took to the magistrate for registration. One such
person was GL Oosthuysen who applied to register his two rifles, a carbine
and a revolver. He had brought these into Natal on his return from a hunting
trip in Rhodesia. J van der Merwe, of the farm Moor, who believed that as
a trekboer Section 17 of Law 11 of 1862 applied to him, likewise applied to
register a Mauser which he had purchased in the OFS, while JJ Meyer and JC
Jordaan,26 as well as the member of the legislative council for Weenen, Casper
(CJ) Labuschagne, also submitted firearms for registration.27
While these Natal Afrikaners were happy to comply with the inspection
procedure, problems arose over the Mausers belonging to JA Oosthuysen and
his son. The Oosthuysen’s were wealthy landowners with 12 000 acres in
Natal and 13 000 in the OFS. In 1898, father and son bought Mausers from
the OFS government but did not have them registered in Natal. In an attempt
to circumvent the process, Oosthuysen (snr) asked FR Moor, the secretary of
native affairs and a local politician, to intervene on their behalf. When this
did not materialise, Oosthuysen (snr), in a sworn affidavit before Magistrate
Addison, acknowledged that as a British subject, he had brought in unlicensed
Mausers from the OFS, but claimed that he had been ignorant of the law. The
same day Oosthuysen visited his lawyers, Chadwick & Miller, who on behalf
of father and son, applied to the controller of firearms to grant licences on the
grounds that the Mausers were not brought into Natal in wilful contravention
of the regulations or with the intention of using them against the British.
When an immediate response was not forthcoming Chadwick & Miller were
instructed to write to Pietermaritzburg that the normal formalities be set
aside, since the Oosthuysens wanted their rifles registered without delay. The
25 PAR, MJPW, Vol. 68: Question investigations into unregistered rifles, TJ Nel / AH Hime (Prime Minister), 9
May 1900.
26 PAR, AGO, Vol. I/7/39: Application, GL Oosthuysen, firearm registration, 18 September 1899; Application, J
van der Merwe, firearm registration, 18 September 1899.
27 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2580: Report, RH Addison (Magistrate, Estcourt), 12 September 1899.
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reply received was simple – the matter was receiving attention.28
This was not what Oosthuysen wanted to hear, and on 5 October 1899 he,
accompanied by his son, left for the OFS without handing in his Mauser
despite requests from the magistrate that he do so. The fact that the police did
not prevent him from leaving, did not confiscate his rifle nor prevent him from
intimidating Chief Ncwadi, angered Prime Minister Hime, especially since
the police could not provide a satisfactory answer for their lack of action.29
At this stage, with the firearm inspections yielding little, the Natal Police
acting in a half-hearted manner and the existing legislation proving inadequate
to control firearms and ammunition, the only solution open to the Natal
authorities was to instigate stricter regulations when issuing licenses to Natal
Afrikaners. Accordingly, the son of Adrian Jansen, a justice of the peace,
was refused a permit without a reason being supplied, for the Mauser he
had imported from the Transvaal. Incidents like this added to the growing
sentiment amongst Natal Afrikaners that they were being distrusted by their
own government. They grumbled that if rifles were intended for disloyal
purposes, there were certainly other, easier means of obtaining them.30
Generally, attempts by the Natal authorities to monitor and control
firearms and ammunition in the possession of Natal Afrikaners caused great
dissatisfaction. In the Weenen district Afrikaner gun owners took it for
granted that the inspections were aimed at them. As a result, a Mr Grobbelaar,
who possessed an “old piece” without a permit, told Magistrate Matthews
that the government should not take arms from people but that they should
rather provide them with weapons for defensive purposes. A certain Heine
went even further and defiantly told the police that Natal Afrikaners could
get many more rifles from the Transvaal if they so wished.31 Similarly, in the
Dundee district much offence was incurred. The question posed by many was:
Why are the authorities reacting this way when friction between the Transvaal
and Britain is on a precarious high? Although most Afrikaners found the
inspection process insulting and an attack on their loyalty as British subjects,
the half-hearted and perfunctory manner in which the inspection was done
28 PAR, AGO, Vol. I/7/39: Application, JA Oosthuysen (snr) firearm registration, 18 September 1899–28
September 1899.
29 PAR, Secretary of Native Affairs (SNA) Vol. 1/4/6: Correspondence, WG Wheelwright (Magistrate, Upper
Tugela) / AH Hime (Prime Minister), 25 September 1899–5 October 1899.
30 Times of Natal, 27 September 1899.
31 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2579: Report, MRN Matthews (Magistrate, Weenen), 4 August 1899.
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often raised a smile.32 On the whole, the inspections by the police yielded
only 16 unlicensed rifles, of which only two were Mausers. Of the 16, only
11 were confiscated.33
This lack of evidence contributed to the anger and invasion of privacy felt
by Natal Afrikaners, for whom firearms not only formed an important part
of their defence and hunting prowess but also served as significant cultural
symbols of masculinity. These emotions and the ill-feeling harboured against
the Natal authorities are best summarised by CJ Triegaardt in a letter he wrote
to the Times of Natal:
... I could not get one [rifle] for love or money. Before this disturbance, I
bought one in town, took it to the Resident Magistrate’s office, and had it
registered. That shows plainly that we Natal Dutchmen are not trusted with
a gun; frightened it might go off when we have it. Don’t blame them; guns
are dangerous. The Home Guard in Pietermaritzburg can get firearms and
ammunition served to them, to protect them against the supposed coming
war. That is arming one party and disarming the other by not wanting to
sell them firearms; but, thank God, Ladysmith is not the only place to get
firearms. I suppose after this I’ll be branded as a disloyal subject, which I
certainly must be as regards (sic) the way I was treated.34

Natal Afrikaners and the armed forces of the Natal Colony35
Concurrently with efforts to monitor the firearms and ammunition possessed
by Natal Afrikaners, the Natal government also turned its attention to another
possible threat the Afrikaners could pose to the colony – membership of the
armed forces.
The first line of defence in Natal was the various rifle associations. Being a
member of a rifle association held several advantages, including the right to
purchase rifles at cost price, and to be given free ammunition. Despite these
benefits, Natal Afrikaners did not join rifle associations in large numbers.
For those who were members, the situation changed radically during early
1899. New rules were published requiring all members to take an oath of
32 Times of Natal, 27 September1899.
33 PAR, MJPW, Vol. 68: Question investigations into unregistered rifles, TJ Nel / AH Hime (Prime Minister), 9
May 1900.
34 Times of Natal, 13 September 1899.
35 For a comprehensive overview of the Natal armed forces at the time of the Anglo-Boer War, see MS Coghlan,
“The Natal volunteers in the Anglo-Boer War, September 1899 to July 1902: reality and perception” (Ph.D,
UNP, 2000).
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allegiance to the crown. Members unwilling to do so were to be excluded
from acquiring a rifle and ammunition from the association, and had to
continue membership at their own expense. An outcry followed. Associations
with substantial numbers of Afrikaners, such as for example the one at
Kranskop, refused to adopt the new rules. To the Natal Mercury, adopting
this attitude was incomprehensible, because as British subjects who enjoyed
all the accompanying privileges, they should also be expected to defend
the Empire. The only conclusion the reporter could reach was that Natal
Afrikaners wanted to be free to join the Transvaal in the event of war and were
therefore disloyal.36
The reaction of Colonel Royston was to call for the abolition of all rifle
associations whose members had refused to take the oath of allegiance.
However, Attorney-General Henry Bale was more cautious. He pointed out
that the new rules were not applicable to members who had joined under
the rules of 6 June 1896, which did not demand a loyalty check by means of
an oath of allegiance except when purchasing a rifle for cash. Although the
governor had the power to disband the rifle associations, Bale maintained that
such a step would cause much anger amongst Natal Afrikaners and that this
course of action would be unwise.37
The issue of the new rules and oath of allegiance came to a head when
the legislative assembly member for Melmoth, Yonge, asked the assembly
to identify the rifle associations which had refused to adopt the new rules.
Thirteen associations were subsequently named of which only two, Upper
Umvoti (headed by TJ Nel), and Venterspruit (headed by AWJ Pretorius),
had Afrikaners as presidents. None of these associations provided reasons
for their rejection of the new rules but the assumption was that Afrikaners
were responsible for the recalcitrance because they were not British loyalists
and did not wish to sign the oath of allegiance.38 Yonge was certainly not
universally loved for his proposal. A letter he later received from Umvoti had
a newspaper article enclosed in which the offending rifle associations were
listed. The article, covered in red ink, presumably to symbolise blood, was
meant as a thinly disguised threat.39
36 Natal Mercury, 23 March 1899.
37 PAR, MJPW, Vol. 65: Extract, Natal Mercury, with comments by W Royston (Commandant of Volunteers), 23
March 1899.
38 PAR, MJPW, Vol. 67: Question on rifle associations that have failed to adopt new regulations, Yonge, 30 May
1899.
39 Natal Witness, 31 August 1899.
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The associations that complied with the new rules quickly lost most of their
Afrikaner members. Others, dominated by Afrikaners, held out and by 12
October 1899, the day after the war began, had still not adopted the new
rules. Prime Minster Hime eventually decided that the associations which had
failed to comply with the by now not-so-new rules, and whose membership
had fallen below 50, would henceforth cease to exist. On one level this was
a shrewd move since all such rifle associations were located in the “Dutch”
districts, namely at Helpmekaar, Ingogo, Little Tugela, Upper Tugela, Upper
Bushmans River and Venterspruit.40 Although this step successfully eliminated
the associations dominated by Afrikaners, who were seen as disloyal because
they had refused to take the oath, on another level it was counterproductive
since it also eliminated those Afrikaners with some loyalty to the Empire from
the rifle associations and thus from the broader Natal society.
As a result of this “cleansing” process, the remaining rifle associations
retained very few Afrikaners as members. Proof of this is found in the muster
roll for those rifle associations that had adopted the new rules. By the end
of 1899, the numbers were as follows: Camperdown, 20 members, two
Afrikaners; Clyderdale, 15 members, four Afrikaners; Dundee, 90 members,
two Afrikaners; Elandslaagte, 18 members, two Afrikaners; Highlands, 32
members, two Afrikaners; Klip River, 18 members, one Afrikaner; Kranskop,
20 members, three Afrikaners; Rietvlei, 18 members, two Afrikaners; Seven
Oaks, 19 members, three Afrikaners; Tshekana (Muden), 21 members, six
Afrikaners; Umvoti, 29 members, four Afrikaners; and Weenen, 52 members,
18 Afrikaners. Thus, at the end of 1899 only 14 percent of the members of
rifle associations were Afrikaners.41
However, the unwillingness of Natal Afrikaners to maintain their membership
of the rifle associations was not only because of their opposition to signing
an oath of allegiance to the crown. Equally important was the fear that as
members of the Natal colonial armed forces they could be called up to fight
against the Boer commandos – a possibility most wanted to avoid.42 This
fear also took root amongst some Natal Afrikaners in the Newcastle and Klip
River districts who had dropped their membership of the rifle associations.43
40 PAR, MJPW, Vol. 71: List of rifle associations which have not adopted the new regulations, 12 October 1899.
41 PAR, Natal Defence Records (NDR), Vol. 2/3: Muster roll, rifle associations, 31 December 1899.
42 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2582: Report, MRN Matthews (Magistrate, Weenen), 6 October 1899; CSO, Vol. 2580:
Telegram, CJR Saunders (Chief Magistrate and Civil Commissioner) / AH Hime (Prime Minister), 20 September
1899; Telegram, AH Hime (Prime Minister) / CJR Saunders (Chief Magistrate and Civil Commissioner), 22
September 1899.
43 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2580: Report, JO Jackson (Magistrate, Newcastle), 9 September 1899.
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It took a letter from the Natal government to allay these fears.44
The second tier of the Natal colonial defence was the Natal Police and the
various volunteer units. Apart from the police, which had three Afrikaner
members,45 the only volunteer unit which had a substantial number of
Afrikaners was the Greytown-based Umvoti Mounted Rifles (UMR). As
1899 progressed and the prospect of war increased, more and more German
and Afrikaner members resigned from the UMR, mainly to avoid fighting
against their “own flesh and blood”.46 Between 1 July 1899 and 30 September
1899, 19 members resigned of whom 16 were Afrikaners, including Troop
Sergeant-Majors CJ van Rooyen and S van Niekerk, Sergeant PR Botha and
Corporal JHF Nel.47 Apart from being unwilling to fight against their kin,
the commanding officer, Colonel George Leuchars, was determined to root
out the “disloyal Dutch contingent” from the UMR. In this he was successful
and was confident that the Afrikaners remaining in the unit were aware
that they had to be loyal, on Leuchars’ terms, because they were under close
surveillance.48
The lowest tier of the Natal colonial military hierarchy consisted of cadets.
Every government school and most private schools had scholar cadets. Statistics
from the available archival material on the cadet corps provide an overview
of their strength and composition by 31 December 1899: Dundee (three
Afrikaners); Durban High School (two Afrikaners out of 50 cadets) with EG
(Ernst) Jansen being a sergeant until he left the school on 30 November 1899;
Estcourt (four Afrikaners out of 35 cadets) all of whom had left by September
1899; Greytown (49 Afrikaners out of 80 cadets); Ladysmith (eight Afrikaners
out of 57 cadets) all of whom had left by August 1899; Maritzburg College
(seven Afrikaners out of 79 cadets) all of whom had left by November 1899;
Newcastle (seven Afrikaners out of 76 cadets) all except for J van Blerk had
left by August 1899; Stanger (six Afrikaners out of 30 cadets) all of whom

44 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2580: Letter, C Bird (Principal under-Secretary) / TR Bennett (Magistrate, Klip River), 12
September 1899.
45 PAR, NDR, Vol. 215/216: List, Natal Police parading at headquarters, 31 March 1899.
46 Times of Natal, 2 September 1899.
47 PAR, MJPW, Vol. 69: List, men who have resigned from UMR, 1899.
48 Times of Natal, 24 August 1899.
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had left on an unknown date; and Weston (one Afrikaner) who left in August
1899.49
Being an Afrikaner member of the cadet corps with the war clouds gathering
was not easy. Evidence for this is information on the events held at a cadet
camp in Durban, where six Afrikaner boys refused to applaud the queen.
When asked for an explanation one replied: “she is not our Queen.” Hinting
at the measures adopted at the UMR and referring to the new rifle association
rules the Natal Mercury recommended that the boys be expelled from the
corps.50 The behaviour of the Afrikaner cadets was also raised in the legislative
assembly to which the prime minister replied that an official enquiry had
been called for.51 It seems nothing much happened to the cadets in question
for on 14 October 1899, a reader identifying him or herself as “Fear God –
Honour the King”, wrote to the Times of Natal complaining that the boys had
not been adequately punished.52
In the period just before the war broke out, Afrikaners did not feature
prominently in any of the defensive layers of colonial Natal as represented by
the rifle associations, volunteer units, and the cadet corps. This was partially
because of the politics of the day which demanded undivided loyalty to
the crown. Very few Natal Afrikaners were prepared to place themselves in
a position where they would possibly have to fight against their kith and
kin. The aggressive rooting-out of Natal Afrikaners, who were judged as
having questionable loyalty to the colonial armed forces, thus solved very few
problems. Instead, as had happened with the measures to curb the availability
of firearms and ammunition, such tactics merely alienated Natal Afrikaners
from pre-war Natal society.

49 PAR, NDR, Vol. 2/2: Muster roll, cadet corps, 31 December 1899. At least two private Natal Afrikaner rifle
associations with no allegiance to the Natal government existed at the time. The small Normandien Rifle
Association (De Natal Afrikaner, 24 January 1899) and the large, active Biggarsberg Boer Rifle Association
which did drilling, conducted sham fights and held a “wapenskou”. The Natal colonial government frowned
on these alternative rifle associations and regarded them as illegal, but out of fear of repercussions did not
act against them. Natal Witness, 4 September 1899; PAR, CSO, Vol. 1501: Letter, C Bird (Principal underSecretary) / Magistrate (Umsinga), 8 December 1896.
50 Natal Mercury, 14 August 1899.
51 Times of Natal, 4 August 1899.
52 Times of Natal, 14 August 1899.
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Spying on Natal Afrikaners in the immediate pre-war period
Information gathering by the magistrates
Apart from the strategies outlined above, the Natal government also wanted
to keep a close watch on the Afrikaners in Natal. On 29 August 1899, the
government instructed all magistrates to forward a weekly confidential report
to the authorities in Pietermaritzburg. These reports were to focus on the
attitudes of the white and black populations in the district concerned and were
to include any information that could assist the government in maintaining
law and order, such as the investigation of rumours and newspaper articles.53
On 30 September 1899, the monitoring of Natal Afrikaners was intensified
when the commissioner of police, Colonel JG Dartnell, with the support of
Governor Hely-Hutchinson, forwarded a memo to the police inspectors at
Newcastle, Dundee, Ladysmith, Estcourt, Greytown, Nkandla and Melmoth,
instructing them to “... make out lists of the Dutch residents in your district,
and carefully note the names of any who leave the colony to join the Transvaal
...”54 Although the OFS was omitted, it can be assumed that any Natal
Afrikaner who intended venturing in that direction was also to be reported.
The outcome of these instructions was that Afrikaners in Natal were
henceforth closely monitored and then reported on in some detail. A case in
point was the reports from Proviso B and Umvoti. Two members of the ZuidAfrikaanshe Republiek Politie, RP Dafel and Potgieter, were rumoured to have
stayed overnight with some fellow Afrikaners in Proviso B under the pretence
that they wished to purchase cattle. At the same time, Proviso B Afrikaners
were rumoured to have started stocking up on sugar and flour.55 Furthermore,
several young Afrikaners from Umvoti were reported to be in the Vryheid
district, hoping to gain land in Zululand in the event of war.56 Furthermore,
according to the hotelkeeper at Helpmekaar, a group of young Afrikaners had
left Umvoti to join the Transvaal forces when the news came through of the
failed Bloemfontein Conference (31 May–5 June 1899) between President
Paul Kruger of the Transvaal and the British high commissioner for South
Africa, Sir Alfred Milner.57 The Natal Police, who followed up this last lead,
53 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2579: Confidential circular No. 51 of 1899 / Magistrates, 29 August 1899.
54 PAR, MJPW, Vol. 116: Afrikaners who have left, or may leave, to join the Boers, 30 September 1899–3 October
1899.
55 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2581: Report, TR Maxwell (Magistrate, Melmoth), 24 September 1899.
56 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2579: Report, Chief Magistrate CJR Saunders, 16 August 1899.
57 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2580: Letter, JL Knight (Magistrate, Nkandla) / CJR Saunders (Chief Magistrate and Civil
Commissioner), 13 September 1899.
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were unable to confirm it.58 From within the ranks of Natal Afrikaners these
reports were generally rejected as idle gossip59 or sheer fiction.60
What was neither gossip nor fiction was the sympathy for the republics that
arose in the “Dutch” districts – both north and south of the Tugela River. From
the Kranskop district, Magistrate HW Boast confirmed that the prospect of
war was being freely discussed. According to him, there was a great deal of
ignorance about the military might of the British Empire. Furthermore, Boast
felt that although family ties made them sympathetic towards the plight of the
republics, most Afrikaners were in favour of a peaceful settlement and planned
to remain neutral.61 The same was true in the neighbouring Umvoti district
where the sole transgression of the local Afrikaners was open sympathy for the
predicament of the Transvaal.62 In Weenen, as in Umvoti and Kranskop, the
possibility of war was also freely discussed amongst Afrikaners in a manner
referred to by the local magistrate as “... boastful ... characteristically vague, but
disloyal in tendency”. These discussions were finally tempered by the advance
of the British Army, although only two Afrikaners bothered to make a point of
watching the passing troops. As in other “Dutch” districts the attitude of most
Afrikaners was one of sympathy towards the republics,63 but this emotional
attachment was not accompanied by any promises of tangible support.64 The
only support forthcoming was in the form of contributions to a fund that had
been set up in the likelihood of there being wounded Transvaal burghers who
needed medical attention. Ds AM Murray initially indicated that he would
contribute to the Transvaal Relief Fund and accepted complimentary tickets
to the “Relief Fund Concert” but when a counter-fund for Boer casualties was
created, he and several other Afrikaners – to the annoyance of the magistrate
– changed their minds and withheld their contributions.65
Matters were virtually the same in the neighbouring Estcourt district where
Magistrate Addison and the local English residents66 doubted the allegiance
of the local Afrikaners but could find little evidence of active disloyalty.67
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

PAR, CSO, Vol. 2579: Report, CJR Saunders (Chief Magistrate and Civil Commissioner), 16 August 1899.
PAR, CSO, Vol. 2582: Report, RA Addison (Magistrate, Estcourt), 25 September 1899.
PAR, CSO, Vol. 2579: Report, Magistrate MRN Matthews, Weenen, 4 August 1899.
PAR, CSO, Vol. 2579: Report, HW Boast (Magistrate, Kranskop), 1 September1899.
VS Harris, “The reluctant rebels: The impact of the Second Anglo-Boer War upon the Klip River Dutch
Community, with special reference to the Dutch community of Dundee” (BA Honours, UNP, 1982), p. 4.
PAR, CSO, Vol. 2579: Report, MRN Matthews (Magistrate, Weenen), 4 August 1899.
PAR, CSO, Vol. 2580: Report, MRN Matthews (Magistrate, Weenen), 20 September 1899.
PAR, CSO, Vol. 2581: Report, MRN Matthews (Magistrate, Weenen), 1 October 1899.
PAR, CSO, Vol. 2579: Report, RH Addison (Magistrate, Estcourt), 9 October 1899.
PAR, CSO, Vol. 2579: Report, RH Addison (Magistrate, Estcourt), 4 September 1899.
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However, unlike In Kranskop, Umvoti and Weenen, the magistrate could
provide names of Afrikaners who by dint of their movements were regarded as
possibly being disloyal. According to Addison, two young brothers of Thaba
Hlope wanted to proceed to the Transvaal but were thwarted by their father.68
A certain Buys from Weenen, as well as J van der Merwe and JA Oosthuysen
and his son – the same Oosthuysens who had run into trouble because of
being in possession of unlicensed firearms – had left for the OFS.69
In the neighbouring Upper Tugela district, the only district south of the
Tugela River that bordered on a Boer republic, the OFS, the local Afrikaners
avoided the resident magistrate and the local police. The result of this was that
intelligence was hard to come by and it was only with a great deal of effort
that the magistrate established that a certain De Villiers was commandeered
by his father, a commandant in Harrismith, and that a memo was circulated
stating that in case of war the Natal government would close the border with
the OFS and seize all trekboer livestock. This caused panic amongst many
local Afrikaners who decided to trek, in the middle of the lambing season, to
their summer pastures in the OFS.70
North of the Tugela River the districts of Klip River, Dundee and Newcastle
all bordered on either the Transvaal or the OFS. This meant that they generally
had closer contact with the republics than those to the south of the Tugela.
In the light of this, TR Bennett, the magistrate for Klip River, felt that it was
likely that the local Natal Afrikaners would join the invading commandos in
large numbers. In Bennett’s opinion, although the Afrikaners in the area were
outwardly calm and loyal, he sensed a dogged underlying disapproval of the
attitude of the British government towards the Transvaal. Bennett estimated
that if hostilities broke out, between 15 and 20 percent of the non-land holders
would immediately leave the district and join the commandos and in the case
of a Boer invasion, the remaining property owners would probably unite with
the invaders, if not as combatants at least to assist in an auxiliary manner. The
exceptions would be a few affluent Afrikaners who would remain neutral.71
The magistrate of the Umsinga district initially took the same line as Bennett
– that if the British suffered reverses, the Umsinga Afrikaners would regard
rebellion as worth their while. Local Afrikaners were also seen building up
68
69
70
71

PAR, CSO, Vol. 2580: Report, RH Addison (Magistrate, Estcourt), 12 September 1899.
PAR, MJPW, Vol. 116: Report, RH Addison (Magistrate, Estcourt), 5 October 1899.
PAR, CSO, Vol. 2579: Report, WG Wheelwright (Magistrate, Upper Tugela), 4 September 1899.
PAR, CSO, Vol. 2579: Report, TR Bennett (Magistrate, Klip River), 5 September 1899.
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supplies, and according to Magistrate Adamson, the driving force behind all
this was the commander of the local Biggarsberg Boer Rifle Association, CJ de
Villiers, who was trying to sell his two farms in Umsinga and had also removed
his cattle to the OFS.72 But as war approached although he was experiencing
difficulty in ascertaining reliable information on the extent of pro-republican
sympathy, Adamson changed his mind and reported that an armed rebellion
of local Afrikaners was unlikely. He argued that most of the locals were large
land owners who feared that their property might be confiscated.73
To the north of Umsinga, in the Dundee district, Magistrate Hugo, himself a
Natal Afrikaner who enjoyed the support of most of the prominent Afrikaners
in the area, found it easier to glean information on what was transpiring in his
magistracy.74 In a guarded conversation with AL Jansen, a local justice of the
peace, Hugo was informed that the Dundee Afrikaners had strong sympathies
with the republics but did not want to take up arms.75 A conversation with
another prominent local Afrikaner, JJ Gregory, confirmed Jansen’s statement.
As far as Gregory was concerned, Natal Afrikaners would not cross into the
Transvaal to assist the commandos in the event of war. However, he felt that
if the republican forces were to cross into Natal and meet with success, some
Dundee Afrikaners would in all likelihood join forces with the commandos.76
But as Hugo pointed out, this was the voice of the landed gentry who had
much to lose because of their lucrative economic activities on both sides of
the Natal/Transvaal77 and Natal/OFS78 borders. Exceptions did occur among
young and relatively poor Afrikaners, as reported to Hugo by a certain Maritz.
Subsequent investigation by Hugo identified the potential rebels as Jordaan,
Meyer and Nel.79 As far as the Dundee magistrate was concerned, they had
one thing in common: “They all belong to the lower class of Dutch, and have
no standing at all in the district.”80
The only Natal Dutch district which bordered on both the Transvaal and the
OFS was Newcastle. In early September 1899, Magistrate Jackson reported
that all was peaceful in his region. The affluent Afrikaners were strongly
72 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2579: Report, GW Adamson (Magistrate, Umsinga), 3 September 1899.
73 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2579: Report, GW Adamson (Magistrate, Umsinga), 28 September 1899.
74 PAR, AGO, Vol. I/8/65: Letter, FDJ Havemann (Secretary, Congress of Dutch Farmers Association) / H Bale
(Attorney-General), 1 October 1899.
75 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2580: Report, P Hugo (Magistrate, Dundee), 2 September 1899.
76 PAR, AGO, Vol. I/7/39: Report, P Hugo (Magistrate, Dundee), 20 September 1899.
77 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2581: Report, P Hugo (Magistrate, Dundee), 4 September 1899.
78 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2582: Report, P Hugo (Magistrate, Dundee), 7 October 1899.
79 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2581: Report, P Hugo (Magistrate, Dundee), 5 October 1899.
80 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2582: Report, P Hugo (Magistrate, Dundee), 7 October 1899.
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opposed to war, but feared that irresponsible young men might assist the
republics if hostilities were to break out.81 A few Afrikaners, who in the view
of the magistrate had the intention of joining the commandos, had taken
their livestock to the republics despite the fact that the grazing there was
relatively sparse and that the lambing season was about to begin.82
The exception to the rule amongst the various districts in Natal was Proviso
B, in Zululand. This area was formerly part of the New Republic which
had been ceded to Natal in exchange for recognition in 1886.83 Its white
population, predominantly Afrikaans-speaking and geographically isolated
from the rest of Natal, maintained strong political, cultural and economic
ties with the Transvaal. Unsurprising therefore, rumours circulated that they
were expressing pro-republican feelings and were communicating with the
Transvaal, under cover of night, using African runners. This information soon
proved to be far more than a rumour and before hostilities began, some of
the wealthiest Afrikaners in the area, notably JJ van Rooyen,84 T Strydom,85
and PJ Koekemoer, moved over the border with all their livestock. They were
soon followed by a further nine local Afrikaners.86 In total, 22 percent of the
male Afrikaner population of Proviso B left for the Vryheid district before war
broke out,87 by far the largest number from any Natal district.
The reports from the magistrates, the eyes and ears of the Natal government,
collectively revealed that the vast majority of the Afrikaner inhabitants of the
“Dutch” districts felt a great deal of sympathy for the plight of the republics.
However, despite the underlying suspicion the magistrates generally harboured
towards their Afrikaner subjects, they had to admit that from the available
evidence, with the exception of those in Proviso B, most signs of disloyalty
were discussed and deeply felt in heart and mind but were hardly likely to be
expressed in subversive action.

81 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2579: Report, JO Jackson (Magistrate, Newcastle), 5 September 1899.
82 PAR, Principal Veterinary Surgeon (PVS) Vol. 3: Letter, DC Uys / Principal Veterinary Surgeon, 19 August
1899.
83 EH Brookes and C de B Webb, A History of Natal (Pietermaritzburg, University of Natal Press, 1987), pp.
185–186.
84 PAR, Prime Minister (PM), Vol. 91: Telegram, CJR Saunders (Chief Magistrate and Civil Commissioner) / AH
Hime (Prime Minister), 4 September 1899.
85 PAR, AGO, Vol. I/7/39: Telegram, CJR Saunders (Chief Magistrate and Civil Commissioner) / C Bird
(Principal under- Secretary), 7 September 1899.
86 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2581: Report, TR Maxwell (Magistrate, Melmoth), 4 October 1899.
87 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2581: Report, TR Maxwell (Magistrate, Melmoth), 4 October 1899.
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Information gathering by the Natal populace
In addition to the reports submitted by the various magistrates the Natal
authorities had another formal level of intelligence gathering available to them.
Over the years the Natal African population, in an elaborate system of “native
intelligence officers”, was used to glean information about dissent in their
ranks. These African spies reported directly to the secretary of native affairs,
FR Moor, who in turn shared such information with the Natal authorities.
This system was now used to gather information on Natal Afrikaners. “Native
intelligence officer no 2”, for example, accused all Afrikaner inhabitants of
the Greytown and Kranskop districts of politically influencing local Africans.
He recommended: “They should be made to declare on what side they will
be in the event of hostilities. If they say they will take the part of the others
in the Transvaal, they should be sent across the border to their own people
...” His point of view was based on two incidents. Near Seven Oaks a local
Afrikaner had informed him that the commandos would invade Natal and
that they would “go right into Maritzburg and drink their tea there”; and near
Kranskop, two Afrikaners had warned Chief Mbanyana that his cattle would
be raided if he supported the British, to which he retorted that he would
instigate revenge raids.88
The official systems of spying on fellow British subjects were augmented
by unofficial intelligence provided by loyal Africans and English Natalians
alike. A case in point was Nondubela, who declared that on his way to
Pietermaritzburg he had met four Afrikaners who asked him whose side he
would take in the impending war. In another instance, Chief Kula stated
that a certain Maritz, who traded with him and who had outspanned at his
homestead, had tried to convince him to side with the republicans. From the
Kranskop area, Jacob Zuma reported that AJJ Nel had said that the Natal
Afrikaners would wait until the Transvalers came for them after first attacking
Durban. He went on to say that en route to Durban the commandos would
cross at Ngubeva Drift and attack Greytown. Nel also boasted about the
Transvaal victory at Majuba in 1881 and the way the Jameson Raid in 1895
had been put down with ease; he had already, he said, set some cattle aside
which he would slaughter when the Boers came into Natal.89

88 PAR, SNA, Vol. I/4/6: Statement, Unknown African, 13 September 1899.
89 PAR, AGO, Vol. I/7/39: Deposition, J Zuma / Magistrate, Umvoti, 12 October 1899.
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Writing to the Times of Natal, a reader who signed himself “Alert”, warned
his Afrikaner neighbours: “You are known, you are watched and any overt
act of rebellion on your part will be inevitably rewarded on its merits.”90
GL Coventry did more than just issue a warning and informed the Natal
authorities that since 1896, and specifically after the visit by ex-Transvaal
president, MW Pretorius to the Estcourt district, treason was viewed in a
less serious light by the local Afrikaners. Coventry complained that when
he brought this change in attitude to the attention of the authorities, he was
accused of being alarmist.91 In reaction, and a clear indication of how seriously
information about Natal Afrikaners was being viewed, Prime Minster Hime
responded in person, expressing regret that Coventry’s warning had been
received with indifference. He explained that the government had failed to act
because they wanted to prevent undue alarm. Furthermore, action could not be
taken because there were still ongoing diplomatic efforts to avoid hostilities.92
Not all unofficial intelligence was based on rumour and PB Simmons, the
president of the Weston Rifle Association, reported a week before war broke
out, that one JT Potgieter, who resided near Kamberg, had gone to join the
commandos leaving behind crops, a horse and other property; furthermore,
he had sold off his livestock at a very low price.93
The official and unofficial intelligence gathering on Natal Afrikaners was
augmented by some of the Natal newspapers who as public watchdogs took
it upon themselves to do some policing.94 The most prominent role in this
regard was adopted by the Times of Natal which hinted that during the AngloTransvaal War of 1880–1881, Natal Afrikaners had sided with the Transvaal
and now rebels were again gearing to follow the same route. The newspaper
encouraged its readers to act as informers and to compile names and addresses
of potential rebels and witnesses which “could then be forwarded to the
newspaper or the Principal under-Secretary”.95
This call was based on a report on 24 August 1899 in which the Times of
Natal, in an article entitled “Rebels in Natal”, urged the Natal government
“... to take steps to disarm disloyal British subjects within this Colony and
Zululand and to inform all such at once by Proclamation that their properties
90
91
92
93

Times of Natal, 29 August 1899.
PAR, MJPW, Vol. 116: Statement, GL Coventry, 15 May 1899.
PAR, MJPW, Vol. 116: Letter, AH Hime (Prime Minister) / GL Coventry, c 1900.
PAR, CSO, Vol. 1628: Letter, PD Simmons / C Bird (Principal under-Secretary), 6 October 1899; PAR,
MJPW, Vol. 116: Report RH Addison (Magistrate, Estcourt), 5 October 1899.
94 See for example, the Natal Witness, 5 October 1899.
95 Times of Natal, 9 October 1899.
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would be forfeited without hesitation, in the event of these people joining or
affording assistance to the enemy.”
The “facts” on which the newspaper based its recommendation were that
Afrikaners in Umvoti had formed a quasi-military organisation that would
support an advance by Transvaal forces into southern Natal. In addition, these
Afrikaners were accused of trying to influence local Africans to side with them
and were levelling expressions laced with racial hatred against the English.
Such behaviour, according to the newspaper, smacked of disloyalty and open
rebellion; the government should disarm those who had acquired firearms
illegally and take action against those who had broken the law.96
The first Afrikaner to react to these accusations was D Havemann, who
regarded the article as laughable. In lampooning mode, he volunteered further
information: “... we are busy manufacturing cannons out of gumwood blocks,
to be loaded with onion bulbs, to meet our terrified Greytown English friends
as soon as hostilities commence.” In view of the accusations levelled against
the Umvoti Afrikaners, Havemann wondered how great the falsehoods
would be when journalists reported on the situation in the Transvaal.97 J Nel
responded in more serious vein and stated openly: “Our sympathy is with the
Transvaal for our relatives are there – and we have not sunk so low in the scale
of civilization as to forget blood is thicker than water – I am dear sir, one of
the so-called rebels.”98
By now the election of William Nel as commandant and Henry Dafel as
his assistant, had become something of a standing joke in the Greytown area,
especially when Gert van Rooyen, in a letter to the newspaper, expressed
the thought that these two men would “be a match for the mighty British
Empire”. The Times of Natal did not share his humour and labelled it as “an
example of Boer logic and policy”, and hoped that all Van Rooyen’s friends
would be so foolish as to underestimate the “mighty British Empire” to the
same extent that he had.99
Under the outwardly joking veneer, the Afrikaners of Greytown were
fuming about the article which branded them as rebels, conspirators and
meddlers. They decided to circulate a petition calling on the three elected
96
97
98
99

Times of Natal, 24 August 1899.
Times of Natal, 2 September 1899.
Natal Witness, 1 September 1899.
Times of Natal, 11 September 1899.
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political representatives for the area, TJ (Theunis) Nel, TJ (Tol) Nel and G
Leuchars – who was also the commanding officer of the UMR – to present
it to the governor. The petition alleged that falsehoods and lies were being
spread under cover of freedom of the press. The three parliamentarians were
requested to demand “... an immediate and thorough investigation into the
matter, with a view to having these charges either substantiated and publically
proved or publically withdrawn or revoked”. Although the Times of Natal
welcomed the expression of loyalty in the petition, it stood firm and reported
that there was more to the truth than any enquiry would reveal.100 In response,
the newspaper upped the ante by reporting that the general feeling was that
the majority of Afrikaners in Natal would join the Transvaal forces if they
could do so without losing their farms and livestock.101
When nothing came of their petition, the politically well-organised Umvoti
Afrikaners held a public meeting to remonstrate with the Natal government
for allowing the Times of Natal to insult them in this unseemly manner. They
also complained that they were distrusted by the “Natal Jingo Ministry” and if
the government did not act, there would be no support for their cause.102 These
statements must have touched a raw nerve and the Umvoti Afrikaners were
given what they wanted – a public enquiry into their loyalty. Under Circular
No. 51 of 1899, Attorney-General Bale instructed the Umvoti magistrate, HC
Koch, to enquire into the matter. Attempts by Koch, himself an Afrikaner,
to gain such information were met by evasive answers. Nevertheless, he
concluded that the Umvoti Afrikaners were not disloyal; they felt with some
justification, that they had been subjected to grave injustice.103 The report by
Koch thus confirmed the earlier findings as expressed in the official report104
and must have satisfied the Umvoti Afrikaners on some level that the Times
of Natal was indeed overzealous in its reportage. On the other hand, for the
Natal authorities, it was a win-win situation. Had the report by Koch revealed
high levels of disloyalty they could have acted against the culprits; since it did
not, they were seen as caring enough about their Afrikaner subjects as to allow
a public enquiry.

100 Times of Natal, 1 September 1899; Natal Witness, 1 September 1899.
101 Times of Natal, 11 September 1899.
102 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2580: Report, HC Koch (Magistrate, Umvoti), 19 September 1899.
103 PAR, MJPW, Vol. 69: Minute paper, H Bale (Attorney-General) / to HC Koch (Magistrate, Umvoti), 26
September 1899; PAR, AGO, Vol. I/7/39: Letter, HC Koch (Magistrate, Umvoti) / H Bale (Attorney-General),
28 September 1899.
104 VS Harris, “The reluctant rebels…” p. 4.
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Intercepting Natal Afrikaner mail
Despite their official intelligence gathering efforts, the intelligence volunteered
by African and English civilians and the vigilance of the newspapers, the Natal
authorities must have felt that they did not yet have the full picture on the
loyalty (or otherwise) of the Natal Afrikaners. Early in October 1899, the
final act of espionage against Natal Afrikaners commenced. Although Martial
Law had not yet been proclaimed, all letters to and from Natal Afrikaners
were illegally intercepted and opened so that in the words of the governor, the
government was in a position to “... thwart and counteract the work of spies
in Natal.” To Chamberlain he wrote “... these documents go to bear out the
theory of the existence of a widespread and deep rooted Dutch conspiracy
throughout South Africa for the subversion of British rule.”105 If the contents
of the letters he forwarded to Chamberlain were any indication of the mood
of his Afrikaner subjects, the governor had clearly over-reacted. Phrases such
as “if we faithfully trust in the Lord ... who will defeat us?”; “the plan of the
Boers here [Mooi River] is to join the Transvaal if they win”; “may God grant
that you come off best, but I do not believe that it can be that the Afrikaner
must lose”; and “have a Transvaal flag in readiness to be hoisted when the
Boers arrive”, can hardly be described as evidence of a “conspiracy” and were
surely an indication of emotive and heartfelt sympathy and support for the
republican cause. What the letters did give away was names of possible rebels
such as Solomon M. who had joined the Harrismith Commando.106 Probably
more accurate was the view of WCH George of the Natal Police, who headed
the postal investigation and who noted: “Practically the whole of the Dutch
correspondence which we have gone through and numbering many thousands
of letters is couched in the most sympathetic terms, calling on the almighty to
lead the Afrikaner armies to victory.”107
In collating the mass of evidence that emerged from all its sources of
intelligence the Natal authorities could but come to a single conclusion –
active disloyalty was not rampant amongst Natal Afrikaners in the months
building up to the outbreak of war. Only 26 out of an estimated population
of 5 000 were identified by the Natal Police as having left Natal for the
105 PRO, CO, Vol. 179/208: Letter, W Hely-Hutchinson (Governor) / J Chamberlain (Secretary of State for the
Colonies), 6 November 1899.
106 PRO, CO, Vol. 179/208: Letters, JA van der Westhuyzen / CJ van der Westhuyzen, 3 October 1899; EJ Boshoff
/ AA Boshoff, 6 October 1899; JS Maritz / CF de Jager, 8 October 1899; SHF de Jager / C de Jager, 11 October
1899; TA Perold / JF Keytell, 11 October 1899.
107 PRO, CO, Vol. 179/208: Letter, WCH George / AH Hime (Prime Minister), 6 November 1899.
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republics. Of these, seventeen were from Proviso B – an isolated area which
had only became part of Natal in 1886.108 Not all of these necessarily left with
military intentions, because the threat of war had merely convinced some
Natal Afrikaners to depart on their annual seasonal migration to the summer
pastures in the republics earlier than usual. Realistically, the Natal Police could
not be expected to keep track of all the Natal Afrikaners who had left for the
republics. A case in point was Aveling of Newcastle, who departed for the
OFS on 13 September 1899 to join the reserve artillerists.109 In all likelihood
such individuals were not numerous enough to seriously inflate the numbers
provided by the police or to alter the fact that Natal Afrikaner disloyalty was
an emotional reaction, unlikely to be expressed in active support.

Managing the Natal Afrikaners as war clouds gathered
With the information on Natal Afrikaners pointing to the fact that the vast
majority wanted to remain neutral while reserving the right to sympathise
strongly with the republics, the Natal authorities (who tended towards
viewing this as tantamount to disloyalty) had to decide on how to use this to
manage its Afrikaner subjects.
At no stage did the Natal government, despite evidence to this effect, charge
Natal Afrikaners for using treasonable language. Such charges were possible in
terms of Act 22 of 1896, section 34.110 According to the act, “Mere expression
of hatred or contempt of the sovereign authority may usually be allowed to
pass without notice, though there may be circumstances in which language
becomes dangerous to the public safety, and should be punished.” The
problem, as encapsulated in the addendum to the act was: “Guilt will depend
on the precise words used and the time when, and circumstances under which
they were used.”111 This stipulation was so vague and indeterminate that to
achieve a conviction was very difficult.
Thus, when AAJ Nel greeted HV Killoch jovially with the words “Good
day, rooinek”, to which Killoch replied “Good day greybelly”,112 the incident
108 PRO, CO, Vol. 179/205: Letter W Hely-Hutchinson (Governor) / J Chamberlain (Secretary of State for the
Colonies), 6 October 1899.
109 OE Prozesky, private collection, Diary of JJA Prozesky: Diary entry, 16 September 1899, p. 17.
110 PAR, AGO, Vol. I/7/39: Minute paper, treasonable language used by AAJ Nel at Kranskop, 29 October 1899.
111 PAR, AGO, Vol. I/7/39: Letter, AH Hime (Prime Minister) / H Bale (Attorney-General), 30 August 1899.
112 Greybelly – Vaalpens in Afrikaans - was a common nickname for Transvalers at the time.
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snowballed until the prime minister became involved. Reacting to Kinloch’s
greeting, Nel retorted that the Transvalers would shoot the “rooineks until
their entrails fly”. Killoch took this as a private joke.113 The local magistrate
likewise paid little attention to the incident because he knew that Nel, who
was locally known as “Mal Theuns” (mad Theuns), was a rabid hater of the
British.114 Others disagreed and felt that Nel was perfectly sane although
somewhat eccentric, and should take responsibility for his repeated verbal
attacks. As a result, Prime Minister Hime seriously considered charging him
for using treasonable language.115 The problem was that neither the Kranskop
magistrate nor the clerk of the court was prepared to testify to the slanderous
nature of Nel’s statements, because their Dutch was too poor.116
What bothered Natal Afrikaners was that their English counterparts were
allowed to voice their opinions and to call the Natal Afrikaners and indeed
the republics unflattering names, but they were not given the same leeway.117
The advice the sole Dutch newspaper in Natal, De Natal Afrikaner, offered
to its readers in this regard was both sound and simple – do not, under the
prevailing circumstances, discuss any issues related to the tension between
Britain and the republics. Accept the fact that the Hime government will
readily believe anything negative about the Afrikaner.118 Accordingly, when
Casper Labuschagne, a Natal Afrikaner politician, voiced his opinion that
the Natal government viewed all Natal Afrikaners with suspicion,119 Hime’s
reaction certainly gave credence to the Natal Afrikaner’s advice. While the
prime minister hastened to add that the Natal government made no distinction
between Afrikaners and English, and that they had always been treated alike,
he concluded with a veiled threat – that this would remain the status quo “...
as long as Dutch Colonists remain loyal to the British Crown.”120 Governor
Hely-Hutchinson then made his contribution to the issue by saying that
Natal Afrikaner loyalty would last only as long as the British army did not
suffer serious reverses.121
113 PAR, AGO, Vol. I/7/39: Report, HW Boast (Kranskop, Magistrate), 5 October 1899.
114 PAR, AGO, Vol. I/7/39: Deposition, J Zuma / Magistrate, Umvoti, 12 October 1899.
115 PAR, AGO, Vol. I/7/39: Minute paper, treasonable language used by AAJ Nel at Kranskop, 29 October 1899.
116 PAR, AGO, Vol. I/7/39: Minute paper, treasonable language used by AAJ Nel at Kranskop, 29 September
1899.
117 De Natal Afrikaner, 8 September 1899; Natal Witness, 7 September 1899; Natal Witness, 3 October 1899.
118 De Natal Afrikaner, 19 September 1899.
119 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2580: Report, RH Addison (Magistrate, Estcourt) 25 August 1899.
120 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2582: Letter, AH Hime (Prime Minister) / CJ Labuschagne, 2 October 1899.
121 PRO, CO, Vol. 179/206: Letter, W Hely-Hutchinson (Governor) / J Chamberlain (Secretary of State for the
Colonies), 15 September 1899.
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Another Natal Afrikaner grievance did receive equally short shrift. Throughout
the “Dutch” districts, fears were expressed that in the event of war Afrikaners’
livestock would be raided and their property looted and destroyed by Africans
who would use the conflict as a smokescreen to settle tribal differences.122
These fears were first brought to the attention of the Natal authorities by
Major-General William Penn-Symons, the officer commanding of the British
forces in Natal,123 and were even being echoed by the Times of Natal124 and
the Natal Witness.125 Natal Afrikaners felt that they needed the support and
protection of their government in this regard.
In his response, Prime Minister Hime instructed Natal Africans to “remain
within their own borders, as the war will be a white man’s war ...”126 This
instruction did not by any means satisfy all Natal Afrikaners. In Weenen,127
Dundee128 and Upper Tugela,129 the local Afrikaners applied to their respective
magistrates for permission to congregate in laagers for protection against a
possible African uprising. None of these magistrates took the Natal Afrikaners’
fears seriously and concluded that the secondary motive behind the requests
was to separate themselves from English-speaking Natalians so that they
could avoid government structures if there was a republican invasion. In other
words, the local authorities saw the request as yet another ploy on the Natal
Afrikaners’ agenda of disloyalty – and dealt with it accordingly. At least one
Natal Afrikaner saw this reaction as part of a bigger Natal government plan –
Natal Afrikaners were not allowed to purchase rifles readily, which in turn left
them unarmed and under dire threat of an African revolt.130
With such suspicions and mistrust dominating the thinking of the Natal
authorities, the question needs to be asked: What direct advice or guidance
on how to act in the build-up to war did Natal Afrikaners received from their
government? The answer is that no clear instructions were initially issued by
the Natal government. This meant that individual magistrates, or individual
Natal Afrikaners, had to decide for themselves on what actions would be
appropriate. The Dundee magistrate, for example, advised the local trekboers
122 PAR, SNA, Vol. I/4/6: Report, P Hugo (Magistrate, Dundee) / FR Moor (Secretary of Native Affairs), 27
September 1899; PAR, CSO, Vol. 2581: Report, TR Maxwell (Magistrate, Melmoth), 24 September 1899.
123 PRO, CO, Vol. 179/206: Memo, W Penn-Symons (Major-General) / Chief of Staff, Cape Town, 31 July 1899.
124 Times of Natal, 28 August 1899.
125 Natal Witness, 18 September 1899.
126 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2580: Letter, AH Hime (Prime Minister) / Magistrate, 9 September 1899.
127 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2582: Report, MRN Matthews (Magistrate, Weenen), 6 October 1899.
128 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2581: Report, GW Adamson (Magistrate, Umsinga), 3 October 1899.
129 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2579: Report, WG Wheelwright (Magistrate, Upper Tugela), 4 September 1899.
130 De Natal Afrikaner, 8 September 1899.
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not to begin their seasonal migration.131 In contrast, when asked directly, the
Natal government was vague on how Afrikaners should behave. A case in point
is the question posed by HW Boers, the postal contractor for Upper Tugela,
who wanted to know what steps were being taken to protect the mail in the
event of war. The response was simple yet lacked clarity – if attacked Natal
would be defended with the full force of the British Empire; compensation
would be exacted for any injury or loss to the Natal Colony or to its loyal
subjects.132 In the process nothing was revealed in terms of how Natalians in
general, and Afrikaners specifically, were expected to behave or what support
their government would provide.
The first official guidance from the Natal government to its people,
Proclamation No. 98 of 1899, was only issued on 29 September 1899 – less
than two weeks before the war began. It warned Natal inhabitants, without
providing any detail, against disloyalty and treason. Its gist was punitive rather
than protective and pointed out that the Natal government could confiscate
the property of rebels.133 In their reaction, a member of the public134 and
sectors of the press,135 echoed the idea that the property of those guilty of
treasonable offences be confiscated. In both cases the “enemy within” who
should suffer this fate was identified in advance – the Natal Afrikaners were
the culprits. Doubt was however cast on the validity of the proclamation
by the principal under-Secretary, C Bird, who declared: “Under the present
circumstances the government has no power to confiscate property belonging
to anyone whether in Natal or otherwise.”136 The contents of the proclamation
issued were thus not only legally questionable but were extremely late in
coming and offered very little to Natal Afrikaners specifically.
It is therefore hardly surprising that the day before war broke out a letter to
the Times of Natal, penned by “An Exile”, complained, “... we hear nothing
from the British Government as to the action they intend taking with the
disloyal Dutch ... more plain statement of facts by our government would be
appreciated by British subjects, and I feel sure you will agree with me that the
131 PAR, CSO, Vol. 2581: Report, P Hugo (Magistrate, Dundee), 4 October 1899; PAR, Principal Veterinary
Surgeon (PVS) Vol. 3: Letter, DC Uys / Principal Veterinary Surgeon, 19 August 1899; PAR, CSO, Vol.
2579: Report, GW Adamson (Magistrate, Umsinga), 3 September 1899; PAR, CSO, Vol. 2579: Report, WG
Wheelwright (Magistrate, Upper Tugela), 4 September 1899.
132 PAR, Postmaster General’s Office (PMG), Vol. 80: Enquiry, HW Boers, c. 1899.
133 De Natal Afrikaner, 3 October 1899; PAR, Natal Colonial Publications (NCP), Vol. 6/1/1/52: Natal Government
Gazette, 29 September 1899; Natal Witness, 30 September 1899.
134 PAR, CSO, Vol. 1628: Letter, PD Simmons / C Bird (Principal under-Secretary), 6 October 1899.
135 Times of Natal, 12 October 1899.
136 PAR, CSO, Vol. 1628: Letter, C Bird (Principal under-Secretary) / PD Simmons, 6 October 1899.
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time has come for plain speaking on this and other matters of like nature.”137
When war did indeed break out on 11 October 1899, the Natal authorities
seemed singularly unprepared in terms of managing their Afrikaner subjects.
While viewing them collectively as being disloyal in thought and speech,
it appears that no large-scale rebellious or mutinous activities were actually
expected. The next proclamation was only issued on 15 October 1899, by
which stage the republics had already advanced deep into Natal and specifically
into the so-called “Dutch” districts of the Natal Colony to the north of the
Tugela River.138
In the light of the above, it is fair to argue that the large volumes of information
so meticulously gathered on Natal Afrikaners in the build-up to the war were
not effectively used by the Natal authorities to manage their Afrikaans-speaking
subjects. The dilemma for the Natal authorities was that the information was
insufficient to lay charges against the Afrikaners but enough to cast suspicion
on them as the “disloyal enemy” within. Consequently, all their concerns,
including fear of an African uprising or unhappiness on how they were being
categorised by the Natal government, were dealt with from this premise. The
result of such reactionary administrative decisions was that in the pre-war
period, it did little for Natalians in general and Natal Afrikaners in particular.

Conclusion
The overarching loyalty of Natal Afrikaners in the build-up to the AngloBoer War was to fellow Afrikaners and the republics rather than the Natal
Colony and the British Empire. In the process, the fate and well-being of
the republics became of close concern to Natal Afrikaners who despite the
detrimental implications of their overt sympathies, maintained their loyalty
to what they felt was “ours”.139 However, Natal Afrikaners by and large did
not exhibit their emotional ties in direct action on behalf of the republics.
Indeed, Afrikaans-speaking residents also displayed loyalty to the colony of
Natal – the geopolitical region to which they were legally bound. But this
137 Times of Natal, 12 October 1899. August Prozesky mentions in his diary, p. 22, that a proclamation by the
governor around 5 October 1899 stated that any British subject who assisted the Boers would be punished by
death and his property confiscated. No evidence to support this statement could be found.
138 PAR, NCP, Vol. 6/1/1/52: Proclamation No. 106 issued by Governor W Hely-Hutchinson, 15 October 1899;
Natal Witness, 16 October 1899; Times of Natal, 16 October 1899.
139 J Kleinig, “Loyalty”, pp. 1–19.
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loyalty was trumped by their deep-seated feelings towards their kith and kin
in the Transvaal and the OFS and the republican cause.
This was not how the Natal authorities interpreted the bulk of information
gathered by official and unofficial means. They showed little appreciation of
the reality that Natal Afrikaners were experiencing a clash of loyalties with a
sympathetic (yet unassertive) loyalty to the republics superseding their loyalty
to the Empire and the colony. As far as the authorities were concerned the
Afrikaners were not offering the Natal government the undivided loyalty it
sought. In official eyes they were acting suspiciously by associating with the
republics and sympathising with their cause; they seemed to be purchasing
far too many rifles and they refused to abide by the new rifle association rules
that demanded an oath of allegiance to the crown. Furthermore they were
heard to speak disparagingly of the British and wrote letters in support of
the republican ideals. The government decided they were collectively disloyal
and had to be managed accordingly. Restrictions were placed on their rights
to purchase rifles; they were hounded out of the armed forces; and steps were
taken to spy on them as if they were the enemy within. Finally, on the eve
of the war, in a disloyal act of its own, the Natal government deserted its
Afrikaner subjects by providing neither support nor adequate guidance on
how they should act during the hostilities.
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Die Suid-Afrikaanse Weermag en die “stryd” om Cuito
Cuanavale: Fases 2, 3 en 4 van Operasie Moduler, Oktober Desember 1987 [Deel 2]
Gerhard JJ Oosthuizen
Potchefstroomkampus
Noordwes-Universiteit
10061797@nwu.ac.za

Abstract
Several international events contributed to the fact that the struggle for
South West Africa was not confined only to SWAPO and the South African
forces. Because of a coup d’etat and the economic and moral burden which
colonies entailed, Portugal withdrew from Angola and Mozambique in a rush
in 1974. SWAPO, assisted by the Movimento Popular de Libertação de Angola
(MPLA), established military bases in the south of Angola to invade South
West Africa more effectively. It was therefore only a matter of time before the
South African forces encountered not only SWAPO, but also the MPLA and
Cuban forces. South Africa, however, did not take an attitude of wait-and-see,
but wanted to retain the initiative mainly by means of so-called pre-emptive
operations, such as Operation Savannah (1975-1976), which was the first
of many cross-border operations. The general aim of these operations was to
effectively curtail the infiltration of SWAPO from the south of Angola into
South West Africa. During the first and only successful phase of Operation
Modular (August-October 1987), the combined South African forces came
to the aid of a beleaguered UNITA due to a Forças Armadas Populares de
Libertação de Angola (FAPLA) offensive on the UNITA strongholds of
Mavinga and Jamba. The Battle of the Lomba River on 3 October 1987
ended in the crushing of FAPLA’s 47 Brigade and ushered in the successful
completion of phase one of Operation Modular. The objective of this article is
to analyse the strategic position of Cuito Cuanavale during phases two, three
and four of Operation Modular (October-December 1987). In particular, this
article focuses on the objectives of the SADF regarding Cuito Cuanavale. The
conclusion is that, although fiercely denied in certain circles, the SADF most
definitely wanted to conquer Cuito Cuanavale.
Keywords: Operation Moduler/Modular; Angola; SADF; UNITA; FAPLA;
MPLA; Jonas Savimbi; Cuito Cuanavale; Mavinga; Menongue; Jannie
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Geldenhuys; Operation Saludando a Octubre; Battle of Chambinga; SWAPO,
South West Africa/Namibia; Military history.

Inleiding
Generaal Jannie Geldenhuys, bevelvoerder (1985-1990) van die SuidAfrikaanse Weermag (SAW), het op 16 Januarie 2008 ergerlik gereageer
op ANC-Kubaanse aansprake dat die SAW gedurende 1987-1988 ’n groot
nederlaag gely het by onder andere Cuito Cuanavale. Geldenhuys se reaksie
spreek boekdele: “Wat my betref, het die SAW en UNITA heroïese oorwinnings
behaal. Ek is nie die enigste wat so sê nie. Dat ons by Cuito Cuanavale verloor
het, is niks minder nie as ’n mite en ’n verbeeldingsvlug. Baie mense glo die
Kubaanse propaganda omdat dit hulle pas ...”1 Daarbenewens het kolonel
CJ Nöthling reeds in 1989 prontuit verklaar: “Cuito Cuanavale was nooit
’n teiken van die SA magte nie.”2 Die gevierde Suid-Afrikaanse koerantman
en historikus Willem Steenkamp het in 1990 egter die twyfel oor die Cuito
Cuanavale-kwessie beklemtoon: “Byna twee jaar later is daar steeds ’n hewige
twis oor wat die Suid-Afrikaners se voornemens was met Cuito Cuanavale.
Propaganda daar gelaat is die Cuito Cuanavale-twispunt nie so eenvoudig
as wat dit lyk nie. Daar bestaan nog heelwat twyfel of die Suid-Afrikaners
en UNITA die basis wou verower.”3 Hierdie twyfel is vandag (2011), meer
as twee dekades later, steeds nie uit die weg geruim nie. Daarom het hierdie
artikel ten doel om, gegrond op argivale navorsing in die Suid-Afrikaanse
Nasionale Weermag Dokumentasiesentrum te Pretoria, die belangrikheid
van Cuito Cuanavale in die Suid-Afrikaanse oorlogstrategie tydens Operasie
Moduler fases 2, 3 en 4 te analiseer.4
Ná die 1974-staatsgreep in Portugal het die koloniale moondheid inderhaas
uit Angola onttrek. Na Angola se onafhanklikwording op 11 November
1975 het die drie bevrydingsorganisasies UNITA, MPLA en FNLA mekaar
opnuut die stryd aangesê. Dié burgeroorlog het teen die agtergrond van die

1
2
3
4

S van der Walt, “Dit gaan oor meer as net Cuito Cuanavale”, Beeld, 16 Januarie 2008, p. 13.
CJ Nöthling, “Kort kroniek van militêre operasies en oprtredes (sic!) in Suidwes-Afrika en Angola (19141988)”, Militaria, Vol. 19/2, 1989, p. 14.
W Steenkamp, Suid-Afrika se grensoorlog 1966-1989 (Ashanti, Rivonia, 1990), p. 152.
Fase 1 het aandag geniet in ‘n afsonderlike artikel: Kyk GJJ Oosthuizen, “Die Suid-Afrikaanse Weermag en
transgrensoperasie Moduler, fase 1: Die FAPLA-offensief teen UNITA, Augustus – Oktober 1987” [Deel 1],
pp. 43-62.
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Koue Oorlog (1945-1990) afgespeel. Suid-Afrika, gesteun deur die VSA,
het UNITA en die FNLA ondersteun, terwyl die USSR en sy satellietstaat,
Kuba, die MPLA ondersteun het. Kuba en die MPLA het boonop die
Kommunistiesgesinde South West African People’s Organisation (SWAPO)
ondersteun en in staat gestel om Suidwes-Afrika vanuit Suid-Angola binne te
dring. In reaksie hierop het die SAW sedert 1975 verskeie transgrensoperasies
van stapel gestuur om enige insypeling vanuit dié geweste in die kiem te
smoor.5
Figuur 1: FAPLA-, UNITA- en SAW-gevegte, 1987

Bron: M Norval, Death in the desert: The Namibian tragedy (Selous Foundation Press, Washington
DC, 1989), p. 214

5

H Hamann, Days of the generals. The untold story of South Africa’s apartheid-era military generals (Zebra Press,
Cape Town, 2001), pp. 11-45.
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Vroeg in 1987 het die SAW inligting bekom dat die militêre vleuel van die
MPLA, Forças Armadas Populares de Libertação de Angola (FAPLA), en die
Kubane besig was met intensiewe voorbereidings om UNITA te verdryf uit die
Sesde Militêre Streek (6MS), geleë in Suidoos-Angola6. Die FAPLA-Kubaanse
magte het Cuito Cuanavale as “hegte basis ontwikkel” om vandaar offensiewe
te loods teen Mavinga.7 Gedurende Mei 1987 het Jonas Savimbi, president
van UNITA, die SAW dringend versoek om bystand teen die FAPLA-magte
te verleen.8 Die SAW het gevolglik besluit om UNITA te ondersteun met die
doel om die FAPLA-offensief genaamd Operasie Saludando a Octubre in die
kiem te smoor.9 Die Slag van die Lomba-rivier op 3 Oktober 1987 het die
suksesvolle afsluiting van fase 1 van Operasie Moduler ingelui. 47 Brigade en
die FAPLA Westelike Taktiese Groep is suid van die Lomba-rivier vernietig
en sodoende is die FAPLA-aanmars na Mavinga en Jamba effektief gestuit.10
Enkele dae na die Slag van die Lomba-rivier en terdeë bewus van die
voortgesette FAPLA-gevaar en die kwesbaarheid van Mavinga, het die
SAW-opperbevel operasionele instruksie 24/87 rakende die voortsetting van
Operasie Moduler uitgereik. Die Suid-Afrikaanse magte moes in samewerking
met UNITA die gekombineerde FAPLA-Kubaanse magte oos van die Cuitorivier vernietig. Daar is voorsien dat Operasie Moduler in drie fases sou
ontplooi, en die stuiting van die FPLA-offensief na Mavinga (fase een) was
teen 3 Oktober 1987 reeds bereik. Die Suid-Afrikaanse magte moes tydens
fase twee die inisiatief teen 6 November 1987 bekom en die FAPLA-Kubaanse
magte oos van die Cuito-rivier die maksimum verliese toedien. Fase drie het
die vernietiging van die FAPLA-brigades teen 15 Desember 1987 oos van die
Cuito-rivier in die oog gehad. Dié fase het ook optrede teen Cuito Cuanavale
ingesluit, indien dit noodsaaklik sou wees vir die suksesvolle voltooiing van
6

Suid-Afrikaanse Nasionale Weermag Dokumentasiesentrum (SANWD), Pretoria, JF Huyser-vesameling (JFH),
Houer 17, Lêer 69: Militêre geskiedenis Op Modulêr, FAPLA Bevel en Beheer, ca Augustus 1987.
7 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 17, Lêer 69, Militêre geskiedenis Op Modulêr, reeks nommer 1 en 2; Argief
Regiment Mooirivier (ARMR), Potchefstroom, Lêer 265: Anon., Die Landgeveg, pp. 2-61, 2-62 bylae tot
Omsendbrief Bevelvoerder 7 SA Divisie/Bevelvoerder RMR, 30 Junie 1993.
8 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 30, Lêer 156, W Dörnig, A concise history of Operation Moduler (Phase one),
May – October 1987, pp. 7-8.
9 HL Blanch & I Liebenberg, “A view from Cuba: internationalists against apartheid”, Journal for Contemporary
History, Vol. 34, no. 1, February 2009, p. 100; L Scholtz, “The air war over Angola: an analysis”, Journal for
Contemporary History, Vol. 34, no. 1, February 2009, p. 240; G Shaw, “South Africa/Angola: accepting the
consequences”, The Natal Witness, 16 November 1987, p. 6.
10 C Saunders, “South Africa’s war in Southern Angola (1987-1988) and the independence of Namibia”, Journal
for Contemporary History, Vol. 18, no. 1, June 1993, p. 6; H Hamann, Days of the generals..., p. 93, SANWD,
Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek histogram, Konsep Operasie Moduler (fase 2) geskryf deur kmdt. R von
Moltke, Reeks 1, p. 1.
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die operasie.11 Die verowering én vernietiging van die Cuito Cuanavalelughawe, geleë naby die operasionele gebied, sou die FAPLA-lugdominansie
opskort omdat FAPLA-vegvliegtuie dan sou moes uitwyk na Menongue,
sowat 150km noordwes van Cuito Cuanavale.
Eenstemmigheid kon egter nie bereik word rakende die inhoud van
Operasionele Instruksie 24/87 nie, en na indringende samesprekings is
dit gewysig.12 Die Hoof van die Suid-Afrikaanse Leër (H Leër) het op 27
Oktober 1987 ’n volledige operasionele instruksie (D Ops/577/27 Okt 87)
rakende Operasie Moduler uitgereik. Die primêre doelwit daarvan was steeds
die vernietiging van die FAPLA-brigades oos van die Cuito-rivier. Fase vier
is egter bygevoeg en het die verowering van Cuito Cuanavale behels, maar
eers nadat die voorafgaande fases suksesvol voltooi is. In die aanvullende
riglyne is bepaal dat druk volgehou moes word op Cuito Cuanavale deur
onder andere die aanwending van Multi-Vuurpyllanseerders (MVL).13

Die mislukte FAPLA-offensief teen die Suid-Afrikaanse artillerie,
Oktober 1987
Op 4 Oktober 1987 het die Voorste Bevelspos (VBP) te Cuito Cuanavale
aan al die FAPLA-brigades wat aan die offensief deelgeneem het, opdrag
gegee om onverwyld na die oorspronggebied van die Cunzumbia-rivier te
onttrek. 14Teen 11 Oktober 1987 was al die retirerende FAPLA-brigades in
die omstreke van die Cunzumbia-oorsprong saamgetrek.15
Intussen is die Suid-Afrikaanse magte hergroepeer om sodoende meer effektief
die offensief teen die terugtrekkende FAPLA-magte te hervat. Die geledere
11 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 16, Lêer 56, vol. 3, D OPS/496/7 Okt 87: H Leër/SWAGM 31 Tak HK
Rundu; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., Reeks 22A, pp. 19B-19H.
12 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 16, Lêer 56, vol. 3, H Leër/D OPS/309/1 Moduler en LMH/TS/SSO OPS
PLAN/309/4 – Moduler: Beslissingsvoordrag aan H SAW oor voortgesette SAW deelname aan Op Moduler, ca 12
Oktober 1987; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 13 Oktober 1987, Reeks 77, pp. 56-57; Houer 16,
Lêer 56, vol. 3: Sein HK SWAGM/Kol. Botha D Ops, 19 Oktober 1987; Houer 16, Lêer 56, D Ops/309/1 Op
Moduler: Sein H Leër 31/SWA GM 31, 27 Oktober 1987.
13 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 16, Lêer 56, D Ops/309/1 Op Moduler: Sein H Leër 31/SWA GM 31,
27 Oktober 1987; Houer 28, Lêer 132, Ops/901/31 Okt 87: 20 Brigade/Veggroep B; Houer 28, Lêer 132,
Ops/790/23 Okt 87: Voor HK/Veggroep A, B et al.; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 27 Oktober 1987,
Reeks 205 en 206, pp. 162-164.
14 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 24, Lêer 104: [Operasie Moduler:] Beknopte historiese oorsig van die FAPLAoffensief, pp. 3.14-3.15; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 4 Oktober 1987, Reeks 14, p. 15.
15 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 24, Lêer 104: [Operasie Moduler:] Beknopte historiese oorsig van die FAPLAoffensief, p. 3.16; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 11 Oktober 1987, Reeks 57, p. 45.
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van 20 Brigade is versterk deur die toevoeging van 4 SA Infanteriebataljon
en een eskadron olifanttenks: sodoende het 20 Brigade onontbeerlike
pantservermoë bekom. Gedurende die nag van 10-11 Oktober 1987 het die
Suid-Afrikaanse magte hulle bestemde posisies bereik en twee dae later was
die artillerie gereed om Cuito Cuanavale, geleentheidsteikens en die FAPLAbrigades op die front te bestook. Ook die veggroepe was slaggereed om teen die
FAPLA-magte in die omgewing van die Cunzumbia-oorsprong op te tree.16
Q Battery het gedurende die aand van 14 Oktober 1987, ter uitvoering van
Vuurplan Krater, Cuito Cuanavale bestook. 25 FAPLA-soldate het gedurende
dié aanval gesneuwel en die VBP is ook getref, maar die aanloopbaan, wat
die hoofteiken was, is nie buite aksie gestel nie. Dié aanval deur die SuidAfrikaanse G5-kanonne het beroeringe in die FAPLA-geledere veroorsaak,
met die gevolg dat 59 Brigade opdrag ontvang het om so gou doenlik
suidwaarts na die Mianei-rivier te beweeg om vandaar operasies te loods om
die G5-kanonne op te spoor en te vernietig.17 59 Brigade het gedurende die
nag van 15-16 Oktober via Catato na die oorspronggebied van die Mianeirivier beweeg. Kwelaksies van UNITA het geen effek op hulle gehad nie en
gedurende die oggend van 16 Oktober het 59 Brigade reeds Catato bereik.18
Sedert 17 Oktober 1987 het die SALM en Artillerie ’n reeks effektiewe
aanvalle op FAPLA-brigades 16, 21 en 59 geloods. Uit onderskeppingsberigte
het dit geblyk dat FAPLA heelwat personeelverliese gely het, terwyl twee SA13 missiele beskadig is.19 59 Brigade het gevolglik VBP Cuito Cuanavale
laat weet: “This is bad, I am under bombing and it’s in excess.”20 Die Suid16 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 15, Lêer 52, Ops/622/13 Okt 87: Tak HK Rundu/H Leër 31; SANWD,
Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 7 Oktober 1987, Reeks 27, p. 22; 8 Oktober 1987,
Reeks 36, p. 29; 9 Oktober 1987, Reeks 37-38, 39, pp. 29-34; 11 Oktober 1987, Reeks 55, pp. 43-44; 13
Oktober 1987, Reeks 86, p. 63.
17 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 114, Sitrap 141700B Okt 87 tot 151700B Okt 87: 20 Art Regt/Voor
HK, [ca 15 Oktober 1987]; Houer 25, Lêer 106: Onderhoud gevoer deur maj. R von Moltke met kmdt Smith,
SO1 Inligting INTSA op 7 en 8 Des 1987 te Rundu, p. 21; Houer 17, Lêer 69: Militêre geskiedenis Op Modulêr,
reeks nommer 37, 16 Oktober 1987; Houer 28, Lêer 132, Ops/676/12 Okt 87: 20 Brigade/THK Veggroep A
et al.; Houer 24, Lêer 104: [Operasie Moduler:] Beknopte historiese oorsig van die FAPLA-offensief, p. 3.22; Houer
18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 13 Oktober 1987, reeks 87, p. 63; 14 Oktober 1987, reeks 73, p. 66; 15
Oktober 1987, reeks 76, p. 67.
18 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 15 Oktober 1987, reeks 85, p. 73.
19 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 114, Sitrap 161700B tot 171700B Okt 87: 20 Art Regt/HK 20 Bde,
17 Oktober 1987; Houer 16, Lêer 57, 4090, y-berigte: 59 Bde/1 Ops Grp, 19 Oktober 1987; Houer 16 , Lêer
57, 4090, y-berigte: Ops Grp/16 Bde, 17 Oktober 1987; Houer 26 , Lêer 114, Sitrap 161700B tot 171700B
Okt 87: 20 Art Regt/Voor HK 20 Bde, [17 Oktober 1987]; Houer 16, Lêer 67, y-berigte: 59 Bde/2 Ops Grp,
17 Oktober 1987; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 16 Oktober 1987, reeks 89, p. 75; 17 Oktober
1987, reeks 90, p. 77A; 17 Oktober 1987, reeks 93-94, pp. 78-79.
20 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 16, Lêer 62, 5204, y-berigte: 59 Bde/CC, 17 Oktober 1987.
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Afrikaanse artillerie het ook effektief bygedra tot die benarde en geïsoleerde
posisie waarin 59 Brigade hom bevind het. Die Taktiese Groep van FAPLA
het byvoorbeeld verskeie onsuksesvolle pogings aangewend om by 59 Brigade
aan te sluit, maar is telkens gekortwiek deur die effektiewe bombardement
van die G5-kanonne en die SALM. Onderskeppingsberigte het bevestig dat
die Taktiese Groep aansienlike verliese gely het, moed opgegee het en besluit
het om eerder noordwaarts te onttrek.21 Die opdrag van 59 Brigade om die
Suid-Afrikaanse G5-kanonne suid van die Mianei-rivier op te spoor en te
vernietig is gevolglik in die wiele gery.
Die belangrikste knelpunte vir die FAPLA-magte was die geïsoleerde posisie
van 59 Brigade en die vernietigingswerk van die G5-kanonne wat buite die
reikafstand van die FAPLA-artillerievuur was. FAPLA het in reaksie verskeie
lugaanvalle op die G5-kannone geloods. Weens FAPLA-lugdominansie
bokant die front het versterkingselemente (onder andere verskeie tenks) van
die Taktiese Groep en 21 Brigade die geledere van die beleërde 59 Brigade
versterk.22
Bulderende grondskree-propaganda (vanaf ’n Ratel met kragtige
klankapparaat) om die moreel van 59 Brigade te knak is ook aangewend: “The
enemy [Suid-Afrikaanse magte] is talking, saying that the 47 BDE is dead and
the 59 BDE will be like the 47 BDE soon.” Hierdie vorm van intimidasie het
egter geen uitwerking gehad nadat versterkings opgedaag het vir 59 Brigade
nie, soos spreek uit ’n berig wat lui: “We don’t know if it can come today or
tomorrow, but we are ready, chief.” 59 Brigade het die Suid-Afrikaanse magte
ook uitdagend in kennis gestel dat hulle nie die hasepad sou kies nie, maar
sou “bly en veg”.23 Boonop is kommandant Les Rudman en sy skakelspan
se volgehoue grondskree-aksies begroet met ’n teruggeskreeu van 59 Bataljon
en periodieke kleingeweervuur-stormlope. Rudman moes uiteindelik die
aftog blaas en onttrek uit die onmiddellike omgewing van 59 Brigade.24 Die
21 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 15, Lêer 52, Ops/789/19 Okt 87: Tak HK Rundu/H Leër 31; Houer 18, Lêer
72: Projek Histogram ..., 19 Oktober 1987, reeks 117, 121, pp. 97-98, 100; 20 Oktober 1987, reeks 132, p. 105;
21 Oktober 1987, reeks 138, 139 en 145, pp. 116B, 117, 121, 122.
22 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 22 Oktober 1987, reeks 153, p. 127; reeks
158, p. 130; 23 Oktober 1987, reeks 1676, p. 140.
23 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 119: Sitrap no 6, Siel Ops, tydperk 1-7 Okt 87, 7 Oktober 1987;
Houer 16, Lêer 67, y-berigte: 59 Bde/PCA CC, 22 Oktober 1987; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 23
Oktober 1987, reeks 168, p. 141.
24 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 24, Lêer 97: Voorligting op 2/11/87 vir generaals Van Loggerenberg; Van den
Bergh, Nog Een en ses bestuurslede van Krygkor, p. 2; Houer 26, Lêer 121, Ops/910/31 Okt 87: Sein VHK/THK
et al.; Houer 25, Lêer 106: Onderhoud gevoer deur maj. R von Moltke met kmdt Smith ..., pp. 31-33; Houer 15,
Lêer 53, Ops/198/01 Nov 87: Tak HK Rundu/H Leër.
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grondskree-propagandategniek is daarna nie weer tydens Operasie Moduler
ingespan nie.
MiG-vegvliegtuie is intussen aangewend om die G5-stellings te vernietig,
maar die bomme het telkens die teiken gemis. Die SALM en Suid-Afrikaanse
artillerie het daarenteen voortgegaan met ’n volgehoue en feitlik koorsagtige
bombardering van FAPLA-grondmagte en Cuito Cuanavale.25 Die G5bestoking was so suksesvol dat die lughawe gesluit moes word, sodat die
Angolese Lugmag noodgedwonge na Menongue-vliegveld, sowat 150
kilometer wes van Cuito Cuanavale, moes verskuif. Daarbenewens moes
die FAPLA-hoofkwartier uit Cuito Cuanavale onttrek en terugbeweeg na
Nancova.26 FAPLA is hierdeur ontneem van die voordeel om naby aan die
gevegsfront oor ’n vliegveld én hoofkwartier te beskik. Die implikasie hiervan
was onder andere dat die effektiwiteit van die FAPLA-lugmag ingekort sou
word, weens die ekstra brandstofverbruik en gevolglike korter duur van sorties.
Dat die FAPLA-lugaanvalle en -lugdominansie ’n skrikwekkende ervaring vir
die Suid-Afrikaners en hulle bondgenote was, blyk duidelik uit die volgende
aanhaling uit die situasierapport van 20 Brigade HK aan Tak HK Rundu:
[24 Oktober 1987] was die dag wat gekenmerk is deur vy
[vyandelike] lugaanvalle in [die] omgewing van eie magte. Vandag het
RSA magte begin besef wat ’n vy [vyandelike] lugoormag [dominering
deur die gesofistikeerde FAPLA-vegvliegtuie] beteken. Danksy [die]
genade van Bo het ons geen verliese ofly [sic!] nie.”27
“Dit

Die aanhoudende lugaanvalle van die SALM en bestokings deur die G5kanonne en die MVL’s op 59 Brigade het hewige personeel- en uitrustingverliese
teweeggebring en 59 Brigade kon derhalwe nie sy opdrag uitvoer om die G5kanonne te neutraliseer nie.28
25 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 15, Lêer 53, Ops/945/24 Okt 87: Tak HK Rundu/H Leër; Ops/980/25 Okt
87: Tak HK Rundu/H Leër; Houer 26, Lêer 121, Ops/881/Okt 87: Sein 20 Bde/Tak HK et al. [29 Oktober
1987]; Ops/828/26 Okt 87: Sein 20 Bde/Tak HK et al.; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 24 Oktober
1987, reeks 180, 181, 184, pp. 147-148, 150; 25 Oktober 1987, reeks 190, p. 152, 26 Oktober 1987, reeks
196, p. 157; 27 Oktober 1987, reeks 202 en 203, p. 161; 28 Oktober 1987, reeks 211, p. 171; 29 Oktober
1987, reeks 212-217, pp. 172-175; 30 Oktober 1987, reeks 218-219, 223, pp. 177-180; 31 Oktober 1987,
reeks 225-227, pp. 182-183; 1 November 1987, reeks 231 en 234-235, pp. 187-188; 3 November 1987, reeks
247, p. 197.
26 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 16, Lêer 67, y-berigte: Tak HK Rundu/20 Bde Tak HK, 28 Oktober 1987;
H Heitman, “Operations Moduler and Hooper (1987-1988)”, South Africa Defence Force review, 1987/1988
(Durban, Walker-Ramus Trading, 1988), pp. 279, 281.
27 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 121, Ops/813/24 Okt 87: Sein 20 Bde/TAK HK Rundu et al.
28 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., reeks 198, p. 158.
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Die slag van Chambinga: 16 Brigade onder skoot, 9 November 1987
’n Keerpunt in die operasionele vermoë van die Suid-Afrikaanse magte
is teweeggebring deur die inskakeling van Veggroep C by 20 Brigade. Die
toevoeging van die eskadron Olifanttenks het beteken dat suksesvolle
offensiewe teen die FAPLA-magte en veral direkte konfrontasie met die
FAPLA-pantser haalbaar sou wees.29
FAPLA het egter intussen sy magspeile net noord van die Mianei-rivier
doelgerig verhoog met die oog op die loodsing van ’n nuwe offensief. Op 6 en
7 November 1987 moes twee operasies gelyktydig uitgevoer word, naamlik
ooswaarts deur 16 Brigade en suidwaarts deur 21 Brigade, 59 Brigade en
die Taktiese Groep. Dié offensief was gemik teen alle Suid-Afrikaanse en
UNITA-magte. Die FAPLA-magte het egter ’n fatale gevegswaarderingsflater
begaan deur die Suid-Afrikaanse magte te waardeer as onkonvensionele magte
wat nie weerstand sou kon bied teen die konvensionele FAPLA-magte nie.
Gebrekkige diepteverkenning het daartoe gelei dat hulle onbewus was van
die teenwoordigheid van die veggroepe, en die aanwesigheid van die SuidAfrikaanse Olifanttenks is eers op 9 November deur vyandelike verkenners
gerapporteer.30 Vir die eerste keer sedert die Tweede Wêreldoorlog is SuidAfrikaanse tenks gemobiliseer om oorlog te maak.31 Veggroepe A en C het
gesamentlik bekend gestaan as 10 Taakmag en die gesogte Olifant-tenkeskadron
het onder Veggroep C geressorteer.32 Dié verhoogde slaankrag van die SuidAfrikaanse magte is effektief aangewend om die suidwaartse FAPLA-offensief
te stuit. Die aanval op 16 Brigade by die oorsprong van die Chambingarivier was die eerste volwaardige veldslag ná die Slag van die Lomba-rivier.
Die SAW wou deur die vernietiging of verdrywing van 16 Brigade beheer
uitoefen oor die sleutelterrein by die oorsprong van die Chambinga-rivier,
maar ’n suksesvolle aanval sou ook ’n enorme sielkundige impak hê op die
FAPLA-magte suid van die Hube-rivier. Die beplande FAPLA-offensief sou
gevolglik skipbreuk ly en die Suid-Afrikaanse magte sou dan die Angolese
vanuit die suide en die noordooste kon bedreig. Daarna kon begin word
met vernietigingsgevegte teen die FAPLA-magte in die suide en terselfdertyd

29 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 27 Oktober 1987, reeks 208, p. 167.
30 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 5 November 1987, reeks 253-255, pp. 201204.
31 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 17, Lêer 69: Militêre geskiedenis Op Modulêr, reeksnommer 62, 9 November
1987; SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 6 November 1987, reeks 262, p. 208.
32 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 6 November 1987, reeks 263, p. 209.
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kon ’n effektiewe bedreiging teen Cuito Cuanavale geskep word.33 Die
uitskakeling van die Cuito Cuanavale-lughawe sou die FAPLA-lugdominansie
verminder, aangesien FAPLA-sorties dan noodgedwonge vanaf Menongue,
sowat 150km noordwes van Cuito Cuanavale, van stapel gestuur moes word.
Die grondaanval op 16 Brigade is op 7 November 1987 voorafgegaan
deur verskeie lugaanvalle – eers deur vier F-1AZ Mirages en later deur twee
Buccaneers S Mk 50.34 Om 01:00 op 9 November 1987 het Veggroep B,
as deel van die misleidingsplan, begin met sy steekaanval op die stellings
van 59 Brigade. Veggroep C het begin beweeg na die doelwit (16 Brigade),
terwyl Veggroep A om 06:27 met die misleidingsaanval op 16 Brigade uit die
suidooste begin het. Die aanval is onmiddellik met ’n teenbombardement
begroet.35 Veggroep A het kort daarna onttrek en om ongeveer 07:32 het
Veggroep C die eerste vyandige vuur getrek.36 Veggroep C het verder op die
doelwit in beweeg en om 08:09 het die Suid-Afrikaanse Olifanttenks vir die
eerste keer met vyandige tenks in ’n volskaalse geveg betrokke geraak. Veggroep
C, met die Olifanttenks wat gelei het, het stelselmatig deur die doelwit geveg.
Die tenks het twee T54-tenks, een BRDM-2 (Russiese pantserkar) en verskeie
logistieke voertuie gedurende die vroeë fase van die geveg uitgeskiet.37
Teen 09:10 was dit reeds duidelik dat die lede van 16 Brigade holderstebolder
op die vlug geslaan en al hulle uitrusting agtergelaat het.38 Kommandant
Marais het sy magte vinnig geherorganiseer om die vyand, wat suidwaarts
gevlug het, te agtervolg en aan te val.39 Om 10:19 het Veggroep C weer
33 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 9 November 1987, reeks 274, p. 215; 9
November 1987, reeks 277, p. 218.
34 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 17, Lêer 70, Sitraplêers: Reeks 8, 7 November 1987; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek
Histogram ..., 7 November 1987, reeks 266, p. 211.
35 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 110, Ops 238: Inrap Bde HK/THK Rundu, [9 November 1987];
Houer 15, Lêer 53, Ops/457/09 Nov 87: Tak HK Rundu/H Leër; Houer 17, Lêer 70: Sitrappe, reekse 1-3,
9 November 1987; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 9 November 1987, reeks 278, 281-282, pp. 218,
220-221.
36 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 15, Lêer 53, Ops/457/09 Nov 87: Tak HK Rundu/H Leër; Houer 17, Lêer
70: Sitrap, reeks 5 en 8, 9 November 1987; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 9 November 1987, reeks
285-286, pp. 222-223.
37 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 114, Ops/0188/Nov 87: Veggroep C/TM10, [18 November 1987];
Houer 17, Lêer 69: Militêre geskiedenis Op Modulêr, reeksnommer 79, 11 November 1987; Houer 15, Lêer 53,
Ops/457/09 Nov 87: Tak HK Rundu/H Leër; Houer 17, Lêer 70: Sitrap, reeks 13, 9 November 1987; Houer
18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 9 November 1987, reeks 289, p. 224.
38 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 110, Sitrap vir die tydperk 081900 tot 091900 B Nov 87: Taakmag
10/20 Bde, [9 November 1987]; Houer 17, Lêer 69: Militêre geskiedenis Op Modulêr, reeksnommers 81-83, 11
November 1987; Houer 24, Lêer 104: [Operasie Moduler:] Beknopte historiese oorsig van die FAPLA-offensief, p.
3.23; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 9 November 1987, reeks 290, p. 225.
39 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 111, Ops/0014/87: Veggroep C/Tak HK, [9 November 1987]; Houer
18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 9 November 1987, reeks 291, p. 225.
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vuur getrek en het toe in ’n hewige tenkgeveg gewikkel geraak. Tydens die
geveg, om 11:42, is ’n Suid-Afrikaanse Ratel deur ’n FAPLA-tenk getref en
sewe soldate het gesneuwel.40 Daarbenewens is twee tenks beskadig, maar
hulle kon herwin word en is op die front herstel.41 Daarteenoor was die
FAPLA-personeelverliese omvangryk en is ’n groot hoeveelheid uitrusting,
onder andere nege tenks, vernietig of gebuit.42
Die daaropvolgende gevegte het egter ’n ander dimensie gehad, soos blyk
uit die volgende berig deur kommandant R Von Moltke: “Van die vyandige
tenks was deur Kubane beman en anders as in die verlede, het die vyand
hierdie keer sy tenks aggressief aangewend.”43 Ondanks personeelverliese het
die Suid-Afrikaanse magte daarin geslaag om 16 Brigade van die doelwit te
verdryf. Kommandant R von Moltke het die oorlogservaring van die jong
troepe so verwoord:
Vir baie van die jong troepe was dit [9 November] ’n dag wat hulle nooit
sal vergeet nie. Vir baie van hulle was hulle eerste kontak met die vyand
’n skokkende gebeurtenis. Nie alleen moes hulle teen ’n mag veg wat oor
konvensionele uitrusting beskik het nie, maar hulle het ook ervaar hoe dit
voel as gesofistikeerde vegvliegtuie met vuurpyle aanval. Die verlies van
hulle makkers, die aanvalle deur die Migs en die skynbare onvermoë om teen
die Migs op te tree [deur byvoorbeeld die effektiewe aanwending van die
Amerikaanse stinger-missiele], het ’n demoraliserende uitwerking op baie van
die jong troepe gehad.44

“Lugdominansie en ’n lae moreel”: offensiewe aksies, 11-17 November
1987
Die SAW het volgens beskikbare bronne aanvaar dat daar teen 10 November
1987 twee doelwitte was: doelwit A het bestaan uit ’n FAPLA-vyandige
element versterk deur sowat ses tenks in die digte bosarea oos van die Hubeoorsprong, terwyl doelwit B ’n aansienlik sterker mag was wat suid van die
40 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 23, Lêer 94: Ops 309/1 Sitrap 121900B tot 131900B Nov 87: TM HK 10/20
Bde HK, [13 November 1987]; Houer 26, Lêer 111: Ops/0014/87: Veggroep C/Tak HK, [9 November 1987];
Houer 26, Lêer 114, Ops/0188/Nov 87: Veggroep C/TM10; Houer 15, Lêer 53, Ops/457/09 Nov 87: Tak HK
Rundu/H Leër; Houer 17, Lêer 70: Sitrap, reeks 22, 26 en 41, 9 November 1987; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek
Histogram ..., 9 November 1987, reeks 295, p. 228.
41 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 15, Lêer 473, Ops/473/10 Nov 87: Tak HK Rundu/H Leër; Houer 17, Lêer
70: Sitrap, reeks 41, 9 November 1987.
42 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 9 November 1987, reeks 302, pp. 235-236.
43 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 9 November 1987, reeks 296, p. 228.
44 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 9 November 1987, reeks 301, pp. 234B-235.
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Chambinga-rivier ontplooi was.45 Ten spyte van lugdominansie deur die
FAPLA MiG 23-vegvliegtuie en feitlik onbegaanbare, digbeboste terrein het
Veggroep C in samewerking met die artillerie onder andere elf FAPLA-tenks
vernietig. Die totale Suid-Afrikaanse personeelverliese op 10 en 11 November
1987 was vyf gesneuweldes en 17 gewondes. Dié verliese het die SuidAfrikaanse moreel uiters negatief beïnvloed en in die situasierapport van 11
November is gerapporteer “dat die moreel redelik laag is a.g.v. die feit dat ons
so baie verliese kry en relatief min vyandelike personeel dood”.46
Na afloop van die gevegte teen FAPLA se 47 Brigade het kolonel Deon
Ferreira, bevelvoerder van 20 Brigade, die kommerwekkende lae moreel
probeer kenter deur aan 61 Gemeganiseerde Bataljon die onderneming te
gee dat hulle nie weer met hulle huidige vermoë teen die FAPLA-magte
aangewend sou word nie. Die bevelvoerder van 61 Gemeganiseerde Bataljon
was egter nie hiervoor te vinde nie en het volgehou dat sy eenheid na slegs ’n
paar dae se rus weer operasioneel aangewend sou kon word. Ondanks hierdie
besware het die SAW-opperbevel onwrikbaar gebly by hulle onderneming, en
vanaf 9 November 1987 is 4 Suid-Afrikaanse Infanterie (4 SAI) aangewend
as die hoofaanvalsmag om FAPLA-brigades oos van die Cuito-rivier te
vernietig, terwyl 61 Gemeganiseerde Brigade aangewend is in die passiewe
rol van ’n ligte reserwemag. Dit het ’n baie demoraliserende uitwerking op
61 Gemeganiseerde Bataljon gehad. Boonop het dit geblyk dat dit nie ’n
goeie keuse was om ’n veggroep (4 SAI) aan te wend teen ’n FAPLA-brigade
nie. Verliese gely tydens die aanslag en hewige FAPLA-weerstand op doelwit
Bravo het 4 SAI tot so ’n mate tot stilstand gedwing dat die veggroep nie meer
aggressief-offensief aanwendbaar was nie. Ferreira het dus tot die slotsom
gekom dat “die totale vermoë van Op Moduler magte nie aanwendbaar is teen
’n aggressiewe doelgerigte vy [vyand] soos die vy Tak Gp [Taktiese Groep]
noord van die Hube oorsprong nie”.47
Taakmag 10 HK het op 12 November ’n evalueringsaanbieding gelewer aan
die Bevelvoerende Generaal Suidwes-Afrika Gebiedsmag (SWAGM) rakende
die vermoë van 20 Brigade om FAPLA-brigades oos van die Cuito-rivier teen
15 Desember 1987 te vernietig, met die volgende gevolgtrekking: “Met ons
huidige vermoë kan die totale vy [vyandelike] mag oos van die Cuito-rivier nie
45 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 10 November 1987, reeks 319, p. 248; 10
November 1987, reeks 313, p. 244.
46 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 110, Ops/996/Nov 87: THK/Bde, [11 November 1987].
47 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 121, U/T Ops/052/12 Nov 87: Sitrap, 20 Bde HK/Rundu.
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vernietig word nie. ’n Minimum van ’n addisionele tenk eskn [eskadron] en
’n meg veggp [gemeganiseerde veggroep] word benodig.” Op grond hiervan
is die demobilisering van die bestaande magte en die beplanning van ’n nuwe
operasie aanbeveel.48 Die opdrag van die HLeër dat alle FAPLA-brigades
oos van die Cuito-rivier vernietig moes word, is dus nie uitgevoer nie. Die
SAW was intens bewus van die feit dat die FAPLA-magte hulle in bekende en
beheerde gebied bevind het en met indirekte wapens en vegvliegtuie die SuidAfrikaanse magte ernstige verliese kon toedien.49
Die FAPLA-opperbevel, wat daarvan oortuig was dat die Suid-Afrikaanse
magte ’n hewige aanslag op Cuito Cuanavale beplan het, het die verdediging
van dié FAPLA-vesting die hoogste prioriteit gemaak. Die FAPLA-magte moes
dus terugtrek en oos van die Cuito-rivier ontplooi word om Cuito Cuanavale
effektief te verdedig.50 Ondanks verwoede pogings van die Suid-Afrikaanse
magte om deur middel van artillerie- en SALM-bestokings die FAPLA-magte
in die 6MS te bind, het 21 en 25 Brigade daarin geslaag om by mekaar aan te
sluit en met ’n gesamentlike noordwaartse onttrekking te begin.51 Benewens
die bestokings van die FAPLA-magte op die front het die G6-kanonne vanuit
die noorde suksesvol geleentheidsteikens en strategiese uitrusting by Cuito
Cuanavale bestook.52
Tydens die beplanning vir voortgesette optrede het die lae moreel van die
Suid-Afrikaanse troepe weer ter sprake gekom. Die bevelvoerder van een van
Veggroep A se kompanies het gerapporteer dat sy manskappe “gedemotiveerd”
was. Sommige lede van 4 SAI (Veggroep C) was ontnugter oor die groot
lewensverlies die voorafgaande paar dae, “omdat [die] verwagting geskep is
dat eie magte baie sterk en [die] vy[and] swak” was. Sommige troepe het
openlik verklaar dat hulle nie aan die einde van hulle dienspligtydperk
blootgestel wou word aan hierdie doodsgevaar nie. Sommige van hulle se
gesindheid was so negatief dat hulle die Ratel beskryf het as ’n doodskis op

48 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 121: Sein, 20 Bde HK/Tak HK Rundu, 13 November 1987.
49 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 11 November 1987, reeks 349, pp. 272-273.
50 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 11 November 1987, reeks 350 en 352, pp.
273-274, 276; 12 November 1987, reeks 373-374, pp. 283-284.
51 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ...,13 November 1987, reeks 381, 383, 385,
386-387, pp. 288, 289-292; 14 November 1987, reeks 395-396A, pp. 301-302.
52 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 110: Sitrap 121600 -13600 B Nov 87: 20 Brigade Ops/20 Bde SO
Art, 13 November 1987; SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 110: Sitrap 99/87 vir die periode 12601
B – 13 1600 Nov 87: 20 Bde/Tak HK Rundu, [13 November 1987]; Houer 26, Lêer 110: Ops/098/13 Nov
87: Bde 20/Tak HK Rundu; Houer 17, Lêer 70: Sitrap, reeks 9, 13 November 1987; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek
Histogram ..., 13 November 1987, reeks 384, p. 290.
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wiele53, waarvan die bestuurders veral kwesbaar was. Die troepe was voorts
ongelukkig daaroor dat dieselfde groep telkens aangewend is as die voorste
kontakmag.54 FAPLA-vegvliegtuie se dominering van die lugruim aan die
front het ’n verdere demoraliserende uitwerking op die Suid-Afrikaanse troepe
gehad. Só byvoorbeeld het vier MiG23-vegvliegtuie Veggroep C “ongesteurd”
aangeval, waarna die vliegtuie oor Taakmag HK gevlieg het. Die lansering
van twee stinger-vuurpyle teen die vliegtuie het ook geen vrugte afgewerp
nie.55 Die SAW-opperbevel het kapelane en sielkundiges aangewend om die
situasie te probeer beredder en het onverpoosd voortgegaan met Operasie
Moduler.
Op 16 November 1987 was elemente van die Suid-Afrikaanse magte oor ’n
wye front in hewige gevegte met die FAPLA-magte betrokke. Binne enkele
minute is vier FAPLA-tenks uitgeskiet. Teen 10:30 is vanaf Veggroep C
se westelike flank hewige vuur op FAPLA neergebring, terwyl Veggroep B
verder suid ook kontak gemaak het. Benewens uitrustingverliese het kaptein
Nguleica, bevelvoerder van 21 Brigade, gesneuwel. Een Rinkhals-ambulans
en een Withings-herwinningsvoertuig wat in ’n diep v-vormige uitloper
vasgeval het, asook ’n Ratel 20 van Veggroep C is deur FAPLA uitgeskiet. In
die proses het twee lede van die Suid-Afrikaanse magte gesneuwel, terwyl 18
lede gewond is.56
Die dag se gevegte was hewig en het teen 16:30 reeds meer as ses ure lank
geduur. Aangesien Veggroep B en C se ammunisie en brandstof min was,
is kontak met die vyand verbreek om eers logistieke aanvulling te doen.
FAPLA het die onderbreking benut deur vinnig om die Hube se oorsprong
te ontsnap.57 Die Suid-Afrikaanse magte, by name Veggroepe A en C, het
gevolglik die inisiatief verloor weens gebrekkige logistieke beplanning.
53 Die Ratels het bykans geen beskerming teen FAPLA-Kubaanse tenkvuur gebied nie.
54 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 15, Lêer 53, Ops/953/14 Nov 87: Tak HK Rundu/H Leër; Houer 18, Lêer 72:
Projek Histogram ..., 13 November 1987, reeks 392, pp. 298-299.
55 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 16 November 1987, reeks 424, p. 319.
56 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 114, Sitrap LI 215: TM10/20 Bde, 161630B [Nov 87]; Houer
26, Lêer 114, Ops/309/1, 151900B tot 161900B Nov’ 87: Taakmag 10/20 Bde HK, [16 November 1987];
SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 25, Lêer 106: Onderhoud gevoer deur maj. R von Moltke met kmdt. Smith ..., p.
55; Lêer 69: Militêre geskiedenis Op Modulêr, reeksnommer 111 en 112, 16 November 1987; Houer 15, Lêer 53,
Ops/034/16 Nov 87: Tak HK Rundu/H Leër; Houer 17, Lêer 70: Sitrap, reeks 4, 5 en 6, 16 November 1987;
Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 16 November 1987, reeks 419-421, 431; pp. 316-318, 324A-324B.
57 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 23, Lêer 94, Ops 309/1, Sitrap 171900B – 181900B Nov 1987: 10 TM/20
Bde, [18 November 1987]; Houer 15, Lêer 53: Sit 6 Mil Streek, 17 November 87; Houer 17, Lêer 70: Sitrap,
reeks 12 en 15, 16 November 1987; Houer 24, Lêer 104: [Operasie Moduler:] Beknopte historiese oorsig van die
FAPLA-offensief, pp. 3.25-3.26; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ...,16 November 1987, reeks 426, 429,
430A, 430B; pp. 320-324A.
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Trouens, kolonel Roeland de Vries was van mening dat daar tydens Operasie
Moduler “nooit werklik ’n infrastruktuur gevestig [was] om die op[erasie]
werklik te dra nie. Hulle sukkel nou nog [16 Februarie 1988]. Ons het op ’n
stadium vir 5 dae gestaan omdat ons nie diesel gehad [het] nie. Dit is waarom
ons die inisiatief en handelsvryheid by tye verloor ... [Die] logistiek het amper
op ’n tipe van ’n krisisbasis gefunksioneer.”58
Tydens die onderbreking weens logistieke aanvulling is die reeds uitgeputte
troepe vir die soveelste keer deur die FAPLA-lugmag aangeval, sonder dat die
SALM iets daadwerkliks kon doen. Hierdie oënskynlike magteloosheid van die
SALM het ’n negatiewe uitwerking gehad op die gemoedere van die jeugdige
Suid-Afrikaanse soldate59, en kommandant CJ Schoeman het na afloop van
die gevegte van 17/18 November 1987 die volgende versugting uitgespreek:
“Vy lug aktwe [vyandelike lugaktiwiteite] en lugoormag is steeds ’n groot
bron van kommer en plaas ’n groot beperking op die handelingsvryheid van
eie magte. Op die wyse is die momentum vd aanval oos van Chambinga brug
gestrem agv vy [vyandelike] luginmenging.”60
Die samedromming van die terugtrekkende FAPLA-soldate in die omgewing
van die Chambinga-brug het ’n uitstekende teiken aan die Suid-Afrikaanse
magte gebied. Met eerste lig op 17 November 1987 was daar ’n miernes
van bedrywighede in die omstreke van die Chambinga-brug, aangesien die
FAPLA-magte (met 16 Brigade en die Taktiese Groep aan die voorpunt) in
afwagting was van ’n hewige aanval deur Suid-Afrikaanse magte vanuit die
ooste.61 Die belangrikste doelwit van die Suid-Afrikaanse magte was om
voertuie op die brug te vernietig en sodoende die FAPLA-magte die gebruik
van die brug te ontneem. Net na 08:00 het die artillerie op voertuie gevuur
wat besig was om die brug oor te steek. Aangesien een van die voertuie aan
die brand geslaan het, moes sowat 60 voertuie na ’n gebied oos van die brug
onttrek. Sowat 150 FAPLA-infanteriste het die brug te voet aangedurf, maar
bestoking deur G5-kanonne en MVL’s was so effektief dat bykans 100 van
hulle gesneuwel het. Daarna is vuur gerig op konsentrasies oos van die brug,

58 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 27, Lêer 122: Onderhoud met Kol. Roeland de Vries op 16 Februarie 1988 by die
SA Leërkollege in Voortrekkerhoogte, pp. 13-14.
59 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 16 November 1987, reeks 431, p. 324B.
60 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 114, Ops 309/1, Sitrap 171900B tot 181900B Okt 87, 10 TM/20
Bde, [18 November 1987]; SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 23, Lêer 94, Ops 309/1, Sitrap 171900B tot
181900B Nov 87: 10 TM/20 Bde, [18 November 1987].
61 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 16 November 1987, reeks 432, p. 325; 17
November 1987, reeks 436, p. 328.
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met hewige verliese vir FAPLA.62 Benewens groot personeelverliese is meer
as 30 voertuie, wat onder andere ’n SA-8 insluit, vernietig.63
Veggroep A het intussen 21 Brigade en een bataljon van 25 Brigade
opgespoor en die twee magte agtervolg om hulle aan te val. Die veggroep het
teen laat die middag van 17 November 1987 die agterhoede van die FAPLAmagte twee keer ingehaal. Die tweede aanval is onderbreek deur ’n berig dat
FAPLA-vegvliegtuie in aantog was, maar tydens hierdie twee kortstondige
gevegte is onder andere twee tenks en een TMM-tydelike brug vernietig. 25
Brigade het ook vier van sy offisiere vermis. Die besonder digte terrein en
dominerende teenwoordigheid van die FAPLA-vegvliegtuie het egter die twee
FAPLA-magte tot so ’n mate bevoordeel dat hulle oor die Chambinga-rivier
kon ontsnap.64
Gedurende die tydperk 9 tot 17 November 1987 was daar aan die kant
van die FAPLA-magte sowat 600 gesneuweldes en byna net soveel gewondes,
terwyl die Suid-Afrikaanse magte 17 gesneuweldes en 40 gewondes gely het.
Nogtans was hierdie verliese vir die Suid-Afrikaanse magte ongekend hoog.
FAPLA-verliese gedurende die tydperk 13 Julie tot 18 November 1987 het 3
178 personeelverliese beloop (1 059 gedood en 2 118 gewond). Daarbenewens
het FAPLA ’n magdom uitrusting verloor, onder andere 61 tenks en 301
logistieke voertuie.65 Weens die omvangryke uitrusting- en personeelverliese
het kommandant R Von Moltke tot die voortydige gevolgtrekking gekom
dat “die vyand se offensiewe vermoë en sy wil om te veg grootliks vernietig
[was]”.66
Operasie Moduler, wat in hierdie stadium reeds meer as drie maande aan die
gang was, het sy tol geëis ten opsigte van personeel en uitrusting. Boonop het
die meeste jong manne aan die einde van hulle dienspligtermyn gestaan en was
daar by sommige van hulle ’n “min-dae-mentaliteit” te bespeur. Die troepe
62 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 15, Lêer 53, Ops/074/17 Nov 87: Tak HK Rundu/H Leër; Houer 17, Lêer 70:
Sitrap, reeks 2 en 4, 17 November 1987; Houer 24, Lêer 104: [Operasie Moduler:] Beknopte historiese oorsig van
die FAPLA-offensief, pp. 3.26-3.27; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 17 November 1987, reeks 438, 445;
pp. 329, 335.
63 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 17 November 1987, reeks 445, p. 335.
64 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 25, Lêer 106: Onderhoud gevoer deur maj. R von Moltke met kmdt Smith ..., pp.
65-66; Houer 17, Lêer 69: Militêre geskiedenis Op Modulêr, reeks 132, 133, 134 en 135A, 17 November 1987;
Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 17 November 1987, reeks 449-450, pp. 336-337.
65 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 17 November 1987, reeks 452, pp. 338-339;
18 November 1987, reeks 480-480B, pp. 355-357.
66 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 17 November 1987, reeks 438, 445; pp. 329,
335; 17 November 1987, reeks 450, p. 337.
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het onder moeilike omstandighede soms vir lang tydperke feitlik dag en nag
diens gedoen. Daar is hoofsaaklik van rantsoenpakkies geleef, aangesien die
tyd ontbreek het om behoorlik kos te maak. FAPLA-vegvliegtuie het die SuidAfrikaanse magte bykans daagliks getreiter. Alhoewel die FAPLA-vlieëniers
meestal die teiken gemis het, was die lugbombardement en dominering van
die lugruim ’n intimiderende ervaring vir die jong manne. Wanneer die SuidAfrikaanse magte staties was, moes ingegrawe word en het troepe soms lang
tydperke in hulle “gate” deurgebring. Die buitengewoon hoë lewensverlies het
ook bygedra tot die vrees dat hulle sou sterf voor hulle die einde van die jaar
kon uitklaar. Sake is vererger deurdat daar ’n gerug die ronde gedoen het dat
hulle diensplig verleng sou word, aangesien Operasie Moduler nog nie voltooi
was nie.67

Die “finale” aanslag, 25-26 November 1987
Op 18 November 1987 het die Hoof van die SAW, generaal Jannie
Geldenhuys, met die HLeër en HStaf Inligting beraadslag oor die voortsetting
van Operasie Moduler. Drie opsies is oorweeg, naamlik die beëindiging van
die operasie; die uitbuiting van die situasie tot by die Cuito-rivier; of die
verowering van Cuito Cuanavale wes van die Cuito-rivier. Aangesien die
FAPLA-lugmag talryke probleme vir die Suid-Afrikaanse magte veroorsaak
het, was HLeër, generaal Kat Liebenberg, van oordeel dat Cuito Cuanavale
verower moes word. Wat die moontlike verowering van Cuito Cuanavale
betref, het generaal Geldenhuys die riglyn neergelê dat dit met die minimum
voertuie en maksimum artillerie-vuursteun moes geskied. Hoewel daar nie
konsensus bereik is tydens die samesprekings nie, is die dringendheid wel
beklemtoon om so gou doenlik met ’n geskikte plan van aksie na vore te
kom.68
Die beplanningsfase is versuur daardeur dat die kompaniebevelvoerders van
61 Gemeganiseerde Brigade eenparig laat blyk het dat hulle troepe weens
hulle lae moreel nie gereed was om ’n nuwe fase noordwaarts aan te durf
67 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 15, Lêer 53, Ops/077/18 Nov 87: Tak HK Rundu/H Leër; Houer 17, Lêer 70:
Sitrap, reeks 20 en 21, 17 November 1987; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 17 November 1987, reeks
453-454, pp. 339-341.
68 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 16, Lêer 56, H SAW/309/1 Op Moduler: Memorandum Bevestigende notas Op
Moduler: H SAW Kantoor 18 November 1987, H SAW/H Leër en HS Ops, 20 November 1987; Houer 17, Lêer
70: Sitrap, reeks 1 en 2, 19 November 1987; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 18 November 1987, reeks
456-457, 461, pp. 342-344.
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nie. Hulle het vertroue in hulle leiers verloor, aangesien die leiers telkens ’n
beperkte doelwit gestel het, net om dit dan weer deur nuwe doelwitte op te
volg. Daarbenewens het die troepe vervroegde uitklarings verwag, aangesien
hulle die gebruiklike 14 dae verlof moes ontbeer. Hulle was daarom nie bereid
om risiko’s te loop so kort voor uitklaring nie.69
Desondanks dié negatiewe stemming het die Taktiese HK te Rundu besluit
dat Operasie Moduler sou voortgaan, met die vernietiging van die FAPLAbrigades oos van die Cuito-rivier as primêre doelwit.70 Teen 23 November 1987
was die volledige plan vir die offensief van 25 tot 27 November uitgewerk. Die
opdrag het soos volg gelui: “Om vy[and] wes van [die] Chambinga rivier en in
[die] Tumpo omgewing maks[imum] verliese toe te dien en indien moontlik
op die vlug te dryf oor [die] periode 25-27 Nov ’87.” D-dag is vasgestel vir 25
November 1987.71 Benewens die ondersteuning van die grondmagte sou die
belangrikste teikens vir die SALM en artillerie die logistieke basis by Tumpo
en die brug oor die Chambinga-rivier wees.72 Kommandant Smith het die
naïwiteit van die SAW-opperbevel beklemtoon deur daarop te wys “dat jy nie
daardie ouens [FAPLA-magte] uit daardie stellings gaan kry sonder ’n fisiese
geveg op die stellings nie”.73 Dit was waarskynlik die meerderheidsmening
in die SAW.
Die SAW-opperbevel was egter van mening dat as die FAPLA-magte nie
vernietig sou word nie, die Suid-Afrikaanse militêre optrede in die 6MS – die
groot FAPLA personeel- en uitrustingverliese ten spyt – weinig sou bereik het.
Dit was naamlik duidelik dat FAPLA steeds oor die wil en vermoë beskik het
om na die UNITA-vesting Mavinga op te ruk.74

69 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 15, Lêer 54, Ops/216 22 Nov 87: Tak HK Rundu/H Leër 31 et al.; Houer 17,
Lêer 70: Sitrap, reeks 6, 21 November 1987.
70 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 16, Lêer 56, D Ops/309/1 Op Moduler: Sein H Leër 31/SWA GM 31, 19
November 1987; Houer 17, Lêer 70: Sitrap, reeks 1, 19 November 1987; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram
..., 18 November 1987, reeks 470, p. 349.
71 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 15, Lêer 54, Ops/253/24 Nov 87: Tak HK Rundu/H Leër 31 et al.; Houer 26,
Lêer 114, Ops/0002/23 Nov’ 87, Tak HK 10/Veggroep A et al.; Houer 29, Lêer 143, Ops/0002/23 Nov 87: Tak
HK 10/Veggroep A et al.; Houer 17, Lêer 70: Sitrap, reeks 1, 22 November 1987; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek
Histogram ..., 21 November 1987, reeks 493, p. 368.
72 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 29, Lêer 143, Ops/0002/23 Nov 87: Tak HK 10/Veggroep A et al.; Houer 18,
Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 18 November 1987, reeks 475, p. 353.
73 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 25, Lêer 106: Onderhoud gevoer deur maj. R von Moltke met kmdt. Smith ..., p.
74.
74 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 24 November 1987, reeks 504; p. 384.
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Figuur 2: Die laaste SAW-aanvalle tydens Operasie Moduler, 25-26 November 1987

Bron: F Bridgland, The war for Africa: Twelve months that transformed a continent (Ashanti, Gibraltar,
1990), p. 231.

Die veggroepe het gedurende die nag van 23-24 November 1987 noordwaarts
beweeg. Veggroep A en Q-Battery is tydens die opmars onsuksesvol deur
die FAPLA-lugmag aangeval. Verskeie suksesvolle aanvalle is ook deur die
SALM op geïdentifiseerde teikens in die omstreke van die Chambinga-brug
geloods. Die beoogde aanval op die FAPLA-magte in die omgewing van die
Chambinga-brug deur UNITA en Veggroep B het op ’n vals noot begin. Die
UNITA-gidse wat die veggroep moes vergesel was nie in posisie nie en boonop
het die besonder digte plantegroei die beweging van ’n gemeganiseerde
mag feitlik onmoontlik gemaak. Veggroep B het teen ’n slakkepas beweeg
– inligtingstawwe het tydens die beplanningsiklus tereg daarop gewys dat
die terrein slegs geskik was vir die infanterie wat te voet beweeg het.75 Teen
15:00 het Veggroep B steeds probeer om die FAPLA-magte te bereik, maar
hulle kon slegs 700 meter vorder oor ’n tydperk van een uur. Teen 15:20 is
daar mortiere op die veggroep gevuur en ’n rukkie later het die onbegaanbare
terrein hulle tot stilstand gedwing.76 Eers teen 17:00 het Veggroep B die
buitenste FAPLA-stellings bereik. Die bevelvoerder wou sy mag konsolideer
75 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 110, Ops/309/1 24 Nov 87: Sitrap TK HK 10/Bde HK 20; Houer 15,
Lêer 54, Ops/338/26 Nov 87: Tak HK Rundu/H Leër 31 et al.; Houer 24, Lêer 99, Art Sitrap 250000B Nov 78
[sic] tot 251937B Nov 87: 10 TK HK/Bde HK 20, [25 November 1987]; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram
..., 24 November 1987, reeks 508 en 509, pp. 387-388; 25 November 1987, reeks 516, 519; pp. 392-394.
76 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 110, Ops/003/B Nov 87: Sitrap 20 Bde HK/Tak HK Rundu, 25
November 1987; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 25 November 1987, reeks 527, p. 399.
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na die gesukkel deur die digte bosse, en het ongelukkig ’n ontruimde FAPLAbataljonstelling daarvoor gekies. Met die uitstap van die Veggroep is hulle
met mortiere bestook. Een van die mortiere het binne ’n Ratel 90 ontplof en
kanonnier Meyer is gedood, terwyl nege lede gewond is.77 Onder aanval van
die akkurate mortiervuur het die veggroep inderhaas onttrek en aangesien dit
reeds laat was, het die bevelvoerder besluit om nie weer ’n poging aan te wend
om aan te val nie. Ook Veggroep C, wat teen 15:14 onder aanval van hewige
en akkurate indirekte vuur was, moes onverrigtersake en met drie gewondes
onttrek.78
Na aanleiding van hierdie verloop van sake berig Von Moltke soos volg
op 25 November: “Met uitsondering van die bydrae wat deur die artillerie
gelewer is, was 25 November nie ’n suksesvolle dag vir die Suid-Afrikaanse
magte nie. Die Veggroepe is eenvoudig deur die ontsettende digte plantegroei
verhoed om hulle opdragte uit te voer. Die belangrikheid van terrein vir ’n
gemeganiseerde mag is weer eens bo alle twyfel bewys.” Hy vra daarop: “Indien
die waardering uitwys dat ’n meg [gemeganiseerde] mag nie in ’n bepaalde
terrein kan veg nie, waarom word dit dan probeer?”79 Brigadier Johan Louw,
bevelvoerder HK Rundu, was eweneens oortuig “dat die terrein ons [SuidAfrikaanse magte] grootste vyand was en nie FAPLA nie”.80
Die volgende dag se optrede het onder andere behels dat Veggroep A die
G6-kanonne moes beskerm en met die oorblywende elemente ’n bedreiging
vanuit die noordooste skep. Daarbenewens moes Veggroep C (saam met ’n
tenkeskadron) ook ’n bedreiging skep vir die FAPLA-magte by Tumpo, deur
wegstaanbestokings81 en deur terselfdertyd die FAPLA-ontsnappingsroete na
Cuito Cuanavale te bedreig. Veggroep B het diens gedoen as taakmagreserwe.82
77 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 110, Sitrap 241601B – 25 1600 B Nov 87: Bde 20/Tak HK Rundu,
25 November 1987; Houer 26, Lêer 110, Ops/309/1 24 Nov 87: Sitrap TK HK 10/Bde HK 20; Houer 26,
Lêer 114, Ops/309/1 24 Nov 87: Sein TK HK 10/Bde HK 20; Houer 30, Lêer 155: Operasie Moduler,
Onderhoud gevoer deur maj. R von Moltke met kmdt Smith ..., p. 79; Houer 17, Lêer 69: Militêre geskiedenis Op
Modulêr, reeksnommer 174, 25 November 1987; Houer 15, Lêer 54, Ops/338/26 Nov 87: Tak HK Rundu/H
Leër 31 et al.; Houer 24, Lêer 99: Sitrap Op Moduler 309/1 241900B Nov 87 tot 251900B Nov 87: Bde HK
20/TK HK 10, [25 November 1987].
78 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 110, Sitrap 241601B – 25 1600 B Nov 87: Bde 20/Tak HK Rundu,
25 November 1987; Houer 26, Lêer 114, Ops/309/1 24 Nov 87: Sein TK HK 10/Bde HK 20; Houer 30, Lêer
155: Operasie Moduler, Onderhoud gevoer deur maj. R von Moltke met kmdt Smith ..., p. 80; Houer 17, Lêer 69:
Militêre geskiedenis Op Modulêr, reeksnommer 174 en 175, 25 November 1987; Houer 15, Lêer 54, Ops/338
26 Nov 87: Tak HK Rundu/HLeër 31 et al.
79 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 25 November 1987, reeks 532-534, p. 401.
80 SANW, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 27, Lêer 122: Onderhoud gevoer deur maj. R Von Moltke met brig. Johan Louw –
Bev Tak HK Rundu op 8 Desember 1987, p. 6.
81 Bestokings via byvoorbeeld MVL’s vanaf ’n veilige afstand en buite die sigveld van die vyand.
82 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 25 November 1987, reeks 535; p. 403.
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Die presiese ontplooiing van die FAPLA-magte oos van die Cuito-rivier was
nie aan die Suid-Afrikaanse magte bekend nie. Die inligtingstawwe was vir
80% van hulle inligting van UNITA afhanklik, wat ’n onbetroubare bron
geblyk te wees het. Dié gebrekkige gevegsinligting het die beplanning en
uitvoering van die aanvalsoffensiewe deeglik in die wiele gery. Boonop het dit
uit onderskeppingsberigte duidelik geblyk dat die FAPLA-moreel besonder
hoog was en dat hulle volle vertroue gehad het in hul verdedigingsvermoë.83
Veggroep B het op 26 November die FAPLA-stellings op die hoë grond
noord van die Chambinga-brug verlate gevind. Gevolglik was daar geen
flankbedreigings vir Veggroep C gedurende sy deurbeweeg suid van die stelling
nie.84 Veggroep C kon weens die digte bosse en bome nie vinnig beweeg nie
en met die aankoms op die doelwit was dit ook ontruim. Tydens die verdere
aanmars het die veggroep onwetend in ’n mynveld ingery. ’n Withingsherwinningsvoertuig het ’n landmyn afgetrap, waarna hewige indirekte vuur
op die Veggroep gevolg het. Kommandant Marais het in die lig hiervan besluit
om buite bereik van die vyandelike vuur te onttrek. Die besonder akkurate
indirekte vuur is egter nie gestaak nie, maar het die terugtrekkende veggroep
gevolg. Daarbenewens is die 130mm M46-kanon van Cuito Cuanavale ook
vir die eerste gebruik om die Suid-Afrikaanse magte te bestook. Die hewigheid
en akkuraatheid van die FAPLA-bestoking het kommandant Marais genoop
om te rapporteer dat hy nie sy opdrag kon uitvoer nie en dat hy onverwyld na
veiligheid sou onttrek.85
Die weswaartse onttrekking van Veggroep C het tot gevolg gehad dat die
offensiewe van 26 November totaal in duie gestort het. Die opdrag “om die
FAPLA magte in die omgewing van die Chambingarivier en Tumpo maksimale
verliese toe te dien en indien moontlik op die vlug te dryf ” kon nie uitgevoer
word nie. Hoewel die artillerie en SALM daarin geslaag het om FAPLA
gevoelige verliese toe te dien, het die offensiewe van 25 en 26 November
1987 in werklikheid niks vermag nie. Trouens, die FAPLA-magte was nog
net so ontplooi en deeglik ingegrawe soos voor die laaste Suid-Afrikaanse
83 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 25 November 1987, reeks 536-537, 540, pp.
403-404, 407.
84 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 17, Lêer 69: Militêre geskiedenis Op Modulêr, reeksnommer 179 en 180, 26
November 1987; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 26 November 1987, reeks 542; p. 408.
85 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 26, Lêer 110, Sitrap 251601B tot 261600 Nov 87: 20 Bde/Tak HK Rundu,
26 November 1987; Houer 30, Lêer 155: Operasie Moduler, Onderhoud gevoer deur maj. R von Moltke met
kmdt Smith ..., pp. 83-84; Houer 17, Lêer 69: Militêre geskiedenis Op Modulêr, reeksnommer 181 en 182, 26
November 1987; Houer 15, Lêer 54, Ops/370 27 Nov 87: Tak HK Rundu/H Leër 31 et al.; Houer 18, Lêer 72:
Projek Histogram ..., 26 November 1987, reeks 546-550, pp. 410-412.
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offensiewe. Die FAPLA-magte se moreel was baie hoog, aangesien hulle die
Suid-Afrikaanse grondmagte op ’n afstand kon hou en boonop verliese kon
toedien sonder om “handgemeen” te raak. Die redelik sterk Suid-Afrikaanse
mag se offensiewe doelwitte is verydel deur FAPLA se effektiewe aanwending
van die terrein en akkurate indirekte vuur.86
Dit val dus nie vreemd op nie dat Tydelike HK teen die einde van November
1987 soos volg aan Voor HK berig het nie: “[Die] BG SWA het vandag sy
kommer uitgespreek oor die situasie by Cuito [Cuanavale]. EM [eie magte]
blyk nie in staat te wees om huidiglik die gewenste resultate te behaal nie. ...
Die moontlikheid van algehele onttrekking word oorweeg.”87 [Skrywer se
beklemtoning.]
Die onsuksesvolle Suid-Afrikaanse offensiewe van 25 en 26 November 1987
het inderdaad die moreel van ’n aansienlike aantal Suid-Afrikaanse troepe erg
geknou en die beeld van ’n onoorwinlike SAW het dus in die slag gebly. Veral
die troepe van 61 Gemeganiseerde Brigade was krities en negatief teenoor die
SAW en sommige lede van die leierselement het tekens van gevegsvermoeienis
getoon.88
Teen die aand van 26 November was dit onbetwisbaar duidelik dat die SuidAfrikaanse magte nie die FAPLA-magte sodanig sou bedreig dat hulle oor
die Cuito-rivier sou onttrek nie. Dit was duidelik dat die FAPLA-magte nie
op grond van ’n blote bedreiging sou onttrek nie en dat hulle fisies in hulle
stellings aangeval en verdryf sou moes word. Die Suid-Afrikaanse plan het
dus algeheel misluk en ’n nuwe aanslag sou op ’n kreatiewe wyse bedink moes
word.89 Al die Suid-Afrikaanse magte het suidwaarts na strategiese plekke
onttrek en was sedert 27 November 1987 besig met die onderhoud van
uitrusting en ook om noodsaaklike slaap en rus in te haal.90
Die FAPLA-magte het hierdie geleentheid benut om logistieke aanvullingsaksies te loods en waar nodig versterkings te voorsien. In Menongue het FAPLA
86 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 24, Lêer 104: [Operasie Moduler:] Beknopte historiese oorsig van die FAPLAoffensief, pp. 3.28-3.29; Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 26 November 1987, reeks 553-555; pp. 414416.
87 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 24, Lêer 100, U/G Ops/105/Nov 87: THK/VHK, [26 November 1987].
88 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 15, Lêer 54, Ops/370 27 Nov 87: Tak HK Rundu/H Leër 31 et al.; Houer 18,
Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 26 November 1987, reeks 557, p. 417.
89 SANW, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 24, Lêer 99, Inrap 5/87: Situasie CC front 26 Nov 87, [27 November 1987];
Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 26 November 1987, reeks 558, pp. 417-418.
90 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 15, Lêer 54, Ops/402 27 Nov 87: Tak HK Rundu/H Leër 31 et al.; Houer 18,
Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 27 November 1987, reeks 559, p. 419.
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hulle verdedigingstellings versterk en ’n uitgebreide bunkerstelsel verbeter. In
die 6MS het FAPLA ook die tyd effektief benut om voorbereidings te tref
vir ’n aanval van die Suid-Afrikaanse magte vanuit die ooste. 25 Brigade en
59 Brigade het gesamentlik die voorste verdedigingsechelon van die FAPLAmagte uitgemaak, wat gestrek het vanaf die omstreke van die Chambingabrug tot by die Cuito-rivier. Die moreel van die FAPLA-magte was in daardie
stadium hoog, en hulle het laat blyk dat hulle in beheer was van die terrein en
dus gereed was vir aanvalle deur die Suid-Afrikaanse magte.91
Op 28 November 1987 het beplanners by die Taakmag HK besluit dat
voortgegaan sou word met die omruiling van troepe.92 Die volgende dag is
die omruilingsplan te Mavinga in werking gestel en op 9 Desember 1987 het
4 SAI hulle oorhandiging en oorname voltooi en het die laaste van die troepe
wat tot in daardie stadium diens gedoen het, om 19:00 per vliegtuig na SuidAfrika vertrek.93
Met die besluit om voort te gaan met die troepomruilings is Operasie
Moduler effektief afgesluit en is inderhaas beplan aan Opvolgoperasie Hooper.
Generaal Jannie Geldenhuys het op 5 Desember 1987 aangekondig dat die
Suid-Afrikaanse troepe onttrek sou word, aangesien hulle taak afgehandel was.
Hy het beklemtoon dat dit ’n taktiese onttrekking was onder operasionele
toestande en dat daar nog gevegte kon plaasvind.94

Besluit
Na afloop van Operasie Moduler is die volgende vraag aan brigadier Johan
Louw, bevelvoerder Tak HK Rundu, gestel: “[Voel] u die feit dat Cuito
[Cuanavale] nie gevat is nie, het die hele operasie die moeite werd gemaak?” Sy
reaksie hierop was soos volg: “Ons moet net onthou ons aanvanklike opdrag
was nie om Cuito te vat nie. Ons aanvanklike opdrag was om die offensief te
stuit, wat ons gedoen het. Ons het baie meer as dit gedoen. Ons het nie alleen
91 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 27 November 1987, reeks 560, p. 419; 28
November 1987, reeks 565, p. 421; 29 November 1987, reeks 572, p. 426; 29 November 1987, reeks 573, p.
427; 30 November 1987, reeks 574, p. 427.
92 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 18, Lêer 72: Projek Histogram ..., 28 November 1987, reeks 566; p. 422.
93 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 29, Lêer 146: Oorlogsdagboek HK 20 Bde, tydperk 290001 B - 292359 B
Nov 87, reeks 1; tydperk 300001 B - 302359 B, Nov 87, reeks 1; tydperk 010001 B - 012359 B Des 87, reeks
1; tydperk 020001 B - 022359 B Des 87, reeks 1; tydperk 09001 B - 092359 B Des 1987, reeks 2.
94 J Geldenhuys, A general’s story from an era of war and peace (Jonathan Ball Publishers, Johannesburg, 1995), p.
219; D Williams, On the border: The white South African military experience 1965-1990 (Tafelberg, Cape Town,
2008), p. 104.
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die offensief gestuit nie, maar ook die vyand heeltemal teruggejaag. ...Toe het
die opdrag gekom: Vernietig die Bdes [brigades] oos van Cuito. Of ons in
daardie opsig geslaag het, dink ek sal elke ou wat jy vra ’n ander opinie gee.
Dit hang af hoe mens die woord ‘vernietig’ interpreteer. ...Toe het die opdrag
gekom: Verower Cuito.”95 [Skrywer se beklemtoning.]
Die Nöthling-aanname dat Cuito Cuanavale nooit die teiken van die SAW
was nie, is dus van alle waarheid ontbloot. Operasie Moduler het verskeie (her)
beplanningsaksies beleef en in alle gevalle het die neutralisering van die Cuito
Cuanvale-lughawe en die verowering van Cuito Cuanavale ‘n sentrale plek
ingeneem. Teen die einde van Oktober 1987 is die doelwit om die lughawe
te neutraliseer wel bereik, waarop die FAPLA-magte terstond die Menonguelughawe, sowat 150km noordwes van Cuito Cuanavale, benut het. FAPLAlugdominansie is derhalwe nie beëindig nie, en dit het ’n negatiewe uitwerking
op die operasionele vermoë en moreel van die Suid-Afrikaanse magte gehad.
Die verowering van Cuito Cuanavale het egter weens verskeie ander
struikelblokke nie gerealiseer nie. Weens onder andere die langdurigheid
van Operasie Moduler, die vinnig naderende uitklaringsdatum van nasionale
dienspligtiges, gerugte van verlengde grensdiens, ’n ongewoon hoë aantal
gesneuweldes en voortgesette vyandelike lugdominansie was die moreel van
sommige lede van die Suid-Afrikaanse magte besig om te taan. Die SAWopperbevel het ondanks hierdie toenemend negatiewe stemming met Operasie
Moduler voortgegaan.
Daarteenoor het die moreel van die FAPLA-magte, byvoorbeeld weens die
hopeloos ontoereikende Suid-Afrikaanse offensiewe van 25 en 26 November,
ongekende hoogtes bereik. Hulle was in staat om, sonder nabye gevegte, die
Suid-Afrikaanse magte op ’n afstand te hou en verliese toe te dien, en het
in die proses boonop hulle stellings behou. Die ongekende vasberadenheid
van die FAPLA-magte, wat altyd voorgehou is as ’n “swak vyand”, het beslis
bygedra tot die lae moreel van sommige lede van die Suid-Afrikaanse magte.
Die Suid-Afrikaanse magte, wat vir sowat 80% van sy inligting van
UNITA afhanklik was, is male sonder tal gekortwiek deur ontoereikende en
foutiewe inligting. Behoorlike gevegswaarderings was gevolglik merendeels
nie moontlik nie. Die Suid-Afrikaanse magte is boonop ook gepootjie
deur gebrekkige logistieke aanvulling. Kommandant Smith, Stafoffisier 1
95 SANW, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 27, Lêer 122: Onderhoud gevoer deur maj. R Von Moltke Ops/828/26 Okt 87e met
brig. Johan Louw – Bev Tak HK Rundu op 8 Desember 1987, pp. 2-5.
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Inligting, was gevolglik van oordeel dat “die belangrikste les wat ek self uit
hierdie operasie geleer het, is die feit dat ons nie gerat is vir ’n konvensionele
oorlog nie”.96 Ook kolonel Roeland de Vries was van oordeel dat daar tydens
Operasie Moduler onvoldoende logistieke ondersteuning was. Die SuidAfrikaanse magte het derhalwe by tye die inisiatief verloor.97
Sake is vererger deurdat die Suid-Afrikaanse Veggroepe keer op keer weens
die ontsettend digte plantegroei verhoed is om hulle opdragte uit te voer.
Gevegswaarderings het verskeie kere uitgewys dat gemeganiseerde magte nie
in ’n spesifieke terrein kon veg nie, maar die SAW het in weerwil daarvan
gebruik gemaak van sy gemeganiseerde magte, net om dan telkens die aftog te
moes blaas. Brigadier Johan Louw, bevelvoerder HK Rundu, spreek daarom
die mening uit dat die terrein die Suid-Afrikaanse magte se grootste vyand
was, en nie FAPLA nie.
Kort na die katastrofale offensiewe van 25 en 26 November het die SAWopperbevel dan ook uiteindelik besluit om Operasie Moduler te staak en om
die FAPLA-magte gedurende die tweede helfte van Desember 1987 deur
Operasie Hooper opnuut die stryd aan te sê. Fred Bridgland se aanname dat
“[a] kind of half-cock military plan was decided upon to conclude Operation
Moduler before the national servicemen went home to their mums, wives and
girlfriends”, is dus nie so vergesog nie.98
Vanuit ’n Suid-Afrikaanse oogpunt beskou, lê die sukses van Operasie
Moduler in die effektiewe belemmering van die FAPLA-offensief teen Mavinga.
Die Suid-Afrikaners en hulle UNITA-bondgenote was egter deeglik daarvan
bewus dat die FAPLA-magte in staat was om binne die afsienbare toekoms die
aanslag op Mavinga te hervat. Ondanks bogenoemde belemmerende faktore
en die onrealistiese inperking van die Suid-Afrikaanse magte tot nie meer as
3 000 soldate nie, is verdere transgrensoperasies van stapel gestuur. Operasie
Moduler het, sonder vrees vir teenspraak, ’n beduidende rol gespeel om SuidAfrika tot die onderhandelingstafel te dwing.

96 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 30, Lêer 155: Operasie Moduler, Onderhoud gevoer deur maj. R von Moltke met
kmdt Smith ..., p. 104.
97 SANWD, Pretoria, JFH, Houer 27, Lêer 122: Onderhoud met Kol. Roeland de Vries op 16 Februarie 1988 by die
SA Leërkollege in Voortrekkerhoogte, pp. 13-14.
98 F Bridgland, The war for Africa: Twelve months that transformed a continent (Ashanti, Gibraltar, 1990), p. 229.
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and beyond
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Samevatting
Jacob Petrus (“Japie”) Neser (1873-1959) is een van die minder bekende
Kaapse koloniale rebelle en bevelvoerders van die Anglo-Boereoorlog wat
vanaf 1899 tot 1902 in Suid-Afrika gewoed het. Dit is die doel van hierdie
artikel om in besonder die fokus op die doen en late van ‘n gewone rebel, wat
later tot ‘n offisiersrang bevorder is, te plaas, ten einde sy optrede aan ‘n breër
leserspubliek bekend te stel, en tegelyk ook die aard van die guerrillastryd in die
Kaapkolonie tydens die oorlog te belig. Neser het teen die einde van Oktober
1899 by die Boeremagte aangesluit en aan die Colesbergfront geveg. Nadat
die Boeremagte aan die Kaapkolonie onttrek het, het Neser na die Transvaal
gegaan, waarna hy na die Oranje-Vrystaat teruggekeer het en in SeptemberNovember 1900 ’n spioenasietog na die noordoostelike Kaapkolonie
onderneem het. In Desember 1900 het hy weer eens na die Kaapkolonie
teruggekeer, dié keer as deel van genl. JBM Hertzog se invalsmag. Later is hy
as veldkornet in die rebellekommando van kmdt. Hendrik Lategan aangestel
en met verloop van tyd is hy in bevel van sy eie kommando Kaapse rebelle
geplaas. Deur swart en bruin persone wat aan die kant van die Britte geveg
het, na gevangeneming summier tereg te stel, het Neser ’n gevreesde maar
ook hoogs omstrede bevelvoerder geword. Gevolglik, toe vrede gesluit is, het
Neser in selfopgelegde ballingskap na Europa uitgewyk ten einde vervolging
te ontduik. Hy het in 1904 na Suid-Afrika teruggekeer en aan die rebellie van
1914 tot 1915 deelgeneem.
Keywords: Anglo-Boer War/South African War (1899-1902); Japie
Neser; Cape Colony; Cape rebellion/rebel(s); Guerrilla warfare; War crimes;
(Afrikaner) rebellion (1914-1915).
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Introduction
When one reads about the Boer invasions of the Cape Colony during the
guerrilla phase of the Anglo-Boer War (1899-1902), it becomes clear that most
of the relevant sources concentrate on the exploits of Cmdt Gideon Scheepers
(1878-1902),1 Gen. JBMHertzog (1866-1942),2 Gen. PH Kritzinger (18701935),3 Gen. CR de Wet (1854-1922)4 and Gen. JC Smuts (1870-1950).5
Of course, there were also many rebel commanders who operated in the Cape
Colony, for example, Cmdt HW Lategan (1858-1914)6 and Cmdt JC Lötter
(1875-1901),7 as well as several other Boer commanders who were active
in the Cape Colony, for example Gen. Manie Maritz (1876-1940),8 Gen.
Wynand Malan (1872-1953)9 and Cmdt WD Fouché (1874-1939).10
One of the lesser-known Cape rebels, who in due course also invaded the
Colony and commanded his own force, was Jacob Petrus (“Japie”) Neser (18731959). (See Image 1.) References to Neser are not found in basic sources on
the war, such as those by JH Breytenbach,11 LS Amery,12 JF Maurice (ed.) and

1

See, for example, J Meintjes, Sword in the sand:The life and death of Gideon Scheepers (Cape Town, Tafelberg,
1969); GS Preller (ed.), Scheepers se dagboek en die stryd in Kaapland (1 Okt. 1901-18 Jan. 1902) (Cape Town,
N.P.B.,1938); T & D Shearing, Commandant Gideon Scheepers and the search for his grave (Sedgefield, The
Authors, 1999).
2 See, for example, CM van den Heever, Generaal J.B.M. Hertzog (Johannesburg, A.P.B.,1943), pp. 112-122.
3 See, for example, PH Kritzinger and RD McDonald, In die skaduwee van die dood (Cape Town, Nasionale Pers,
1939), passim; N Gomm, “Commandant P.H. Kritzinger in the Cape, December 1900-December 1901”,
Military History Journal, 1(7), December 1970, pp. 30-32, 34.
4 See, for example, WL von R Scholtz, Generaal Christiaan de Wet as veldheer (D.Litt., Rijksuniversiteit, Leiden,
1978), pp. 321-370; CR de Wet, Three years war (October 1899-June 1902) (London, Constable, 1902),
pp. 229-276.
5 See, for example, PA Pyper, “Generaal J.C. Smuts en die Tweede Vryheidsoorlog (1899-1902)” (M.A., PU for
CHE, 1960); T & D Shearing, Jan Smuts and his long ride (Sedgefield, The Authors, 2000).
6 See, for example, A Wessels, “Die veggeneraal van Colesberg: Hendrik Lategan en die Anglo-Boereoorlog,
1899-1902”, Military History Journal, 7(5), June 1988, pp. 185-192, 199.
7 See, for example, T & D Shearing, Commandant Johannes Lötter and his rebels (Sedgefield, The Authors, 1998),
passim; HW Kinsey, “The capture of Lötter’s commando”, Military History Journal, 1(5), December 1969,
pp. 4, 29.
8 See, for example, SG Maritz, My lewe en strewe (Johannesburg, 1938), pp. 10-54; LM Fourie, “Die militêre
loopbaan van Manie Maritz tot aan die einde van die Anglo-Boereoorlog” (M.A., PU for CHE, 1975), passim.
9 See, for example, HJC Pieterse (ed.), Oorlogsavonture van genl. Wynand Malan (Cape Town, Nasionale Pers,
1946).
10 See, for example, Dictionary of South African biography (DSAB), 4 (Durban, Human Sciences Research Council,
1981), pp. 161-162.
11 JH Breytenbach, Die geskiedenis van die Tweede Vryheidsoorlog in Suid-Afrika, 1899-1902, 1-6 (Pretoria, Die
Staatsdrukker, 1969-1996).
12 LS Amery (ed.), The Times history of the war in South Africa 1899-1902, 1-7 (London, Sampson Low, Marston
and Company, Ltd., 1900-1909).
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MH Grant,13 T. Pakenham14 and L Creswicke.15 He is also not mentioned in
Cassell’s history of the Boer War 1-2 (London, Cassell, 1903), or in De Wet’s
Three years war. AC Doyle,16 D Reitz17 and Bill Nasson18 do not refer to him;
and no biographical information on Neser is found in Fransjohan Pretorius’s
Historical dictionary of the Anglo-Boer War (Lanham, The Scarecrow Press,
Inc., 2009), or in BJ Barker’s A concise dictionary of the Boer War (Cape Town,
Francolin Publishers, 1999). Neser also does not feature in the Dictionary
of South African biography 1-5 (plus two additional volumes) (Cape Town,
Durban and Pretoria, National Council for Social Research, and Human
Sciences Research Council, 1968-1999) or in the Standard Encyclopaedia of
Southern Africa 1-12 (Cape Town, Nasou, 1970-1976).
Image 1: Japie Neser

Source: War Museum of the Boer Republics, Bloemfontein.

Brief references to Neser can be found in older works such as those of Harm
Oost, Wie is die skuldiges? (Johannesburg, Afrikaanse Pers-Boekhandel, s.a.),
p. 27; OT de Villiers, Met De Wet en Steyn in het veld: Avonturen, ervaringen
en indrukken (Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1903), p. 245; GS Preller (ed.), Scheepers
13 JF Maurice (ed.) and MH Grant, History of the war in South Africa 1899-1902, 1-4 (London, Hurst & Blackett,
1906-1910).
14 T Pakenham, The Boer War (Johannesburg, Jonathan Ball, 1979).
15 L Creswicke, South Africa and the Transvaal War, 1-8 (London, Blackwood, Le Bas and Co., s.a.).
16 AC Doyle, The great Boer War (London, Smith, Elder & Co., 1902).
17 D Reitz, Commando: A Boer journal of the Boer War (London, Faber & Faber, 1929).
18 B Nasson, The South African War 1899-1902 (London, Arnold, 1999) and B Nasson, The war for South Africa:
The Anglo-Boer War 1899-1902 (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 2010).
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se dagboek en die stryd in Kaapland (1 Okt. 1901-18 Jan. 1902) (Cape Town,
N.P.B., 1938), p. 138; CJS Strydom, Kaapland en die Tweede Vryheidsoorlog
(Cape Town, Nasionale Pers, 1937), pp. 179, 183; PHS van Zyl, Die
helde-album: Verhaal en foto’s van aanvoerders en helde uit ons vryheidstryd
(Johannesburg, Afrikaanse Pers-Boekhandel, 1944), pp. 319, 331, 371; and
M Maritz, My lewe en strewe (Johannesburg, The Author, 1938), p. 54. Neser’s
role during the guerrilla phase of the war is mentioned in some detail by A
de Wet, H van Doornik and GC du Plessis, Die Buren in der Kapkolonie im
Kriege mit England (Munich, Lehmanns, s.a.), pp. 129, 157, 210, 251 – and
the authors indeed indicate that the portion written by De Wet was based,
inter alia, on information supplied by Neser. In later works there are brief
references to Neser, for example in OJO Ferreira (ed.), Memoirs of Ben Bouwer
as written by P.J. le Riche (Pretoria, Human Sciences Research Council, 1980),
p. 285.
Since the beginning of the 1990s, there have been more references to
Neser, probably owing to the fact that his reminiscences were published
(in Afrikaans) in 1988.19 The Anglo-Boer War centenary generated a
great deal of interest in the conflict of 1899 to 1902 and a large number
of publications were released, including a few that contain references to
Neser, for example T & D Shearing, Commandant Gideon Scheepers and the
search for his grave (Sedgefield, The Authors, 1999), pp. 145, 194, 215; T
& D Shearing, Jan Smuts and his long ride (Sedgefield, The Authors, 2000),
pp. 135, 155, 157, 162, 170, 177, 179, 181-182, 195-197; J Malan, Die
Boere-offisiere van die Tweede Vryheidsoorlog, 1899-1902 (Pretoria, Van der
Walt, 1990), pp. 111-112; PG Cloete, The Anglo-Boer War: A chronology
(Pretoria, J.P. van der Walt, 2000), pp. 254, 276, 306 and F Pretorius, Life
on commando during the Anglo-Boer War 1899-1902 (Cape Town, Human
& Rousseau, 1999), pp. 274-275. Neser’s activities are also mentioned in
the postgraduate studies of PA Pyper, “Generaal J.C. Smuts en die Tweede
Vryheidsoorlog (1899-1902)” (M.A., PU for CHE, 1960), HA Shearing,
“The second invasion of the Cape Colony during the Second Anglo-Boer
War” (M.A., University of Natal, 1989), RJ Constantine, “The guerrilla war
in the Cape Colony during the South African War of 1899 to 1902: A case
study of the republican and rebel commando movement” (M.A., UCT, 1996)
and HA Shearing, “The Cape rebel of the South African War, 1899-1902”
19 See A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe van kommandant Jacob Petrus Neser”, Christiaan de Wet-annale,
7, March 1988, pp. 7-134. On the back cover the date of publication is indicated as March 1988, but on p. 5
it is given as October 1987. In practice, the publication only appeared in print in 1988.
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(D.Phil., University of Stellenbosch, 2004).
One hundred and ten years after Neser operated in the Cape Colony, and
just over fifty years after his death, it is the purpose of this article to evaluate
his controversial role during the Anglo-Boer War in the light of new evidence
that has come to the fore since his reminiscences were published more than
twenty years ago – and also to introduce people who do not have a reading
knowledge of Afrikaans to this fascinating albeit controversial character. His
role during the rebellion of 1914 to 1915 will also be discussed. One of the
reasons why he is not well-known, is probably the fact that most of what
has been written about him is in Afrikaans. The basic information in this
article is derived from the four reminiscences that Neser left behind, which
(at the request of Prof. MCE van Schoor) were amalgamated or synthesised
by André Wessels in 1978. They were subsequently edited and annotated by
Wessels (once again at the request of Prof. MCE van Schoor) and published in
1988. The reminiscences were originally recorded separately by four different
persons, on four different occasions; and in this article they will be referred to
in the footnotes as:
•

Document A – reminiscences recorded by Neser’s grandson, JP Neser,
Brandfort, 1954-1955 (99 typed folio pages).

•

Document B – reminiscences recorded by Pieter de Waal of the South African
Broadcasting Corporation, April 1957 (137 typed folio pages).

•

Document C – reminiscences recorded by Johannes C Vermaak, Vereeniging,
1930s (14 typed A4 pages).

•

Document D – reminiscences jotted down by Dr WS Radley, a teacher, Saaibult
farm, Marquard district, 27 April 1933 (33 pages in a school exercise book, in
longhand).20

These documents are kept by the War Museum of the Boer Republics in
Bloemfontein.
In this article, whenever documents A, B, C and/or D are mentioned in
the footnotes, there will also be an additional reference to the amalgamated
manuscript, as published in the Christiaan de Wet-annale. Sometimes the
present author will provide a free translation of excerpts from the reminiscences.

20 A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe …”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, pp. 12-13.
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Neser as rebel and spy in the early months of the war
Jacob Petrus (“Japie”) Neser was born on the farm Modderfontein in the
Colesberg district in the north-eastern Cape Colony on 18 August 1873,
one of the eight children of Frederik Wilhelm Neser and his wife Regina
Catharine Naudé.21 No information about Neser’s youth or young adult years
prior to the Anglo-Boer War could be obtained.
Shortly before the outbreak of the Anglo-Boer War on 11 October 1899,
Neser left the farm Noodhulp, between Colesberg and Steynsburg, where
his father was farming at the time. He travelled to Germiston in the ZuidAfrikaansche Republiek (ZAR; i.e. Transvaal), and for a time worked as a
conductor on the trains of the Nederlandsche Zuid-Afrikaansche SpoorwegMaatschappij (NZASM) – the company that controlled most of the railway
lines in the ZAR. He became ill and returned to his parents’ farm, and was
still on the farm when the war broke out. Against the wishes of his parents, he
returned to Germiston, but was then transferred to Volksrust, where he served
on board the trains that transported Boers to the front. Contact with Boers
on their way to fight the British fuelled Neser’s imagination; and towards the
end of October 1899, he and a friend, Charlie Park, decided to voluntarily
join the Boer forces. At Newcastle, the two young volunteers seemed to
be regarded with distrust; so they travelled to Pretoria, and from there to
Johannesburg, where they were at long last accepted and each issued with a
horse, Mauser rifle and ammunition. They asked to be sent to the Colesberg
front, where they arrived on 15 November 1899; i.e. just after the Boers
crossed the Orange River at Aliwal North on 13 November and occupied
the town of Colesberg unopposed on 14 November.22 (For most of the places
referred to in this section, as well as in the rest of the article, see Image 2 on
the next page – a map of the western and central Cape Colony operational
areas.)
As part of the Germiston commando and of the field-cornetcy of FieldCornet GH Gravett, Neser comprised part of the Boer army commanded
by Gen. Hendrik J Schoeman. Schoeman was a controversial figure and
not one of the better Boer generals,23 and his slack and indecisive attitude,
21 A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe …”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, p. 9; information
supplied by JP Neser (grandson), Brandfort.
22 Document A, p. 1; Document B, pp. 1-2; Document D, pp. 8-10; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe
…”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, pp. 17-18; JH Breytenbach, Die geskiedenis van die Tweede
Vryheidsoorlog ..., 1, pp. 444, 447; LS Amery (ed.), The Times history …, 2, pp. 291-292.
23 See, for example, J Schoeman, Genl. Hendrik Schoeman: Was hy ’n verraaier?” (Pretoria, Caxton, 1950).
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which was definitely not in the interest of the Boer cause, was a source of
frustration to Neser. But there was not much that Neser could do about the
situation at a strategic level. However, he (Neser) did take initiatives in terms
of reconnaissance work, which he sometimes undertook against the orders of
superiors, and he even attacked British patrols. He also took part in the major
clashes of 6 January 1900 at Graskop and 12 February 1900 in the vicinity of
Slingerfontein.24
Image 2: Map of the western and central Cape Colony operational areas

Source: Compelled by A Wessels and drawn by SUN MeDIA, Bloemfontein

The surrender of Gen. PA Cronjé with more than 4 000 men at Paardeberg
on 27 February 1900 had devastating consequences for the Boer war effort,
which included the withdrawal of the Boer forces from the Colesberg front.
The British forces re-occupied Colesberg on 28 February. Neser was one
of the Cape rebels who accompanied the Boer army back to the Orange
Free State (OFS). They fell back to the Sand River, between Bloemfontein
and Kroonstad, where only half-hearted attempts were made to stop the
advancing British forces; and by the end of May 1900, Neser found himself
near Johannesburg. Just before the British occupied Johannesburg on 31 May,
24 Document A, pp. 1-5; Document B, pp. 2-10; Document D, pp. 10-15; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe
…”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, pp. 21-27; JH Breytenbach, Die geskiedenis van die Tweede
Vryheidsoorlog …, 4, pp. 50-55, 154-160; LS Amery (ed.), The Times history …, 3, pp. 135-138 and 4, pp. 463466; JF Maurice (ed.) and MH Grant, History of the war …, 1, pp. 396-399 and 2, pp. 251-252.
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Neser assisted in transporting a large number of gold bars from the Robinson
gold-mine near Johannesburg to Pretoria.25
Shortly before Pretoria was occupied by the British forces on 5 June
1900, Neser left, riding eastwards to Bronkhorstspruit, and in due course to
Middelburg, some 110 km east of Pretoria. In this area he met Louis Botha
– since 27 March 1900 the commandant-general of the Transvaal forces –
for the first time. Neser and four fellow Colesberg rebels, whom he met in
Middelburg, then decided to return to the OFS. They rode to Bethal, some
70 km south of Middelburg, where they met Tjaard Kruger, the youngest of
ZAR president Paul Kruger’s nine sons. The young Kruger asked Neser and
his companions to take ₤25 000 in gold and paper money, which belonged
to the ZAR government, to the OFS’s Gen. Christiaan de Wet, and Neser
agreed. They trekked to Vrede in the OFS, then to Witsieshoek, and from
there to the Brandwater Basin, where they arrived on 27 July – the day when,
at a council of war, Marthinus Prinsloo was elected as a temporary acting chief
commandant of the force in the Basin. Still on the look-out for De Wet – who
had escaped from the Basin on the night of 15-16 July – Neser and company
left the Basin just before Prinsloo surrendered with more than 4 000 men.26
Neser and his comrades returned to Vrede, and then went to Heilbron,
where the ₤25 000 was handed to Gen. JBM Hertzog. In the meantime,
De Wet had escaped to the north of the Magaliesberg in the Transvaal, from
whence he would return in due course to the OFS – which had been renamed
the Orange River Colony (ORC) after being annexed by Lord Roberts, the
British commander-in-chief in South Africa, in the last week of May. Neser
and his four fellow Colesbergers decided to return to the Cape Colony, on
a highly dangerous spying trip, in an effort to monitor the Cape Afrikaners’
attitude towards the war, in order to determine whether or not they would be
likely to welcome a new, large-scale Boer invasion. They moved southwards
through the ORC and crossed the Orange River near Bethulie into the Cape
Colony. By this time, one of the original four men who accompanied Neser had
25 Document A, pp. 5-7; Document B, pp. 11-13; Document D, pp. 16-17; A Wessels (ed.), “Die
oorlogsherinneringe …”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, pp. 28-31; JH Breytenbach, Die geskiedenis
van die Tweede Vryheidsoorlog …, 5, pp. 413-535; DW Krüger, Die Krugermiljoene (Johannesburg, Perskor,
1979), pp. 18, 22-25.
26 Document A, pp. 7-8; Document B, pp. 15-17; Document D, pp. 18-22; A Wessels (ed.), “Die
oorlogsherinneringe …”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, pp. 31-35; LS Amery (ed.), The Times
history …, 4, pp. 309-343; JF Maurice (ed.) and MH Grant, History of the war …, 3, pp. 293-306; J de Bruin,
“’n Regshistoriese studie van die finale oorgawe van die Oranje-Vrystaat se konvensionele magte gedurende die
Anglo-Boereoorlog (1899-1902)” (LL.D., University of the Free State, 2009), pp. 173-176.
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dropped out. Neser visited his parents’ farm, Noodhulp, and then continued
southwards, now alone, since the other three men had by now also dropped
out.27 Eventually he took a train from Dwarsvleihalte, between Rosmead and
Graaff-Reinet, to Graaff-Reinet. On the train he shared a compartment with
four Colonial troops!28
In Graaff-Reinet, Neser stayed in a boarding-house. He met with a large
number of people in the town and district; and most if not all of them were
in favour of another invasion of the Cape Colony by the Boers. After a stay
of about a month, Neser left Graaff-Reinet in mid-October 1900 and rode
to the Cape colonial town of Middelburg, some 100 km north of GraaffReinet. Shortly after he left, the British authorities in Graaff-Reinet took into
custody several of the people with whom Neser had been in contact. From
Middelburg, Neser rode in the direction of Steynsburg, Noupoort, Hanover
and Philipstown, and crossed back to the OFS/ORC across the Orange River
at Sanddrif, between Philipstown and Philippolis. It is quite amazing how far
Neser trekked through enemy territory, without being captured. But more
often than not, he was also very lucky. On the ORC side of the river, he
met up by chance with a Boer patrol of some 25 men, and they took him to
the commandos led by Gen. JBM Hertzog, near Philippolis in the southern
ORC. It was now mid-November 1900. Neser, who had indeed gathered
valuable information during his spying trip in the Cape Colony, briefed
Hertzog on the situation in the Colony, pointing out that many Afrikaners
were in favour of another invasion by the Boers. Hertzog was impressed by
what Neser had to say and appointed him as his adjutant and staff captain.
A few days later, Neser accompanied Hertzog and a few other men to the
farm Goede Hoop in the Smithfield district, where on 3 December they met
OFS president MT Steyn and Gen. Christiaan de Wet. Hertzog asked Neser
to inform the president and general about his findings in the Cape Colony,
and it was decided that Hertzog would invade the Colony via Sanddrif, while
De Wet would cross further upstream.29 Although the decision to invade the
Cape Colony was not solely based on Neser’s evidence, in a small way he did
play a role in expanding the war once again to the Colony.
27 Two of them rode to Colesberg and handed themselves over to the British authorities. Document A, p. 15;
A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe …”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, p. 43.
28 Document A, pp. 8-15; Document B, pp. 17-28; Document C, p. 3; Document D, pp. 23-24; A Wessels (ed.),
“Die oorlogsherinneringe …”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, pp. 35-43.
29 Document A, pp. 15-26; Document B, pp. 28-51; Document C, pp. 4-12; Document D, p. 25; A Wessels (ed.),
“Die oorlogsherinneringe …”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, pp. 43-56; OT de Villiers, Met De Wet
en Steyn in het veld: Avonturen, ervaringen en indrukken (Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1903), p. 55; LS Amery (ed.), The
Times history ..., 5, p. 127.
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A guerrilla fighter in the Cape Colony
On the night of 15-16 December 1900, Hertzog crossed the Orange River
at Sanddrif and invaded the Cape Colony with approximately 1 200 men.
But De Wet’s attempt to cross near Odendaalstroom, between Bethulie and
Aliwal North, was thwarted by a river that was in flood. By invading the Cape
Colony, the Boers hoped to alleviate the pressure on the commandos in the
Transvaal and ORC; to prove to the British and the world that they were still
determined and able to continue their struggle for freedom; to take the war
back to British territory; to destroy British lines of communication and other
infrastructure, and hopefully to recruit many rebels for the republican cause.
Hertzog occupied Philipstown on 17 December. At Houtkraal, 32 km north
of De Aar, his force clashed with British troops in an armoured train, and
occupied Britstown on 22 December, with Neser and a patrol being the first
to enter the town. At Houwater, a clash with a British force under Brig.-Gen.
HH Settle took place; Vosburg was occupied on 27 December; and from
there Hertzog trekked via Carnarvon and Williston to Calvinia, which was
occupied on 7 January 1901.30
From Calvinia, Hertzog and his forces trekked to Vanrhynsdorp, which was
occupied on 19 January 1901. (See Image 3.) From there they trekked northeastwards, and on 27 February joined the commando of De Wet. The latter
had crossed into the Cape Colony on 10 February 1900, but was relentlessly
pursued by some 14 000 British troops (17 mobile columns) in what became
known as the third or great De Wet hunt. De Wet’s force was stopped by
a Brak River that was in flood and he had to return to the ORC. After the
commandos of De Wet and Hertzog met near Sanddrif on 27 February, they
crossed the Orange River back to the ORC at Bothasdrif, some 25 km west of
Norvalsport, late on the afternoon of 28 February. Some 200 Cape Afrikaners
joined Hertzog’s commando and trekked with him to the ORC, but De Wet
could not recruit any rebels. De Wet divided the ORC into seven military
areas, with Hertzog (as assistant chief commandant) in charge of the districts
of Philippolis, Fauresmith, Jacobsdal and Petrusburg. Neser formed part of a
30 Document A, pp. 26-27; Document B, pp. 51-53; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de
Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, pp. 56-59; O Pirow, James Barry Munnik Hertzog (Cape Town, Howard Timmins,
s.a.), p. 32; CJS Strydom, Kaapland en die Tweede Vryheidsoorlog (Cape Town, Nasionale Pers, 1937), pp. 95-96;
DSAB, 1 (Cape Town, National Council for Social Research, 1968), p. 367; LS Amery (ed.), The Times history
..., 5, pp. 129-130; A de Wet, H van Doornik and GC du Plessis, Die Buren in der Kapkolonie im Kriege mit
England (Munich, Lehmanns, s.a.), pp. 87-91; A Roodt, Kaapse rebel (Johannesburg, J.P. van der Walt, 1945),
pp. 11-12.
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commando that operated in the vicinity of Jagersfontein and Fauresmith.31
Image 3: Gen. JBM Hertzog (at the back) with members of his staff at Vanrhynsdorp on 19
January 1901. Seated in front, from left to right: Klasie Havenga, Japie Neser
and Willie Hertzog

Source: War Museum of the Boer Republics, Bloemfontein.

Neser was keen to return to the Cape Colony as soon as possible, because
he knew the territory, and also because he would like to stir up rebellion, but
Hertzog was reluctant to let him go. However, when Neser was able to muster
approximately 40 men32 who were also keen to go to the Cape Colony, Hertzog
agreed. He offered to appoint Neser as commandant of this group of men,
but Neser declined, saying that it was his intention to join the commando of
Cmdt Hendrik Lategan, a fellow rebel from the Colesberg district. Neser and
his men joined Lategan south of Springfontein in the southern ORC. Lategan
appointed Neser as a field-cornet; and soon afterwards, in April 1900, the
commando, comprised of some 130 men, crossed the Orange River into
the Cape. They operated in the districts of Colesberg, Steynsburg, Hanover,
Murraysburg and Graaff-Reinet. Several small clashes with mobile British
columns took place, and they also sabotaged the railways, which led to the
derailment of a train. It is clear that genuine guerrilla fighters were here at
work. On 20 (or 21 or 22) July 1901 (sources refer to various dates), Neser
was wounded in his buttock (or hip) in a fight that took place at Tweefontein,
31 Document A, pp. 27-28; Document B, pp. 53-54; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de
Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, pp. 59-61; LS Amery (ed.),The Times history ..., 5, pp. 137-157; JF Maurice (ed.)
and MH Grant, History of the war ..., 4, pp. 88-90; A de Wet, H van Doornik and GC du Plessis, Die Buren in
der Kapkolonie ..., pp. 91-93; The Intelligence Officer, On the heels of De Wet (Edinburgh, Blackwood, 1903),
passim; WL von R Scholtz, Generaal Christiaan de Wet ..., pp. 377-378.
32 Between 50 and 60, according to Document B, p. 54.
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some 32 km west-north-west of Graaff-Reinet. Lategan then returned to the
ORC at the end of August, to invade the Cape Colony once more on 16
September, while four men were left behind to support the wounded Neser.
Neser’s wound became infected, but thanks to assistance provided by families
on farms, where he sometimes also stayed for a few days, he fully recovered.
He and his companions then joined the commando of Cmdt JJ Smith, and
operated in the district of Hopetown, after which they joined Cmdt GHP van
Reenen’s commando, and carried out activities in the barren northern Cape
Colony, for example in the districts of Carnarvon and Calvinia.33 The long
distances covered by Neser and others should be noted.

Eight months as a rebel commandant
On 25 October 1901, a council of war was held on the farm Kloudskraal,
district of Calvinia. Among those present were Gen. Manie Maritz, who was
sent to the north-western Cape to properly organise the rebel commandos
in that area, and Cmdt SW Pyper. The commandos were reorganised and
it was also decided that a new commando should be formed, consisting of
rebels from Fraserburg and Sutherland – a total of at least 50 but not more
than 85 men.34 Neser was appointed as commandant – a position he initially
refused, but was eventually persuaded to accept. The men in his commando
were glad to go back and operate in their home districts; but only 12 were
armed. However, the local Town Guards and armed coloureds were overconfident – Neser’s commando consequently took many of them prisoner
and the rebels were subsequently armed with the captured rifles. Many rebels
joined Neser’s commando, which soon numbered approximately 300 men.35
Neser’s operations in the districts of Sutherland and Fraserburg had profound
implications for the central Great Karoo region – not only during the latter
months of the guerrilla phase of the war, but also for post-war intergroup
33 Document A, pp. 28-37; Document B, pp. 54-70; Document D, pp. 2, 30; A Wessels (ed.), “Die
oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, pp. 62-73; A de Wet, H van Doornik and
GC du Plessis, Die Buren in der Kapkolonie ..., p. 129; J Stirling, The colonials in South Africa, 1899-1902:
Their record, based on the despatches (Edinburgh, Blackwood, 1907), p. 108; JF Maurice (ed.) and MH Grant,
History of the war ..., 4, p. 232; PHS van Zyl, Die helde-album: Verhaal en foto’s van aanvoerders en helde uit ons
vryheidstryd (Johannesburg, Die Afrikaanse Pers-Boekhandel, 1944), pp. 319-320; B Williams, Record of the
Cape Mounted Riflemen (London, Causton, 1909), pp. 105-106.
34 50-60 according to Document B, p. 71, and approximately 85 according to Document D, p. 31.
35 Document A, p. 37; Document D, p. 31; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wetannale, 7, March 1988, p. 74; LM Fourie, “Die militêre loopbaan van Manie Maritz ...”, pp. 99-100; DSAB, 1,
p. 513.
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relations in the area. For the first time in the conflict, a Boer/rebel commando
was in control of that area, frustrating the British forces.36
Neser ordered that all the armed coloureds who were captured by his
commando should be executed, in what has aptly been described as a “reign
of terror”.37 He used the derogatory term “Hottentotte”, i.e. “Hottentots”, to
refer to them: “I had all the armed Hottentots shot.”38 According to the British,
armed blacks and coloureds in British service had to be treated as prisoners
of war when captured by the Boers. But the Boers insisted that the war was
a white man’s war; and consequently, in many instances, they summarily
executed armed black and coloured prisoners. On 12 June 1901, Gen. PH
Kritzinger issued a proclamation which stipulated, inter alia, that only in
cases where black and coloured people voluntarily reported Boer presence,
could they be executed as spies. Later on, when Gen. JC Smuts reorganised
the Boer commandos in the Cape Colony towards the end of December
1901, he made it clear that only those prisoners who had been found guilty
of a crime could be executed.39 But the summary executions continued –
Neser being one of the main culprits. In terms of the law of nations, there is
no way in which the summary execution of black and coloured people can
be justified; and persons who order such executions are clearly guilty of war
crimes.40 Neser evidently believed that the shooting of prisoners could have
a salutary effect on the enemy – thereby placing himself in the company of
“Breaker” Morant and his comrades-in-crime.41
Neser’s commando operated in the districts of Fraserburg, Sutherland,
Vanrhynsdorp and Clanwilliam – sometimes alone; sometimes in co-operation
with other commandos. Neser’s commando captured many British troops,
including local coloured soldiers. The white troops were stripped of their
arms, ammunition and anything else that was of value to the Boers, including
horses, and then set free. A certain Captain Fletcher was thus captured three
36 RJ Constantine, “The guerrilla war in the Cape Colony during the South African War of 1899-1902: A case
study of the republican and rebel commando movement” (M.A., UCT, 1996), p. 170.
37 RJ Constantine, “The guerrilla war in the Cape Colony ...”, p. 170.
38 Document B, p. 72.
39 Free State Archives Depot, Bloemfontein, Reference A.155/194/2: Proclamation by PH Kritzinger, 12 June
1901; De Villiers, pp. 70, 180; PHS van Zyl, Die helde-album ..., p. 320; PA Pyper, “Generaal J.C. Smuts ...”,
pp. 100-101; WK Hancock, Smuts 1: The sanguine years, 1870-1919 (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press,
1962), p. 141.
40 See, for example, G von Glahn, Law among nations: An introduction to public international law (New York,
Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc., 1965), pp. 697-698.
41 For more on the actions of and murders committed by Morant and his comrades see, for example, A Davey
(ed.), Breaker Morant and the Bushveldt Carbineers (Cape Town, Van Riebeeck Society, 1987); GR Witton,
Scapegoats of the Empire: The story of the Bushveldt Carbineers (Melbourne, D.W. Paterson, 1907).
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times in one week! On the last occasion, Neser told him: “Man, you are a very
good fellow. You have already brought me so many horses and rifles. Go back
and fetch some more.”42 Neser even gave the name “Fletcher” to a horse that
he used during that period.43
However, when armed black and coloured soldiers were captured, they
were forced to dig their own graves and were then shot. A coloured soldier
captured on the farm of a Mr Tromp near Fraserburg, and all seven coloureds
who formed part of a patrol captured by Neser’s commando on the farm
Rheboksfontein, 17 km north-west of Sutherland, were among those
who suffered this fate. “For the Colonials who joined me, it was an awful
experience, but in due course they got used to it.”44 Some of his men, such as
Abraham van Wijk and Adrian [sic] Vlok, were in due course identified by
the British as having shot captured “Native Scouts”.45 Gen. Jaap van Deventer
explicitly ordered Neser to stop the summary execution of armed blacks and
coloureds, but Neser disregarded the order and continued the executions. As
a justification for his actions, he alleged that when coloured soldiers captured
Boers, they tortured them to death.46 Although there were instances where
coloured soldiers committed war crimes,47 that was no excuse for shooting
all coloured prisoners; and the Boers were also guilty of war crimes48 – Neser
being one of the main culprits.
Neser’s commando clashed on a number of occasions with British columns,
for example in mid-November 1901, when he and Jaap van Deventer defeated
the column commanded by Lt-Col CE Callwell, at Brandekraal, between
Calvinia and Sutherland. The British lost 16 killed or wounded and 30

42 Document B, p. 88; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988,
p. 75.
43 Document A, p. 37; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988,
p. 75.
44 Document A, p. 38; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988,
p. 75.
45 National Army Museum (NAM), London, Reference 6807-187: Intelligence Papers – South Africa 1901-1902,
p. 30.
46 Document A, p. 38; Document B, pp. 84-85; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wetannale, 7, March 1988, p. 86.
47 See, for example, the Naroegas incident (23 May 1901). J Strauss, “Die veldslag van Naroegas”, Kronos, 21,
November 1994, pp. 16-31; M Legassick, “The battle of Naroegas: Context, historiography, sources and
significance”, Kronos, 21, November 1994, pp. 32-60.
48 The torture and murder of Abraham Esau can be cited as an example. See K. Schoeman, “Die dood van
Abraham Esau: ooggetuieberigte uit die besette Calvinia, 1901”, Quarterly Bulletin of the South African Library,
40(2), December 1985, pp. 56-66; B Nasson, Abraham Esau’s war: A black South African War in the Cape 18991902 (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1991), pp. 63, 120-140, 190.
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captured.49 Just after Christmas, 1901, Smuts ordered most of the commandos
in the Cape Colony (some 16 commandos; approximately 3 000 men) to
assemble on the farm Soetwater, between Calvinia and Nieuwoudtsville. The
commandos were reorganised and ordered to operate over a larger area, with
each one being given a designated area of operations. At the same meeting,
Maritz, Malan, Van Deventer and Lategan were promoted as combat generals
(“veggeneraals”), each with a number of commandos under their overall
command. Neser’s commando, plus those of Louis Boshof, Ben Bouwer,
Abraham Louw and a certain Jooste, all resorted under Van Deventer’s overall
command. The Boers were confident that they could not only continue the
war, but that they could indeed still be successful.50
In the first week of February 1902, Lt-Col WRB Doran escorted a convoy
from Calvinia to Sutherland. On the evening of 5 February, Doran and a
portion of his force attacked the laager of a rebel by the name of Geldenhuys,
about half-way between Calvinia and Sutherland. While Doran was away,
Gen. Jaap van Deventer and 28 men attacked Doran’s convoy at Middelpos.
The attack continued on 6 February, as Gen. JC Smuts, Neser and other
reinforcements arrived, and the British fled their camp. The Boers captured
or destroyed 130 wagons and also captured some 400 horses and mules. The
British lost at least nine killed and 22 wounded; Boer losses amounted to four
killed and ten wounded.51
Shortly thereafter, Van Deventer ordered Neser to take half his commando
(i.e. approximately 150 men) westwards to Vanrhynsdorp. The other half
of the commando was temporarily placed under the command of a certain
Gölding. On 25 February 1902, on the farm Windhoek, 15 km south of
Vanrhynsdorp, Neser’s men took part in an attack on a British post and
49 Document A, pp. 39-41; Document B, pp. 74-75; Document D, pp. 34-35; A Wessels (ed.), “Die
oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, pp. 77-79. Lt-Col (later Maj-Gen.) Charles
Edward Callwell (1859-1928) was the author of the influential book Small wars: Their principles and practice
(London, 1896). Cf. Who was who, 1916-1928 (London, Adam & Charles Black, 1947), p. 163.
50 Document B, pp. 89-90; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March
1988, pp. 88-89; JA Smith, Ek rebelleer (Cape Town, Nasionale Pers, 1939), p. 99; PA Pyper, “Generaal J.C.
Smuts ...”, pp. 96-98, 102-104; LM Fourie, “Die militêre loopbaan van Manie Maritz ...”, pp. 116-118; WK
Hancock and J van der Poel (eds), Selections from the Smuts papers, 1: June 1896-May 1902 (Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, 1966), pp. 497-498.
51 Document A, pp. 46-47; Document B, p. 84; Document D, pp. 35-36; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe
...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, pp. 85-86; A de Wet, H van Doornik and GC du Plessis, Die
Buren in der Kapkolonie ..., pp. 206-209; PA Pyper, pp. 124-126; LS Amery (ed.), The Times history ..., 5,
pp. 548-549. According to the List of casualties in the army in South Africa, from the 1st January, 1902, to the 31st
May, 1902 (s.l., no publisher indicated, s.a.), pp. 9, 13-14, 75, the British lost nine killed and 22 wounded, but
according to the Transvaal Archives Depot (TAD; now part of the National Archives of South Africa), Pretoria,
LA Nierstrasz, Der Süd-Afrikanische Krieg, 1899-1902, p. 1409, they lost 23 killed and 65 wounded.
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achieved a Pyrrhic victory: they captured approximately 90 British soldiers
(including some 80 Cape Police), about 100 horses and 25 wagons, and killed
at least one and wounded seven soldiers, but lost four officers and eight men
killed and ten men wounded. Amongst the prisoners was Lambert Colyn, a
colonial who had joined Ben Bouwer’s commando around 10 February 1900,
but had then gone back to the British to report Bouwer’s position. In the early
hours of 14 February, the British had surprised Bouwer’s force. As a result,
the Boers had lost 17 killed or wounded. It is not clear whether there were
any British casualties. On the very day of Colyn’s capture (25 February 1902),
Smuts, who was in overall command of the attack, had him tried, condemned
to death and shot.52
Neser, who by this time had a ransom of ₤1 000 on his head for executing
armed blacks and coloureds,53 was now ordered by Smuts to return to
the Sutherland district. There, the portion of Neser’s commando that had
accompanied him was reunited with the portion that he had left behind under
the command of Gölding. A number of clashes with British forces took place
– mostly with local forces such as the District Mounted Troops and Town
Guards; i.e. locally-raised units, which included Cape Afrikaners, blacks and
coloureds.54 It is clear that in the Cape Colony, the war had a strong civil-war
character.
Thanks to intelligence and other reports, including one from a secret agent,
namely Albertus Johannes Marais, the British knew quite a lot about Neser’s
commando, albeit that they could not track him down and force him to
surrender – or kill him. According to Marais’ report, Neser’s commando
consisted of approximately 110 men in March 1902, all of whom were
armed – mostly with Lee-Metford rifles. They had sufficient ammunition
and some 400 horses and mules, including some 100 horses that were in a
poor condition. On 23 March 1902 it was reported that “The men in Neser’s
Commando spoke hopefully of winning the War. They procured supplies
52 Document A, pp. 52-53; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March
1988, pp. 94-95; OJO Ferreira (ed.), Memoirs of General Ben Bouwer as written by P.J. le Riche (Pretoria, Human
Sciences Research Council, 1980), pp. 241-246, 249-255; OT de Villiers, Met De Wet en Steyn ..., pp. 197-198,
227-229; Reitz, pp. 288-294; Pyper, p. 128; LS Amery (ed.), The Times history ..., 5, p. 549; List of casualties ...,
p. 75.
53 The Boer army list: Cape Colony district. March 31st, 1902 (s.l., no publisher indicated, s.a.), p. 89.
54 Document A, pp. 53-57; Document B, pp. 95-101; Document D, p. 37; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe
...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, pp. 95-100. According to Neser, the last man he killed in battle
was an Afrikaner – a Roux from the Boland; probably Private FP Roux, Marshall’s Horse, killed in action on 23
March 1902. List of casualties..., p. 82.
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from all the farms they touched at.”55 Marais also described Neser: “He seems
to be of a quiet and reserved disposition, and speaks in a civil and pleasant
tone.”56
In May 1902, while operating somewhere near Sutherland, Neser received
notice from Van Deventer that a peace conference would be held at Vereeniging
and that Smuts would represent the commandos that operated in the Cape
Colony. Later, Neser received notice that peace had been concluded (31
May). Nevertheless, he continued with operations. On 3 June, at Groenberg,
45 km east-south-east of Fraserburg, he clashed with and defeated a force of
the Colonial Light Horse, killing four and wounding two.57 A few days later
Van Deventer ordered Neser to take his commando to Soetwater where the
conditions under which peace had been concluded, would be explained.58
If necessary, Neser and his commando, like a few others, would still have
been able to continue their guerrilla operations for some time. But to what
purpose? During the guerrilla phase, they were able to evade capture, and from
time to time they killed, wounded or captured a few (mostly local) troops; but
basically they were always on the run, and would not have been able to defeat
the British – though, even shortly before he died, Neser still (erroneously)
believed that the Boers could have won the war.59 Strictly speaking, the Boers
never had any realistic chance of being victorious. What little possibility still
remained in that regard, evaporated after Cronjé’s surrender at Paardeberg;
with the final nails in the coffin being the capture of the republican capitals
and Prinsloo’s surrender in the Brandwater Basin. Strictly speaking, all further
resistance was futile. The guerrilla war merely prolonged the conflict – and
led to the British scorched-earth policy, with the concomitant destruction,
the internment camps, and the death of more than 60 000 white and black
civilians.

55 NAM, Reference 6807-187: Intelligence Papers – South Africa 1901-1902, p. 133.
56 NAM, Reference 6807-187: Intelligence Papers – South Africa 1901-1902, p. 134.
57 Document A, p. 57; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988,
p. 100. This was, as far as could be ascertained, the third-last clash of the war. On 4 June 1902, one British
soldier was killed and one wounded near Vereeniging, and another was wounded near Athole. List of casualties,
p. 95.
58 Document A, p. 57; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988,
pp. 100-101. According to WK Hancock and J van der Poel (eds), Selections ..., 1, p. 515, Neser only had some
100 men left in his commando. It is not clear whether the rest had simply drifted away from the commando. In
his reminiscences, Neser does not mention his commando’s strength in June 1902.
59 Document B, p. 137; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988,
p. 127.
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Peace – and self-imposed exile in Europe
After peace was concluded, a number of Cape commandos (some 2 000 men
in total) gathered at Soetwater, between Calvinia and Nieuwoudtsville. Smuts
arrived on 14 June 1902 and conveyed to them the conditions of the peace
treaty that had been concluded and signed on 31 May. Until that stage, many
if not most burghers and rebels who were still in the field in the Cape Colony
had apparently been convinced that the peace proposals would favour the
Boers. Consequently, many were shocked to hear that the republics had lost
their independence, and that they had to surrender.60 Neser reacted by telling
Smuts in front of those who had gathered to listen to their commanding
officer: “You went and betrayed us”, whereupon Smuts reprimanded him.61
As a rebel officer, Neser would not be able to go free by simply signing an
admission of guilt, thus merely losing his franchise for five years; he would
have to stand trial. And then there was also the matter of his execution of a
large number of black and coloured men. Consequently, on the morning of
16 June, Neser and seven or eight other members of his commando, most of
whom had also partaken in the execution of blacks and coloureds, departed
from Soetwater, and trekked to German South West Africa (later South
West Africa; today Namibia). They crossed the Orange River at Skuitdrif
into German territory on 26 June, trekked to Warmbad, Keetmanshoop
and Windhoek, where they arrived on 24 July, and hence took a train to
Swakopmund where they arrived on 30 July. En route, some of Neser’s
original group stayed behind, while the rest joined up with other fleeing
groups. On that same day, Neser and at least 12 others boarded a German
ship. Those with him included OT de Villiers (later the author of Met De Wet
en Steyn in het veld), Cmdt CJF Botha (a Cape Rebel), the French volunteer
Robert de Kersauson de Pennendreff (later the author of Ek en die Vierkleur),
Cmdt Edwin Conroy, Andries de Wet, Hendrik van Doornik (of whom
the latter two, together with GC du Plessis, later co-authored Die Buren in
der Kapkolonie im Kriege mit England), Gen. Hendrik Lategan, Cmdt Louis
Wessels, Gen. Manie Maritz, Field-Cornet Floors Muller (from Neser’s
commando), Cornelis Plokhooij (a Dutch volunteer who later wrote Met den
60 Document A, pp. 58-59; Document B, pp. 105-7; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan
de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, pp. 100-103; A de Wet, H van Doornik and GC du Plessis, Die Buren in der
Kapkolonie ..., pp. 245-246; R de Kersauson de Pennendreff, Ek en die Vierkleur (Johannesburg, Afrikaanse PersBoekhandel, s.a.), p. 138.
61 Document A, p. 59; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988,
p. 103.
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Mauser: Persoonlijke ervaringen in Den Zuid-Afrikaansche Oorlog) and Jan van
Brummelin (another Dutchman).62
They sailed via Victoria in Cameroon (at that stage also a German colony,
where they changed ships), Las Palmas (on the Canary Islands), Madeira and
Southampton to Hamburg in Germany, where they arrived on 29 August
to an enthusiastic welcome. They travelled by train to Berlin, where they
hoped to meet the Boer generals Christiaan de Wet, Koos de la Rey and
Louis Botha, who had gone to Europe in an effort to raise money for the
Afrikaner victims of the war. The generals would only visit Berlin at a later
stage, and consequently Neser and some of those who were with him went to
the Netherlands, where Neser, Botha and Muller in due course rented rooms
in Amsterdam. (See Image 4). Neser paid for his passage to Europe, and for
some time also covered other expenses, with money he had confiscated from
Jan du Plessis, a Cape loyalist.63
Image 4: Japie Neser (third from the left), together with Dutch friends, after the war in selfimposed exile in the Netherlands

Source: War Museum of the Boer Republics, Bloemfontein.

62 Document A, p. 62; Document B, p. 111; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wetannale, 7, March 1988, pp. 103-108; OT de Villiers, Met De Wet en Steyn ..., pp. 247-252; A de Wet, H van
Doornik and GC du Plessis, Die Buren in der Kapkolonie ..., p. 267. Document B, p. 111 also mentions a
Browne, who might have been George Brown, a rebel from the Cape Colony town of Aberdeen; or Brown(e)
may possibly have been an American. Document B, p. 111 does not provide clarity in this regard.
63 Document A, p. 62; Document B, p. 113; A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wetannale, 7, March 1988, pp. 108-109; OT de Villiers, Met De Wet en Steyn ..., p. 251; A Roodt, Kaapse rebel,
p. 271; JH Breytenbach (ed.), Gedenkalbum van die Tweede Vryheidsoorlog (Cape Town, Nasionale Pers, 1949),
pp. 440-442; GTW Omond, The Boers in Europe: A sidelight on history (London, Black, 1903), p. 93 et seq.;
Maritz, p. 55.
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Neser, Lategan, Conroy, Botha and Muller went to see the three Boer generals
in the Hague to ask for financial support, but this request was not granted.
Neser in due course received some money from his parents in the Cape Colony,
and later he and Muller paid a visit to Dr WJ Leyds, the ZAR’s ambassador
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary in Europe, who agreed to pay
Neser and a few others a certain amount of money on a monthly basis for
subsistence. In due course Neser’s companions all returned to South Africa,
leaving a very lonely and frustrated Neser behind. He was also somewhat
resentful and embittered, because he believed that the post-war Boer leaders
had neglected and basically forgotten the former Cape rebels. After spending
approximately 17 months in Europe, Neser returned to South Africa at the
beginning of 1904.64 In the course of the Anglo-Boer War, Neser had covered
a distance of some 8 000 km, mostly on horseback. After the war, he travelled
a further distance of approximately 35 000 km before again setting foot on
South African soil.65
Farmer, and once again a rebel
By the time Neser arrived back in South Africa, rebel officers had still not
received amnesty. For this reason, and also because of the charges against
him with regard to the execution of blacks and coloureds, he could not safely
return to the Cape Colony. He therefore went ashore in Durban, travelled
by train to the ORC, and went to farm on Driekuil, near Senekal – under
the assumed name of Frans Smit. After the Cape parliament granted general
amnesty to all rebels on 14 August 1906, Neser at long last returned to the
Cape Colony to farm for two years on Oorlogsfontein in the Victoria West
district. He then moved back to the OFS, where he farmed in a number of
areas.66 He married Maria Elizabeth Delport (1893-10 October 1917), and
they had two sons. In due course he was a grandfather to four grandsons and
a granddaughter.67
64 Document A, pp. 63-70; Document B, pp.114-124; Document D, p. 40; A Wessels (ed.), “Die
oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, pp. 109-118. For Leyd’s role abroad in the
interest of the Boer cause, see LE van Niekerk, Kruger se regterhand: ‘n Biografie van dr. W.J. Leyds (Pretoria, Van
Schaik,1985), pp. 310-361.
65 A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, p. 10.
66 Document A, pp. 71-76; Document B, pp. 126-137; Document D, p. 40; A Wessels (ed.), “Die
oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, pp. 119-127.
67 Information supplied by JP Neser (grandson), Brandfort; Master of the Supreme Court, Bloemfontein, estate
534/59: JP Neser.
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Neser was farming on Driehoek in the district of Boshof in the OFS
when the Great (First World) War broke out in July 1914. When the
South African government of Gen. Louis Botha decided to declare war
against Germany and to invade German South West Africa, many former
republican officers and burghers objected, and some of them rebelled by
taking up arms against the government – in the hope of restoring republican
independence.68 Shortly after news of the planned invasion of German
South West Africa surfaced, Neser visited members of the Union Defence
Forces (UDF) in the north-western OFS to enquire how they felt about
the planned invasion. After visiting the towns of Boshof and Bultfontein,
he returned to his farm to be with his wife, who had become seriously ill.
He took her to a hospital in Bloemfontein and stayed there for a time.69
Thereafter, Neser and a man by the name of Van der Walt went to Dealesville,
west of Bloemfontein, where they confiscated arms and ammunition handed
in at the local magistrate. Neser and five other men then joined the rebel force
of Gen. Christiaan de Wet, who appointed Neser as assistant commandantgeneral for the Boshof area, and sent him to Hoopstad to recruit men to join
the rebels; but no-one responded to Neser’s pleas. Neser’s small band clashed
with government troops at Zandspruit in the OFS, crossed the Vaal River
at Leeukrans in the company of the commando led by FGA Wolmarans,
and rejoined De Wet’s force. They were relentlessly pursued by UDF troops,
and on 30 November 1914 De Wet, Neser and the rest of the rebel force
surrendered at Waterbury near Vryburg.70 In June 1915 Neser was sentenced
to a term in prison, but after serving only six months, and having been in
detention for a total of thirteen months, he was released in December 1915,
together with De Wet and others. He went back to his farm, never to return
to the public arena.

68 For more on the causes and course of the rebellion of 1914-1915 see, for example, Union of South Africa, Report
of the select committee on the rebellion (SC1-’15, Cape Town, Cape Times, Government Printers, 1915); Union
of South Africa, Report on the outbreak of the rebellion and the policy of the government with regard to its suppression
(UG 10-’15 Pretoria, Government Printing and Stationary Office, 1915); Union of South Africa, Report of the
judicial commission of inquiry into causes and circumstances relating to the recent rebellion in South Africa (UG
46-’16, Cape Town, Cape Times, Government Printers, 1916); Union of South Africa, Judicial commission
of inquiry into the causes and circumstances relating to the recent rebellion in South Africa: Minutes of evidence –
December 1916 (UG 42-’16, Cape Town, Cape Times, Government Printers, 1916). See also A Grundlingh and
S Swart, Radelose rebellie? Dinamika van die 1914-1915 Afrikanerrebellie (Pretoria, Protea Boekhuis, 2009).
69 A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, p. 11.
70 A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, pp. 11-12; H Oost,
Wie is die skuldiges?, pp. 324-346. See also PJ Sampson, The capture of De Wet: The South African rebellion 1914
(London, Edward Arnold, 1915); GD Scholtz, Die rebellie 1914-15 (Johannesburg, Voortrekkerpers, 1942).
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After the death of his first wife, Neser married a Ms Bezuidenhout, in respect
of whom no other information could be obtained. This marriage, which was
childless, ended in divorce. His third wife was Maria Magdelena (“Dalene”)
Joubert (22 March 1887-29 June 1954). No children were born from this
marriage. After retiring from farming, Neser lived in Philippolis and later
in Brandfort. He died in Bloemfontein on 30 March 1959 and is buried in
Brandfort.71

Conclusion
During the Anglo-Boer War, Japie Neser took up arms against his lawful
British/Cape colonial government, and became a rebel in the interest of
the republican Afrikaner’s cause. When the Great War broke out in 1914,
Neser once again took up arms for what he believed was in the interest of the
republican-minded Afrikaner. One may question the morality of rebellion;
but from a military point of view, Neser was an exceptionably bold fighter
who did not shy away from danger. During the Anglo-Boer War, he proved
himself to be an excellent commanding officer, who led by example. He was
brave, had initiative, knew how to lead and inspire his men on commando, and
maintained good discipline in his commando. It is also clear that he correctly
identified problems that undermined the Boer war effort, for example certain
commanding officers’ lack of initiative, and ill-discipline on commando.
But Neser’s war record is marred by the fact that in a callous way, he summarily
executed black and coloured persons who served on the side of the British.
This is a highly controversial matter. According to his reminiscences, he had
ordered at least 21 coloureds and six blacks – but probably many more – to
be executed.72 Had he been captured, he would have been convicted of war
crimes, and would probably have been executed – as happened to Scheepers.
Today, he might even have been labelled a serial killer.
The question of treachery during the Anglo-Boer War was highlighted by
Albert Grundlingh in his excellent study of those Boers who surrendered
voluntarily and then, in some instances, joined the British forces against

71 A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, p. 12; information
supplied by JP Neser (grandson), Brandfort.
72 A Wessels (ed.), “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March 1988, pp. 75, 86-88, 90.
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their former comrades.73 Recently, Albert Blake has published a fascinating
book on the execution of Boer traitors by the republican forces.74 In terms
of the British Cape Colony, Neser was a traitor, while those white, black
and coloured Cape Colonials who served the British cause, were indeed loyal
to the British Crown. But when Neser captured armed black and coloured
soldiers, they were summarily executed as if they were traitors relative to the
Boer struggle.
AM Davey aptly described Neser as “a prickly, self-willed man who did
not take kindly to constituted authority”; “hot-tempered”, “a tough fighter”
and “ruthless”. It is indeed also true that “Neser’s war, as he recounted it,
was fought within limited physical horizons and his vision of it was of the
tunnel variety”.75 Neser can rightfully be described as “an effective guerrilla
commander”. With his arrival in the central part of the Great Karoo, as
commander of his own commando, consisting of rebels who knew the area
very well, that region indeed “underwent a transformation” – albeit that “the
full potential of this area was also never fully realized”, inter alia because
Neser did not launch attacks on the strategic main railway line.76
Japie Neser’s war reminiscences are of particular importance. Not many
autobiographical sources that deal with the guerrilla phase of the AngloBoer War have been published. Neser takes the reader along with him on
commando, gives vivid descriptions of many a clash with the British forces,
and also describes several other incidents of note. He describes life on
commando, and the guerrilla war in the Cape Colony is dealt with in all its
cruel details, including the invidious position in which the local white, black
and coloured population found themselves. Neser met several prominent Boer
commanders during or shortly after the war, for example De Wet, Hertzog,
Botha, Smuts and De la Rey. In his reminiscences, some new light is shed on
the role they played, as well as on the lives of those rebels and others who left
South Africa after peace was concluded.
Neser played no major role in the war effort of the Boers, and no monuments
or plaques have been unveiled in his honour, but he did make a noteworthy
73 A Grundlingh, Die “hendsoppers” en “joiners”: Die rasionaal en verskynsel van verraad (Pretoria, HAUM,
1979; 2nd edition, Pretoria, 1999), and a somewhat expanded English version, The dynamics of treason: Boer
collaboration in the South African War of 1899-1902, appearing later (Pretoria, Protea Book House, 2006).
74 A Blake, Boereverraaier: Teregstellings tydens die Anglo-Boereoorlog (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 2010).
75 See AM Davey’s review of A Wessels (ed.) “Die oorlogsherinneringe ...”, Christiaan de Wet-annale, 7, March
1988, in the South African Historical Journal, 23, December 1990, p. 265.
76 RJ Constantine, “The guerrilla war in the Cape Colony ...”, p. 175.
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albeit small contribution towards the prolonged Boer guerrilla campaign in
the Cape Colony – and his reconnaissance trip to Graaff-Reinet is unique.
There is no record of any other such trip undertaken by any other Boer or Boer
supporter. He moved around a great deal in the course of the war and also
after the cessation of hostilities. He met many people, and was thus in a good
position to comment on a large variety of matters, such as the limited Boer
invasion of the Cape Colony (November 1899-March 1900), the guerrilla
war in the Cape Colony (December 1900-May 1902), the way in which the
Boers and rebels sometimes dealt with the local black and coloured people of
the Cape Colony, and life as an exile in Europe after the war.
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Abstract
Edwin S. Munger,(1921-2010), professor of Political Geography at Caltech
Institute of Technology in Pasadena, California was a renowned specialist on
Africa, race and ethnic relations. In his scores of trips to the African continent,
he visited every country and lived in South Africa and some others for
extended periods. While he expressed opposition to race discrimination and
the negative aspects of apartheid measures, he also strongly rejected violence
and international pressures to isolate South Africa. He saw such pressures as
counterproductive in affecting change. This article deals with his endeavour to
build bridges of understanding between and with South Africans so as to bring
about change in these policies and as a counter to the growing international
pressures to impose harmful sanctions and isolation. It sketches the means
by which Munger pursued his objectives through various organisations,
among them the leader exchange programmes under US-SALEP, the African
Studies Association, Nieman Fellowship Awards and the Cape of Good Hope
Foundation.
Keywords: Opposition to discriminatory measures in Apartheid; Opposition
to isolation; Boycotts and punitory measures; Contact, dialogue and bridge
building with South Africa; US-SALEP, the African Studies Association;
Nieman Fellowship Awards; Cape of Good Hope Foundation.

1

Edwin (or Ned among friends) and I first met by chance in a second-hand bookshop in New York in the
nineteen fifties. Both of us in quest of books relating to Africa. In later life it was easy to fall in step with this
congenial and gregarious companion. He enriched my own life with his effervescent personality, his erudite
understanding, his store of anecdotes and his caring friendship. Ned is survived by Ann, his wife of forty years,
who had cared for him during a long illness until he died at his home in Pasadena. He had, some years ago,
suffered a stroke which impaired his speech. It was through her kindness, interpreting his speech that I was able
to keep in touch with Ned on the ‘phone in recent times. Mercifully his mind remained bright and alert to the
end.
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Introduction
The death at 88 of Dr. Edwin S Munger, Caltech Professor Emeritus of
Political Geography in Pasadena, California, who passed away at his home in
Pasadena on 18 June 2010, was mourned in many countries around the world
as evidenced by the many participants in the memorial Celebrating the Life of
Ned Munger in the Athenaeum at Caltech on June 24th, 2010.2 A renowned
specialist on Africa during the second half of the twentieth century, Munger
became a familiar figure on the scene in South Africa in the second half of the
twentieth century. He had developed a host of friends there from all walks of
life. In the light of his active involvement in South African affairs over that
period it would seem appropriate to place on record (and even argue) his role
in the raging international debate on apartheid and subsequent developments
in South Africa.
This article seeks to sketch Munger’s general and academic bridge-builder
interests in South Africa; deliberating views on the Afrikaner and the
involvement of Afrikaners in the international debate on South Africa. It will
also give an account of some aspects of Munger’s opposition to South Africa’s
isolation while at the same time rejecting policies of racial discrimination
under apartheid. He saw this aspect of apartheid as aberrations in the official
policy as well as contrary to some of the very tenets which the Afrikaner held
so dearly: freedom, devotion to biblical teachings and to the rule of law. These
arguments are also debated in the discussion to follow.
Image 1: Professor Edwin S Munger

Source: http://eands.caltech.edu/articles/LXXIII3/2010_Summer_Munger.html
2

Based on a CD of the Atheneum, received by the author from Ann Munger, Prof Munger’s widow.
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Africa as field of study after the Second World War
In the years immediately after the Second World War (1939-1945), there
was a rush in most universities in the United States to establish Africa Studies
departments to cope with the renewed interest in this continent. That interest
was focused largely, though not exclusively, on the human condition in African
countries. Prominent American academics made Africa the subject of their
research and their destination for frequent visits.3 Dr Munger, or Ned as he
became fondly known to his many friends and associates, was an early starter
in that rush into the African scene. At the time Munger was completing his
studies for his PhD at the University of Chicago (in Political Geography), and
in 1947 he set off on his first visit to Africa. Munger paid for the trip himself
with money he won at poker in the army, a fact he liked to mention in later
years with a mischievous suggestion of pride.4
On his second visit to Africa in 1949, Munger went to Uganda as the first
Fulbright scholar to study at Makarere5 University in Kampala. This was to
be followed over the next fifty years by countless other journeys, visiting some
countries frequently; he was to visit South Africa more than thirty times.6
From 1950 to 1954 he was an Institute of Current World Affairs (ICWA)
Fellow in Africa and from 1955 to 1961 an American Universities Field Staff
member. During the fifties and sixties Munger lived for extended periods in
Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya, and South Africa, while at the same time serving on
the faculty of the University of Chicago.
Edwin Munger’s passion for Africa led to his founding of the African Studies
Association in 19577 as well as the U.S.–South African Leader Exchange
Program. He also supported extending the Nieman Fellowships8 to South
3
4
5
6
7
8

This statement is based on the author’s personal observations during 14 years residence in the USA as a diplomat
and some frequent contacts with American academics.
Personal and repeated exchange to the author in some of the obituaries.
It is uncertain what courses Munger studied at Makarere University in Kampala, although it can be assumed
that it probably covered the field of ethnography.
The author’s personal knowledge and obituaries.
This Association, at the timer of writing, was 1700 members strong and multi disciplinary of nature; (available
at: http://africanstudies.terradotta.com/index.cfm?FuseAction=Abroad.ViewLink&Parent_ID=0&Link
ID=9E038A77-26B9-564D-D688909DCA74D643, as accessed in 2011).
It is said that the Nieman Foundation’s acceptance of foreign journalists “began at the end of World War II
with a few South Americans “under some arrangement that Nelson Rockefeller talked us into. Word of the
opportunity spread and soon the dozen American fellows were joined by journalists from Canada, Australia,
New Zealand, Japan and, in 1960, South Africa”. Among several sources on the topic, (available at: http://
www.nieman.harvard.edu/NiemanFoundation/NiemanFellowships/MeetTheFellows/SouthAfricanFellows.
aspx, as accessed in 2011).
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Africa from 1960.9 Munger served as a board member of the South African
Institute of Race Relations from 1960 and one of his books, Afrikaner and
African Nationalism, was published for that Institute in 1967.10 He was also
instrumental in launching the Foundation’s Franklin Baldwin Fellowships in
1978,11 which have financially supported more than 70 Africans to obtain
advanced degrees in anthropology.12 Apart from being instrumental in
launching the Leakey Foundation’s aforementioned Baldwin Fellowships in
the late seventies Munger for 14 years acted as president of the LSB Leakey
Foundation.13
Focus on organisations and societies in South Africa
As Munger’s interest in the South Africa grew, so did his involvement with
organisations and societies focussed on the region. Prominent among these
bodies are the African Studies Association and the United States-South Africa
Leader Exchange Program (US-SALEP). Both organisations were to play a
pivotal role in Munger’s involvement in South Africa from the late 1950’s to
the nineteen eighties.
Munger’s enthusiasm for books as source of knowledge led him to amass a
library of more than 50 000 volumes on Africa, said to be the largest of its
kind in private hands.14 As an adjunct to this collection he started publishing

9

10

11

12
13
14

The internet program on The Franklin Baldwin Fellowship program states that the Fellowships was the brainchild
of former Board President Ned Munger and Elisabeth G. O’Connor, the widow of Franklin Mosher Baldwin.
The full story is told in ES Munger’s Touched by Africa, (Pasadena, California, 1983), (available at: http://www.
caltechbook.library.caltech.edu/173/, as accessed in 2011).
ES Munger, Afrikaner and African nationalism: South African parallels and parameters (Institute for Race
Relations, OUP, London, 1967), pp. 142, as reviewed in Journal of Asian and African Studies, 3, January 1968,
pp. 155-156; D Williams, Review of Munger publication in Geographical Review, 59(4), October 1969, pp.
626-628.
It is said that “Baldwin was a distinguished attorney that took a lively interest in the search for human origins
until his death”. In hoping to honour her late husband’s dual interests in early man and education, O’Connor
embraced the idea of a program to educate African scholars in prehistory and paleo-anthropology. See Anon.,
“The Franklin Mosher Baldwin Fellowship”, (available at: http://leakeyfoundation.org/grants/applicants/
baldwins/ as accessed in 2011).
Compare M Asturias, “Educational grants for Anthropologists”, EHow, (available at: http://www.ehow.com/
list_5976229_educational-grants-anthropologists.html as accessed in 2011).
See obituary of Munger, (available at: http://eands.caltech.edu/articles/LXXIII3/2010_Summer_Munger.
html); and a press release by J Weiner, (available at: http://media.caltech.edu/press_releases/13356, on ES
Munger, 18 June 1988 as accessed in 2011).
Personal memories of the author.
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a series of more than 80 issues of the Munger Africana Library Notes.15 As an
aide to the study of African affairs, these publications, edited by him until
1985, reproduced the texts of a wide variety of miscellaneous documents,
reports, letters, studies and more, that related to Africa.
In 1985, Munger established the Cape of Good Hope Foundation to help
mostly black universities in southern Africa financially, and subsequently sent
more than $3 million worth of books through the efforts of this Foundation
to support some needy black institutions.16 He edited the Munger Africana
Library Notes (1969–1982) and amassed a library of over 60,000 volumes on
sub-Saharan Africa, the largest private collection in the United States and a
unique cultural resource.17
Many are rare documents which he unearthed in his forays; some of historic
importance to South Africa. One such example contains the texts of five
“Dear Franklin” letters to President Franklin Roosevelt exactly as they were
written in 1942/3 by Lincoln McVeagh, the American Minister in Pretoria18.
The letters record the minister’s assessment of South Africa’s wartime efforts
and his conversations with General Jan Smuts. Apart from his many books,
Munger was also a prolific writer of articles for a wide variety of journals. A
major article by Munger on South Africa appeared in 1969 in the American
Journal of Foreign Affairs.19
While Munger maintained his contacts and attachments to other parts of
Africa, there was a period when he made South Africa a major focus of his
academic, personal and political attention. He was a research fellow at the
University of Stellenbosch in the early stages of his academic career (1960’s).
This was when he started becoming involved in the South African Institute
15 See the Munger Africana Library notes [MALN]. The contents of the MALN can be accessed on the Internet
under that title on the Munger website. Altogether some 78 issues of this publication on a wide range of African
subjects appeared under the editorial direction of Professor Munger during the period 1970 to 1985. A full list
of the contents of these publications are available at the California Institute of Technology (website link?)and
on the Internet under Munger Africana Library Notes.
16 See “Edwin S Munger, 1921-2010” in Obituaries of Engineering & Science Journal, California Institute of
Technology, (available at: http://eands.caltech.edu/articles/LXXIII3/2010_Summer_Munger.html as accessed
in 2011).
17 (Available at: http://caltechmaln.library.caltech.edu/82/, for the index to the Munger Africana Library notes,
as indexed by Wilma Fairchild in 1975).
18 Index Munger Africana Library Notes (MALN). The SA Library in Cape Town - used to have copies. In
addition all are available on the Internet as stated above. Also see The California Institute of Technology in
issue 76 of 1985 on the Munger Africana Library, (available at: http://books.google.com/books/about/Munger_
Africana_Library_notes.html?id=SGUEAQAAIAAJ, as accessed in 2011).
19 ES Munger, “South Africa: Are there silver linings?”, American Journal of Foreign Affairs, January 1969. Full text
available on the Internet under this title.
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of Race Relations. In the 1960s Munger and his first wife Elizabeth Nelson
lived for a year in Rosebank, Cape Town, in the house of Irma Stern. Until
he retired in 1982 he was Professor of Political Geography at the California
Institute of Technology in Pasadena, California. In 1993 he received the
Alumni Citation Award for public Service from the University of Chicago.20

Munger on the Afrikaner and their principles of apartheid
Munger was outspoken by what he saw as aberrations in the apartheid system
after 1948, namely an enforced segregation of races, race classification, group
areas, restrictions on freedom of movement and so on. He spoke and wrote
about his opposition to racial discriminatory measures.21
He did, however, not agree with the tendency among his fellow Americans
to see the South African situation as an extension of the American civil
rights movement.22 In this he had the support of, among others, Dr George
Kennan of the Institute of Advanced Studies at Princeton and former US
Ambassador to the Soviet Union. Kennan had come to South Africa on three
visits under the sponsorship of US-SALEP. In Kennan’s subsequent report he
states “Americans did not understand the situation in SA; the racial situations
in the two countries are not comparable”.23 This is indeed the burden of
Munger’s book Afrikaner and African Nationalism where the issue in examined
extensively. Kennan does the same in his cited report.
As emerges from his books on the subject, Munger made an intense effort
to study and analyse the Afrikaner who formed the heart of the Nationalist
government. Apart from many articles on the Afrikaner, he was involved
in three major studies on the subject, either as author, editor or major
contributor.24

20 Compare http://eands.caltech.edu/articles/LXXIII3/2010_Summer_Munger.html.
21 See Munger’s writings in the three books on South Africa.
22 Munger makes this clear in his books and Kennan in his cited report. See Munger Africana Library Notes #2
page 5.
23 See Munger Africana Library Notes #2, pp. 5 and further.
24 See the writings of ES Munger, Afrikaner and African Nationalism; South African parallels and parameters
(London, Oxford University Press, 1967); HW van der Merwe (Ed.), Contribution to looking at the Afrikaner
today; Views of compatriots and foreigners, (Tafelberg, Capetown, 1975) and ES Munger (Ed.), The Afrikaners
(Tafelberg, Capetown, 1979).
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Munger’s efforts to come to grips with what made the Afrikaner “tick”, led
him to conclude that the concept of a “common nationalism”,25 so prevalent in
other countries, was absent in South Africa.26 This formed a crucial element in
his approach to the South African situation. Munger always hastened to make
it clear that “understanding” the Afrikaner did not imply that he approved.
His comments in this regard states:27
But let me immediately hoist a semantic flag. Afrikaners, in my thirty years
of experience with them, usually use the word ‘understand’ to mean ‘approve’.
I understand the Afrikaners’ text better than the exposition thereof.

It was also Munger’s conclusion that the measures in South African policies
which he found offensive had grown mainly from fears among the Afrikaners.28
These fears were rooted in their own stormy history and the bitter legacy and
hurt of the Anglo-Boer War/South African War; fear of losing their identity;
fear of losing the treasured content of their culture, their taal (language) and
their hard-won freedom; fear of being overwhelmed by an alien culture and
nationalism; and fear of what they saw as a communist threat both internally
and from the Soviet Union.29
While Munger was offended by and opposed to the racially discriminatory
measures since 1948 he was equally opposed to international pressures to isolate
South Africa and to institute punitive measures. He thought such actions
would not help the situation and would in fact be counterproductive. Instead,
he encouraged dialogue and increased contact, stimulating communication
and building bridges of understanding. It was his objective to foster this type
of actively.
Unlike most of his peers in the field, Munger had lived for extended periods
and studied in various African countries; he was always somewhere in Africa
25 Munger stated that “[South Africa] contains two powerful and competing nationalisms - African (about
12,000,000 people) and Afrikaner (about 2,000,000 people – revolving around each other like a binary star and
far outshining the weak light of a nebulous South African nationalism… . Thus not South African but Afrikaner
and African Nationalisms overshadow the country”; ES Munger, Afrikaner and African Nationalism (London,
Oxford University Press, 1957), p. 1. Munger’s book “The Lack of Unity and the Absence of Symbols of a
Single Nationalism”, Chapter Two, expands on this discussion.
26 Refers to Afrikaner and African Nationalism. Munger deals with the ingredients of Afrikaner Nationalism in the
Introduction and Chapter I of Afrikaner and African Nationalism.
27 ES Munger (Ed.),The Afrikaners. (Tafelberg, Cape Town, 1979) p. 2.
28 On Afrikaner fears see A Starcke, Survival: Taped interviews with South Africa’s Power Elite (Cape Town,
Tafelberg, 1978); H Adam and H Giliomee, The Rise and Crisis of Afrikaner Power (Cape Town, David Philip,
1979).
29 See for example sources by FransJohan Pretorius and also see G Cuthbertson, A Grundlingh and Mary-Lynn
Suttie (Eds.), Writing a wider war. Rethinking gender, race and identity in the South African War, 1899-1902
(Ohio University Press, Ohio, 2002), pp. 345.
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on his peripatetic travels; he had developed a wide range of close African
friends and had sponsored some for study in the United States.30 He even
became godfather to their children. (Two of his godchildren from Uganda,
now a grown man and woman, spoke movingly at Munger’s memorial in
Pasadena.)31
His experience in Africa had led him to accept certain African realities; certain
immutable aspects of the legacy of its history which had to be respected.
South Africa had to be seen in the light of these complex African realities that
were not susceptible to easy or quick fixes. Against this background, Munger’s
approach to the South African dilemma was for patient dialogue, increased
contact and opposition to isolation.32 Munger’s approach is both historical
and comparative. He argued that South African was not a melting pot, like
the United States but a common nationalism was being forged out of both
Afrikaner and African nationalism: 33
‘[It] will be the product of the vleie, vlaktes and kwiinduli nem-lambo’ (the
marshes and plains in Afrikaans, and the hills and rivers in Xhosa).

Thus, those wishing South Africa well, according to Munger, had to study
both the distinctiveness and the commonalities of the two nations. He
warned against imposing explanatory models and theories from abroad. The
nationalisms of South Africa were more likely to influence each other than
to be moulded from abroad. For those who wished South Africa well the key
requirement was to listen and understand South Africans and expose them in
a constructive way to new thinking outside South Africa.
He found support for his approach of rather embracing South Africa than
being hostile in the style and methodology of Professor Henry Kissinger: 34
And yet, when as a professor I first visited South Africa in 1962 to speak at
workshops organized by European Lutheran churches, I became convinced
that, when all was said and done, this beautiful and melancholy land would
not end in the catastrophe that reason and history predicted. Even more oddly,
I began to believe that it would ultimately be the Afrikaners, ostensibly the
more repressive element of the white population, and not seemingly more
30
31
32
33

Personal memories by the author.
Program for the Memorial at the Athenaeum.
Personal impressions by the author.
ES Munger, Afrikaner and African Nationalism: South African parallels and parameters (Oxford, Oxford
University Press, 1967), p. 131.
34 See the memoirs of Henry Kissinger, Years of Renewal (London, Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1999), pp. 791,
963.
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liberal English community, which would lead the way. Somehow through some
hidden instinct I could not describe and which the Afrikaners vociferously
denied, it seemed predestined that they would find a way, albeit after much
turmoil, whereby the very depth of the common suffering – the fear giving rise
to oppression and the strength required to survive it – would be distilled into
some new form of South African identity, and that it would come about not
by way of Western liberalism but by an arrangement brokered between South
Africa’s white and black tribes.

His valuable Notes from the Munger Africana library, which Ned Munger
issued occasionally to subscribers, included field research reports, analysis
and documentary material on South Africa, One of them most illuminating
reports was that by George Kennan, who visited the country in 1971 as a guest
of the United States-South Africa Leadership Exchange. A highly esteemed
figure in American academic and diplomatic circles, Kennan had served as
a diplomat in Moscow between 1944 and 1946, and went on to become
perhaps the most distinguished commentator on the Cold War. An article
“The sources of Soviet conduct” (also known as “Telegram” X), of which he
was later revealed to be the author, depicted the Soviet system as inherently
unstable. He advocated “containment” and letting time do its work rather
than urge a forceful confrontation.
On South Africa Kennan remarked that to anyone raised with traditional
American values the situation was nothing less than tragic. Nevertheless he
opposed sanctions and other forms of external intervention. He took what
he called the historian’s view: “there are problems which, at the time they
occur, are insoluble.” In answer to the argument by some black observers that
conditions could not get worse, he referred to his Moscow experience: “Joe
Stalin taught the Soviet people one thing: When you think that life cannot
get any harder, it can.”
Considering the NP government’s policies, Kennan did not consider
it necessary for South Africa to be “homogenized in order to be happy.”
Accordingly, he had nothing against the NP government’s policy of giving
the various African black groups their own territories and of extending full
economic rights to black living there. He was, however, highly critical of the
government’s pretence that the presence of millions of blacks in the major
industrial centres of South Africa was only a “temporary condition”. All the
people in South Africa, Kennan went on, “were caught in a situation which
none of them had created themselves”. Deploring the gap between whites and
•
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blacks, he stated that he would like to see a narrowing of the gap.35
In his Notes Munger often commented on Kennan’s reports. Munger wrote:
Dr Kennan is critical … of the official American approach to South Africa
and particularly of that adopted by a majority of U.S. scholars. He cites the
presence of leaders in South Africa who are ‘sincere and valuable people’. All of
the people, whatever their pigmentation, are caught in a situation which none
of them have created by themselves, and isolation will not help them to find
the necessary solutions. Neither will economic sanctions be of aid to them.36

Kennan himself went on to write in his report that he would like a situation
where Americans would report frankly and bluntly to South Africans their
reactions to conditions in South Africa. Americans, he added, should credit
Afrikaners with “human decency” and not tend to expel them from the human
race as some kind of “moral monsters”. For these reasons he strongly favoured
the maximum exchange of both ideas and people between the United States
and South Africa. Kennan added:37
This is, as I see it, the purpose which the Exchange Program was designed to
serve and is serving.

The USA Leader Exchange Programme (US-SALEP)
Kennan’s proposal was, indeed, the purpose for which US-SALEP was
designed as a vehicle to encourage contact with South Africa, to stimulate
dialogue and to build bridges. Munger used his active involvement in
US-SALEP and also in the African Studies Association to promote these
objectives by Kennan through the mutual exchange of academic experts from
the American and South African leadership communities.38
US-SALEP, was founded in 1958 as an initiative jointly of Munger and the
American Friends Service Committee together with representatives of eleven
religious, philanthropic, educational and cultural organisations. Its objective
was to foster the two-way exchange of South African and American leader
personalities to encourage intergroup understanding and the promotion of
35 See “Three visitors report”, Munger Africana library notes, March 1971, p. 2. In the same year as Kennan’s visit
Heribert Adam’s Modernizing racial domination: South Africa’s political dynamics (University of California Press,
1971) appeared. It argued that a revolution was not imminent and that the regime was capable of adapting its
labour system pragmatically. The book dominated the academic debate for nearly 15 years.
36 See Notes from the Munger Africana library, March 1971 (as MALN #2), pp. 2-3.
37 See “Three visitors report”, Munger Africana library notes, March 1971, p. 2.
38 Munger Africana library notes, March 1971, p. 18.
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peaceful change. Over the next forty years some 400 leading individuals from
all walks of life and all sides of the racial and political divide both countries,
were awarded foreign leader grants. The 90 day programmes of the South
African Leaders typically included discussions with members of Congress,
members of the Cabinet, prominent academics, officials and business leaders,
depending on the visitor’s wishes and interests. Munger played a prominent
role in the itinerary arrangements, normally meeting the South African
visitors at his home in Pasadena, briefing them and having them participating
in seminars and other activities.
Two well-known South African public figures, Colin Eglin and Zach de Beer,
were among the first South Africans to be awarded foreign leader grants in
1960. In his published memoirs Eglin reflects favourably on their experience.
He lists some of the items on their programme, the United Nations General
Assembly, the Institute for International Education, the U.S. Congress, and
the Harvard Business School, among them. Eglin writes: 39
I was invigorated by the spirit of enterprise, of self-reliance, and the belief in
their ability to succeed which permeated US society and which comprised the
driving force behind the country’s remarkable achievements… But more than
this, I needed at intervals to escape from the cloying and insidious atmosphere
of apartheid to recharge my commitment to liberal democratic values.

Through Munger’s initiative the Nieman Fellowship award was extended to
South African journalists in 1960. This provided another string to his bow
of countering South Africa’s isolation.40 He became involved in the selection
of South Africans for these annual awards which offered a year of study at
Harvard. Since 1960 some 58 South Africans have so far benefited from it
(See Appendix B attached).
Munger devised some other ingenious ways of fostering contact and
extending the existing bonds. He wrote about a main reason to live in Irma
Stern’s house in Cape Town for a year: 41
The fourteenth century dining room table she acquired from a monastery in
Spain. It was long but narrow. This made conversation across the table easy …
and you can talk not only to the left and right, but across the table. This was
important, because one of our purposes in taking the house was conversation.

39 C Eglin, Crossing the borders of power (Johannesburg, Jonathan Ball, 2007, 2008), p. 92.
40 Opportunities for academic and cultural exchanges rapidly diminished since the early 1960s.
41 ES Munger, Touched by Africa. (Castle Press, Pasadena, 1983), pp. 298-299.
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Munger (who lived in Rondebosch for some time with his wife) indeed
wanted to use the house as a vehicle for fostering contact between leading
personalities in the various racial and political groups “so we began to invite
carefully selected Coloured and Afrikaner leaders to dinner” (thus Munger).
Some of the guests were Paul Sauer, a leading member in the National Party
and Dr Dick van der Ross, then editor of a ‘Coloured’ newspaper. Neither
failed to respond to invitations. Anecdotal evidence, still current among “oldtimers”, confirm that invitations to the Munger home were eagerly accepted.
One of the survivors of that period remarked to the writer that Munger’s
own naturally likable and gregarious nature made for stimulating evenings
around his table where prominent American and South African leaders from
all sectors of society intermingled.42
The end of Apartheid
Munger’s crusade for change in South Africa was a lonely one and beset
with controversy. On the one hand his outspoken criticism of racial
discrimination under Apartheid tended to make him persona non-grata in
certain Government circles (in the USA and/or South Africa). There were
even attempts to place restrictions on his entry into the country, including
outright banning.43 On the other hand Munger’s vigorous opposition South
Africa’s isolation and the imposition of punitive measures, boycotts and
economic sanctions against the Apartheid government up in the sixties and
later incurred the wrath of those who advocated such measures. Measures
to harm the peaceful economic advancement of the country, he pointed out,
were counter productive and retarded the growth of democracy. Keeping the
country poor made it a breeding ground for discrimination (Munger’s view).
Instead Munger advocated and fostered intensive and continued contact and
dialogue, building bridges of understanding and spreading the “gospel” of
brotherhood. Munger’s stance inevitably brought him in conflict with both
sides of the debate on South African affairs then raging here and abroad.44

42 No names are provided because some persons are still in living and maybe sensitive towards using their names
without permission.
43 The author is not aware that this matter ever reached the South African Press. It became vaguely known by me as
an official during the brief spells when I served in Pretoria. I pleaded his case successfully with Mr Eric Louw.
There were however some officials in the security establishment of General van den Berg who continued their
opposition.
44 Personal memories of the author.
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Throughout the years Munger nevertheless remained optimistic. Munger
wrote that he sensed a beginning of that change; that the “hard image of
Vorster within South Africa has been tempered by the moderation, pragmatism
and outward-looking flexibility he (Vorster) has displayed”. He went on to
detail the harbingers of change in attitude and policy and he was encouraged
to persist in fostering contact and dialogue. Despite dire predictions of
conflagration by some of South Africa’s critics, Munger continued to express
confidence in dialogue. He wrote that his projections were: “based upon
contemporary domestic developments and trends in foreign policy, point to
the possibility of a relatively peaceful transition to a more just South Africa”.45
One might well ask what made Munger to assume this missionary role,
unasked and often unpopular among both extremes in the controversy. Yet,
despite opposition to his efforts from both of the opposing sides, there was a
growing body of opinion in South Africa who saw the common sense in his
arguments.
Munger was elated when change in the South African situation did come
in 1990 with F W de Klerk’s announcement of the end of apartheid. It led
him to feel justified in his approach of fostering contact and dialogue and in
opposing punitive measures and South Africa’s isolation

Conclusion
Munger was a purposeful traveller in pursuit of his wide-ranging interests archaeology, ethnography, art and culture among them. “One of the joys of
being a geographer” he said, is: “ that the world is my oyster, world travel my
most stimulating teacher”.46 In his travels he liked to meet people and engage
them in meaningful conversation. After his retirement he embarked on an
ambitious programme of producing and publishing a projected series of five
books under the title Cultures, chess and art; A collector’s odyssey across seven
continents.47

45 EH Munger, “South Africa: Is there a silver lining?”, American Journal for Foreign Affairs, January 1969.
46 Personal memories of the author.
47 ES Munger & LA Smith (Eds.), Cultures, chess and art; A collector’s odyssey across seven continents (Mundial Press,
1998), pp. 224.
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At a memorial service to Munger arranged by Caltech in the Athenaeum in
Pasadena on 24 June 2010 fifteen notables48 representing a large cross-section
of the many organisations in which Munger was active, family members
and two of his Ugandan god-children paid tribute to his outstanding and
tireless contributions in the humanitarian field. Among the tributes paid to
this remarkable academic missionary in Africa was one by Munger’s nephew,
Christopher Munger. In the course of his address he read the texts of two
letters from Ned’s grandfather Edwin Munger, a lawyer and later a judge,
addressed to Ned in 1925 and 1926, on respectively his fourth and fifth
birthdays. The mere fact that Ned Munger had kept these letters for more
than eighty years, shows that he was affected by the homespun values of an
old man. Among these his grandfather wrote:
My wish is that you will never feel unequal in meeting opportunities for
service.

This injunction may well be a source of Munger’s inspiration for selfless
service in what he believed in. His educational contributions still lives on.
Appendix A
Books by Edwin S Munger
Relational Patterns of Kampala, Uganda. Chicago, 1951 University of Chicago Press.
“Geography of Sub-Saharan Race Relations.” In Africa Today, edited by C. Grove Haines.
1955. Baltimore: John Hopkins Press.
“Africa.” In Select Biography: Asia Africa, Eastern Europe, Latin America, edited by Phillips
Talbot. 1960 New York: American Universities Field Staff.
“Liberia’s Economic and Human Progress.” In The New Nations of West Africa, edited by
Robert Theobald. 1960 New York: H.W. Wilson Company.
African Field Reports, (1950-1956) (Introduction by C.W. de Kiewiet). 1960. Cape Town:
Struik.
“Race and National Identification.” In Expectant Peoples: Nationalism and Development,
edited by K.H. Silvert. 1963 NewYork: Random House.
48 Notables from the California Institute of Technology and from a number of organisations in the field of art,
theatre, etc. with which Munger had been involved with, recorded his active role during the memorial service.
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Bechuanaland: Pan-African Outpost or Bantu Homeland? 1965. London, New York: Oxford
University Press.
Notes on the Formation of South African Policy. Pasadena: 1965 Grant Dahlstrom, Castle
Press.
Afrikaner and African Nationalism. London: 1967 Oxford University Press.
Southern Africa and the United States, with W.A. Hance, Leo Kuper and Vernon McKay.
1968. New York: Columbia University Press.
“Sanctions in Rhodesia”. In Africa: The Heritage and the Challenge, edited by Joan G. Roland.
1974 Fawcett.
“The Afrikaner as Seen Abroad.” In Looking at the Afrikaner, edited by Hendrik W. van der
Merwe. 1975. Cape Town: Tafelberg.
“Prognosis: The United States and South Africa.” In Race and Politics in South Africa, edited
by Ian Robertson and Phillip Whitten. 1978. New Brunswick: Transaction
Books.
“The Internal Settlement: The View from South Africa.” In Crisis in Zimbabwe, edited by
Boniface Obichere. 1979. New York: Westview Press.
The Afrikaners. 1979. Cape Town: Tafelberg.
Touched by Africa. 1983. Pasadena: Castle Press.
“Sickle Cell Anemia, Genetic Variations, and the Slave Trade to the United States.” In Journal
of African History 31 (1990) 163-80.
Rwanda, A Fascinating Story of Man and Gorilla in Africa’s Mountains of the Moon. 1995.
Thompson-Shore.
Cultures, Chess & Art, A Collector’s Odyssey Across Seven Continents, Volume 1, Sub-Saharan
Africa. 1996. Mundial Press. San Anselmo, Cal.
Cultures, Chess & Art, A Collector’s Odyssey Across Seven Continents, Volume 2, The Americas.
1998. Mundial Press. San Anselmo, Cal.
Cultures, Chess & Art, A Collector’s Odyssey Across Seven Continents, Volume 3, Pacific Islands
and Asia. 2000. Mundial Press. San Anselmo, Cal.
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Appendix B
South African Nieman Fellows49 (as in 2009 and in random order)
Charlotte Bauer Mail & Guardian
Stewart Carlyle
Kim Cloete Specialist Journalist - SABC
Kevin Davie Mail & Guardian
Salie de Swardt Managing Director – Media 24
Fleur de Villiers Sunday Times
Ted Doman (retired)
Tim du Plessis Editor-In-Chief: Rapport
Barbara Folscher
Paula Fray
Michael Green
Philippa Green
Melanie Gosling Reporter: The Cape Times
Tony Heard SA Government
Henry JJ Jeffreys Editor: Die Burger
Sebastain Kleu
Joe Latakgomo CEO: Kapele Freight and Logistics Services
Thabo J Leshilo Editor: Sowetan
Moeletsi Mbeki Chairman: KMM Investments
Lizeka Mda Deputy Editor: City Press
John Mojapelo JS Mojapelo Attorneys
Barney Mthombothi Editor: Financial Mail
Nat Nakase
Harald Pakendorf Meropa Communication
Denis Pather Editor: The Mercury
Brian Pottinger
49 Concerning the South African Nieman Fellows: The names of the SA Fellows were supplied to me by The
Nieman Society, Johannesburg, October 2010. (e-mail address: niemansa@iafrica.com).
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Carmel Rickard Legal Editor: The Sunday Times
John Ryan
Jabulani Sikhakhane Editor: Business Report, Independent Newspapers
Gail Smith Editor: City Pulse
Allister Sparks (retired)
Richard Steyn Editors Inc
Joe Thloloe SA Press Ombudsman
Mathatha Tsedu City Press
Hennie van Deventer Kernkrag
Dries van Heerden
Sue Valentine
Ton Vosloo NASPERS
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Party politics jeopardised the credibility of the Women’s
National Coalition for Afrikaner women in the organisation
Loraine Maritz
History Department
University of Stellenbosch
lmaritz@sun.ac.za

Samevatting
Die Women’s National Coalition (WNC) is in 1992 amptelik gestig en was
‘n inisiatief van die African National Congress Women’s League. Die doelwitte
van die WNC was om inligting oor vroue se behoeftes en aspirasies in te
samel en dit in ‘n Vrouehandves saam te vat wat uiteindelik ‘n integrale deel
van die nuwe Grondwet van Suid-Afrika sou word. Vanweë talle praktiese
probleme, asook haar gebrek aan politieke vernuf, het die Afrikanervrou
moeilik by die WNC aangepas. Daarby het die vyandigheid van swart vroue
wat die vergaderings van die WNC domineer het, verder die Afrikanervrou se
betrokkenheid in die wiele gery. In hierdie artikel val die soeklig op hoe die
politieke gebeure tydens die onderhandelings vir ’n nuwe demokratiese bestel
die WNC en Afrikanervroue beïnvloed het.
Keywords: Women’s National Coalition; Afrikaner women; Afrikaner
Women’s organisations; Women’s Charter; Political smokescreen; ANCWL.

Introduction
When public negotiations for a new democratic dispensation in South
Africa started in 1990, a new era began in which numerous human rights
issues came to the fore. Women also used this opportunity to put women’s
issues and gender relations on the national agenda in an attempt to redress the
injustices of the past.
Black women’s political consciousness developed over many decades. But in
the 1980s during the state of emergency and increased political action, they
became aware of their suppression as women and realised that the liberation
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of women and black people had to be seen as one struggle.1 At a conference,
in April 1991, shortly after the unbanning of the African National Congress
(ANC), the ANC Women’s League (ANCWL) decided on the need of a
women’s charter that would reflect women’s rights, the appointment of a
commission that would be a watchdog against the violation of women’s rights
in the ANC and to demand that at least 30% of the elected ANC posts had
to be filled by women. They were however disillusioned when in July1991,
during the national conference of the ANC, they were coerced to accept that
the ANC was not going to grant them the demanded 30% quota. This was
underlined when during the first round of negotiations at Convention for a
Democratic South Africa (CODESA) only men were part of the negotiating
team. The ANCWL realised that women could be excluded from the political
processes that would determine the future of South Africa. Their frustration
led to the decision that the women’s voice had to be fortified by bringing
together a network of women to stop the suppression and marginalising
of women. On 27 September 1991 forty women, representing over thirty
organisations, came together to discuss the possibility of a national women’s
structure. On 26 April 1992 the Women’s National Coalition (WNC) was
officially founded.2
The aim of this organisation was to gather information on women’s needs
and aspirations, and to draw up a Women’s Charter that would become an
integral part of the new South African Constitution (Act 108 of 1996).3
Women’s organisations were invited to join the WNC. Eventually about
100 organisations joined the WNC, of whom about thirteen were Afrikaner
women’s organisations (see appendix after the conclusion).
This article will briefly look at the Afrikaner women’s organisations that
joined the WNC, why they joined and how they fitted in. Since there were
so many accusations from Afrikaner women of the negative role played by
politics in the WNC, this article will try to put the political influences into
perspective. It will also highlight the most important political events during
the negotiation period that had an impact on the WNC, and particularly on
Afrikaner women, and eventually shaped the goals of the organisation.

1
2
3

Black women’s political struggle is well documented. E.g. Cheryll Walker, Women and resistance in South Africa,
2nd edition (Cape Town, David Phillip, 1991).
S Hassim, “‘A conspiracy of women’: The women’s movement in South Africa’s transition to democracy”, Social
Research, vol. 69, No. 3 (Fall 2002), pp. 696, 698, 710-711.
MCH 100 1.1 The constitution of the WNC, 6 February 1993.
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Afrikaner womens organisations that joined the WNC
Afrikaner women generally were not interested in politics. Until 1981 only
three Afrikaner women were elected to Parliament and only one, Dr Rina
Venter, in 1989 obtained a Cabinet post. Various factors contributed to this
apathy of which patriarchy and Calvinism, that kept women subservient and
obedient, were the main reasons.4 Afrikaner women joined organisations
that were based on Christian values where the main focus was to promote
Afrikaner culture, welfare and the development of other Afrikaner women.
These were also the organisations that joined the WNC.
The Afrikaner women’s organisations that had a focus on Afrikaner culture,
Die Afrikaanse Taal- en Kultuurvereniging - Dames (ATKV-Dames), Dames
Aktueel, Jong Dames Dinamiek and Die Dameskring were represented on the
WNC. The Afrikaner welfare organisation, Suid-Afrikaanse Vrouefederasie
(SAVF) and the Vroue Landbou-unie (Suid-Afrikaanse en Transvaalse)
(SAVLU) whose main focus was the development of adult women, also
sent representatives. Two communication groups joined, namely Kontak,
established in 1976 to promote a better understanding and respect between
all the people in South Africa and Vroue vir Suid-Afrika that wanted to
create a network of moderates. Members of the latter were again mostly
the abovementioned culture organisations. These organisations represented
thousands of Afrikaner women. The Women’s Outreach Foundation,
although with an English name, was founded by Marike de Klerk to focus on
the upliftment of rural women. There were also Afrikaans speaking women in
the Women’s Bureau of South Africa (Vroueburo van Suid-Afrika). The two
political parties the Nasionale Party Vroueaksie and the Democratic Party’s
(Women’s Forum) joined and both had Afrikaans speaking women who
were active in the WNC.5 It is evident that there were no Afrikaner womens
organisations that had a specific focus on gender or the empowerment of
women.
Even before these organisations were invited to join the WNC in late 1991,
there was pressure from Afrikaner leaders and intelligentsia that the Afrikaner
must reach out to other groups. On 23 March 1990, two months after
4
5

L Maritz, “Afrikanervroue se politieke betrokkenheid in historiese perspektief met spesiale verwysing na die
Women’s National Coalition van 1991 tot 1994” (D Phil, University of Stellenbosch, 2004), pp. 46-70.
K Menell and M Jobson, Women’s rights in South Africa: A guide to national organisations with a gender focus
(Pretoria, 1995).
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President De Klerk’s announcement in Parliament, there was as a seminar at
the Rand Afrikaner University with the topic “Renewal of Afrikaner thought”
(Vernuwing in Afrikanerdenke). The speakers were Hennie van Deventer, editor
of Die Volksblad, Willem Nicol, minister of the Dutch Reformed Church,
prof. Piet Meiring, head of the South African Broadcasting Corporation
(SABC) and the writers André Brink and Elsa Joubert. The message was that
the Afrikaner must broaden its vision and become more inclusive.6
A few months later there was a plea by Marike de Klerk, wife of then
President, that women should play a more active role in the political process.
She said that although Calvinism requires women to be more subservient,
she was asking for a more active, meaningful participation and not unbridled
feminism.7
Shortly after this, the then president De Klerk met with 22 representatives of
Afrikaner cultural organisations. The Afrikaner women’s cultural organisations
that eventually joined the WNC were also present at the meeting. De Klerk’s
message was that although there must be a balance between keeping cultural
identity and to promote national unity, he was urging the Afrikaner to guard
against elitism and to reach out to the broad public.8
A few months later, Willie Esterhuyse, professor of Philosophy at the
University of Stellenbosch, made a public call for women to become involved
in the transitional process. He encouraged women to reach out to the black
woman, make contact and build trust.9
There was thus a clear message to Afrikaner women that they had to move
out of their comfort zone and reach out to black women. Therefore, when
the invitations to join the WNC reached Afrikaner women’s organisations
late 1991 and early 1992, they were ready and prepared to fight for gender
equality in the new South Africa.
Afrikaner culture organisations that joined the WNC, although apolitical,
represented the more moderate political spectrum since the right-wing
Afrikaner groupings, the Conservative Party (CP) and the Afrikaner
Weerstandbeweging (AWB), did not to take part in CODESA or join the
WNC.
6
7
8
9

Eie korrespondent, “Saamtrekke vandag in Transvaal oor Afrikaner”, Die Burger, 23 March 1990, p. 21.
Own correspondent, “A woman’s place”, The Natal Mercury, 28 September 1990, p. 6.
Politieke redaksie, “Kultuurgroepe wil deel hê aan gesprek”, Die Burger, 24 November 1990, p.11.
Eie korrespondent, “Vroue kan klimaat van vertroue help bou”, Die Burger, 22 March 1991, p. 12.
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As far as the right-wing was concerned, the Government was selling out the
country to the blacks. Conservative women who were never politically active
became involved at this early stage. As early as 24 February 1990, a few weeks
after De Klerk’s surprise announcement, Marike de Klerk was the speaker at a
Dames Aktueel meeting of more than 600 women in Bloemfontein. A rightwing woman, a medical practitioner from Bloemfontein, tried her utmost
to disrupt the function. Before the meeting she unleashed a stink bomb and
during the meeting she lashed out at the State President’s wife with so many
aggressive political questions that she was asked to keep quiet.
In her speech, De Klerk responded to the incident and said that she had
sympathised with people’s fears and uncertainties and their search for security.
She tried to defend government policy and conduct and also attempted to
minimise the importance of the ANC as the main negotiating party.10
Nevertheless, for right-wing Afrikaners the changes brought about by the
National Party were revolutionary and unacceptable.
Afrikaner women that represented their organisations were uncomfortable
in the WNC. Their lack of political expertise left them uncertain and insecure
of the black women who did not only form the top structure of the WNC,
but were often more politically astute. At the same time, the negative and
hostile attitude of the black women towards them made them feel unwelcome
and ignored. To attend WNC meetings was problematical for white women.
The venues were convenient for black and coloured women and in areas
where white women often felt unsafe. Meetings were badly organised and
often started hours late. In the meetings, the consensus style of decisionmaking was foreign and time consuming for the Afrikaner women. The result
was that many women lost interest and stayed away. Although thousands
of women were theoretically represented on the WNC, in practice they
were often represented by a handful of women. This was due to the fact
that Afrikaner women’s leadership was held in the hands of relatively few
women who were often involved in more than one organisation. When these
women experienced the abovementioned problems and stayed away, only a
few Afrikaner women remained.11

10 Eie Korrespondent, “Aanvalle teen SP-vrou ontstel”, Die Burger, 27 February 1990, p. 6. Eie Korrespondent,
“Regse versuur vergadering”, Die Volksblad, 26 February 1990.
11 L Maritz, “In die vyand se kraal.” Die rol en ervaring van Afrikanervroue in die Women’s National Coalition,
Litnet Akademies Jaargang 7(3)-Desember 2010, pp. 259-301, (http://www.oulitnet.co.za/ akademies_geestes/
pdf/LA_3_maritz.pdf.
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During this research, the names of about 50 Afrikaner women that played
a leading role were provided, but only 20 were prepared to co-operate in this
research.12 During the research, the abovementioned factors were mentioned,
but it was above all, the party politics that eventually made it impossible for
them to believe in the integrity of the WNC and left many with a residue of
negativity.

The WNC as a party-political front
There was the hope that a united women’s front would be established to
achieve the common goals of the WNC and that the differences in the
political groupings would not impact negatively on the WNC. An example of
this possibly idealistic desire was the short hand-written sentence that Frene
Ginwala, founder and convenor of the WNC, added to the copy of the speech
that she presented at the inaugural meeting of the WNC. She sent this to
Anne Routier of the National Party (NP): “To Ann. A chasm is bridged the
easier if hands reach out from both sides to come together. Frene Ginwala”.13
But Afrikaner women were soon disillusioned. Almost all the Afrikaner
respondents expressed the view in one way or another that the WNC was
a political “smokescreen”. The purpose of such a remark was to suggest that
the WNC was a front movement for the African National Congress (ANC)
in order to get the female vote. Some respondents even thought that the
ANCWL had no power, as was illustrated by their failed quota request, that
30% of all elected positions in the ANC be filled with women, and that all
initiatives, even the establishment of the WNC, came from the National
Executive Council of the ANC.14
Truida Prekel, representative for the Women’s Bureau, also felt that black
women had a hidden agenda. She overheard a black woman saying that “She
will show Cyril (Ramaphosa) that she will get 7 000 votes (in the upcoming
election).”15 Dene Smuts, from the Democratic Party (DP), also saw the WNC
as the ANC’s mobilisation of women and that Frene Ginwala’s appointment
12 Research was conducted by interviews, questionnaires and mail. For correspondence and oral sources, see
L Maritz, “Afrikanervroue se politieke betrokkenheid in historiese perspektief met spesiale verwysing na die
Women’s National Coalition van 1991 tot1994”, Bibliography.
13 Personal Collection. Speech by F Ginwala, April 1992, sent to A Routier.
14 L Maritz (Personal Collection), interview, J Malan, (former president of Vroue vir Suid-Afrika), 5 March 2001.
She used the Afrikaans word “foefie” [lit. “gimmick’].
15 L Maritz (Personal Collection), interview, T Prekel (representative for Women’s Bureau), 28 August 2001.
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as Speaker of Parliament was the most concrete result of this.16 Jenny Malan,
representative for Vroue vir Suid-Afrika, felt that the ANC had a wellplanned strategy with the WNC and that Frene Ginwala, as strategic thinker,
implemented it. According to her, Margaret Lessing, founder of the Women’s
Bureau, and Francis Bosman, a co-opted lawyer, also held this view.17
Although the NP joined the WNC, it did not support its goals. It even
seems as if the NP government did not recognise the right of existence of the
WNC, because at no stage was there any acknowledgement of the work and
goals of the organisation. Apart from ignoring the WNC, the government
was of the opinion that a separate Women’s Charter would not carry the same
weight legally as a detailed exposition of women’s rights contained in a bill of
fundamental rights.18 In October 1992 the Western Cape regional19 coalition
expressed its dismay over statements made by Sheila Camerer, the Deputy
Minister of Justice, on the television programme Agenda. As spokesperson
for the NP she questioned and also cast suspicion on the activities of the
coalition.20
It can be argued that the NP also wanted to use the WNC only for political
image building. Firstly, it would have been unacceptable if the NP was present
at the negotiating table with the ANC but was absent from the WNC, a
nationwide project that was initiated by the ANC. Secondly, visibility at the
WNC was necessary for attracting the women’s vote in the upcoming election.
The apolitical image of the WNC was not only jeopardised by the ANC.
There is also evidence that the Pan-Africanist Congress (PAC) wanted to
take control of the WNC. Mohau Pheko was appointed as Chief Executive
Officer of the WNC after 1994. Her father, Motsoko Pheko, was deputy
leader of the PAC and Member of Parliament. It was discovered that she used
the organisation for party-political purposes. She appointed PAC members
to represent the WNC at every possible occasion.21 Dene Smuts saw Mohau
Pheko’s short term of office as proof that the ANC could not tolerate a person
16
17
18
19

Questionnaire: D Smuts (Democratic Party), 4 September 2002.
L Maritz (Personal Collection), interview, J Malan, 5 March 2001.
A van Wyk, “Women’s rights: a starting-point”, RSA Policy Review, 6, July 1993, pp. 39-40.
The WNC made provision for regional coalitions, e.g. Western Cape, Gauteng, and Free State. Regional
coalitions consisted of representatives of national organisations but also for local organisations. Each region had
two representatives on the National Council and one on the Steering Committee.
20 Mayibuye Centre, University of the Western Cape, Papers of the Women’s National Coalition (MCH 100)
4.1.3.1.2: Steering Committee, correspondence, J Thomson (Women’s Alliance Western Cape)/Steering
Committee, 21 October 1992.
21 Name withheld. Respondent requested that the comments on Pheko be “off the record”.
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from an opposing party as Chief Executive Officer of the WNC.22
One of the two aims of the WNC was to gather information and to ensure that
this was done through a process that would empower women. In order to reach
this goal they focused on women who had been previously disenfranchised,
hence primarily black and coloured women, and especially rural women. The
WNC had focus groups that went out to make women aware of their rights;
they had the women fill in questionnaires and interviewed them. There is no
doubt that some of these women who were sent out to gather information
for the WNC also gave voter education and did party canvassing.23 One of
the reasons for the split between the NP and the WNC early in 1994 was the
accusation that the ANC was using the organisation for political canvassing.24
For Estelle Jordaan, organiser for the ATKV-Dames, it was an established
fact that the ANC/ South African Communist Party (SACP)/ Congress of
South African Trade Unions (COSATU) alliance tried to use the WNC as
part of its own political agenda. She argue that information gathered in focus
groups was also available to other political parties, but they did not use the
opportunity to exploit it.25
Although party politics jeopardised the cohesion of the WNC, it is evident
that Afrikaner women who were unconditionally positive about the WNC
did not emphasise political overtones or undertones. Amanda Botha,
representative of the Kaapse Vroueklub, vehemently denied these accusations.
She claimed to have moved close to the inner circles of the WNC and to have
been part of the mainstream and would therefore have been aware of such
a strategy. She admitted that there was political influence, but that it was
kept in check. At the inaugural meeting there was an attempt by the SACP,
which formed the most powerful group along with the COSATU, to gain the
leadership of the WNC. The ANC and PAC did their utmost to prevent this.
Botha contended that attempts by the ANCWL to take control were stopped
by Frene Ginwala and that their access to the WNC was ultimately the same
as that of any other organisation. This happened after Dene Smuts, from the
Democratic Party, made an arrangement with Frene Ginwala to disregard
the demands of the ANCWL and Winnie Mandela. According to Botha, the
NP and the Afrikaans press can be blamed for insinuating that the WNC
22
23
24
25

Questionnaire: D Smuts, 4 September 2002.
L Maritz (Personal Collection), Interview, T Prekel, 28 August 2001.
See Relationship between ANC and NP reaches breaking point for the Steering Committee’s explanation.
E-mail: E Jordaan (ATKV-Dames)/L. Maritz, 30 March 2001.
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was an ANC smokescreen.26 Dioné Prinsloo, historian from UNISA who was
co-opted into the WNC for specific expertise, also denied undue political
influencing.27 Afrikaner women who did not pick up the political undertones
were accused of being like the English-speaking white women, the so-called
“pink liberalists”.28

Political events as backdrop for events in the WNC
The period from 1991, when the first meetings of the WNC were held, until
the handing over of the Women’s Charter to the government in August 1994,
was also the period during which the negotiations for a new dispensation in
South Africa were conducted before the first democratic elections in 1994. It
was a critical period in the history of South Africa, because if the negotiations
failed, the chances for a peaceful transition of power would have been slim.
It was inevitable that the stresses experienced during the negotiations would
spill over and affect the WNC.
In September 1991 the various groups signed the National Peace Initiative.
Months of negotiations culminated in the establishment of the Convention for
a Democratic South Africa (CODESA) on 20 December 1991, a multiparty
conference to put in place the various mechanisms for the transition to a
democratic South Africa. Nineteen groups attended it.29
Right-wing white politics was a major problem for the government right
from the beginning of the negotiation process. White support moved away
from the NP to the right wing and the subsequent radicalisation and growth
of the AWB posed a serious threat to the negotiating process. Worried about
these events, the then President De Klerk promised white voters that they
could indicate in a referendum whether they supported the negotiations. On
17 March 1992 an overwhelming majority of the white electorate (68.6%)
voted in favour of negotiations.30

26 L Maritz (Personal Collection), interview, Amanda Botha (representative for Kaapse Vroueklub), November
1996 and 15 August 2001. The Kaapse Vroueklub was established in March 1975. Their aim was to bypass
apartheid and to bring Afrikaans speaking Cape women together. They also reached out to black women.
27 Interview, Dioné Prinsloo (UNISA), March 1999 and November 2002.
28 Name withheld.
29 JM Rantete, The African National Congress and the negotiated settlement in South Africa (Pretoria, Van Schaik,
1998), pp. 173-174.
30 JM Rantete, The African National Congress and the negotiated settlement, pp. 180-181.
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Within the Afrikaner milieu, Afrikaners who voted for change were seen by
the other 30% as left-wing and as traitors who want to sell out their country
to blacks. However, when this “leftist” group joined the WNC, they felt
unwelcome because they were still part of the white group that supported the
apartheid government, the political ruling class.
During this period a lot of hard work was being done to get the WNC
started. The basis of the coalition was broadened and the aims, processes
and structure were clarified. Black and white women were very aware of the
disturbances and undercurrents in the country. Conditions in the country
were reported not only daily in the media, but were also discussed in millions
of homes. Whereas the white government still tried to retain control at the
constitutional negotiations, the situation at the WNC was the exact opposite.
The black women, including political heavyweights such as Frene Ginwala
who was part of the ANC National Commission for the Emancipation of
Women, and Gertrude Shope, president of the ANCWL, played the leading
roles, while the politically inexperienced Afrikaner women were in the
background. Ginwala was also part of Working Group 2 of CODESA that
formulated the constitutional principles, a process that eventually led to the
collapse of the negotiations.
The collapse of CODESA II in May 1992 was followed by a wave of
militancy. On 17 June 1992, 46 women and children were killed in their sleep
in Boipatong, an ANC stronghold in the Vaal Triangle.31 Nelson Mandela
blamed the government for the Boipatong incident and accused it of coldblooded murder. On 22 June 1992 the ANC officially withdrew and took ten
ANC-allied parties with them.32 All negotiations were terminated.
Estelle Jordaan, an organiser for ATKV-Dames, received her first invitation
to attend a WNC meeting after the Boipatong massacre. At the meeting there
was a predominance of ANC and COSATU women. There were only about
five white women present and she was the only Afrikaans-speaking participant.
Valli Moosa, who had participated in the negotiations for the ANC, was a
speaker at this meeting and in his speech he asked the women to condemn
the Boipatong massacre. He was outspoken on the government’s role and
the alleged transgressions of the army before and after the incident. There
were also women who spoke emotionally about the incident. The meeting
31 FW de Klerk, Die laaste trek – ‘n nuwe begin (Cape Town, Human & Rousseau, 1998), p. 257.
32 “Boipatong massacre, still no real answers”, 6 October 2000 (available at http://www.mwebMedia24, as accessed
on 21 January 2003).
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wanted to issue a media statement on behalf of the women of South Africa,
declaring that the alleged involvement of the army was unacceptable. Estelle
Jordaan stood up and said that, according to her sources, there were reasons
for the strong actions by the army and that a commission of enquiry had
already been appointed. She continued that a media statement would not be
representative of all the women of South Africa, since not all were represented
at the meeting. ATKV-Dames would distance themselves from such a media
statement. She pointed out that she was the only Afrikaner woman present
and that there were many Afrikaner women’s organisations that could have
been invited. Although there was some grumbling at her response, it was
decided that if the other women’s organisations wish, they could issue their
own media statements.
The following Monday, Feroza Adams (Member of the Executive Committee
of the ANCWL for the PWV area and for the ANC region of Hillbrow/Berea,
later ANC Member of Parliament) phoned Estelle Jordaan and asked her to
attend a WNC meeting for the Gauteng region’s Management Committee –
they wanted her on the executive committee. At the meeting, a white English
woman greeted her “in shock” and said that she thought that as an Afrikaner
woman she would not want to be involved after the Saturday meeting.
According to Jordaan, that comment and the mere thought that others would
think that she would run away from verbal conflict and the opportunity to
work together with black women made her even more determined to become
really involved and to remain involved.33 Jordaan as one of the few Afrikaner
women who did not hesitate to express her opinions was prepared to work
together with others by ignoring the overt party politics.
Three months of political tension followed the collapse of CODESA 2.
The party politics and uncertainty spilled over into the WNC. By the end of
1992 the WNC had not started to draw up programmes of action. Although
leadership consistently denied that politics played a role in the WNC, the
opposite was demonstrably true. Annemarie Nutt, representative from
KONTAK, mentioned that with the breakdown of CODESA, “the WNC
was under immense pressure, but there was never a split”. According to her,
this can be attributed to “the responsibility with which the ANC Alliance,
the NP, DP and others handled the moot points” at the various meetings
that were held countrywide.34 In the convener’s report the slow progress was
33 E-mail: E Jordaan (Organiser, ATKV-Dames)/L Maritz, 30 March 2001.
34 Questionnaire, Annemarie Nutt (National Executive, KONTAK), no date.
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blamed on technical aspects such as finance and staff problems. She also said
that the “process of building relationships, given the various background
from which we came, has also taken time”. She admitted that “The WNC
had unrealistic expectations that were based on hope rather than reality”. The
convener mentioned that the increased violence affected many communities
and had an impact on the operations of the WNC.35
On 5 April 1993 the multi-party negotiations resumed. Inkatha, the CP, the
Afrikaner-Volksunie, the PAC and 3 delegates who represented the traditional
leaders attended the negotiations. In the meantime the right-wing Afrikaner
groups, led by General Constand Viljoen and Dr Ferdie Hartzenbergh,
mobilised as the Afrikaner Vryheidsunie. On 25 June the AWB gathered at
the World Trade Centre and caused chaos and destruction when they drove
through the huge plate-glass windows and took control of the building for the
next couple of hours. This act could not stop the negotiation process and at
the beginning of July 1993 the date for the first full democratic elections, 27
April 1994, was announced.36
Government’s legislation on the discrimination against women is
politicised
In the elections, eight million new female voters, mostly black women, would
be allowed to vote for the first time. Political parties realised the importance
of the women’s vote that constituted 54% of the total population.
The first steps by the government were taken on 29 January 1993 when they
signed six international conventions that focused on women’s and children’s
rights. One of them was the “Convention on the Elimination of all Forms
of Discrimination Against Women” (CEDAW). The United Nations had
enforced it as a treaty in 1981 already.37 According to Estelle Jordaan (ATKVDames), the NP did not want to sign the declaration earlier, but when they
saw that the women’s movement was moving ahead full steam, they agreed to
sign it. She alleged that many Afrikaner women’s organisations thought that,
since the government had signed CEDAW, the proposed Women’s Charter of
35 MCH 100 3.2.1: National Council, reports, 6 February 1993; MCH 100 3.1.2: National Council, minutes, 6
February 1993.
36 JM Rantete, The African National Congress and the negotiated settlement, pp. 205-208.
37 C Lowe-Morna, “Overview”, Redefining Politics, South African Women and Democracy (Commission on Gender
Equality, Johannesburg, 1999), p. 27.
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the WNC was not necessary.38
The next step taken by the government was at the beginning of February
1993 when they introduced the proposals for a Bill of Fundamental Rights.
The document, which contained clauses on equality and women’s rights,
was supported by three draft bills, which aimed at eliminating all remaining
statutory and structural discrimination against women. There were apparently
still 23 laws that contained discriminating measures. The draft bills were the
Prevention of Domestic Violence Bill, the Promotion of Equality between
Men and Women Bill, and the Promotion of Equal Opportunities Draft Bill.39
The government circulated the draft bills for comment and shortly
afterwards they were presented to a WNC meeting (6 February 1993) by a
female white advocate from the Department of Justice. During the discussion,
fundamental differences among the participants surfaced that led to tension.
Their was indignation, frustration and even rage that the government was
still adopting a “top-down” approach and were making decisions on behalf
of women. When an Afrikaner woman defended the government’s intentions
and pointed out that this was a step forward, the meeting acknowledged
that the NP women did in fact gain a “small” victory in their party. Despite
the initial reaction to the draft bills, it was eventually concluded that the
discussions were managed in a sensitive way. It illustrated the deep-rooted
commitment of the participants to work through differences to reach the
goals of the WNC.40
Frene Ginwala wrote to the Minister of Justice on behalf of the WNC and
expressed her concern over the proposed legislation. She was outspoken over
the fact that women were not consulted during the drafting of the bills and
added that it was unacceptable that they were only now allowed to comment.
She explained that one of the main aims of the research of the WNC was to
give women a share in addressing women’s issues.41
The national newspapers expressed mixed reactions to the proposed draft
bills. Whereas the Afrikaans press welcomed the proposed legislation,42 the
English press took a more critical view. The main objection was that the draft
38 Questionnaire: E Jordaan (ATKV-Dames), 30 March 2001.
39 A van Wyk, “Women’s rights … ”, RSA Policy Review, No. 6, July 1993, p. 37.
40 MCH 100 3.2.1: National Council, report, National Council meeting, 6 February 1993; MCH 100 3.1.2:
National Council, minutes, first Council meeting, 6 February 1993.
41 MCH 100 3.3.2.9: National Council, correspondence, Frene Ginwala / Minister of Justice, 25 February 1993.
42 “Vroue sê hul sê oor vrou se rol in SA” Beeld, 26 February 1993, p. 8.
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bills were “both a unilateral action by an illegitimate minority government
and a ploy to woo the support and, in the longer term, the votes of women
for the NP”. The general feeling was that the draft bills should have waited
until the establishment of the new legitimate government.43 In the meantime
the ANC was also using the media to canvass for the women’s vote. Cyril
Ramaphosa of the ANC expressed his concern over the position of women
and said that women were the most oppressed group in the country. “This
would no longer be allowed. Not in a democracy”.44
At that stage the government took a further step to gain women’s votes and
appointed Sheila Camerer as Deputy Minister of Justice on 1 April 1993. She
emphasised that women had definitely been subject to legal and structural
discrimination as a result of the lack of representation. Camerer admitted
that the government was aware of the political power of women. Since
black women were particularly subject to family violence, the Prevention of
Domestic Violence Bill was aimed at attracting the votes of the black women
in particular.
These two draft bills, namely the Prevention of Domestic Violence Bill and
the Promotion of Equality between Men and Women Bill, were tabled in
Parliament in June 1993.45

The relationship between the ANC and the NP reaches breaking point
According to Estelle Jordaan (ATKV-Dames), Afrikaner women did not only
look to the NP for guidance but also relied on it to be the spokesperson for
the Afrikaner organisations. This guidance was tentative, however, since the
strained relationship between the NP and the ANC around the negotiating
table affected the WNC. Every time the NP Vroueaksie indicated that they
were going to withdraw from the WNC, “there was a flurry of rumours and
the decision makers of the Afrikaner women’s organisations could not leave
fast enough”.46 Since Afrikaner women were uncomfortable in the WNC,
they were only too ready to leave.
43 Y Sadie and M van Aardt, “Women’s issues in South Africa …”, Africa Insight, 1995, 25:2, p. 82; “Equality for
women”, The Star, 3 May 1993, p. 10; “Change: it’s better late than never”, Pretoria News, 4 February 1993, p.
6; “Imperfect but a start”, The Star, 8 February 1993, p. 12.
44 “Vroue moet lig loop vir skelmstreek”, Tempo en Monitor, 15 April 1993.
45 A van Wyk, “Women’s rights … ”, RSA Policy Review, no. 6, July 1993, pp. 34-43.
46 E-mail: E Jordaan (ATKV-Dames)/L Maritz, 30 March 2001.
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In the middle of 1993, Anne Routier, the NP representative in the WNC,
resigned. Since the documents provide no reasons, one can only speculate.
Apparently, with the negotiations on track and the election date set, party
political tensions increased in the WNC. It seems that the Steering Committee
persuaded Routier to withdraw her resignation, since she still attended
meetings afterwards.47
Nevertheless, on 15 February 1994 the situation reached breaking point and
the NP resigned from the WNC. In a letter to Frene Ginwala, Anne Routier
accused the WNC of not being impartial and appeared as a front for the
ANC. These claims were substantiated by the fact that at a WNC launch in
Kempton Park, T-shirts with the ANC emblem were sold and T-shirts saying
“Mandela for president” were worn by large numbers of women. On another
occasion in Pietersburg posters were displayed with the picture of President
De Klerk saying ‘Wanted… Criminal for political offences’.
Routier also pointed out that in certain areas voter education programmes
were undertaken in the name of the WNC by ANC candidates, e.g. in the
Natal Midlands. When challenged about the political slant of certain voter
education in the Northern Transvaal the NP representative was told ‘the ANC
is giving us our car, our petrol and our money. We will not change a word.’
She also mentioned that far less research was undertaken than was originally
planned by the Coalition because of delays caused by the in-fighting between
researchers and the executive of the Coalition. As a result, the report has been
handed over nine months late, and was certainly not as comprehensive as it
should have been.
She concluded that in view of the fact that a sub-council on the status of
women has been established as part of the Transitional Executive Council and
that the NP has a representative on the sub-council, their efforts on women’s
issues would in future be directed through the sub-council and subsequently
through the women in Parliament and within the NP.48
This step by the NP must obviously be seen against the background of the
approaching election. The examples given by the NP to support their charge
that the WNC was politicised were valid. It would have been unusual, however,
if the NP did not react, especially against the provocative caption with the
47 MCH 100 4.1.1.9: Steering Committee, minutes, 19/20 June 1993.
48 MCH 100 3.3.1.32: National Council, correspondence, A Routier / F Ginwala, 15 February 1994; G van
Rensburgh, “NP-vroue bedank uit NVK omdat dit ‘n ‘ANC-front’ is”, Beeld, 16 February 1994, p. 2.
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photo of De Klerk. The most important charge was that the results of the
research among women in order to draft the Women’s Charter were handed
in nine months after the due date and the report was also less comprehensive
than initially intended.
The WNC responded to the accusation by rejecting the suggestion that
the Coalition has become a front for the ANC. Since the WNC has never
prevented organisations from distributing their promotional material at
events, misunderstandings have arisen over the presence of stalls and that
the Steering Committee recognise the need to sensitise members on the
necessity of promoting the non-party political image of the Coalition. The
WNC did not deny the accusations of political canvassing, but emphasised
that this was not an instruction of the organisation. It had been reported
at Steering Committee meetings that various regions (that are autonomous)
have included voter education in their programmes, but they did so out of
their own resources. The Independent Election Committee also used WNC
women to provide voter education that was not party related. The Steering
Committee also differed from the NP’s interpretation of the reasons for the
delay of the research report, but indicated that the matter would be discussed
further at a later stage. The Steering Committee urged the NP to reconsider
its resignation. 49
According to Anne Routier, after receiving this explanation and after a
delegation came to see the NP, they thoroughly weighed up the assurances
given by the coalition and decided to withdraw their resignation until after
the women’s conference that was scheduled for the following weekend.50
Despite this decision, the NP, on instruction from their Federal Council,
finally resigned from the WNC three weeks later.51 This was a few weeks
before the election and it seems that the tension between the different parties
played a role.

The Women’s Charter campaign lost direction
The WNC chose not to respond to the accusations of the NP that the
49 MCH 100 4.1.3.2.5: Steering Committee, correspondence, Steering Committee/ Anne Routier (National
Party), no date; L Maritz (Personal Collection), interview, T Prekel, 28 August 2001.
50 “NP neem weer deel aan vroue-koalisie”, Beeld, 25 February 1994, p. 2; J Gowans, “Equality for women”,
Sunday Tribune, 6 March 1994, p 16.
51 MCH 100 4.1.1.23: Steering Committee, minutes, meeting, 21 March 1994.
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Women’s Charter could not only be completed in time, but was also not as
comprehensive as was initially intended. That was a serious accusation that
would not only jeopardise the credibility of the Women’s Charter campaign,
but could also be questioned by the donors.
In July 1993, during the second WNC National Council, leadership must
have realised that the Women’s Charter project was delayed. In her speech
Frene Ginwala pointed out that the problems that arose during the negotiating
process affected the WNC as well. She also mentioned the diversity of the
coalition membership and that political differences made achieving consensus
problematic and led to strained interpersonal relationships. She singled out
the inability of officials to take responsibility and pointed out that they came
from different organisations and that problems consequently arose from
divided loyalties.52 When Debbie Budlender the Research Manager resigned
in March 1993 she mentioned that the Coalition’s decision-making process
was “slow, inconclusive, lacking in openness and undemocratic in style”.53
The process of collecting demands for the Charter was initially to be
undertaken by trained researchers as a participatory research project that
would consult 1800 focus groups nationwide. Eventually due to time
constraints it was reduced to around 200 focus groups and conducted by
participating organisations. Another 50 groups were undertaken by a market
research company.54
Apart from the Women’s Charter campaign being behind schedule and not
as broad as was initially envisaged, there was also confusion about its direction,
content and style. Until then it had been believed that, apart from its being
incorporated into the interim constitution, it was also supposed to influence
the negotiations.55 The constitution of the WNC stipulated that it would
be incorporated into the Bill for Human Rights of the final constitution.56
Abrams suggests that the activists in the WNC – for example, the former
United Democratic Front (UDF)-allied women – saw the Women’s Charter
campaign as an opportunity to educate women and above all to mobilise them
so that women’s voices could be heard. This group was sceptical about the
effectiveness of legal changes. On the other hand, the more radical members,
52 MCH 100 3.1.5: National Council, minutes, council meeting, 11 July 1993.
53 MCH 100 6.3.1.7-8: National Working Committee, correspondence, D Budlender/ National Working
Committee, 21 March 1993.
54 MCH 100 17.1.60 Research, progress report, 3 October 1993.
55 S Hassim, “‘A conspiracy of women’...” Social Research, vol. 69, No. 3 (Fall 2002), pp. 710-711.
56 MCH 100 1.1 The constitution of the WNC, 6 February 1993.
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especially those who had been in exile overseas, saw the Women’s Charter as a
link between women and the legislative process. They wanted to see it as part
of the interim Constitution in the short term and eventually wanted it to be
incorporated into the Charter for Human Rights of the new government.57
The WNC’s national conference on the Women’s Charter took place from
25 to 27 February 1994. Delegates broke into groups to discuss both the
status and the content of the Women’s Charter. A few groups suggested that
it could be used as a political document and that a special committee could
turn it into a legal document, if necessary.58 That never happened. No formal
decision was taken on the Women’s Charter. It is indeed strange that the main
constitutional objective, one of the two main objectives of the WNC, was set
aside. The reason for this is unclear. It is possible that so little time was left
for the final negotiations that the position of a Women’s Charter did not play
a role. Another possibility is that the WNC lost its focus and momentum
after the appointment of the political candidates and that these candidates
lost interest. It would appear that early in 1994 there was a feeling that the
Women’s Charter merely had to be completed. Then at least something
tangible could be shown to the donors. Eventually the final draft was put
together in 48 hours by a mostly white team.59

Conclusion
Diversity is both our weakness and our strength. This announcement by Ann
Letsebe,60 Co-convenor, was true for the Afrikaner women who represented
Afrikaner women’s organisations. Due to their lack of political expertise and
the hostility they experienced from the black women, it was difficult to adjust
to the WNC. It became even more difficult when the political events in the
country had a direct influence on the WNC. The non-political image of the
WNC was seriously jeopardised because the WNC did not exist in a vacuum.
Furthermore the events at CODESA I and II and the multiparty negotiations,
and the eventual breakdown of negotiations, had an impact on the relations
and events within the WNC. Political tactics such as government’s passing of
the Bill of Fundamental Rights created even more division in the WNC.
57 SK Abrams, Fighting for women’s liberation during the liberation of South Africa: the Women’s National Coalition
(unpublished M.A. thesis, Wadham College, Oxford, 2000), pp. 10-11.
58 SK Abrams, Fighting for women’s liberation during the liberation of South Africa, pp. 95-96.
59 S Hassim, “’A conspiracy of women’...”, Social Research, vol. 69, No. 3 (Fall 2002), pp. 711 and 726.
60 MCH 100 3.2.2: National Council, reports, General Secretary on Council meeting, July 10-11, 1993.
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Despite these political events, Afrikaner women would have experienced the
WNC in a more positive way, if it could have focused on its goals. But one of
the main objectives of the WNC, namely to incorporate a Women’s Charter
into the country’s new constitution, failed. Although this was never directly
stated, the Women’s Charter project was delayed because the problems that
arose during the negotiation process affected the WNC as well. Apart from
the political tensions, the role players on the candidates list of the ANCWL
lost their focus on the task at hand, because the negotiating process proceeded
more quickly than the Women’s Charter campaign. The WNC eventually
fulfilled its mandate to complete the Charter, but the haste to complete it also
put the end result under suspicion.
It is also possible that the charge that the WNC was only a political
smokescreen was true and that the most important task of the WNC was
actually to educate eight million new (women) voters and to canvass their
votes.61 Although all the political parties could have used this educational task
for their own benefit, there were more accusations that this was in fact done
mainly by the ANC. After the leaders of the ANCWL, who were prominent
in the WNC, obtained seats in Parliament, the ANCWL turned its back on
the WNC. This is sufficient proof that the organisation used the WNC as
a political instrument. It can thus be readily accepted that the WNC was
created for political objectives.
Frene Ginwala’s injunction to the members of the WNC – “There also has
to be a conspiracy of women”62 – was not feasible since the diversity of the
women, in this case with respect to the differences in political ideologies,
made this impossible. However, the political undertones were problematic for
most Afrikaner women and many indicated this as the reason that they did
not want to be involved. The question arises as to why it upset them to such a
degree? Did they feel cheated as they unwittingly became part of the political
game, since their mere presence gave legitimacy to the WNC? Alternatively,
was it that the ANC alliance would be benefiting most from the political
interference? These accusations are serious, because if the mere existence of the
WNC gave the ANC a political advantage, it is only logical that other groups
– in this case Afrikaner women – would not take the “official” objectives of
the organisation seriously. It can be argued that this could have been the main
reason why Afrikaner women in the WNC, during the critical period between
61 See source reference in the discussion, and especially the sources of the WNC as a party-political front.
62 MCH 100 15.1.5.6 National Workshop, speech by Frene Ginwala, 25-26 April 1992.
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1991 and 1994, eventually remained largely uninvolved, stayed away and
were left with a sense of disillusionment.

Appendix
Member organisations of the WNC63
African Christian Democratic Party
African Council of Hawkers & Informal Business
African Women’s Organisation (PAC)
Afro Hairdressing and Beauty
ANC Emancipation Department
ANC Women’s League
Anglican Women’s Fellowship
ATKV-Dames
AZAPO Women’s Organisation
Black Association of Travel Agents of South Africa
Black Housewives League
Black Lawyers Association
Black Management Forum
Black Sash
Bophelo Impilo Community Association
Catholic Women’s League
Central Islamic Trust
COSATU
Dames Aktueel
Democratic Party
Development Bank
Disabled People of South Africa
63 Breaking the silence, an introduction to the Women’s Charter for effective equality (Women’s National Coalition,
no date). List is not complete, but was the only official list provided by the WNC. Afrikaner women’s
organisations and organisations with Afrikaans speaking women that played a role in the WNC, are underlined
by the researcher.
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Executive Women’s Club
Foundation for African Business
Consumer of Service
Friendship Forum
Girl Guides Association of South Africa
Grail Women’s Leadership Training
IDASA
lkageng Women’s Club
Inkatha Freedom Party
Institute of Contextual Theology
Interdenominational Prayer Women’s League
Jong Dames Dinamiek
KONTAK
Leadership institute
Methodist Women’s Manyano
Methodist Women’s Network
Municipal Educ. State Health and Allied Union
National Assembly of Women
National Association of Women Business Owners
National Congress of Trade Unions
National Council for the Physically Disabled
National Council for the Blind
National Council of Women of South Africa
National Party
National Spiritual Assembly of Bahai
National Stokvel Association of South Africa
National Union of Metalworkers
National Union of Mineworkers
National Youth Development Coordinating Committee
Ntataise
Pan African Congress
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People Opposing Women Abuse
Planned Parenthood Association
Prowaldo
Rural Women’s Movement
SA Agricultural Union (SA Landbou-unie)
SA Association Independent Schools
SA Association of Early Childhood
Educare
SA Association of Occupational Therapists
SA Association of University Women
SA Black Business and Professional Women’s Network
SA Black Social Workers’ Association
SA Black Taxi Association
SA Catholic Bishop’s Conference
SA Communist Party
SA Council of Churches
SA Democratic Teachers Union
SA Domestic Workers Union
SA Fashion Designers Association
SA Federation of Business & Professional Women
SA Police Service
SA Society of Physiotherapy
SA Student Congress
SA Catholic Bishops Conference
SA Association of Early Childhood Education
Suid-Afrikaanse Vrouefederasie
Soroptimists International SA
The Grail
The Women’s Lobby
TRAC
Transvaalse Landbou-unie
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UDUSA
Union of Jewish Women of South Africa
Vroue Diens
Women’s Leadership Institute
Women’s Legal Status Committee
Women for Peace
Women for South Africa (Vroue vir Suid-Afrika)
Women’s Bureau of South Africa (Vroueburo van Suid-Afrika)
Women’s Development Banking
World Vision
Young Women’s Network
YWCA
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The Congress of The People (COPE) leadership under siege:
The beginning of the end?
Chitja Twala
Department of History
University of the Free State
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Abstract
The article attempts to respond to the controversy of leadership squabbles
within the ranks of the Congress of the People (COPE). For the past few years,
COPE has become the home of divisions, factions and character assassination.
It is argued in the article that based on the malicious practices by some leaders
of this organisation, it might lose the realisation of its fundamental vision as
an alternative voice for South Africa. It is contended that COPE is not divided
along the lines of ideological differences, but due to leadership personalities
and preferences.
Keywords: COPE; Mosiuoa ‘Terror’ Lekota; Mbazima Shilowa; Mvume
Dandala; Leadership; Political squabbles; Leadership conflicts.

Introduction
When the Congress of the People (COPE) was officially launched in
December 2008 in Bloemfontein, it could not in the least be foreseen that in
less than two years, the party would be battling with leadership squabbles. I
argue in this article that the crisis in COPE is a result of internal squabbles
which is a manifestation of the crisis of leadership. Ironically, the squabbles
came from its founding fathers, namely Mosiuoa ‘Terror’ Lekota and Mbazima
Shilowa, who were interim President and Deputy President respectively. With
Lekota being accused of dividing the party with his alleged dictatorial views
and leadership style and Shilowa viewed as having joined the party for selfenrichment, the party therefore lacked a uniting symbolic figure at the helm.
The singular defining element of COPE’s organisational crisis was that
the leadership had lost credibility and to a certain extent, failed to restore
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it throughout its almost two years of existence. The period of Lekota and
Shilowa’s leadership created an organisational mode of perpetual instability,
internal conflict and lack of focus on what really mattered, namely challenging
the African National Congress (ANC) and making some inroads into the
latter’s electorate. It is clear that even though the crisis of leadership did not
apply uniformly throughout the structures of the party, the overall picture
remained the same.
It should be noted that since 2009 the ongoing battles have developed into
a public dispute between what has become known as the Lekota group and
the Shilowa group. Without doubt, leadership squabbles have taken their toll
on COPE, which since its formation, has struggled to make its presence felt,
despite being South Africa’s third largest political party with 37 representatives
in the National Assembly (NA). Engulfed in leadership squabbles, it remains
to be seen as to whether COPE will be equal to the task of being an alternative
to the ANC.
In this article the root problem of these squabbles in the party which was
dubbed ‘an alternative to the African National Congress (ANC)’ is explored.
It focuses mainly on the political leadership squabbles of COPE as presented
by both academics and journalists. The article also attempts to answer the
following questions about the leadership squabbles within COPE: Is the
ANC involved in destabilising COPE as one of the opposition parties? Apart
from the ANC, is there another force that is attempting to destabilise COPE?
Why are some members of COPE returning to the ANC? Are the squabbles
amongst the leaders of COPE ideological or personal? Can the leadership
squabbles within COPE be seen as the party being at war with itself? The
article further highlights the impact of the squabbles on the membership of
the party.
Despite the vibe caused and the rationale behind the formation of COPE,
the article intends to trace the missteps that led to the leadership squabbles
of the party that 1,3 million voters who voted for it during the April 2009
general elections had thought would become an important political option
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to the ANC.1 However, with the leadership squabbles during and after those
elections, the party has experienced difficulties in putting its house in order.
For the purpose of this article and due to its contemporary nature, a number
of newspaper and academic articles were consulted. Oral testimonies were
also taken into consideration. The information from all these sources proved
to be of value for this article.

A brief historical background to the formation of COPE
I argue in this article that unless the ongoing wrangling is brought to a halt,
the leadership issue resolved once and for all at elective conferences nationally
and provincially, and discipline imposed, COPE will fail dismally to make an
impact in the local government elections which are scheduled for May 2011.
Failure to resolve the leadership squabbles could also cause the party to become
increasingly irrelevant in the South African political landscape. In order to
fully understand the leadership squabbles within COPE, a brief historical
background with reference to its formation is necessary. The possible reasons
that inform the squabbles for leadership within COPE are also discussed.
After the Polokwane Conference of the ANC in December 2007, it became
clear that a split in the party was imminent.2 Those defeated in Polokwane
were said to be disillusioned with the new incoming leadership of Jacob Zuma.
Animosity, because of leadership squabbles within the ANC intensified until
1

2

For more information on COPE and the April 2009 elections see JCM Venter & N Glober, “South African
National Elections, 1994-2009: A contextual comparison”, Journal for Contemporary History, (35)3, December
2010, pp. 1-20; C Twala, “The Congress of the People (COPE): A new political dynamic during the April
2009 campaign and election?”, Journal for Contemporary History, (35)3, December 2010, pp. 89-111; PW
Heydenrych, “The 2009 South African elections: Implications for the provinces”, Journal for Contemporary
History, (35)3, December 2010, pp. 112-129; A Duvenhage, “Die algemene verkiesing van 2009 en die postverkiesingsomgewing in Suid-Afrika: Enkele strategiese perspektiewe”, Journal for Contemporary History, (35)3,
December 2010, pp. 149-178; S Booysen, “Congress of the People: Between foothold of hope and slippery
slope”, in R Southall & J Daniel (eds), Zunami! The 2009 South African elections (Johannesburg, 2009), pp. 8586; M Ndletyana, “Congress of the People: A promise betrayed”, Journal of African Elections, 9(2), 2010, 32-55.
For more information on the Polokwane Conference of the ANC, see S Fikeni, “The Polokwane moment and
South Africa’s democracy at the crossroads”, in P Kagwanja & K Kondlo, State of the Nation: South Africa 2008
(Cape Town, 2009), pp. 3-34; C Twala, “An historical overview of the 52nd conference of the African National
Congress in Limpopo”, Journal for Contemporary History, 33(3), December 2008, pp. 156-176; B Pottinger,
The Mbeki legacy (Cape Town, 2008), p. 321; M Ndletyana, “COPE – The beginning of the resolution of
ideological contestation within the African National Congress”, Seminar Paper presented at the University of
South Africa (UNISA), 29 July 2009, p. 2; Pottinger, pp. 322-328; African National Congress, “Political report
to the ANC’s 52nd national conference” (African National Congress, Polokwane, 17 December 2007); WM
Gumede, “South Africa: Jacob Zuma and the difficulties of consolidating South Africa’s democracy”, African
Affairs, 107(427), pp. 261-271.
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mid-2008 when a proposal for the formation of a new political party came to
the fore by those who were deemed to be dissatisfied with the leadership that
had been chosen in Polokwane.3 When Lekota served ‘divorce papers’ on the
ANC, it was clear that the ruling party, for the first time since 1994, faced
an opposition coming from within its structure. The hosting of a successful
convention in Sandton added fresh impetus to the politics of South Africa.4
With Zuma being what some termed a ‘flawed candidate’ for the presidency
of the ANC and later President of South Africa, the country was receptive
to a new party to begin to undermine the ANC’s majority. L Piper and H
Matisonn also explained that the emergence of COPE promised a more
meaningful party pluralism and would be taking the pressure for democratic
competition off the ANC’s internal processes in the future.5 A Butler of the
University of the Witwatersrand argued on a positive note that the formation
of COPE provided a home for some of the most reviled Mbeki loyalists. It
also made it easier for many Mbeki loyalists to remain in the ANC because
desertions to the new party could be electorally dangerous.6Political analyst,
X Mangcu accepts political misjudgment of Lekota by stating: 7
One of my biggest mistakes as a political commentator was a suggestion I
made that the ANC ought to look to Mosiuoa Lekota as a successor to Mbeki.
The argument was motivated by the following reasoning. For fifteen years the
ANC had been run by individuals and factions that had spent the better part
of their lives either in prison (as with Nelson Mandela) or in exile (as with
Thabo Mbeki). While Mandela did a brilliant job in bringing us back from
the precipice of racial conflagration and while Mbeki did his bit in trumpeting
transformation, neither had experience of the mass democratic movement.
South Africa, it seemed to me, needed a leader who would steer it away from
Mbeki’s racial nativism and the authoritarian leadership characteristic of
the ANC’s exile culture. I was warned by many in the ANC that I did not
understand their organisation or Lekota. Apparently Lekota had ensconced
himself in the bosom of Mbeki’s power network… Lekota approached politics
like a street fighter: brash, abrasive and outright rude. Once in a radio interview
with John Perlman he called me a ‘young man’ who did not understand the
ANC. Those were the days when he was still defending the ANC.

3
4
5
6
7

M Gevisser, Thabo Mbeki: The dream deferred (Jonathan Ball Publishers, Johannesburg, 2009), p. 334.
R Louw, “Suspension of Mosioua Lekota is certain to lead to split in ANC and possible formation of new party”,
Southern Africa Report, 26(42), 17 October 2008, p. 1.
L Piper & H Matisonn, “Democracy by accident: The rise of Zuma and the renaissance of the tripartite
alliance”, Representation, 45(2), 2009, p. 143.
A Butler, “The African National Congress under Jacob Zuma”, J Daniel, P Naidoo et.al., New South African
Review 1: 2010: Development or decline? (Wits University Press, Johannesburg, 2010), p. 173.
X Mangcu, The democratic moment: South Africa’s prospects under Jacob Zuma (Jacana Media, Sunnyside, 2009),
p. 119.
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The subject of the formation of COPE elicited academic debates from
historians, politicians and political scientists alike. For example, I wrote the
following about COPE’s formation: “It remains to be seen whether COPE
will not be a shapeless amoeba that picks up everything and everyone who has
a gripe about Zuma’s ANC.”8
The recalling of Mbeki as the country’s president was one other reason for
the formation of COPE. R Kasrils, former Minister of Intelligence, wrote
in the Mail & Guardian that the formation of COPE was a result of the
ANC leadership’s failure to heal wounds and build unity after the Polokwane
conference. He accused the new leadership of being vicious and relentless in
humiliating and marginalising anyone perceived to have been in the so-called
Mbeki camp.9 After Lekota had served the ‘divorce papers’ on the ANC and
the formation of COPE was on the cards for those disgruntled ANC members,
it was interesting to monitor the differences between COPE and the ANC.10
In essence, the leadership of COPE had to convince the supporters at odds
with the ANC not to stay and fight the party from within. Although a new
party was necessary to highlight the ANC’s faults, the supporters needed to
be convinced about the fundamental differences between the new party and
the ANC. This was a dilemma with which any party breaking away from the
ANC was confronted.11
The formation of COPE was welcomed as an indication of the maturity
of democracy in South Africa. It was launched on 16 December 2008, was
heralded as the alternative party to the ANC and promised to contest the April
2009 election. The launching conference was held at the University of the
Free State in Bloemfontein. About 3 000 delegates attended the conference.12
The leadership squabbles that had confronted the ANC before the launch of
COPE are still being experienced by the leadership of this party. I contend
that this is due to the fact that most of COPE’s members and leaders came
from the ANC; perhaps they brought their past differences with them to the
8

C Twala, “The formation of the Congress of the People (COPE): A realistic challenge to the ANC?” Journal for
Contemporary History, 34(2), June 2009, p. 126.
9 Mail & Guardian, 17-23 October 2008. See also S Booysen, “Congress of the People: Between foothold of hope
and slippery slope”, in R Southall and J Daniel (eds), Zunami! The 2009 South African elections (Jacana Media,
Johannesburg, 2009), p. 87.
10 R Louw, (ed.), “Suspension of Mosioua Lekota is certain to lead to split in ANC and possible formation of new
party”, Southern Africa Report, 26(42), 17 October 2008, p. 1.
11 C Twala, “The formation of the Congress of the People (COPE)…” Journal for Contemporary History, 34(2),
June 2009, p. 127.
12 The Times, 19 December 2008; Sunday Times, 2 November 2008; R Louw, (ed.), “ ‘Rainbow’ COPE launches
and girds itself for elections”, Southern Africa Report, 27(1), 9 January 2009, pp. 2-3.
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new party. Without doubt, the advent of COPE kept the ANC’s leadership
on its toes. It became clear that the latter was going to be challenged by a new
party comprising people who came from its ranks.
It should be noted that the advent of COPE had an immediate impact upon
the South African public, as well as on the ANC. The ANC was confronted
with a situation in which it had to counter COPE’s activities, as well as
defend itself against the allegations made against it, of being a party allegedly
promoting corruption. Furthermore, L Piper and H Matisonn argue that
through the emergence of COPE, changes in the South African political
landscape have been matched by a concern over the future of the country.
According to them, much of this has to do with the character of Zuma as
a leader, because over the last few years he has been portrayed in the public
realm as a corrupt politician, directly involved in receiving money from the
French arms manufacturer, T Holdings. Indeed, his financial adviser, S Shaik,
was convicted on corruption and fraud charges in 2007 for payments he and
his companies had made to Zuma. Piper and Matisonn further argue that
Zuma has also been portrayed as a misogynist, both for being a traditional
Zulu patriarch (as evidenced by his polygamy), and by charges of rape that
had been brought against him in 2006 by a 31-year-old family friend with
whom he admitted to have had sex.13 Zuma’s ascendance to the presidency of
the ANC and later of the country was seen by Piper in terms of personalitybased politics which led to the formation of COPE.14

Possible reasons for the leadership squabbles within COPE
Policy differences or principles?
Essentially, the challenge COPE faced from the start was that it was not
formed because of differences around policy and principles but out of anger
at the events at Polokwane when ANC ‘president’, T Mbeki, and those who
supported him, were defeated and subjected to a barrage of insults. Therefore,
the policies presented by COPE to the electorate ahead of the April 2009
general elections did not differ significantly from those of the ANC.15 It was
13 L Piper & H Matisonn, “Democracy by accident…” Representation, 45(2), 2009, p. 145. For more information
on this see also A Feinstein, After the party: A personal and political journey inside the ANC (Jonathan Ball
Publishers, Johannesburg, 2007), pp. 208-236.
14 L Piper, “The Zuma watershed: From post-apartheid to post-colonial politics in South Africa”, Representation
42(2), 2009, pp. 101-102.
15 The Herald, 3 May 2010.
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clear that COPE’s ‘fragile’ ideological foundation made it vulnerable. From
the outset, COPE never clearly distinguished itself from the ANC. COPE
was accused by the ANC of trying to hijack its identity and traditions.
Reference was made to the fact that COPE had accused the ANC of having
deviated from the Freedom Charter and that it suddenly was becoming an
anti-corruption champion.16 Ironically, some of COPE’s leaders were at some
point in the ANC leadership and in governmental positions.17 Therefore, I
opine in this article that until such time that COPE presents clear policies
that set it apart from the ANC, leadership squabbles will continue because
members who joined the party left the ANC because of the struggle for
leadership positions, an action which later resulted in the recalling of Mbeki as
the country’s president. In short, there were arguments that some members of
COPE brought these ‘bad’ habits with them into the new party. As indicated
above, without a clearly defined ideological identity, COPE remained in the
shadow of the ANC and was likely to inherit the ruling party’s culture of
bitter leadership battles.18

Reverend Dandala’s presidential candidacy
The main problems within COPE continued when the Rev’d. M Dandala19
became COPE’s presidential candidate during the April 2009 elections.
Parachuting Dandala into this position was an attempt to quell the leadership
squabbles between Lekota and Shilowa. Dandala was regarded as a ‘political
outsider’.20 Although the political analysts and commentators welcomed the
move of bringing in Dandala to neutralise the leadership squabbles within the
16 Lekota and his supporters claimed that the post-Polokwane leadership of the ANC, through their utterances
and actions, digressed from the Freedom Charter. The enmity between the COPE founder members and the
ANC was not about whether the Freedom Charter was good or bad as in 1959 when the Africanists broke away
from the ANC, but whether the ANC had deviated from policy. For more information on the 1959 events, read
T Lodge, “The Pan-Africanist Congress, 1959-1990”, in I Liebenberg, F Lortan, et.al., The long march: The story
of the struggle for liberation in South Africa (Penrose Book Printers, Pretoria, 1994), pp. 104-124.
17 Citizen, 4 June 2010.
18 COPE was deliberately launched as a fresh, young and progressive alternative to the ANC, but unlike the ANC,
the party had no struggle roots. The name, Congress of the People tried to evoke the 1956 Freedom Charter.
This was an effort to erase perceptions that the party had been founded because of sour grapes over the ousting
of Mbeki. See Star, 28 May 2010.
19 On 23 February 2009, the COPE CNC finalised the process of the selection of its candidate for the position
of President of the Republic of South Africa. Dandala was an experienced leader of the Methodist Church and
civil society.
20 Although the leadership of COPE supported the presidential candidacy of Dandala, there were mixed feeling by
the party’s members about this. Dandala was viewed as an imposed leader who had no background concerning
the founding principles of COPE.
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party, this move was interpreted by Lekota and his supporters as ‘a motion of
no confidence’ in his (Lekota’s) leadership. Some arguments posed by both
political analysts and commentators was that when Dandala was made the
presidential candidate of the party, Lekota should have stepped aside, but this
did not happen because he continued being president of the party. Despite
the availability of Dandala as a presidential candidate, Lekota’s ambitions to
lead the party continued.21
It may be argued that the above was going to assist Lekota in protecting his
political integrity because it was clear that if he were to continue leading the
party, Shilowa’s supporters would resist. For example, Mangcu argued that by
accepting the presidential candidacy of COPE, Dandala confirmed that he
was at the forefront of those who lost with Mbeki at Polokwane. Therefore,
Dandala had to put up a political fight against a formidable competitor such
as Zuma. It was clear from the outset that this parachuting of Dandala into the
leadership position was not going to be sustainable. The battle for leadership
continued when shortly before the election campaign Lekota announced
that the election posters and the ballot papers would carry his face instead of
Dandala’s.22 Without doubt, this announcement further complicated matters
as it was not clear to the electorate as to who really represented COPE. Thus,
COPE entered into an election race without a clear message about who was
ultimately in charge, Lekota or Dandala.
Image 1: The cartoon below depicts the struggle for leadership within COPE.

Source: The Times, 14 July 2009
21 Sowetan, 18 June 2010.
22 X Mangcu, The democratic moment …, (Sunnyside, 2009), pp. 121-122.
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It is, however, interesting to note that prior to the April 2009 elections,
COPE’s leaders did not call one another names as has been the case shortly
before its policy conference. During this period, COPE was projected as the
party that could ‘save the ANC from itself ’ and save South Africa from oneparty domination.23 Perhaps this was an attempt to present a united front
against the ANC, whilst at the same time the leaders were harbouring hatred
for one another. After the April 2009 elections, it became clear that there
existed two factions within COPE; namely, one that supported Lekota and
the other in favour of Shilowa. Without doubt, these two distinct groupings
within COPE led to its polarisation. It was also unclear as to why these two
leaders would be at each other’s throats if they both subscribed to the vision
of COPE. It may be argued that the clash between these two leaders was a
personal one underpinned by the struggle for leadership of the party.
Although the party managed to garner about 1,3 million votes during the
elections, cracks became evident. In the main, the battle was about who
controlled COPE. On the one hand, there were arguments that Dandala,
as the leader of the party in Parliament, was to have more say in the party’s
affairs. On the other, there were arguments that Lekota as the party’s President
should be in control. In that confusion, there were other supporters of the
party who backed Shilowa as the leader who could take over from Lekota as
President during the party’s elective conference which was scheduled for the
beginning of 2010.

The problems with the holding of the party’s conference and continued
mudslinging by leaders
On Monday 26 April 2010, the Congress National Committee (CNC)
had intended to hold a special meeting to discuss, amongst other things, the
question of holding a conference towards the end of May. The meeting had to
be called off because members did not form a quorum. It was not surprising
when members such as P Dexter, H Ndude and S Ngonyama who were said to
be siding with Lekota, did not attend. These members allegedly heard about a
plot to pass a vote of no confidence in Lekota during the planned meeting.24
Their absence from the meeting led to the meeting being cancelled. A Mda
23 R Southall, “The Congress of the People: Challenges for South African democracy”, Representation, (45)2, July
2009, pp. 173-190.
24 The Times, 30 April 2010.
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of the COPE Youth Movement stated the following about non-attendance at
the meeting: 25
Lekota has consistently dispatched SMSes to influence members not to
attend the meeting of the special CNC on Monday April 26, 2010. COPE
Youth Movement also notes that Ndude, Ngonyama and Dexter, who have
failed in executing their tasks, became champions of anarchy unleashed by
Lekota to undermine the integrity of Lobe. Lekota is unleashing a ‘mafia and
thug approach’ every time he does not get his way.

By 4 October 2009, Shilowa issued a conciliatory statement when he
addressed the party’s two-day strategy workshop at the Aloe Ridge Hotel,
Muldersdrift. He remarked: 26
As COPE followers, we should leave our ANC baggage of infighting and
factionalism behind and focus on our new organisation. Don’t reinvent
the wheel for your own sake. We don’t to look like the ANC… Let’s not
be internally focused. Our own internal issues should not generate negative
publicity for the party.

Besides the above-mentioned problems, in an attempt to prevent Shilowa
from contesting the party’s presidential portfolio, Lekota alleged that there
were financial irregularities with funds allocated to the party by Parliament.
Shilowa was accused of mismanaging the party’s funds. The persistence of
internal problems such as the alleged misuse of party resources, poor financial
control, weak administrative systems, an ineffective infrastructure and weak
disciplinary systems, suggested a lack of authoritative leadership, either
collectively or in the individuals at leadership level, to improve the situation.
Lekota was also prepared to ask the Auditor-General, T Nombembe, to be a
state witness in any case arising from what he alleged to be the disappearance
of millions of rand from COPE’s parliamentary funds. Lekota argued that
Shilowa failed to account for about R20 million in the parliamentary funds.�
The R20 million had been entrusted to Shilowa by the Independent Electoral
Commission (IEC) as COPE’s share of funding made available to parties
represented in Parliament by the National Treasury.
Although the issue of alleged mismanagement of COPE’s funds proved
to be important, the two leaders were in a life-and-death struggle over the
leadership of the party. The move by Lekota to force Shilowa to account for
25 Sowetan, 28 April 2010.
26 The Times, 5 October 2009.
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the funds was propelled by the fact that A Louw of the Cape Town firm
Visser Louw Professional Accountants made an affidavit that confirmed that
he had been asked by Shilowa to audit the party’s books. Louw explained the
following about his situation as an auditor: 27
I was employed only at the beginning of March, but noticed that in my
appointment letter, Shilowa had backdated my appointment to 1 June 2009.
I realised that should I remain silent on this matter, it will appear as if I
performed certain auditing functions from that date, when in truth and in
fact, I did not perform these functions at that stage. I rejected the appointment
on that basis and agreed to do an internal audit of the accounts since the
inception of Cope, but not on a backdated basis, although it included the
review of accounts backdated… The invoice I was asked to submit would have
created the same false impression and would have defrauded to pay for work
that was never undertaken.

On 29 April 2010 COPE’s leaders in Parliament, Dandala and Lobe came
out against the call by Lekota for a forensic audit of the party’s parliamentary
finances. In a joint statement Dandala and Lobe defended Shilowa and
dismissed Lekota’s claims indicating that the CNC was aware of the concern
over parliamentary funds and that the audited statements were being
prepared.28 Faced with possible disciplinary charges for publicly attacking
Shilowa, Lekota chose to apologise for questioning the integrity of his
colleague during or before a meeting of COPE’s national committee.29
The above act by Lekota of accusing Shilowa of the mismanagement of the
party’s funds was interpreted as an attempt to discredit him. When these
allegations emerged, Shilowa was abroad. Shilowa’s group also retaliated
by indicating that Lekota had made a R3 million claim against COPE for
work done by a printing company known as the ‘Black Sheep Concepts’. The
company was said to have close ties with Lekota. It was alleged that Lekota
wanted to render COPE bankrupt for not being able to hold a conference. The
allegations were denied by Lekota who argued that it was a smear campaign
intended to oust him from his position as President of the party. Supporters of
Lekota however, accused Shilowa of trying to divert attention from allegations
that he was using funds allocated by Parliament for constituency work to run
his election campaign.30
27 Star, 11 May 2010.
28 Sowetan, 30 April 2010.
29 R Louw, (ed.), “COPE’s Lekota-Shilowa rift destroying concept of opposition alliance and helping to keep SA
a one-party dominant state”, Southern Africa Report, (28)18, 7 May 2010, p. 2.
30 The Times, 26 May 2010.
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As if the above accusations levelled against Shilowa were not enough, Lekota
further declared that Shilowa awarded a R580 000 contract to a company,
C-Yoyo Logistics, owned by the COPE Youth Movement Secretary, M Booi,
who was said to be in a key position in campaigning for Shilowa to become
President of the party. Lekota claimed that the contract was awarded without
any tendering process having been followed.31 The above-mentioned contract
money included thousands spent on ‘branded carpets’, picture frames, leather
couches, banners, gold-plated name plates and coffee tables. Lekota also
alleged that the campaigns against him were part of a move to remove him
from the party’s presidency to cover up the alleged irregularities by Shilowa.32
The matter was complicated further by the release of a report from Mazars
Audit and Accounting firm. This report cleared Shilowa of any wrongdoing in
as far as the party’s funds were concerned. The report indicated that the funds
had been spent for the purposes authorised.33 However, the auditor’s report
was rejected by Lekota who viewed it as a cover-up for Shilowa’s acts. Lekota’s
attack on Shilowa and the spirited reaction it drew, clearly indicated that the
party was in serious disarray, riven by faction fighting and personality clashes.
Besides having other senior members of the party supporting Shilowa, the
COPE Youth Movement also endorsed him as the preferred candidate to
lead the party. The movement blamed Lekota for the failure of the party to
attract members who initially sympathised with the group that had broken
away from the ANC to form COPE. They also blamed him for failing to lure
some of his former colleagues in Mbeki’s administration, who had initially
endorsed the formation of COPE. This was an indication that the whole
COPE idea hinged on the argument that Mbeki had been ill-treated by
the ANC who unilaterally dismissed a sitting president without the voters
having a say. Lekota was also blamed for securing funding from the Afrikaans
business communities, a campaign which yielded little results, but served to
isolate black funders because the party became associated with the Afrikaner
business people. Lekota’s decision to pay homage to the slain Afrikaner

31 R Louw, (ed.), “COPE in the struggle for power between Lekota and Shilowa”, Southern Africa Report, 28(17),
30 April 2010, p. 6.
32 Sowetan, 30 April 2010; Rapport, 9 May 2010.
33 Sowetan, 8 June 2010.
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Weerstandsbeweging (AWB)34 leader, E Terre’Blanche, was also negatively
interpreted by the youth movement and cost him politically.35
On 1 and 2 May 2010, through Lekota’s instructions, the CNC convened
a meeting in Johannesburg with the aim of ironing out leadership issues.
Surprisingly, this meeting was called while Shilowa was still in Japan on
a birthday holiday. As early as Friday 30 April 2010, COPE structures in
KwaZulu-Natal threw their weight behind Lekota when they called for
Shilowa’s suspension due to allegations of financial mismanagement. The
chairperson of the party’s South Coast region, B Khusi, stated: 36
It’s an allegation, if he’s got nothing to hide; he must step down as chief whip
and accounting officer, pending an investigation. This must be done before the
conference… If the comrade is guilty, he must be expelled.

On the other hand, N Gqomo, the Eastern Cape provincial leader remarked
that: 37
Any call for the suspension of Shilowa is wrong; it is disingenuous and
uncalled for. We are talking here about an angry president, a paranoid
president who is scared of contestation. COPE is not a one man led party
such as the UDM.

The above two statements by the provincial leaders of COPE clearly show
that the party was in crisis. The impression given by these two leaders indicate
that the party was divided into two factions. It was therefore up to Lekota and
Shilowa to reconcile in order to save the party from further divisions. However,
from these leaders, no one wanted to bow down or reach a compromise. The
following section addresses the controversial May 2010 policy conference and
clearly highlights the issue that a compromise was far from possible.

34 The Afrikaner Weerstandsbeweging (AWB) is a South African white separatist movement founded on 7 July
1973 by conservative Afrikaners in Heidelberg. Since its inception, the AWB has attracted criticism from the
liberal anti-apartheid activists. The AWB’s founding members included Eugene Terre’Blanche who subsequently
occupied the post of leader until his assassination in 2009. The AWB’s origin lay in an earlier right-wing party,
the Herstigte Nasionale Party which vehemently opposed the reforms of the Apartheid government from1966
onwards. For more information on the AWB see H Kotze & A Greyling, Political organizations in South Africa:
A-Z, (Tafelberg Publishers, Cape Town, 1994), pp. 97-102.
35 Sowetan, 16 April 2010.
36 Sunday Times, 2 May 2010.
37 Sunday Times, 2 May 2010.
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The controversial May 2010 policy conference
COPE was meant to hold its policy conference at the St George Hotel near
Pretoria on Friday 28 May 2010. This day, in fact, witnessed an unpredictable
political drama due to the differences and tensions that existed between the
party members. The Shilowa group turned the conference into an elective
one.38 It had been apparent for weeks before the day of the conference that
Lekota was on the political back foot in the race to become the first elected
leader of the party. It was therefore convenient for the Lekota group to
highlight prima facie irregularities in the process of auditing branches and
memberships. These were, of course, legitimate concerns as the integrity of
the elective conference would depend on a credible branch and membership
verification process.39 Equally, the Shilowa group downplayed the abovementioned concerns, possibly for their own political gain. This group wanted
to proceed with an elective conference which would most likely see Shilowa
emerge as party leader.
The Shilowa group insisted on holding the conference with the aim of it
being an elective one, while the Lekota group indicated that the party was not
ready to hold such a conference, and therefore called for its postponement.40
The latter group argued the following against holding the conference: Firstly,
of the 2 000 odd branches who were supposed to send delegates to the
conference, half were said to have been disqualified because it was alleged
that they were not properly registered. This meant that almost half of the 1,3
million COPE voters would be eliminated in matters of policy and leadership.
For the Lekota group, the above reasons were justification enough to stop the
conference from being a policy or an elective one. Against this backdrop,
it was not surprising that the weekend of 27-30 May 2010 would end in
a showdown between the two factions. In trying to address this problem,
Lekota stated the following: 41
This is a complicated issue. I have said before and will say it again: We,
Shilowa, Lobe, Dandala and I are caretaker leaders until such time as we can
say, with integrity that we were democratically elected. A true democratic
process has not been implemented until now; we as a party were simply too
38 Lekota’s group wanted him as President, P Dexter as first Deputy President, J Killian as second Deputy President
and S Ngonyama as General Secretary. The other faction wanted Shilowa in the top spot, C Lobe as first
Deputy, M George as second Deputy and M Dandala as General Secretary. However, Dandala later resigned as
a member of COPE.
39 Business Day, 31 May 2010.
40 Sunday Independent, 30 May 2010.
41 Sunday Independent, 23 May 2010.
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young. This national congress was meant to put this matter to rest. However, in
order to make this congress legitimate, democracy has to start in the branches
and work its way up to the eventual leadership. If the branch audit process is
flawed or biased, everything thereafter is flawed. We should not be having a
congress to ‘save face’ or because we, as leaders, are too proud to admit we are
not prepared.

Secondly, the CNC had failed to pass the budget before thinking about
holding the conference. The party needed to get some funding before its plans
for holding a conference could be facilitated. Lekota argued that after getting
the funds, the treasurer should present the recommendations to the Congress
Working Committee (CWC) first. According to Lekota, this was supposed to
happen on Monday 24 May 2010 during the CWC meeting. Procedurally,
this was to be approved on 27 May 2010, the day the conference was scheduled
to start. Thirdly, Lekota lamented that COPE’s audit procedure was in arrears
and that that could lead to the party’s funds being frozen. If the funds were
frozen, it would be difficult to hold the conference.42
Although the above arguments by Lekota necessitated the postponement of
the conference, a counter argument came from the Secretary-General of the
party, C Lobe. Lobe was viewed by the Lekota group as a Shilowa supporter.
The counter arguments that she advanced were regarded as coming from the
Shilowa group, despite the fact that she spoke as Secretary-General of COPE.
Lobe disagreed with Lekota when she stated: 43
The national leadership made a deliberate decision at the beginning of
this year to steer the organisation towards this important milestone… In
an unfortunate development, certain leaders of COPE have been making
calls outside the organisation’s structures for the congress to be postponed.
Unacceptably, these calls were not made in a meeting of the national leadership
convened last weekend… The books are being audited at head office and in
parliament. Both processes are going smoothly. In fact the CNC has already
approved, preliminarily, the treasurer’s report that will serve next week in front
of the congress.

The above mentioned verbal attacks were an indication that COPE was
beset by internal organisational weaknesses and tensions instead of exercising
a powerful political challenge to the ANC. In spite of the differences on the
handling of the party members, such as the holding of the elective conference,
COPE’s future was being contested by forces that prioritised personal influence
42 Sunday Times, 23 May 2010.
43 Sunday Independent, 23 May 2010.
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and those that wanted to concentrate on building organisational power.
In a compromise bid to avoid court action to call off the planned conference,
the CNC decided a week before the conference to focus the party’s attention
on policy matters rather than make it an elective one. A decision to save
the party was reached by the delegates. The delegates recommended that
both Lekota and Shilowa would remain in their respective positions until
the elective conference in September 2010.44 It was surprising that on Friday
28 May 2010, delegates voted to revert back to an elective conference. It was
interesting to note that despite the refusal by Lekota for the conference to be
held, the Shilowa group continued holding the purported policy conference.
A vote of no confidence in Lekota and Dexter was declared. Shilowa,
therefore, became the party’s interim President.45 To the surprise of many of
Lekota’s supporters, what was supposed to be a policy conference turned out
to be an elective one. They argued that this was done to eject Lekota from
the leadership position.46 This prompted some in the Lekota group to accuse
fellow members of luring them to an event which was, all along, intended to
be an elective one.
Furthermore, it is interesting to note that both leaders, Lekota and Shilowa,
were silent when COPE was being factionalised in their names. Questions to
be asked are: What divided these two leaders as President and Deputy President
of COPE? Was there any ideological or management conflict between Lekota
and Shilowa? Even if COPE wanted to hold its elective conference in September
2010, it was clear that leadership squabbles would persist if the following were
not defined: provision of the guidelines in the nomination process which
should define parameters of lobbying; having membership numbers audited
in order to avoid mushrooming of membership and branches just before an
elective conference; an electoral body to be instituted in order to supervise the
auditing of branches, nominations and elections because these two factions
cannot be referees and players at the same time. However, the above did not
happen and COPE experienced further leadership squabbles because the
policy conference never took place in September 2010.
The public discord was not only between Lekota and Shilowa. Other members
of the party at leadership level attacked one another in attempts to defend
either of the two leaders. For example, on Monday 26 April 2010 Dexter
44 The Times, 28 May 2010.
45 Beeld, 8 June 2010.
46 Sunday Times, 30 May 2010.
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and A Nkuhlu were at each other’s throats when interviewed by Radio Metro
on the Sakhina Talk-show. Nkulu justified Shilowa’s attempts to contest the
presidential position. This interview degenerated into a mudslinging exercise
by the above-mentioned leaders of COPE.47

Lekota and the court interdict
Lekota and his supporters staged a walkout at what was supposed to be a
policy conference which turned into being an elective conference. At this
conference Shilowa was nominated unopposed by his supporters as the party’s
new President.48 In response to this, Lekota went to the Johannesburg High
Court to prevent the alleged ‘hijacking’ of the party by Shilowa’s group, given
the earlier decision by the CNC not to have an elective conference which
overruled the decision. In court papers Lekota also wanted COPE’s accounts
to be placed under curatorship while a full forensic audit was conducted.49
During the conference, a quorum of delegates successfully passed a vote of no
confidence in both Lekota and the party’s national spokesperson, P Dexter.
Lekota’s lawyer, A Kika, confirmed he had lodged the appeal for the vote of
no confidence in Lekota to be set aside and for his reinstatement as party
President. Lekota also wanted the court to prevent COPE’s leadership from
axing any Member of Parliament (MP) or legislators in provinces.50
Justifying their walkout during the conference proceedings, Dexter explained: 51
The core founding leadership of COPE has decided to withdraw from the
conference and to institute an urgent court interdict to prevent the hijacking
of the party by a factionalist group set on destroying it, and to prevent further
abuse of party resources. The plan to oust Lekota was apparently hatched on
Thursday morning soon after he had agreed to allow the congress to continue.

Tensions ran high between the two factions on Friday 28 May 2010
as Shilowa, Lobe and other party leaders had to be heavily protected by
bodyguards. The two rival groups sang provocative songs. Several Lekota
supporters had placards that read: “Shilowa, go back to your ANC bosses
and tell them the plan has failed”; and “No Lekota, no COPE” as well as
47
48
49
50
51

Sakhina Talk-show on Radio Metro, 26 April 2010.
Business Day, 31 May 2010.
Sunday Independent, 30 May 2010.
Star, 2 June 2010.
Sunday Times, 30 May 2010.
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“Lekota is our leader”.52 Lekota supporters also described Shilowa’s faction as
“an aggressive, cavalier party that plays fast and loose with public money”.53
Shilowa supporters in turn, praised their leader in their slogans. This was
a clear indication that the party had been torn apart by the power struggle
between Lekota and Shilowa for the presidency of the party.
Judge M Makume ruled that the election which took place during the
conference was in contravention of a resolution by COPE’s CNC. Makume
indicated that the party was interdicted from conducting elections and that
the act had to be deferred for four months. Responding to the court interdict,
Shilowa said the party would investigate whether there were grounds to
appeal against the decision. Lekota’s action angered Shilowa’s group to the
extent that they proposed a motion that he and Dexter be expelled from the
party.54 Therefore, it remained to be seen as to whether the move would be
successful or not.
On 1 June 2010, Shilowa as the acting COPE President filed a separate
appeal in the Johannesburg High Court against Judge Makume’s decision
to grant Lekota an interdict prohibiting the party from holding elections
for a new leadership.55 It became clear that the fate of COPE was not likely
to be determined by Lekota or Shilowa, but the courts. Judge R Mathopo
reinstated Lekota as the party’s leader and stated that Shilowa’s nomination to
the position was unconstitutional. The reinstatement of Lekota proved to be
victorious for him and his supporters.56
The struggle for leadership between the two leaders continued when Shilowa
applied to the Johannesburg High Court to appeal against the reinstatement
of Lekota. Shilowa’s appeal, if successful, would suspend the court ruling
by Judge Mathopo. Although Shilowa was convinced that his appeal would
be successful, he also believed that the leadership squabbles within COPE
would be resolved by an elective conference of the party. For Shilowa, this
was a political challenge which needed a political solution.57 Shilowa further
maintained that no leader should be imposed on COPE through a court
ruling. According to Shilowa, the court ruling was compromising the will of
52
53
54
55
56
57

Sunday Independent, 30 May 2010.
Sowetan, 19 May 2010.
Sunday Independent, 30 May 2010.
Star, 2 June 2010.
Beeld, 7 June 2010.
Star, 8 June 2010.
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the majority of legitimate COPE members.58 It may be argued that whatever
the outcome of the legal battles, a permanent solution would be based on the
will of the members of the party through their delegations during an elective
conference.
What complicated matters further was the lock-out of Lekota from
entering his Braamfontein party offices on Monday 31 May 2010. This
was an indication that the infighting within COPE was still far from at an
end. As a vote of confidence in him was passed on 28 May 2010, the lockout was a sign that he was not needed anymore as the leader of the party.
However, it should be noted that the lock-out was carried out by Shilowa’s
group. This action was expected to culminate in Lekota’s expulsion from the
party. Lekota’s offices were to be locked until his party membership had been
clarified. There were feelings in Shilowa’s group that the court interdict by
Lekota did not nullify decisions taken by delegates at the conference. This
included nominating Shilowa as the new party’s President and the declaration
of a vote of no confidence in Lekota. According to S Ngwena, a senior COPE
member, Lekota had first to face a disciplinary hearing for taking the party
to court before his membership of the party could be decided. The lock-out
followed a chaotic conference that resulted in Lekota and his deputy, Shilowa,
addressing two separate factions.59 Lekota’s critics lambasted him arguing that
he was using the courts to cling to power and wanted to isolate him as he was
viewed as a person who did not want to work within the collective body.60
I contend that in the light of the current leadership squabbles in COPE, it
was not a wise decision for the party to defer the election of its leadership to
a later stage while operating with an interim leadership. This arrangement
had the potential to create further problems at the time of the election of the
new leadership, as it might be difficult for the incumbents to relinquish their
positions.
As a new party, without all the structures in place, COPE avoided a
potentially damaging leadership contest because it was still trying to find its
feet amid a hostile onslaught from the ANC. The non-existence of working
internal systems, policies, processes and even functioning internal structures
at the time led to the postponing the handling of this issue until a later stage
when a bruising leadership contest emerged. Giving the party the benefit of
58 Citizen, 8 June 2010.
59 The Times, 31 May 2010.
60 Sunday Independent, 13 June 2010.
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the doubt for such a decision to delay the question of having a democratically
elected leadership structure, it was clear that the interim leadership would
find it difficult to avoid a leadership contest. It was clear that a leadership that
was not democratically elected suffered from a lack of political authority and
credibility.61
Another argument is that the immediate beneficiary of the schism within
COPE would undoubtedly be the ANC, since the chance of a self-destructing
and divided COPE being posted would mean gains for the ANC in the 2011
local government elections. One could argue that South Africa would be the
immediate and main beneficiary, as COPE would deepen plural politics and
democracy. Within that context, the ANC will benefit and adapt in order
to survive. Another probable beneficiary could be the Democratic Alliance
(DA). Those who voted for COPE as a potential alternative to the ANC in
the 2009 election, but who are still reluctant to vote for the ANC, may vote
for the DA as the only viable alternative to the ANC.62 Lambasting COPE
members for running to the courts to resolve their problems, T Madonsela of
the ANC noted: 63
COPE members lost it all when they failed to concentrate on building the
party. Whatever problem they failed to resolve, they resorted to the courts. I
think that showed the level of poor leadership COPE has. Both Lekota and
Shilowa should step down in the interest of the party. It is clear that their
ambitions supersede the party’s policies. The biggest mistake that COPE made
from the outset was not to elect the leadership in its inaugural conference in
Bloemfontein. To me, that could have solved the leadership problems that
COPE is faced with today. What started as a threat to the ANC is now a party
focusing on fighting their legal battles. The sooner the members of COPE
choose a leadership in a proper democratic way the better. Nevertheless, I
foresee more problems for COPE in the future.

The resignation of Dandala from COPE
COPE faced another leadership crisis when its parliamentary leader, Dandala,
resigned on 1 June 2010 after having been frustrated by the party’s public
quarrelling in the courts. Dandala resigned not only as parliamentary leader,
but also as COPE’s MP and member of the party’s national working committee
61 Personal view by the author.
62 R Louw, (ed.), “As COPE leaders Lekota and Shilowa struggle for supremacy, the party descends into selfdestruct mode”, Southern Africa Report, 28(22), 4 June 2010, p. 2.
63 C Twala (Personal Collection), interview, T Madonsela (Member of the ANC, Bloemfontein), 19 April 2011.
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(NWC).64 His resignation also triggered the resignation of other high profile
leaders; for example, A Nkuhlu. Dandala claimed that ethically and morally
it had become untenable for him to cling to the position of parliamentary
leader if the leadership was at each other’s throats. The resignation of Dandala
had detrimental effects on the party as he was, in the main, regarded as a
compromise leader who had come to join the party without any political
baggage from the ANC, unlike Lekota and Shilowa. Therefore, his resignation
brought about new infighting within the party because Lekota was viewed by
his supporters as the next one to become a parliamentary leader.65 Shilowa’s
supporters, on the other hand, were not prepared to allow Lekota to be the
parliamentary leader. As in the previous incidents between the supporters
of these two leaders, there is the likelihood that this matter, like all others
previously, would be determined by the courts.
Dandala’s resignation was an indication that COPE’s noble agenda of being
an alternative party to the ANC had been diverted by the party which had spent
much of its young life focusing on the leadership squabbles between Lekota
and Shilowa. It might be argued that Dandala could not continue leading the
party in Parliament because of the leadership squabbles that persisted within
COPE.66 Although initially Dandala’s leadership was viewed as not aligned
to Lekota or Shilowa, when the leadership squabbles intensified, he appeared
to be siding with Shilowa. Dandala’s resignation came a few months after
COPE’s second Deputy President, L Odendaal, had resigned (July 2009). She
joined the ANC in February 2010.67
The resignation of Dandala could finally give Lekota the opportunity to lead
the party in Parliament. Lekota’s supporters wanted him to take up the reins
as parliamentary leader, while Shilowa’s backers wanted Dandala to withdraw
his resignation letter. The matter was to be resolved by the CNC of the party.
Without doubt, having Lekota leading the party in Parliament could once more
result in leadership battles between the two camps. From the start, Dandala
was an odd choice to lead the party because he was brought in as a presidential
candidate. He was never really profiled by political analysts and commentators
as one of the founders of COPE. It is argued that Dandala’s selection was the
realisation of an urgent need to provide a ‘clean start’ to challenge the ANC
government in South Africa, because the latter was allegedly seen by COPE
64
65
66
67

Star, 24 June 2010.
Star, 22 June 2010.
Star, 24 June 2010.
Mail & Guardian, 1 March 2010.
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members as a party with corrupt leaders. It should however be noted that in
the few months that Dandala was involved as the party’s parliamentary leader,
he did not make remarkable inroads into destabilising the ANC. It may be
argued further that Dandala’s departure was due to his embarrassment over
the clash between Lekota and Shilowa and it can be taken as an indication
of the extent to which the party needs to clean itself up as it looks forward
to contesting the 2011 local government elections. Mda blamed Lekota and
his supporters for having ensured that Dandala would not finish his term as
parliamentary leader, so as to pave the way for Lekota to take up the position.
Besides the issue of Dandala, Mda was stripped all her leadership positions,
faced disciplinary actions and was accused of having called COPE’s Deputy
General-Secretary D Carter a ‘stupid, token white bitch’.68 The above incident
further complicated the leadership issue within COPE.
As indicated previously and to show the intensity of the leadership squabbles,
on 13 July 2010 the Johannesburg High Court dismissed the Shilowa
faction’s bid to stop Lekota from being the party’s leader in Parliament.69
Shilowa’s ambitions of becoming the party’s leader were dealt another blow
when the resigned Dandala claimed that he had been kept in the dark about
party finances. In a twist in the saga, by distancing himself from the earlier
statements that the party’s funds were in good control, Dandala revealed that
he knew little about the management of the party’s R20 million parliamentary
budget, though he was the party’s parliamentary leader.70 Another blow which
came Shilowa’s way was the resignation of his chief lobbyists, A Nkuhlu. The
below-mentioned statement as issued by Nkuhlu during his resignation also
tells a story of another kind: 71
I am quitting COPE and going to concentrate on my business. As I depart
from the political scene, I have an abiding sense of revulsion and a deep sense
of disappointment that an idea (of an opposition party) was betrayed by
coterie of leaders hell bent on greed for power, positions and survival politics,
devoid of principles and a failure to realise that they are the servants of the
people. In summary, COPE has descended into gutter politics and has become
a monumental failure to the goodwill, hopes and aspirations of the 1,3 million
supporters who voted for it in the last national elections.

68
69
70
71

Sunday Independent, 4 October 2009.
Sowetan, 15 July 2010; Rapport, 18 July 2010.
The Times, 16 July 2010.
Sunday Times, 18 July 2010.
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Nkuhlu’s statement indicates that there were high expectations from the
people who voted for COPE in terms of making it an alternative opposition
to the ANC. Without doubt, the advent of COPE was interpreted by many
politicians and historians as a seed for developing democracy in South
Africa. The leadership squabbles that engulfed the party, to a certain extent,
compromised its integrity.

Conclusion
The first two years of COPE’s existence have been marked by increasing
acrimony and a fight for control, with little in the form of a unified policy
and image emerging. Attempts by COPE’s leadership to paper over the cracks
succeeded only in entrenching the impression that it is too deeply enmeshed
in denial. It is argued that the leadership fight damaged the credibility of the
organisation and that it should begin to regain public trust. In order to solve its
problems, the author is of the opinion that the party needs an urgent political
solution. It is further suggested that the two leaders of COPE need to swallow
their pride and egos, step aside and use the rescheduling of the leadership
contest to the September 2010 elective conference as an opportunity for the
party to scout for a new leader. Such a leader should be unencumbered by
loyalty to either Lekota or Shilowa, and should emerge democratically and
enjoy the support of both in rebuilding COPE. Confronted by the leadership
squabbles, confidence in COPE’s ability to act as a catalyst for a major
political re-alignment capable of diminishing the dominance of the ANC,
and thereby transforming South Africa from a one-party dominant state to a
multiparty democracy, is gradually waning. The vacuum that is presented by
the lack of policy mandates and entrenched leadership has the potential to
compromise COPE even further. Testimony to this is the damage wrought
by the leadership wrangles and ‘back-stabbing’ that have strait-jacketed the
party. With this deeply entrenched political bickering, the party’s 1,3 million
voters are wondering whether there is hope for COPE, and whether the party
could garner the same support a second time around. Without doubt, the
voters have good reasons to feel disappointed.
Lekota and Shilowa’s acrimonious clashes and hostilities have characterised
their relations since the formation of the party. They are from different schools
of thought, but of the same ideological origin. They are both good organisers,
with Shilowa growing up in the unions and Lekota emerging from the Black
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Consciousness philosophy and graduating from the mass movement of the
United Democratic Front (UDF). The author opines in this article that if
either of these two leaders wins at the September 2010 conference, there will
be a continuation of another disastrous, factional conflict and a vicious cycle
of power struggle.
Unless COPE solves its leadership problems, the party will continue losing
prominent members. To date, leaders such as M Hlongwane, L Odendaal, A
Boesak and S Grinrod have left the party. COPE’s performance in Parliament
has not been that spectacular, even though its MPs include former Members
of the Executive Council (MECs), premiers and deputy ministers. The party
is policy deficient and its political direction and identity are still uncertain.
When she resigned, Odendaal complained of infighting and poor leadership
in COPE and joined the ANC.72 In order to resolve the leadership squabbles
within COPE, I suggest that the party should appoint an interim leader. This
could help in shifting the focus from the courts and these two leaders, to
building branches in preparing for elections. The author is conscious of the
fact that this could be rejected by the supporters of these two leaders because
the current leadership of COPE was put in place by the party’s conference.
I am mindful of the fact that by the time this article is read, the political
situation within COPE might be different in terms of its leadership structures.
S Magadla asks questions that need to be answered about the leadership of
COPE, which include the following: Will COPE be able to hold onto the 1,3
million voters who put them into Parliament in the 2009 elections? Or, has
the party in-fighting given effect to Zuma’s prediction that COPE would have
a short life and that its supporters are likely to find themselves stranded and
resort to going back to the ANC?73 As regards the durability of COPE as a
force to reckon with in as far as South Africa’s political landscape is concerned,
its future rests heavily on the prospects of handling its leadership squabbles.
I further opine that the rift is a deep fault line inherited from the ANC.
To a certain extent, the ANC has managed to reconcile with former COPE
members who have rejoined it, but the same cannot be said for COPE.
Due to leadership squabbles within the party, by April 2011 the following
senior leaders had left the party and some had re-joined the ANC: JJ Tabane
(former spokesperson of the party); L Kupe (former national congress
72 R Louw, (ed.), “COPE in a struggle for power between Lekota and Shilowa” Southern Africa Report, 28(17), 30
April 2010, p. 8.
73 The Times, 29 June 2010.
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committee member); and J Ngcebetsha (former Gauteng chairman), of whom
were paraded in front of the media by the Gauteng ANC for having ‘returned
home’. The above were not the only leaders to leave COPE. Other leaders who
dumped COPE ahead of the May 2011 local government elections included
S Moloto and N Mompati.74
While COPE started with an incredible energy and a significant impact,
it quickly degenerated into a morass of leadership struggles, policy fudges
and endless debates mostly left unresolved, bad organisational practices and a
culture that mimicked the ANC. When the party contested the May 2011 local
government elections, the most repeatedly asked questions were as follows:
What happened to the self-proclaimed notion that the party would offer a new
way of doing things? What happened to the promise of honest, accountable
and transparent leadership? During the local government elections, COPE
managed 2, 1% support of the total votes. This was an indication that the
leaders spent much time addressing the party’s leadership squabbles rather
than concentrating of building it. After the May 2011 elections, COPE
promised to concentrate on the 2014 general elections.

74 City Press, 24 April 2011.
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Abstract
The formal banking system plays a pivotal role in the delivery of financial
services, particularly credit. However, the delivery of credit to poor households
in South Africa by the formal banking system is hampered by the existence
of irreducible uncertainty. The article analyses a sample of successful practices
in different countries to determine the genotype structure in these cases that
support specific social technology and the minimalist solidarity group lending
method, to transform financial uncertainty that cannot be solved by the market
mechanism and even brokerage institutions like banks. Based on the findings,
this article recommends that existing social technology can be developed in an
environment created and conditioned by a proposed system of constituents or
principles, to give the poor access to low-cost credit in South Africa.
Keywords: Micro Credit; Historical best practices; Stokvel; Uncertainty;
Minimalist solidarity group; Banking; Insurance.

Introduction
Banking institutions, because of potential economic rent in an uncertain
environment characterised by private information and superior knowledge,
play a significant role in the creation of liquidity.1 Access to cash and credit
(liquidity) through banking institutions is central in a capitalist system, not
only to act as a medium of exchange in uncertainty but also as a precautionary
measure to decrease the exposure to shocks (uncertainty) and thereby to

1

DW Diamond and PH Dybvig, “Bank runs, deposit insurance, and liquidity” Journal of Political Economy 91(5),
1983, pp. 401-419 and P Davidson, “Uncertainty in Economics: Keynes, Knowledge and Uncertainty,” Journal of
Economic Perspectives, 5(1), 1991, pp. 107-116.
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smooth consumption.2 The relatively high collection costs associated with
formal financial transactions limit access to low-cost credit, reinforcing low
levels of income, consumption, savings and exposure to even minor shocks.
The poor people in South Africa and in various parts of the world have,
with time, developed self-insurance support mechanisms in the form of
informal savings organizations which, according to Verhoef,3 emerged from
socio-anthropological analysis of the African community strategies of shaping
economic behavior, economic development and mutual support. These
informal savings organizations are known as stokvels in South Africa- referred
to rotating savings and credit associations (ROCSAs) type which dates back
to the nineteenth century, organized to facilitate social interaction, saving and
access to a lump sum of cash. Among the strategies developed by urbanized
Africans, was urban wage labour engagement to provide material needs
through mobilization of social capital using various informal arrangements/
activities to sustain themselves. Stokvels use informal mechanisms of cultural
organizations to contribute to social security by using social features such as
trust, norms, reputation and networks to improve the efficiency of society by
facilitating coordinated actions.4 Women, who were mostly the ones carrying
the burden of maintaining their families in the absence of or irregular income,
integrated stokvels as a means to smooth income through the usage of social
networks. The mechanisms behind these stokvels in the late nineteenth and/
or the early twentieth century have offered a very distinct form of survival
and are prevalent in the current urban and rural communities in South
Africa to provide guaranteed access to financial resources (credit and savings)
which are not provided by formal financial intermediaries (banks). A large
segment of the population in South Africa (23%) is unemployed and the
majority live in informal settlements and/or rural areas where poverty is still
rife (Mpahlwa, 2008; Wilson, 1996).5 Poor households lack the necessary
education or skills (social assets) and financial means (financial or liquid
2

3
4
5

JM Keynes, The General Theory of Employment Interest and Money, (London, MacMillan Company of Canada
Limited, 1936); J Tobin, “Liquidity Preference as Behaviour Towards Risk”, Review of Economic Studies, 25,
1958, pp. 68-85; and P Davidson, “Uncertainty in Economics: Keynes, Knowledge and Uncertainty,” Journal of
Economic Perspectives, 5(1), 1991, pp. 107-1165.
G Verhoef, “Social capital in voluntary savings organizations in South Africa in historical perspective”, New
Contree, 56, 2008, pp. 51-80.
HD Seibel and D Torres, “ Rural finance: Are Grameen replicators sustainable, and do they reach the poor? The
case of CARD rural bank in the Philippines”,Working Paper No. B1. (Philippines: International Fund for
Agricultural Development (IFAD, 1999); G Verhoef, “Social capital…”, pp. 51-58.
M Mpahlwa, “Economic, Investment and Employment Cluster’s Programme of Action”, Cycle Two Report,
(Pretoria, Department of Trade and Industry, 2008); G Wilson, Bank management, (Washington, McKinsey and
Co, 1996).
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assets) to secure stable consumption. They generate income for the purpose
of providing minimal subsistence means for their families and, if possible, for
precautionary motives. In a capitalist environment, the inadequate social and
illiquid physical capital or assets of poor households make them vulnerable
to even minor consumption shocks. This also has detrimental effects on their
consumption. Access to credit can assist them to cushion themselves against
the effects of consumption shocks by smoothing income.
Alternative to these problems, interest has been rekindled in the role of
alternative financial institutions prospering around the world, especially
in Bangladesh, Indonesia, Thailand and India, that had united and use
institutional arrangements such as group lending programs to transform
financial uncertainty (imperfect information, collateral constraints and
transaction costs). These arrangements serve as a commitment to serve clients,
especially the poor that have been excluded from the formal banking sector.
Ghatak and Guinnane (1999; Karlan, 2007)6 explore how group lending
programs where loans were made to homogeneous self-selected groups of
individuals belonging to the same village tended to be more successful.
The objective of the article is to determine common principles (see
genotypic structure in Ostrom and Basurto, 2009: p7) needed for successfully
implementing and developing the minimalist solidarity group lending
method. The identification of principles or genotype in different structures is
essential for the development of, out of the existing social technology, stokvels,
a sustainable low-cost credit mechanism to assist the poor. The hypothesis of
the article is that the underlying constant of principles provides the needed
basis for social mechanisms to be sustainable for the providers of low-cost
credit to poor households. In view of this, the article attempts to identify the
principles that underlie successful international experience and practices in
implementing social technology to deal with uncertainty about probability to
default, so as to extend, in a sustainable way, low-cost credit to the poor. As in
the case of South Africa, the poor, especially women, need low-cost credit to
hedge consumption shocks. Countries such as Bangladesh, Indonesia, Kenya,
Ghana, Sri Lanka, Thailand and India became important benchmarks in
providing low-cost credit by using a specialised lending technology like group
lending, which decreases transaction costs, asymmetric information, and the
6

M Ghatak and TW Guinnane, “The economics of lending with joint liability: theory and practice”, Journal of
Development Economics, 60, 1999, pp. 195- 228; DS Karlan, “Social connections and group banking”, The
Economic Journal, 117, 2007, pp. F52-F82.
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use of physical collateral.
The article resumes with an analysis of uncertainty to distinguish between
risk and Knightian irreducible uncertainty. It is demonstrated how the
nature of uncertainty, as opposed to risk, constrains the banking sector in
providing credit to poor households. In section 3, uncertainty and the role of
a solidarity group lending method in transforming uncertainty to calculable
risk is analysed. An analysis of the best practice data on group lending is done
in section 4. This is to determine what is needed to support the solidarity
group lending method to deal, in a sustainable way, with uncertainty in the
provision of low-cost credit to poor households. The narrative data based on
best practice is analysed in an attempt to determine the constituent, or system
of principles for a strategy needed to support an environment for a sustainable
mechanism/s of rules and norms to allow the poor access to low-cost credit.
In this article, the term ‘strategy’ is used to describe a plan of action to achieve
certain outcomes. For the success or not of implementing or supporting
strategies, plans are limited by information on the existence of similar
successful basic structures. Rules or norms contain prescriptions. Rules are
continuously monitored with specific sanctions to penalise forbidden action.
By this rules are implicit and explicit effort to achieve order and predictability
among humans (Ostrom and Basurto, 2009)7.

A short contextual overview on uncertainty, risk and insurance
Decision-making in an uncertain environment is problematic and needs
the development of institutions like financial assets to curb or bridge this
uncertainty. Characteristic in the theoretical history of classical asset pricing is
the way in which idiosyncratic effects and historic time (pricing is objectively
done independent from historic time) are ignored in the pricing of financial
assets or risk.8 Complete information in a real time (physical time or
“timeless”) environment is assumed with the only uncertainty the exogenously
determined random states in which the consumer lives. This uncertainty is
resolved to a real time environment by assuming the existence of complete
7
8

E Ostrom and X Basurto, “The Evolution of Institutions: Towards a New Methodology, Workshop in Political
Theory and Policy Analysis, Indiana University, 2009, pp. 5-7.
KJ Arrow, “The role of securities in optimal allocation of risk bearing, Review of Economic Studies, 31(2), 1953,
pp. 91-96; W Sharpe, “Capital asset prices: a theory of market equilibrium under conditions of risk”, Journal of
Finance, 19(3), 1964, pp. 425-552.
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state contingent contracts. The assumption of the fully diversifiable nature of
idiosyncratic risk and the payment of fair premiums was, in the 1970s eased
to consider incomplete information in the form of asymmetric information
and the affects this incompleteness has on insurance cost, idiosyncratic risk,
risk insurance and risk premiums in imperfect insurance markets (Ehrlich and
Becker, 1972; Dixit, 1987)9. It was though left to Knight, Keynes and later on
the Post-Keynesians to accentuate the role played by liquidity and liquidity
markets as insurance mechanisms in a historic time dependent irreducible
uncertain economic environment where expectations of consumers differ
and where the preferences of consumers are determined by historic time, the
actualizing of believed states rather than by exogenously given human nature
(genetics) (Davidson, 1990; Davidson, 2009; Keynes, 1936; Keynes, 1937;
Knight, 1921; Keynes, 1920)10.
Frank Knight (1921)11 and Keynes (1920)12, as discussed above, broke the
ground for economics in this regard when they made a distinction between
risk and irreducible uncertainty as part of an analysis of profit and its origins
and probability and uncertainty, where both sought to explain the persistent
difference between zero profits predicted as a result of perfect competition in
economic theory, and the actual positive or negative profits found in reality.
Basili (2000) and Epstein (1998)13 later describe and defined unreduced
uncertainty as a situation where information about the future is too vague,
ambiguous and imprecise to be summarised by a single or unique additive
probability measure – that is, where no unique assignment of the future can
be obtained. The risk of any decision is therefore incalculable as it may arise
in an environment (state of nature) where all plausible available information
fails to give even a sense of the risk. Classical theory also adjusts over time to
this reality. Limited, partial, or even no knowledge and information about
9
10

11
12
13

I Ehrlich and GS Becker, “Market insurance, self-insurance and self-protection”. Journal of Political Economy,
80(4), 1972, pp. 623-648; A Dixit, “Trade and insurance with moral hazard”, Review of Economic Studies, 56(2),
1987), pp. 235-247.
P Davidson, “Uncertainty in economics: Keynes, knowledge and uncertainty. Journal of Economic Perspectives,
5(1), 1990, pp. 107-116; P Davidson, “Risk and uncertainty in economics”, Paper presented at the Conference
on the Economic Recession and the State of Economics, (London: Westminster, 2009); JM Keynes, “The
general theory of employment interest and money”, ( London: MacMillan, 1936); JM Keynes, “The general
theory of employment”, The Quarterly Journal of Economics, 1937, pp. 109-123; FH Knight, Risk, Uncertainty
and Profit (New York, Houghton Mifflin, 1921), pp. 76; JM Keynes, Treatise on probability, (Reprint 1989,
London, MacMillan, 1920), pp. 26.
FH Knight, Risk,Uncertainty and Profit..., pp. 76.
JM Keynes, Treatise on probability..., pp. 26.
M Basili, “Knightian uncertainty in financial markets: an assessment”, Quaderni, Universita degli Studi di Siena,
February, 2000, p. 1; and LG Epstein, “A definition of uncertainty aversion”, Review of Economic Studies, 66,
1999, p. 579.
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the future, therefore, is endemic to actual life. All possible knowledge on
prospects is tentative and beliefs in actual life situations are thus not only
based on the prescriptive rules of weak and statistical dominance, but must
consider respect for actuality (Manski, 2008).14 This means that economic
agents in actual life do not know, or have limited knowledge about, prospects,
and prefer ‘probable’ or ‘certainty’ rather than ‘optimal’, but in reality have
to deal with only ‘possible’ final options. They will therefore take sequential
decisions to keep the future or prospects as flexible as possible in the face of
uncertainty about the future and the possibility that new directive information
will arrive. Even knowledge about the future, if it does exist, is considered
in a weighted manner and thus even partial or credible information makes
optimisation impossible, or due simply to pure luck. Therefore, agents will,
under uncertainty, try to prevent the downside risk of loss, or possibility of
loss, rather than maximising utility (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979).15 This
explains why poor people, labouring under uncertainty and possible loss, will
insure and take risk (speculate) at the same time, at a high cost (Kahneman
and Tversky, 1979).16
In trying to avoid endemic losses in unreduced uncertainty, the poor will
therefore be prone to risk-taking behaviour in overvaluing and choosing small
probable winnings at great cost, thus lowering consumption even further. By
focusing on and manipulating the state or environment of the poor by giving
them the opportunity to hedge (insure) risk in a collective mechanism or pool,
their behaviour is influenced in a positive way, as uncertainty can be removed
at no cost. In this way responsible behaviour and rational decision-making are
supported, resulting in smoother and more stabilised consumption.
In prescriptive theory there is the possibility of learning from the past and
repetition about an uncertain environment or uncertain nature of the future
(subjective probability) and beliefs about the future can make room for a
stochastic, but calculable future (objective probability). This makes it possible
to resolve uncertainty through stochastic models and economic means and
mechanisms (Bernanke, 1980).17 Risk is not uncertainty but is a situation
in which the relative odds of events are known, or when future events occur
14 CF Manski, “Partial prescriptions for decisions with partial knowledge”, NBER Working Paper Series,
Working Paper 14396, 2008, pp. 15-26.
15 D Kahneman and A Tversky, “Prospect Theory: An Analysis of Decision under Uncertainty”, Econometrica,
47(2), 1979, pp. 263-291.
16 D Kahneman and A Tversky, “Prospect Theory: An Analysis…”, Econometrica, 47(2), 1979, pp. 263-291.
17 BS Bernanke, “Irreversibility, uncertainty and cyclical investment”, NBER Working Paper No. 502, 1980, pp.
15.
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in regular mode or even patterns, and have measurable probability (Basili,
2000 and Knight, 1921).18 Market risk, the same risk everybody is exposed
to at the same time and in the same way but to a different extent, can’t be
controlled, is exogenous, timeless and random. This part of risk determines
individuals’ vulnerability to shocks that cannot be diversified away, but is
calculable in reference to a benchmark. Market risk is therefore calculable
and quantifiable due to its relative nature and can be priced and traded in the
presence of financial markets (Davidson, 1996 and Knight, 1921).19 Prices
that are paid in the market for the buying and selling of risk are established
so that the cost associated with market risk (covariance) in consumption is
exactly compensated for by the price. The theoretical result is the smoothing
of consumption without cost. Uncertainty is, in effect, removed at no cost.
Specific risk, the focus in the article, refers to a situation in which a portion
of the population incurs income losses that do not affect the aggregate
consumption of the population. Specific risk is the risk that is specific in
terms of its nature and the extent of its effect thereof on the individual.
Specific risk can, because of its imperfect correlating nature, be insured
by individuals either by self-insuring (diversification of assets) or pooling,
thereby following the mutual principle. In the latter, people make a mutual
agreement to protect themselves by pooling assets to hedge against specific
risk, or by paying a premium that guarantees smooth consumption without
cost – an optimal exchange (Wolfe, 2005; Knight, 1921; Pauly, 1974).20 It is
problematic, though, when the transaction costs of entering a pool by way of
a insurance contract from a seller (diversifying assets by exchanging cash for
future entitlement to it, or the replacement of assets) are at a premium, or
high cost, due to either unfairness from the seller’s side and/or when risk can
be manipulated by purposeful action of the buyer that creates uncertainty for
the seller, with negative externalities for the low risk. The price that is paid for
certainty smooth (ascertain) but decreases consumption. Consumption, in
other words, is smoothed at a cost. This then makes diversification problematic
and all sorts of measures and endogenous mechanisms (surveillance, for
instance) will have to be introduced at high cost to deal with systematic
18 M Basili, “Knightian uncertainty …” , Quademi, Universita degli Studi di Siena, February 2000, pp. 1 and FH
Knight, Risk, Uncertainty and Profit..., pp. 76.
19 P Davidson, “Uncertainty in Economics...”, Journal of Economic Perspectives, 5(1), 1990, pp. 107-116 and FH
Knight, Risk, Uncertainty and Profit..., pp. 76.
20 J Wolfe, “Uncertainty, incompleteness, and relativity”, (Nanotech Insider, 2005); FH Knight, Risk, Uncertainty
and Profit..., pp. 76 and MV Pauly, “Over-insurance and public provision of insurance: the roles of moral
hazard and adverse selection”, Quarterly Journal of Economics, 88 (1), 1974, pp. 141-156.
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(purposeful) and endogenous behaviour and to support the diversifying
mechanism (Pauly, 1974).21 The poor firstly have only irreversible assets in
their portfolios that can be exchanged only at high cost because diversification
is not efficient in hedging specific risk, and secondly, cannot act as collateral
to decrease the cost of the seller at default. This makes any self-insurance very
costly and, in effect, unattainable for the poor.
Uncertainties as well as risk are thus actual and real economic costs. Under
unreduced uncertainty, cost and return will only match by chance or accident.
Financial decision-making has to calculate and consider the cost of risk and/
or uncertainty to be in line with probable return. Risk can, under specific
conditions, be priced and solved at no cost by the market. The cost associated
with irreducible uncertainty, though, always needs purposeful action
(brokerage) and something other than market mechanisms to be solved. In the
absence of a formal market to optimise exchange risk, and in the absence of
compensation mechanisms under uncertainty (liquidity, skills and collateral),
the full and optimal costing of credit and the writing of financial contracts are
hampered and constrain access to cash or low-cost credit.
Uncertainty and banking dependence in history
To transform uncertainty under the discussed limitations needs purposeful
action and specialised institutions. Banks, by their origin and nature, are
purposeful economic mechanisms with the ability and means to transform
uncertainty into risk (Diamond and Dybvig, 1983).22 Banks are assumed, in
classical orthodoxy, to be a naturally given in a world with imperfect capital
markets. The reality though is that banks have a long institutional history,
first as traditional and very loose conventional structures in extreme uncertain
economic environments to later evolve into the highly regulated structures
with which we are familiar today. From facilitating liquidity needs firstly in
commodity systems then in commodity based systems up to our current fiat
system. Haines (1966; Kindleberger, 1984; Diamond and Dybvig, 1983;

21 MV Pauly, “Over-insurance and public provision of insurance…”, Quarterly Journal of Economics, 88 (1), pp.
141-156.
22 DW Diamond and PH Dybvig, “Bank runs, deposit insurance, and liquidity”, Journal of Political Economy,
91(5), 1983, pp. 401-419.
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Davidson, 1990)23 specifically accentuates the role banks play as creators of
liquid contracts and long run insurance mechanisms in imperfect capital
markets in historically bound practices and as well as in theory. Chick (1986;
Chick, 1993)24 derived a descriptive monetary theory from the institutional
historic characteristics in a banking system. In this manner, Chick identifies
six stages of banking development which starts with the Italian financiers
in the twelfth century of which the Bardi is the best known as primary and
primitive savings institutions, demonstrating the dependence of monetary
theory on the history of the banking sector or historic time environment in
which they react in dynamic ways to bridge an extreme uncertain economic
environment. According to Hicks (1967)25, in his creed on the monetary
economist, monetary theory, policy and regulation, do not lead such historic
institutional developments but in fact follow these developments.
In this, information on probable default in an irreducible uncertain economic
environment plays a central role in financial institutions’ transformation of
uncertainty. The information intensity needed to compile financial contracts
and the derived and forward nature of these contracts means that various
probable, specific, systematic events and probable states under uncertainty
need to be assessed before any contracting can take place. Information in
irreducible uncertainty, though, is characterised by its private and asymmetric
nature. The limitations on human knowledge or ignorance and/or the lack
of or asymmetric and private nature of information particularly in the short
term, hampers informed decision-making by the market. Pricing in such an
environment is only possible at high cost and is not in balance with the return
needed to enforce contracts (Stiglitz and Weiss, 1981; Bernanke, 1980).26 This
means that it is difficult and costly to acquire information about borrowers
and also to secure repayment after a transaction, which makes transactions
inefficient. The lack and/or scarcity of information and irreducible uncertainty
23 WW Haines, Money, prices and policy (New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1966); CP Kindleberger,
“Financial institutions and economic development: A comparison of Great Britain and France in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries”, Explorations in Economic History, 21, 1984, pp. 103-124); DW Diamond and PH
Dybvig, “Bank runs…,” Journal of Political Economy, 91(5), 1983, pp. 401-419; P Davidson, “Uncertainty in
Economics…,” Journal of Economic Perspectives, 5(1), 1990, pp. 107-116.
24 V Chick, “The evolution of the banking system and the theory of saving, investment and interest”, Economies et
Societies, 3, 1986, pp. 33-46; V Chick, The evolution of the banking system and the theory of monetary policy
in Frowen, S.F. (ed.) Monetary theory and monetary policy: New trends for the 1990s (London, Macmillan,
1993).
25 JR Hicks, “Monetary theory and policy: A historical perspective”, The Seventh Edward Shawn Memorial Lecture
in Economics (University of Western, Australia, Perth, 1967), pp. 39-44.
26 JE Stiglitz and A Weiss, “Credit rationing in markets with imperfect information”, American Economic Review,
71, June 1981, pp. 393-409 and BS Bernanke, “Irreversibility, uncertainty and cyclical…”, NBER Working
Paper No. 502, 1980, pp. 15.
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lead to the absence of markets in an uncertain environment. Markets therefore
only start to play a role in costing uncertainty in an environment where
structures like liquid, homogeneous, or standard marketable products already
exist to curb the uncertainty. Therefore, markets operate efficiently in a risk
environment rather than an uncertain environment.
In contrast to markets, banks can solve the uncertainty problem by hiding
(privatising) information from competitors and economising on this
information. The market cannot transform uncertainty in an economic
manner because all information becomes public on a market and there is
no incentive to gather information to transform uncertainty (Diamond and
Dybvig, 1983).27 This is demonstrated by the commercialised and viable
existence of a whole different range of institutions from banks, individual
credit references and credit agencies, to merchant banks and the use of
mechanisms like collateral and history of default, all playing a pivotal role
in the transforming of uncertainty. This private and asymmetric nature of
information under unreduced uncertainty and the risk-taking behaviour
specifically of the poor, creates many problems for them.
The high initial cost due to uncertainty or the private, asymmetric and
endogenous nature of financial information in relation to the poor negatively
affects transactions in that prices will not reflect and balance real costs and
benefits or gains. Even banks are unable to control the endogenous behaviour
of the poor, or can do so only at high supervisory cost, therefore needing
a thorough knowledge of the borrowers which is difficult and expensive to
acquire (Bowles and Gintis, 1991 and Stiglitz and Weiss, 1981).28 Active
economic discrimination against the poor under uncertainty is also most
probable and effective (Bowles and Gintis, 1991).29 High transaction costs
result in high interest rates making credit unaffordable especially for the poor
borrower, and becomes costly in terms of probable default for the bank. This
happens especially in the case of small loans to the poor who have very little or
no financial history and because of the economics of scale that act as a hurdle
to small transactions.

27 DW Diamond and PH Dybvig, “Bank runs…,” Journal of Political Economy, 91(5), 1983, pp. 401-419.
28 S Bowles and H Gintis,” Contested exchange: New microfoundations for the Political Economy of Capitalism”
Politics and Society, 18, 1990, pp. 178-184 and JE Stiglitz and A Weiss, “Credit rationing in markets...” ,
American Economic Review, 71, June 1981, pp. 393-409.
29 S Bowles and H Gintis, “Contested exchange...”, Politics and Society, 18, 1990, pp. 178-184.
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Collateral plays an important role in banks’ vulnerability to loss and
therefore in the transforming of uncertainty. Collateral serves as a hedge
for the uncertainty of credit in that it decreases the amortisation period
relative to a comparable loan without uncertainty. The need for collateral as a
mechanism to decrease possible loss causes constraints on the lender to serve
the credit needs of poor households which do not have collateral or valuable
assets that can be used to secure credit. The illiquid nature of the assets of
the poor exacerbates this problem (Faig, 1999)30. This makes most of the
formal banking products and distribution channels unsuitable to the needs
of the majority of poor households. Poor households need small, random but
regular loans. Banks, due to economies of scale, prefer to deal with periodic
large loans hedged against uncertainty by collateral. The pricing of small loans
therefore requires significantly higher rates, as higher than risk premiums
are needed to compensate for uncertainty in the absence of collateral. The
financial environment of the poor seems to be beset by insoluble contradictions
resulting in their systematically abstaining from formal channels of credit.
Micro-lending and uncertainty
The concept of micro lending is derived from numerous examples of
traditional informal financial systems that have existed around the world
for many years. Micro lending emerged in its current form as an alternative
to conventional banking, and micro credit has become a major tool of
development among poorer segments of society as an appropriate solution to
the uncertainty problem. Micro lending, in which vital components include
access to credit, savings, and insurance schemes, involves the distribution
of small-scale loans to poor households (Meagher and Wilkinson, 2001).31
The micro lending sector differs from the banking sector with respect to
client features, loan portfolios, culture, and institutional structure. Micro
credit originally emerged for reasons already discussed as an alternative to
conventional banking under uncertainty and a tool for developing the poor
households of the world. Micro finance was founded on innovative financial
contracts and products, and new attitudes other than conventional insurance
30 M Faig, “Money with Idiosyncratic Uninsurable Returns to Capital”, Journal of Economic Theory, 94 (2), 2000,
pp. 218-240.
31 P Meagher and B Wilkinson, “Filling the gap in South Africa’s small and micro credit market: An analysis of
major policy, legal, and regulatory issues”, Revised Final Report submitted to the Micro Finance Regulatory
Council of South Africa (IRIS Center, University of Maryland, 2001), pp. 12-19.
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mechanisms, to extend credit to the poor. Micro finance in developing
countries is founded on, and generally made through, the dominant social
technology in this field. The so-called minimalist solidarity group lending
method, where clients are expected to form solidarity groups through peer
group self-selection, depends on rules in terms of peer review to ascertain trust
and a thorough knowledge of each member’s life circumstances, to overcome
uncertainty in the absence of financial collateral. These rules make transaction
outcomes predictable and restrict the discretion of the individual. As Nelson
and Sampat (2001)32 remark in relation to the role of rules in uncertainty:
…well understood rules establish baseline conditions for human interaction,
and give a certain predictability to what other parties will do in a particular
context, that permits individual decision making, and multi-party negotiation,
to proceed with some degree of certainty, the actions of different individuals to
be coordinated, and efficient transactional agreements achieved. Second, rules
can serve to discourage or rule out actions that, if widely practiced, would
be economically costly, and encourage actions which, if widely taken, can be
productive at all.

This article seeks, as discussed, to investigate through the analysis of best
structures and practice, what is needed to sustain the existing solidarity and
mutuality of such a group, therefore a strategy of common principles or a
constant that ensures the baseline conditions or culture that must exist for
norms and rules to have a lasting, binding and adherent effect on participants.

An economic history of successful international micro lending best
practices: Solidarity group lending
The provision of subsidized credit in many countries was viewed as a
development strategy from the early 1950s through the 1980s to alleviate
poverty. However, this strategy tended to be disastrous as much credit was
diverted from the intended recipients, the poor, due to collateral constraints,
high transaction costs and imperfect information (Ghatak, 1999; Morduch,
1999; Karlan, 2007).33 The premise was that poor households are neither
creditworthy (cannot afford to borrow at high interest rates) nor able to save
32 RR Nelson and BN Sampat, “Making sense of institutions as a factor shaping economic performance”, Journal
of Economic Behavior and Organization, 2001, pp. 33-45.
33 M Ghatak, “Group lending, local information and peer selection”, Journal of Development Economics, 60, 1999,
pp.27-50; J Morduch, “The Microfinance Promise”, Journal of Economic Literature, 37(4), 1999, pp. 15691614; DS Karlan, “Social connections and group banking”, The Economic Journal, 117, 2007, pp. F52-F82.
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money.
The past two decades saw a diverse assortment of new financial programs
in Europe. Credit cooperatives and rotating savings and credit associations
started to blossom in Europe in the late nineteenth century with the aim
of assisting the poor and low-income households save money and obtain
credit (United Nations Educational Scientific & Cultiural Organisation
(UNESCO), 2001; Ghatak, 1999; Morduch, 1999).34 Credit cooperatives
served 1.5 million people in Germany by 1910. In South India, following
what happened in Europe, more than 400 000 poor Indians already belonged
to credit cooperatives in 1912 and membership exceeded 9 million by 1946.
This Western trend found new root in the East as a result of experiences
of Professor Muhammad Yunus studying at the University of Colorado and
Vanderbilt in 1965 and teaching at Middle Tennessee State University in
1971 as well as Professor at Bangladesh’s University of Chittagong in 1976.
In 1972, Professor Yunus returned to Bangladesh and he was later distressed
by the plight of the poor as famine struck the country (in 1974) and espoused
the view that credit (access to economic resources) is a basic human right. He
started to develop a lending methodology tailor-made for the impoverished
clients. To protect the poor who were trapped in a cycle of debts because
of local moneylenders who charged them exorbitant interest rates, and
that the poor were unable to obtain credit from traditional banks, Yunus
began by lending the poor money himself and allowing them to buy raw
materials, make handiwork (e.g. pots, weaving bamboo stools) and sell them
at a profit (UNESCO, 2001; Morduch, 1999). He structured the loans with
daily through weekly payments so that he could be able to detect problems
early. In an attempt to get traditional banks to lend to poor people who had
no collateral, he managed to obtain loans from the Janata Bank and signed
himself as guarantor, and with the money, the Grameen Project (known as
the Grameen Bank) (literally “of the village”) was established in 1976 and
launched in January 1977 (UNESCO, 2001). Micro credit (lending) then
continued to be based on the dominant Grameen model that had emerged
as the minimalist solidarity group lending. A unique feature was that clients
were expected to form a group of five through peer group self selection. Five
percent of each loan was saved into a group fund that served as insurance.
34 United Nations Educational Scientific & Cultiural Organisation (UNESCO), Grameen Bank (Britannica Concise
Encyclopedia, 2001); M Ghatak, “Group lending…” , Journal of Development Economics, 60, 1999, pp. 27-50; J
Morduch, “The Microfinance Promise…” , Journal of Economic Literature, 37(4), 1999, pp. 1569-1614.
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Loan repayment exceeded 97% and in view of this, Yunus managed to struck
up an arrangement with the Bangladesh Krishi (Agriculture) Bank which
exonerated him from having to sign himself as a guarantor for every single
loan. The Grameen Bank grew institutionally, its credit operations expanded
rapidly, and demonstrated its strength in many neighbouring villages during
1976-1979. The Bank was initially sponsored by the Bangladesh central bank
and supported by commercial banks but in October 1983, the Grameen Bank
was transformed into an independent bank by government of Bangladesh.
In 1976, the Grameen Bank (GB) as alluded to above, attracted widespread
attention for its approach that, to the low-income and poor, could mean
creditworthiness (Porteous, 2001).35 It came into operation with the objective
of extending banking facilities, especially credit, to poor men and women.
The GB method supports increased client discipline through precise rules
and procedures, extensive training, and fairly rigid services (Wilson, 1996)36.
The GB differs from conventional banking practice in that it removes the
need for collateral to hedge uncertainty. The GB method is based on social
considerations of mutual trust, accountability, participation, creativity and
decentralised decision centres to transform uncertainty, rather than being
conventional in the use of payment history, collateral and centralised decision
making, supported by expensive IT systems and specialisation to hedge risk.
Grameen centres, which are equivalent to local village banks, are settled
in physical structures built by bank members and which seems to be the
only commonality with traditional banking. The GB groups are formed by
individuals in their communities in rural areas, in order to access credit and
savings. All GB members are required to attend regular group meetings at the
centre. This is considered to limit the ability of staff to undermine the system
by favouring particular individuals or using their position to further their
own objectives. The centres require clients to memorise and adhere to a list of
decisions that guide not only borrowing behaviour, but often social behaviour
as well. The GB group members are jointly liable for all individual loans. In
the case of some schemes, when members fall behind with loan repayments,
they are followed up on an individual basis in the form of household visits.
The lending and borrowing contracts take advantage of local information
and social assets. The concept of joint responsibility is very important, and
members have a strong commitment to save. This informal financial approach
35 D Porteous, Is Cinderella finally coming to the ball?: South African micro finance in broad perspective (South
Africa, FinMark Trust, 2001), pp. 1-3.
36 G Wilson, Bank management (Washington, Mckinsey and Co, 1996), pp. 15.
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has succeeded in lowering the high unit costs associated with administering
small savings or loan accounts. Social collateral mechanisms decrease the
information costs associated with screening potential borrowers. The GB
issues small loans that give the poor the means to grow crops and make crafts
or start other businesses that can eventually sustain them. GB targeted the
poor and low-income stratum and yet succeeded in achieving exceptionally
high loan recovery. The GB has over two million borrowers, 95 per cent of
whom are women who receive small loans amounting to $30-40 million
per month, with repayment rates averaging 98 per cent (Morduch, 1999)37.
Grameen Bank today is the focal point and benchmark of a global network
of institutions which provide micro credit in an attempt to fight poverty,
empower the poor and attain further development in a sustainable way. The
best practices of solidarity group lending in Bangladesh form the basis for
analysis in different countries. Rural banks were established in Indonesia
and none had a status imposed or controlled by the central bank. Member
banks organised their own funds transfers and training programmes, and
some networks adopted an approach such as the network of rural Islamic
banks, which focused on savings mobilisation. A substantial share of the
savings they attract is deposited in long-term accounts. The network structure
made it possible to optimise supervision and monitoring efforts and achieve
economies of scale with respect to training and technical support services.
These rural banks systematically disburse approximately 80 per cent of their
assets in the form of loans and have expanded the financial market by offering
credit (Wilson, 1996).38
The Kenya Rural Enterprise Programme (K-Rep) was established in 1984,
and in 1987 it became a non-governmental organisation working in both rural
and urban areas. The purpose of K-Rep was to facilitate poverty alleviation
by developing mechanisms and institutions that enable poor people to
organise their lives financially. Groups co-guarantee repayment mechanisms.
If a member defaults, they forfeit all savings, inclusive of interest earned. If
the borrower has insufficient funds, the group to which he or she belongs
forfeits an equivalent amount of its savings. If this is still insufficient, the
member’s pledged items are sold to recover the loan. Kenya was influenced
by the experiences of banks in Latin America, India, the Grameen Bank in
Bangladesh, and other countries, on specific credit mechanisms which led to
the development of loan products like juhudi, which means determination.
37 J Morduch, “The Microfinance Promise…” , Journal of Economic Literature, 37(4), 1999, pp. 1569-1614.
38 G Wilson, Bank management …, pp. 15.
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This product is a decentralised group lending method where groups hold
compulsory weekly group meetings regarding financial matters such as credit
and savings. The chikola, which means merry-go-round, was introduced in
1991. It blends the concept of the lending methodology of the indigenous
rotating savings and credit clubs, with that of the Grameen Bank. Groups
where members operate small to micro-enterprises must be at least one year
old. Monthly group meetings are held regularly. Groups operate a joint
bank account with a minimum balance equivalent to 10 per cent of the loan
amount to be borrowed. Money is lent to individual members to develop their
businesses and cater for other needs and the group is collectively responsible
for the performance and repayment of the loan. Loan duration in this regard
is one year and over (Kenya Rural Enterprise Programme Group, undated online).39 The kati kati, which means moderate, is another mechanism in group
lending and caters for moderate credit needs open to the general public. A
group of between five and 10 members from one locality and with a common
need must be registered and operate a small enterprise and must be willing to
open a K-Rep Bank account. A group must contribute regular savings to the
account. Weekly meetings are attended for a certain period, and, thereafter,
monthly attendance of such meetings is compulsory.
In Ghana, perceptions of high risk, high cost, low returns and asymmetric
information turn banks away from serving the rural poor communities
(Embassy of Ghana, undated on-line).40 However, to deal with these
uncertainties, the rural banks which operate as the semi-informal financial
sector manage high proportions of rural credit and savings. The rural banks
are public companies owned by communities with capitalisation assistance
from the Bank of Ghana (BOG), registered and licensed as unit banks under
the provisions of the Banking Law, which accommodates a tiered structure of
licensed financial intermediaries and of financial regulation. These rural banks
are decentralised and founded on a human rather than physical structure
and operate in a clearly defined rural area, providing facilities for the rural
communities in which they are located. One of their notable principles is that
these banks are owned and managed by local residents and are permitted to
offer banking services limited to loans and to checking savings accounts and
time deposits. Their ownership and voting control structures resemble credit
39 Kenya Rural Enterprise Programme Group, undated (available at http://www.k-rep.org/bank.asp, as accessed on
3 February 2006), pp. 2-3.
40 Embassy of Ghana, “Financial institutions in Ghana”, undated (available at http://www.ghanaembassy.org/financial-institutions.htm, as accessed on 7 February 2006), pp. 1-2.
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unions and savings and credit cooperatives because of their one-share-onevote structure. These banks are characterised by easy access, flexibility in loan
use, rapid processing, flexibility in interest rates and collateral requirements.
The rural banks operate as informal financial agents such as the bank-susu
collectors who mobilise savings from community groups, i.e., the susu groups
or rotating credit and savings associations, or friends and relatives. The susu
collectors in Ghana are unusual in having an apex organisation to represent
them. They run their businesses from kiosks located in the market place and
act as mobile bankers (Jones et al, 2000).41 The success of their system is their
ability to take deposits that are often low but of regular value, on a daily
basis from community groups over the course of a month, after which the
accumulated savings are returned to the group, but one day’s savings are kept
as commission. As savings collectors, these banks in Ghana are characterised by
a large client base, large individual deposits, and a high annual aggregate value
of deposits. The banks also advance loans to their regular depositors which
are usually of low value, very short term (less than one month) and which
are provided on an interest-free basis without collateral and are disbursed
immediately (Jones et al 2000).42
This principle deals with the problem of asymmetric information because
business is conducted with regular and known clients. Further successes in
Ghana lie in the linkages between the rural bankers and formal banks which
comprise complementarity between them, among activities or different
clients in the same activity, or wider interaction such as through savings or
credit across types. In terms of complementarity, the scale of activities and
position in the enterprise life-cycle are important determinants of sources of
credit preferred and to a lesser extent, of deposit-making. Those clients with
substantial capital assets tend to use the widest variety of credit sources but
mainly save with formal banks. Some significant wider linkages are frequent
and regular, e.g. traders depositing liquid funds with the susu collectors who
ultimately deposit the mobilised savings in formal banks. These linkages offer
the rural banks the potential for reaching additional and marginalised rural
clients.
The formal financial institutions in Sri Lanka have extensive outreach in
both urban and rural areas. However, they have not tended to reach the poor
41 H Jones, O Sakyi-Dawson, N Harford, & A Sey, Linking formal and informal financial intermediaries
in Ghana: conditions for success and implications for the RNR development (Ghana, Oversees Development
Institute (ODI), 2000), pp. 45-46.
42 H Jones et al, Linking formal and informal financial intermediaries…, pp. 45-46.
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and most low-income communities. The concern is lack of targeting, where
institutions do not specifically target the poor communities (Sri Lanka, undated
on-line).43 Additionally, uncertainty was the core reason for not extending
credit to these communities: for example, high interest rates, administrative
costs as well as operational costs are said to be contributing factors to
the inaccessibility of such credit. Even some government micro lending
programmes did not target these marginalised communities and also did not
operate on a sustainable basis. Sri Lanka, therefore, started to implement a
financial system for the poor based on principles derived from different credit
and savings cultures and adequate support services, in order to improve access
to credit and savings (Sri Lanka, undated on-line).44 According to Johnson
and Rogaly (1997, Sri Lanka, undated on-line)45, a formal sector bank in Sri
Lanka, the Hatton National Bank, introduced an innovative micro lending
programme in 1989. It is based on the concept of ‘barefoot banking’, where
credit and savings are taken to low-income and poor people through linkages
between the bank and the rural community, with most banking transactions
carried out in the village rather than at a bank branch. The bank’s success lies
in the regular mobilisation of savings from the community groups. The bank
officers and community groups hold meetings weekly or monthly to collect
money. In addition, the bank has a linkage programme for lending to these
communities. The accumulated savings serve as collateral for the loans and
this reduces uncertainty, as the bank is sure to recover its costs. Furthermore,
the effectiveness of ‘barefoot banking’ is that bank staff take banking services
to people in their homes and work with NGOs to make links to groups of
micro-entrepreneurs, relying on NGOs to address social needs.
In Thailand, as in many developing countries, uncertainty is regarded as
the main contributing factor to inaccessibility of credit by poor and lowincome households. Banks usually consider the poor as undesirable clients
because the administrative costs of granting small loans are high and these
groups lack collateral or loan guarantors. The risk of default is thus high.
During the 1970s, organisations in Thailand started to be concerned with
the socio-economic development of poor communities and also adapted the
traditional model of peer group lending programmes to meet the financial
needs of these communities. Communities, and especially women, form
43 Sri Lanka, “Getting the framework right”, undated (available at, http://www.bwtp.org/Publications/pub/
Appenditure.htm, as accessed on 6 February 2006), pp. 5-7.
44 Sri Lanka, “Getting the framework right... ”, as accessed on 6 Feb. 2006, pp. 5-7.
45 S Johnson and B Rogaly, Microfinance and Poverty Reduction (London, Oxfam and Action Aid 1997); Sri Lanka,
“Getting the framework right... ”, as accessed on 6 February 2006, pp. 5-7.
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groups usually based on a common background and meet regularly (weekly
or monthly) to pool savings. In Thailand, certain organisations and the
government, together with the banks, started to establish systems to link with
the community groups, and identified a local agency that could manage the
loan and savings accounts. These agencies include commercial banks, credit
unions, and NGOs. Tucker (2002)46 emphasised that state-owned banks that
were developed in Thailand, implemented many micro and small business
loan programmes to small enterprises.
To deal with the problem of uncertainty and the lack of access to formal
credit, the Self Employed Women’s Association (SEWA) was established
in India. Members initially raised the issue of their need for credit so as to
free them from the clutches of moneylenders and traders, to enhance their
businesses, build up assets in their own names for their children’s education
and for several emergencies which they might face, including illness, and
for many other purposes. Recognising the need for financial support,
SEWA has helped women to take a number of initiatives. The rural bank
provides financial services in a decentralised and affordable manner. This is
based on joint liability guarantee arrangements, relying on the relationships
among members to apply pressure to repay loans, since all loans are a shared
responsibility. The bank is owned by the women themselves, as shareholders.
Policies are formulated by their own elected board of women workers. The
bank is professionally run by qualified managers who are accountable to the
board.
Historically based parameters for successful micro lending best practices
in South Africa
This article assumes the existing norms and rules of the game (peer review
and punishment in group lending) as given (see Chick 1993)47 and instead
tries to identify the common genotype, the principal factors (referred to
only principles in the rest of the paper) that ensure the attracting of specific
behaviour, or mean behaviour, that will ensure success and sustainability in
a model of credit extension. By following these rules of the game (acting in
accordance with the model of minimalist solidarity group lending), in a game
or model bound (parameterised) by these principal factors, an environment is
46 B Tucker, “Heed South Africa’s experience”, in Nation, (Thailand, EBSCO Publishing, 2002).
47 V Chick, “The evolution of the banking system …”, Economies et Societies, 3, 1986, pp. 33-46.
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structured that ensures an economic rationale for continued solidarity.
In the following sub-sections, we analyse attempts to determine the factorial
basis needed for a strategy to make existing stokvels a social technology in
South Africa as sustainable, productive and economically viable institutions
within the finance industry. The environment for stokvels, therefore, has to
be actively constituted and maintained to ensure parsimonious behaviour
in this industry. In view of the narrative above, we attempt to identify and
isolate the factors fundamental to a common constant or genotype – a
constituent of factors or principles that bind and condition the long-term
successful operation of the minimalist solidarity group lending model as a
viable economic institution in practice.
From the narrative or descriptive data it seems that norms and rules create
trust in the relationships between members of a solidarity group that can
be used to ascertain predictable outcomes, individual gain and smooth
consumption, encourage risk aversive behaviour and assure collective gain,
instead of using formal financial structures and mechanisms to transform
uncertainty about the future. It is hypothesised in this article that mutuality
(cohesion and solidarity) among members, no matter the social technologies
(norms and rules) involved, needs certain structured principal factors, or a
constant of factors, to attract mean behaviour. This type of structure is critical
to mechanisms which have to support the mutualism needed for ensuring
specific risk by specific behaviour (to act in terms of the norms and rules) in
transactions between members. Predictable behaviour makes it possible to
hedge specific risk at no cost, smooth consumption and share scarce resources
in a way that makes it possible for members to prosper economically, for
development to be sustainable and for the poor to be assimilated into the
formal sector of the capitalist system, as seen in the factual database. Social
technology, moulded by and founded upon these strategic principles, ensures
an environment of continued trust and adherence to the rules of the game
that result in predictable behaviour. The predictable behaviour of members in
transactions within the group transforms uncertainty about the future into,
at least, a stochastic determinable future or risk. The principal factors further
facilitate ongoing coordination and cooperation between members (cohesion
and solidarity) for continuing long-run individual and mutual benefit, and
living by, rather than obeying, the norms and rules of the game.
The identification of a common genotype of principles to act as a framework
on which the social technology of solidarity group lending has to be planned
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(molded and founded) to support and sustain the mutuality principle is
essential to make the implementation of this lending technology efficient.
The purpose of this article is to determine, from the analysis of factual data
on international best practice of solidarity group lending, the common
principles, or system of principles, or constant needed to make the solidarity
group lending technology a sustainable mutuality model on which to base
mechanisms to extend credit to the poor. This genotype, or constant of
principles, can then be used by government as a constituent structure in
which existing mechanisms can be founded to support access for the poor to
low-cost credit in South Africa in a sustainable way.
Social foundation
The social factor seems to form the matrix in which every development of an
environment of trust is embedded and bound, with economics only reaping
benefits from the external. As in the previous narrative, poor households in
South Africa use local informal credit in dealing with social and domestic
emergencies through socialisation (social relations rather than marketing or
priced relations) where informal savings (insurance) are regarded as a point
of departure. The spontaneous origin, development and existence of these
informal networks and the high propensity to save for precautionary purposes
provide fertile ground for a system that minimises costs. This minimalist
solidarity group lending model, where informal networks are used to access
credit and savings, shows that lending and borrowing are relationship-based
and loyalty, trust and reputation play an important role among the poor
communities. Socialisation is fundamental in constituting and maintaining
mutuality because of the mutuality (commonality) that is needed to
develop a network of trust and reciprocity for improving neighbourhoods
or investments in social relations, by individuals or groups. It also shapes
their capacity to work together to access credit through weekly or monthly
financial contributions which are first accumulated as savings and then lent
to a group member who is experiencing financial constraints. The purpose of
weekly or monthly meetings held by members is to reinforce mutuality (for
instance the formal annual meetings of health funds with their members)
that helps to improve social connections where members are experiencing
vulnerabilities, screening each other and inspiring performance. These social
connections take advantage of members’ desire to value their reputation and
protect their loyalty and trust. None of them wants to be viewed by others
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as irresponsible and their mutuality binds them together and improves their
joint commitment to the smooth running of their financial activities.
This helps to manage risk and uncertainty, as the members provide mutual
motivation to take precautions and save, which then makes it possible for
them to access credit and to maintain reputation and trust. The pooling of
social capital seems to be important in dealing with uncertainty and specific
risk and may also be used as a pool of social capital (social securitisation) to
secure group credit. These efforts and the operation of community groups
in harnessing and pooling social capital should be taken into consideration,
and conditions under which precautionary savings are mobilised and credit
extended have to be restructured to meet the increasing need for credit in South
Africa. The development of credit instruments has to take into consideration
the already existing and developed social capital in poor communities, rather
than creating artificial socialisation drivers, like banks, without much success.
Social capital in collateral
The adoption of effective collateral substitutes is necessary in dealing with
uncertainty. Lenders need a system in which claims against assets can be
created, established and enforced, and the more efficient this process, the
more willing lenders will be to enter into contracts with borrowers. It is clear
that poor households do not have liquid assets and are, because of this, not
in a position to provide collateral. In South Africa, as in India, Indonesia and
Bangladesh, for example, the pooling of social capital is a way of ensuring
knowledge and information for members. This is making the need for liquid
assets as collateral obsolete. Comprehensive and near-complete information
on the creditworthiness of borrowers prevails in a group. Collateral
substitution based on social capital can be sustained by peer pressure and peer
monitoring, and can even be used as a substitute for formal collateral, as seen
in the narrative of data on informal lending. These have been shown to be
effective collateral substitutes because peer pressure is exerted on each group
member to repay the loans and defaulting becomes minimal. The lender will
possess the information and knowledge that permits accurate predictions to
be made about the risk status of a borrower as part of a group rather than as
an individual. The allocation of resources, or provision of credit, is facilitated
with a great deal of certainty on what the future performance of the individual
in the group context is going to be.
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The concepts of uncertainty and unpredictability are rarely thought about,
as lending and borrowing occurs in a situation where the probability relation
in the group context is known. Therefore, incomplete information is not as
prominent at group level as in the case of an individual in the formal financial
sector. It is evident in the countries discussed above that these informal or
solidarity groups have been effective in ensuring that individual loans are
being repaid. This partly dispels the notion that the poor are unable to repay
loans. This may be true only in the case of some individuals.
Decentralisation in institutions and instruments
Frameworks have to support existing mutualisms by minimising free-riding
and legal loopholes. Decentralisation of credit includes creating by-laws, a
process which asks members to determine how often they will meet to collect
payments, which can receive a loan, how loan requests will be approved, and
what happens if a member is late in making a loan payment or misses many
meetings. These by-laws form the constitutions of the solidarity groups and
the more formal village banks. The specific decentralised constitution or rules
governing informal stokvels in poor communities have proven to be effective
in dealing with irreducible uncertainty in the provision of credit. It is a custom
or norm in the poor communities in South Africa that stokvel group members
attend regular meetings at their various stokvels to discuss important matters
relating to credit and savings. These meetings continue to take place at centres
and village banks. These rules or constitutions, according to which groups
operate, are formulated by the group members themselves. Stokvels are freely
entered into and members are bound by free will to become part of a very
specific community with its own constitution and objectives. In some cases,
or in different communities where the level of education is low, the rules are
memorised, whereas in others they are written down for the members to refer
to. Because of personal relationships, trust and reputation among members,
violation of the rules does not normally occur and this reduces the risk and
uncertainty in financial transactions. These informal rules or constitutions
should be taken into consideration when extending credit to the poor in a
more formal environment.
Lessons can be learnt from the major achievements of financial institutions in
the countries discussed above, in the context of improving the living standards
of poor households who have been financially marginalised. Attention has to
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be focused on the customising and non-discriminatory nature of any legal
framework so that it does not conflict with existing and sometimes local
practices and conventions already developed in the informal lending sector.
Baydas et al (1997)48 highlighted the aspect of language, for instance, and also
pointed out that social and cultural barriers do not allow for easy relationships
with non-familiar people and modern banking institutions. This is also true of
the standardising of social relationships and social conventions in general. The
government, as a policy-maker, therefore needs to understand the operation
of informal stokvels in different communities and community groups, which
seem better equipped to curb the uncertainty problem that hinders the
extension of credit. The potential of the stokvel groups has to be considered
by the government, which must ensure that legislative interventions nurture
and support the stokvel groups. It is also important to pay attention to
relations between solidarity groups, micro lending interventions and other
existing anti-poverty programmes to prevent free-riding and racketeering, for
instance.
Research that was conducted by Coetzee (1998)49 on retail finance in the
rural areas in South Africa found that the banks are failing in their role to
provide formal commercial banking activities to all rural areas, and these
banks do not seem to have the answer to improving access to credit by poor
households. The banks concentrate on centralised standard instruments and
products, rather than adopting a decentralised approach. This is even worse
in the case of the new commercial banking models.
Solidarity groups, because of their decentralised nature, not only improve
access to credit by the poor but also bring such credit products and instruments
close to these marginalised households, resulting in very low transaction costs.
In Ghana and Indonesia even more formal institutions use targeted credit
to customise instruments and products. These formal low-cost banks are
characterised by easy access, flexibility in loan use, rapid processing, flexibility
in interest rates and collateral requirements. The way in which the banks
operate is highly decentralised. Informal financial agents, such as the banksusu collectors, i.e. the susu groups or rotating credit and savings associations,
friends and relatives, mobilise savings from community groups. In Kenya,
products like the juhudi, chikola and kati kati are developed and tailored to
48 MM Baydas, DH Graham & L Valenzuela, “Commercial banks in micro finance: New actors in the microfinance
world”, (USA, Houghton Mafflin Company., 1997), pp. 41-47.
49 G Coetzee, “Regulation and supervision of micro finance institutions: The experience in South Africa”, (Pretoria,
University of Pretoria, Department of Agricultural Economics, 1998).
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the specific needs of the client (Johnson and Rogaly 1997)50.
It is therefore important that financial products and instruments are
decentralised and flexible. Products and instruments have to differentiate
between target groups and in so doing, all levels of poor households will be
able to take full precautions for specific risks (full insurance). Developing a
specific low-cost credit for specific risk and needs will smooth consumption
for the poor (Morduch 1999)51.
Social infrastructure maintenance and development
Appropriate training in financial operations, ensuring an able social
infrastructure, is another important principle to be considered. In South
Africa, there is a lack of training and technical assistance in financial operations
for poor people and procedures that exclude these very same households are
used. Therefore, technical training in financial operations has to be provided
in South Africa. In addition to training, a local partner (discussed above)
who will communicate with community groups and the community groups
themselves, as members of village banks, need appropriate training in order to
improve the management of their own savings and loans operations. Although
community members have the experience through stokvels in managing their
own informal credit and savings, they still need relevant and appropriate
training in this regard. Training programmes should be put in place to help
the members develop skills to manage, supervise and monitor the solidarity
group activities. Well-designed and structured training at relatively low cost
can act as an accelerator of increased efficiency, higher self-esteem, poverty
reduction and improved status within the poor communities. The poor would
also acquire more and better survival skills that would help them to cope in
times of crisis. Group lending in the Grameen Bank, for example, was built
on strong investment in a group formation and substantial investment in
recruiting low-cost, committed and well-trained staff, before lending began.
None of these human capital investments have been strong in South African
financial programmes (Morduch 1999)52.

50 S Johnson and B Rogaly, Microfinance and Poverty..., pp. 5-7.
51 J Morduch, “The Microfinance Promise…” , Journal of Economic Literature, 37(4), 1999, pp. 1569-1614.
52 J Morduch, “The Microfinance Promise…” , Journal of Economic Literature, 37(4), 1999, pp. 1569-1614.
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Conclusion
Banks, as we know today and as it has already been discussed in this article,
have a long history that emerged from the Italian financiers in the twelfth
century, primarily as savings institutions. As Chick (1993)53 and Hicks
(1967)54 have also alluded to above, the theory of overcoming periods of
extreme economic uncertainty follows the best monetary practice and reality
in extreme uncertain economic environments. Theory cannot create the ideal
reality when it comes to monetary institutions and practise in irreducible
uncertain environments. To be successful in this, one has to use this existing
social knowledge and follow what is practiced.
The formal banking system plays a pivotal role in the delivery of financial
services, particularly credit. However, the delivery of credit to poor households
in South Africa by the formal banking system is hampered by its modern
nature and structure.
The poor people in South Africa and in various parts of the world have,
with time, and in reaction to this inability of formal systems, developed selfinsurance support mechanisms in the form of informal savings organizations.
Since 1976, the formalisation of solidarity group lending became a successful
mechanism of giving the poor access to much needed cash and credit. In light
of this successful mechanism, the best international solidarity group lending
practices were analysed in the article to determine the principles that underlie
the successes of these practices.
Critical factors, the conditions that underlie and bind these successes, were
identified and condensed into a genotype structure, or principal factors, to
act as benchmark criteria to ascertain successful implementation of social
technology or social mechanisms to extend credit to the poor households in
South Africa. One common constant denominator that was identified in all
best practices is the social embeddedness of these principles. These socially
embedded principles, although necessary, are though neither complete nor
sufficient conditions to ensure sustainable access to financial services. They can
however be used as a prototype structure when trying to formalise solidarity
group lending practices, like stokvels in South Africa, as sustainable channels
and instruments for making and improving access to credit to the poor. Based
53 V Chick, “The evolution of the banking system and the theory of monetary policy …”, Economies et Societies, 3,
1986, pp. 33-46.
54 JR Hicks, “Monetary theory and policy…, pp. 39-44.
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on the findings, this article therefore recommends that the existing social
technology in the form of stokvels be developed according to these principles
to give the poor access to low-cost credit in South Africa.
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Abstract
It is by now common knowledge that South Africa is a water scarce country
and that the correct public management of its potable water sources such as
the transportation of it as well as the purification of the used water is of utmost
importance. In the history of South Africa, the supply of potable water and
basic sanitation services to all the inhabitants has never been higher on the
national, provincial and especially the local government sphere agendas than
since the end of April 1994.1
Even though the Mooi River valley area has always been described as water
rich, it might in the near future be described as “water, water everywhere, but
not a drop to drink”! The city of Potchefstroom gathers its potable water from
surface- and groundwater in the Mooi River Catchment. The water is collected,
stored and released from the Boskop Dam from where it is transported in a
12km long open-on-top cement canal to the water purification works of the
City. In an ad hoc field visit by the authors, it was discovered that the water
canal is broken and being polluted in a variety of ways before it reaches the
purification works. Improvement of this inefficient management situation is
also currently quite impossible seeing that the Department of Water Affairs’
workforce has declined to a mere 20 people to maintain the whole of the Mooi
River valley.2
The article starts off with a historical water related background of
Potchefstroom identifying some historical happenings and developments
of importance with reference to the development related to Potchefstroom
and especially the source and transport of its potable water. Thereafter the
1
2

JWN Tempelhoff, African water histories: Transdisciplinary discourses (Vanderbijlpark, Corals Publishers, 2005),
p. 111.
Interview, Mr W Liebenberg (Retired Regional Manager, DWA Regional Office, Potchefstroom) / Prof EJ
Nealer 16 March 2011.
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article highlights some important water resources related legislation, which
is obviously not being adhered to. Important role-players involved with the
public management of the potable water supply for the city residents of
Potchefstroom are furthermore identified. Lastly the way forward is addressed
and some recommendations on the improvement of the transport of the City’s
potable water through the dolomite underlain area are given.
[Keywords?]

Samevatting
Dat Suid-Afrika ‘n water-arm land is, is oorbekend, en dat die korrekte
openbare bestuur van sy drinkwaterbronne, onder meer die vervoer sowel as
die suiwering van gebruikte water, van uiterste belang is, is in waterbestuur
ononderhandelbaar. In die geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika is die verskaffing van
drinkwater en basiese sanitêre dienste aan meer as 40 miljoen inwoners wat
geregtig is op basiese dienste ’n groot uitdaging op ‘n nasionale, provinsiale en
veral plaaslike owerheidsfeer.3
Alhoewel die area van die Mooiriviervallei in die omgewing van
Potchefstroom nog altyd bekend was as waterryk, sal die oormaat van water nie
noodwendig in die toekoms as drinkwater benut kan word nie. Die stad van
Potchefstroom verkry sy drinkwater vanaf oppervlakte- en grondwater in die
Mooirivier opvangsgebied. Die water word opgevang, opgegaar en vrygelaat
in die Boskopdam vanwaar dit vervoer word in ‘n 12km lange oop-aan-diebokant sementkanaal na die Tlokwe Plaaslike Munisipaliteit (Potchefstroom)
se watersuiweringseenheid. In onlangse navorsingsveldwerk gedoen deur
die outeurs, is gevind dat die waterkanaal en servituut nie doeltreffend in
stand gehou word nie en op verskeie wyses besoedel word alvorens dit die
watersuiweringseenheid bereik. Dit het onder meer tot gevolg dat meer
chloor benodig word in die watersuiweringsproses wat kapitaal implikasies
teweegbring. ‘n Verbetering van hierdie nadelige prosesse is tans onmoontlik
as gevolg van die tendens van dalende arbeidskragte by die streekskantoor van
die Departement van Waterwese. Werknemers wat verantwoordelik is vir die
instandhouding van waterinfrastruktuur in die Mooirivier opvangsgebied het
oor die afgelope 15 jaar afgeneem van 100 na ’n skamele 20.4
’n Aspek van die watergeskiedenis van Potchefstroom word in hierdie
artikel belig wat vanaf die ontstaan daarvan in 1841 tot die hede dateer. ’n
Konteksskeppende agtergrond word aangebied waarin belangrike historiese
ontwikkelings gegee word wat verband hou met die stad se vervoer van sy
water vanaf die Boskopdam na die watersuiweringswerke. Die aard en omvang
van die waterbronne wat die stad voed, sowel as leemtes betreffende die
3
4

JWN Tempelhoff, African water histories..., p. 111.
Interview, Mr W Liebenberg…, 16 March 2011.
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vervoer van die water in ’n sement kanaal word binne hierdie streekskonteks
aangebied. Vervolgens word aanbevelings gemaak rakende die verbetering van
die kwaliteit en die meer geskikte vervoer van die stad se drinkwater deur die
dolomiet onderlegde gebied.
Keywords: Water history; Dolomite; Municipal water supply; Department
of Water Affairs (DWA); Water-transporting cement canal; Co-operative
governance; Water resource management.

Introduction
South Africa finds itself in an arid to semi-arid region, with an average
rainfall of approximately 500mm per annum, compared with a world average
of 860mm. Furthermore, this below-average rainfall is unevenly distributed
in that 65% of the country receives less than 500mm of rain annually, which
is usually regarded as the minimum for successful dry-land farming, while
20% of the country receives less than 200mm.5
The aforementioned hydrological state is not true for the Mooi River valley
area on the Far West Rand upstream of the city of Potchefstroom, which
has over the years been described as ‘water rich’ and scenically beautiful6 –
but due to, amongst others, gold mining activities, urbanisation, informal
settlements and the geologically underlying dolomite with resulting complex
geo-hydrology of the landscape, the quest to provide effective management
of the physical environment deserves attention. The city of Potchefstroom
falls in the municipal jurisdiction of the Tlokwe Local Municipality and
has a population of approximately 250000 people.7 The area is situated
downstream of the current environmental crises on the West Rand and Far
West Rand regarding aspects such as acid mine drainage (AMD)8, closure of
mines, and naturally rewatered gold mines which have negative effects on
the Wonderfontein Spruit (upstream tributary of the Mooi River), as well
as the underground located groundwater aquifers and springs in the karst
(dolomite) landscape.9
5
6
7
8
9

Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF), Management of the water resources of the Republic of South
Africa (Cape Town, CTP Book Printers, 1986), p. 1.3.
WJ Badenhorst, Die Geskiedenis van Potchefstroom (Johannesburg, Afrikaanse Pers Bpk., 1938), p. 15.
Tlokwe City Council, “IDP REVIEW 2009-2010”,2010 (available at http://www.potch.co.za/pdf2010/
TLOKWE%20IDP%202009.pdf/, as accessed on 9 February 2011).
Times Live, ‘Acid mine drainage needs urgent action’, 2011 (available at http://www.timeslive.co.za/local/
article896257.ece/DA--Acid-mine-drainage-needs-urgent-action, as accessed on 8 February 2011).
Interview, Mr F Le Roux, (Control Technician, Directorate Hydrology, DWA, Boskop Dam) /
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In this research venture the primary objective has been to determine and
report on the nature and extent of the public management and specifically
the transport of Potchefstroom’s raw water (to be used and consumed by
households of the city) through a geologically sensitive karst (dolomite)
area. The research methodology included a thorough and comprehensive
literature review of the typical basic geo-hydrology of the terrain, place and
role of the National Department of Water Affairs Regional Office situated in
Potchefstroom, the history of the transport of water in soil-dug and built canals
in the area, field-visits to the area, and personal interviews with municipality
practitioners and North-West University (NWU) researchers in the field of
municipal- and water services management as well as disaster risk reduction.
The outcomes of this research are considered of utmost significance for the
current and future municipal managers and officials who are tasked with the
more effective, efficient and economic public management and delivery of
potable water services within the demarcated municipal area of the Tlokwe
Local Municipality.
To follow in the discussion is a brief contextualising of the water history
of the Potchefstroom region. The nature and extent of the transport of the
city’s raw water from Boskop Dam to the Tlokwe Local Municipality’s water
purification works will be reported on after which some recommendations
will be made to possibly contribute to the improvement of sustainable potable
water collection, storage, transport, treatment and reticulation in the whole
geographical responsibility area of the Municipality.

A water history of Potchefstroom
The Mooi River area in the vicinity of Potchefstroom was said to be founded
by Andries Hendrik Potgieter during 1835 and the first little town in the area
(called Mooiriviersdorp) was established during 1838 on the western bank
of the Mooi River on several farms in the neighbourhood of Oude Dorp.10
The area was located on a triangular flat wetland (vlei) with “shallow soil
on top of lime- and ouklip rock formations and with “black elephant rock
(dolomite) scattered on the sides.”11 Water was collected with soil-dug furrows
Prof EJ Nealer (Researcher), 8 April 2010.
10 GA Jenkins, A Century of History: The story of Potchefstroom (Potchefstroom, The Potchefstroom Herald, 1939),
p. 7.
11 WJ Badenhorst, Die Geskiedenis van Potchefstroom (Potchefstroom, Afrikaanse Pers Bpk., 1938), p. 11.
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from nearby located springs in the area. See Figure 1 for a geographical map
on which the location of Oude Dorp can be seen in the area immediately
alongside the southwest side of Boskop Dam:
Image 1: Locality map of the Potchefstroom area

Source: J Potgieter, Map of Gerhard Minnebron in Mooi River Sub-Catchment Area (Potchefstroom,
AGES, 2010).

Due to heavy rainfall during 1840 as well as the unplanned, too small and
wetland-type physical terrain (geologically underlain by dolomite), the Oude
Dorp area became heavily flooded and impassable for the settling town folk
and animals. A decision was taken to move the town approximately 10km
downstream (1 hour travelling by horse) in an attempt to get off the muddy
•
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soil (weathered after dolomite [wad]) and underlying dolomite bedrock.12 This
new and current location was established in 1841 and named Potchefstroom.
The name was compiled from the words Pot (Potgieter), chef (head), and
stroom (the Mooi River).13 See Figure 1 for a geographical map indicating
the locality of the city.
The new location of the town was much more user-friendly and the property
stands of it could be measured out prior to the resettlement of the inhabitants.
Alongside the streets of Potchefstroom were dug furrows which transported
water from a canal built to transport water from the Mooi River to each and
every house of the town. The “scenically beautiful” described town however
in 1866 was reported in the De Argus newspaper as being “...in a shameful
state we cannot deny, witness our water furrows and streets, which make it
dangerous to anyone to be out after sunset and this leads us to the subject
we have in view, viz. the establishment of a municipality to correct these and
other evils”.14 The fact that sanitation comprised of shallow pit latrines and
“french drains”’ dug in the ground15 must have added to the negative state of
affairs.
Potchefstroom Dam (earlier known as Lakeside Dam) was built to meet the
town residents’ water needs and also to act as recreation resort.16 In 1924
the Town Council decided to build the first water purifying system (3.4 Mℓ/
day) and by 1926 the town had its first piped water.17 This potable water
purification system has continuously been upgraded to currently produce
33.6 Ml/day.18
The need to build a bigger dam was addressed by the building of Boskop
Dam and water-transporting canals with cement on both sides (banks) of
the Mooi River by 1959. The essence of having the canals cemented was
because the nature of the soil and underlying dolomite rock with its cracks,
ponors and sinkholes caused major water losses along the previously ground12 HM Van Coller, “Die burgerlike lewe in Potchefstroom ten tye van die Eerste Vryheidsoorlog” (MA, NWU,
1983), p. 11; Interview, Mr JJ Smit, Senior Geologist (AGES) / Prof EJ Nealer (Researcher), 16 September
2010.
13 WJ Badenhorst, Die Geskiedenis van Potchefstroom., p. 15.
14 WJ Badenhorst, Die Geskiedenis van Potchefstroom., p. 102.
15 JF Kleinhans, Die koste van watervoorsiening te Potchefstroom. Potchefstroom: PU for CHE Dissertation –
M.BA, (1985), p. 7.
16 JF Kleinhans, Die koste..., p. 7.
17 JF Kleinhans, Die koste..., p. 7.
18 Interview, Mr JF Kleinhans, Manager, Engineering Services, Tlokwe Local Municipality / Prof EJ Nealer
(Researcher), 27 October 2010.
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dug furrows in which the transported water merely disappeared into the
underground.19 In order to manage the surface water in the Mooi River valley
more effectively, the upstream located Klerkskraal Dam and its western and
eastern banks’ cement canals were completed in 1971.20
Before one can turn to the empirical findings of the research’s focus, the
foundational and especially the transformative legislation regarding potable
water supply management by a municipality within its demarcated municipal
area will now be identified.
The Water Act 54 of 1956 contained mechanisms to determine and obtain
entitlements to public and private water within the borders of South Africa.21
In addition the Environment Conservation Act 73 of 1989 facilitated the
Government’s quest towards effective protection and controlled utilisation of
the physical- as well as the human-changed environment.22 In 1995 a White
Paper on National Sanitation was promulgated by identifying the fact that all
citizens of the country have equal rights to a safe and healthy environment.
During this time the final Constitution (Act 108 of 1996) was compiled and
together with some preparatory work at the then Department of Water Affairs
and Forestry on a set of basic principles in water resources management, the
Water Services Act 108 of 1997 was promulgated. This Act set the transformed
foundation for the National Water Act 36 of 1998 which now recognises that
water in South Africa is a scarce and unevenly distributed national resource
which belongs to all its inhabitants, does away with the distinction between
public- and private water, and that the National Government is responsible
for the nation’s water resources and their use. This should be attained in a
sustainable manner by means of, inter alia, integrated water catchment
management of all aspects of water resources and, where appropriate, the
delegation of management functions to a regional or catchment level so as
to enable everyone to participate. It furthermore legislates the way in which
the water resource should be protected, used, developed, conserved, managed
and controlled. It also governs how a municipality may return effluent and
other wastewater back to the water resource.23 Consequently, the National
19 Anon,’Kanale uit Boskop se dam nou reeds naby Potchefstroom’, Potchefstroom Herald, 18 December 1958.
20 Department of Environmental Affairs (DEAT), ‘Report of Interdepartmental Committee on Irrigation: Verslag
oor die bestaanbaarheid van besproeiingseenhede op die Mooirivier-staatswaterskema. (Unpublished), Pretoria,
DEAT, 1983).
21 Union of South Africa, Water Act 54 (Pretoria, Government Printer, 1956).
22 RSA, Environment Conservation Act 73 (Pretoria, Government Printer, 1989).
23 RSA, National Water Act 36 (Pretoria, Government Printer, 1998).
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Environmental Management Act 107 (NEMA) was promulgated in 1998.
In order to ensure the practical manifestation of government for the people
by the people, the local government sphere of the developing South Africa
has been reconstructed and legislated with the Local Government Municipal
Structures (Act 117 of 1998) and Systems (Act 32 of 2000) acts. For the
purpose of this article’s focus the subsequent Disaster Management Act 57 of
2002 can also be mentioned as a vehicle to prevent or reduce risk of disasters,
mitigating the severity of disasters, emergency preparedness, rapid and
effective responses to disasters and post-disaster recovery, and establishment
of national, provincial and municipal disaster management centres all over
the country.24
In the next section the nature and extent of the transport of Potchefstroom’s
potable water from Boskop Dam via the western bank (of the Mooi River)
cement canal to the City’s purification works will be looked at in more detail.

Nature and extent of the transport of Potchefstroom’s potable water from
Boskop Dam
With reference to the Potchefstroom area in the Mooi River catchment,
the area’s drinking water originates from surface water collected in the Mooi
River surface water catchment consisting of the Wonderfontein Spruit from
the northeast and the Mooi River from the north as well as groundwater
from springs in the dolomite (karst) landscape. The three biggest surface
water dams in the area in which the water is collected and stored are the
Klerkskraal Dam (full capacity of 8 million m³), Boskop Dam (21 million
m³), and Potchefstroom Dam (2 million m³).
In a report on the safety inspection done at the Boskop Dam25 it is stated
that the “dam is founded on fairly complex geology consisting of a quartzite
ridge, shale, lava, dolomitic limestone, a number of faults and a diabase dyke.”
This report also states that dolomite exists across approximately 75% of the
catchment area that can, due to the high permeability of the area, have a very
big effect on the size of a flood.

24 RSA, Disaster Management Act 57 (Pretoria, Government Printer, 2002).
25 Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF), ‘Mooirivier Staatswaterskema...,
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According to research that has been done by the Africa Geo-Environmental
Services (AGES), the canal stretches through areas underlain by dolomite
rock. Water can seep through the cracks in the canal and subsequently lead
to the formation of sinkholes.26 This state of affairs is of crucial importance in
that the underlying geology of the area, through weathering, determines the
resulting very clayey topsoil and ground surface gradients which in their turn
affect the typical geo-hydrology of the area (i.e. creation of open or confined
underground located groundwater aquifers). See Figure 1 for the occurrence
of dolomite in the area (indicated in grey shading).
From Boskop Dam the water destined for use by Potchefstroom’s residents as
well as downstream farmers up to the Vaal River, is transported through natural
gravitation in uncovered (open-on-top) cement canals through and past the
city. The Tlokwe Local Municipality’s water purification works is situated
immediately northwest of the Mooi River inflow into the Potchefstroom
Dam.
These two canals were built by the National Department of Water Affairs
(DWA) around 1959 in proclaimed water servitudes under the ownership
and maintenance of the Department. See Figure 1 for the locality of the canal
on the western side of the Mooi River as well as Figure 2 for a picture of a
section of this canal and servitude stretching from the overflow of the Boskop
Dam’s wall through the city of Potchefstroom down to the Vaal River on the
farm Kromdraai:
Image 2: A section of the canal and servitude 500 metres downstream of the Boskop Dam
wall

26 Interview, Mr JJ Smit Senior Geologist (AGES) / Prof EJ Nealer (Researcher), 16 September 2010.
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The two types of cement canals found in the vicinity of the Boskop and
Klerkskraal dams are the western bank canal that has a water carrying capacity
of 7000 m³/hour (1 m³ = 1000 litres) and the eastern bank canal that has a
water carrying capacity of 4500 m³/h. During an interview, the DWA said that
it constantly allows 2000 m³/hour raw water to be released from the western
bank canal opposite the water purification works for treatment by the Tlokwe
Local Municipality before usage by the residents of Potchefstroom.27 Water
can also be taken directly from the Potchefstroom Dam in Potchefstroom.28
The cement canal flows in an officially declared DWA fenced-off servitude
which varies in width according to circumstances. The servitude is the area
through which the canal itself as well as the piece of land next to the canal
passes and which the DWA may use to inspect and maintain the canal with.
Only the officials from the DWA and the respective owners of the land through
which the servitude passes are allowed to obtain access to the servitude.29
During ad hoc field visits by the researchers to the Boskop Dam area and the
open-on-top cement western bank canal in the DWA servitude during 2010,
they observed that the canal stretches through an area which geologically is
underlain by dolomite rock. At various places, the canal is visibly cracked and
broken with clear seepage of water into the surrounding weathered soil of the
underlying dolomite.
The service road in the DWA servitude is also fully overgrown with bushes
and shrubs and has not been maintained and can even barely be driven along
in a 4x4 vehicle. Furthermore, no safety and security features are being built
in and maintained along the servitude of the canal; especially where it crosses
roads and passes close to farm houses. Informal squatting is also taking place
at various places along the canal system and the Mooi River banks. See Figure
3 for a photo indicating the nature of the ill-maintained DWA cement canal
and servitude:

27 Interview, Mr L Caldwell (Regional Manager, DWA, Potchefstroom) / Prof EJ Nealer (Researcher), 16 April
2010.
28 Interview, Mr B Nell (Chief Scientist, Tlokwe City Council) / Prof EJ Nealer (Researcher), 28 January 2011.
29 Interview, Mr L Caldwell (Regional Manager, DWA, Potchefstroom) / Prof EJ Nealer (Researcher), 5 May
2010.
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Image 3: Nature and extent of the overgrown canal and its ill-maintained servitude

Higher up in the catchment at Rysmierbult, from the blood stains visible on
the cement sides of the canal, it is clear that some squatters slaughter live stock
right next to the water transporting canal and then merely wash the blood and
waste material off into the water. Rumour also has it that livestock poachers
have on occasion actually chased an animal into the water canal where it
then got stuck due to the slippery algae on the cement walls of the canal and
where the poachers then killed and slaughtered it in the canal. At two places
along the canal the farmers have even built cattle kraals on top of and across
the canal and do not try to prevent the cattle waste and urine from entering
the water-transporting canal. According to Ben Nell this is against the law
because the water purifying process cannot remove all the nitrates present
in urine.30 See Figure 4 for a photo of the exact spot where slaughtering and
informal squatting is taking place:
30 Interview, Mr B Nell (Chief Scientist, Tlokwe City Council) / Prof EJ Nealer (Researcher), 14 February 2011.
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Image 4: Unlawful theft of water from the canal as well as some visible slaughtering of live
stock on the cement overhang

At this moment in time the downstream located city of Potchefstroom’s water
is managed by the Regional Office of the Department of Water Affairs (DWA)
which collects, stores, manages and controls the surface water from the Mooi
River catchment and groundwater flowing from the natural springs, into the
Boskop Dam (12km north of the city). One of these springs is the Gerhard
Minnebron which, as the largest natural spring in the Southern hemisphere
and situated 5km north of Boskop Dam, yields water at a flow rate of 60 - 80
Mℓ (mega litres) per day.31 See Figure 5 for a photo of the spring:
Image 5: Gerhard Minnebron

31 F Winde, Challenges for Sustainable Water Use in Dolomitic Mining Regions of South Africa – a Case Study
of Uranium Pollution. Part 1: Sources and Pathways (Phys. Geogr. 27:2006), pp. 333-347.
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The regional Office of DWA situated in Potchefstroom is responsible
for inter alia, the maintenance of all the cement canals in the Mooi River
Catchment region. Nevertheless, the DWA office stated that under the
previous government dispensation it had 100 personnel members to manage
all its responsibilities. Today this office has to cope with a workforce of only
20 personnel members and consequently it acknowledges that the canals are
in a bad state.32
The North West Province’s Department of Environmental Affairs in
Mahikeng also does not play any role in the collection, storage and treatment
of Potchefstroom’s potable water. The onus lies on Tlokwe Local Municipality
to see to the quality of water that reaches the residents’ homes. The DWA in
Potchefstroom is only in contact with the Tlokwe Local Municipality in the
sense of providing raw water to the Municipality’s water purification works
and giving co-operation if needed. The Municipality, in the final instance, is
responsible for the treatment of the canal-transported water before reticulation.
The Municipality is not concerned with the management of the surface water
catchment area (dams, canals, land-use and rivers) because it considers this
the primary function of the Regional Office of DWA.
From the review and discussion thus far, it is alarming and almost unbelievable
that DWA and the Municipality, now (170 years since the establishment of
Potchefstroom), still see it fit to transport the city’s raw water destined for
drinking, in an open-on-top and uncovered cement canal. This could explain
why a municipal resident of Potchefstroom who, for example, uses 37Kℓ of
water, only pays R4-54/Kℓ33 whereas a residential water user in Klerksdorp
(whose water originates from the Vaal River) has to pay R11-16/Kℓ34 and one
in Carletonville (where water originates from the Lesotho Highlands Water
Scheme) R10-35/Kℓ.35

32 Interview, Mr L Caldwell (Regional Manager, DWA, Potchefstroom) / Prof EJ Nealer (Researcher), 16 April
2010.
33 Interview, Ms R Meyer (Accounts Section, Tlokwe City Council) / Ms E Annandale (Researcher), 23 November
2010.
34 Interview, Mr T Diseko (Accounts Section, Matlosana Local Municipality) / Ms E Annandale (Researcher), 23
November 2010.
35 Interview, Ms R Pretorius (Accounts Section, Merafong Local Municipality) / Ms E Annandale (Researcher), 23
November 2010.
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Conclusion and the way forward
It can be concluded that the current state of the water-transporting
canal from Boskop Dam to the water purification works of Tlokwe Local
Municipality leaves much to be desired and that the possible water losses
into the underlying dolomite (karst) landscape and pollution of the canal
cannot be resolved immediately. This unsatisfactory state of water resources
management unfortunately can lead to the outbreak of water-related diseases
that might cause severe epidemics. The fact that the raw-water transporting
canal of DWA is built on dolomite rock also causes the risk of sinkholes
forming when water spillages or cracks in the cement canal occur.
One can also deduce that the effective management of a city’s potable water
has now become a very complex activity due to a high level of diversity
encompassed in the different integrated actions needed for it. This emphasises
the fact that one public service provider cannot do it alone any longer and
that the vehicle of effective co-operative governance should be utilised to
identify all involved, interested and committed role-players and stakeholders
and to continuously coordinate their actions in a highly integrated attempt
to achieve improved water resources management in the local government
sphere of the developing South Africa.
From the aforementioned conclusions the following recommendations can
be made to try and improve the transport of the raw water in the open-on-top
cement canal from Boskop Dam to the water purification works of Tlokwe
Local Municipality:
•

The Regional Office of DWA located in Potchefstroom must be allocated the
necessary exposure and even publicity opportunities to strengthen the public
institution’s capacity and quest to improved water resources management in a
more integrated manner for the Mooi River catchment as a holistic whole.

•

Other strategically important role-players and stakeholders like the School for
Social and Government Studies, Environmental Sciences and Management
Unit, African Centre for Disaster Studies at NWU’s Potchefstroom Campus,
CudyWat Niche at the Vaaltriangle Campus of the University, AGES etc. must
become more visible, accessible and volunteer to join forces in very much needed
Public-Private-Partnerships (PPPs) and effective co-operative governance with
the respective offices of DWA and the Tlokwe Local Municipality.

•

An “Informing the community members project” about the status of the City’s
potable water with reference to, for example, good news on the existence of the
•
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Gerhard Minnebron natural spring, the very low water tariffs which residents
have to pay, the obtaining of DWA’s Blue Drop status over the past two years,
and the origin of the potable water as well as the destiny of the used water
should be established through the use of modern communication media.
•

From a Disaster Risk Management point of view, it is crucial for the
public management of the Mooi River Catchment Area to be improved to
facilitate more sustainable environmental health and public management and
development in the long run.
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Abstract
In 21st century South Africa, new and old technological innovations in
agriculture can be employed to protect existing and future water supplies that
are increasingly becoming vulnerable to encroaching global warming trends.
The purpose of this article is to identify irrigation technology, the impact
on irrigative farming of a polluted water environment through mining and
other baneful industrial activities in the Republic. It also aims to discuss
innovation opportunities in irrigation technology for using virtual water – a
concept commonly associated with the Middle East. South Africa possesses
arguably the most sophisticated engineering technology in irrigation in
southern Africa. In this article, reflections on irrigation from the past to the
present will be complemented by a historical focus of the context in which
this farming enterprise evolved. A brief historical synopsis of irrigation shows
that this activity which became more technologically advanced in the colonial
and post-independence eras was also practiced in the pre-colonial period for
food security and as an insurance against drought. Irrigation was practised
in South Africa before and after the colonisation of the Cape by the Dutch
in 1652. Irrigation technology in the seventeenth century tended to lack the
sophistication and modernisation of the contemporary world. Innovative
improvements became imperative as the state increasingly became more
involved in agriculture from the 1920s and 1930s largely as part of a process
leading to the evolution of settler irrigation policy which was premised on
capital accumulation and the deprivation of Africans of land ownership rights.
This policy orientation clearly changed from the advent of independence to
the 21st century in favour of a policy that aimed at economically empowering
the Black smallholder sector farmers without necessarily neglecting the large•
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scale commercial producers. Irrigation farming is not a novel phenomenon to
the region. Since the turn of the new millennium, technological innovation
has been prioritised because South Africa is situated in a predominantly
hot arid zone of the sub-region. Total evaporation creates endemic water
shortages. It is therefore imperative that water resources are well managed in a
country which thrives largely on mining, industrial and agricultural pursuits.
Due to South Africa’s geophysical location in one of the world’s arid terrains,
irrigation has been identified as an essential corollary to dry land farming and
other economic endeavours. Nevertheless, in spite of advances that have been
made in centre-pivot manufacturing, South Africa has generally tended to
ignore cheaper irrigation methodologies such as the drip, terracing and flood
systems which seem more suitable and appropriate in arid conditions. It has
also ignored the fact that using large volumes of both riparian and imported
water from Lesotho to irrigate a crop like maize in the Eastern Free State
Province, for example, is not only unviable but it is also unsustainable.
A major rethink of how food supply can be boosted on the basis of irrigated
agriculture, utilising more advanced and peculiarly suitable technology in hot
and arid or water deficient areas is vital. This is more so because industrial
demand for water – a large quantity of which is expensively procured
or transferred from Lesotho through the Vaal River system - is in direct
competition with the demand for water to produce surplus food under
irrigation. Most industrial and farming activities in Gauteng, Free State and
Mpumalanga provinces, to name a few, are dependent on this water which is
under threat of depletion. Given South Africa’s arid conditions, the adoption
of the virtual water concept, following the Saudi Arabian experience, would be
a possible conservationist measure. This article also argues that because water
is limited, mining and air pollution which eventually ends up in the water
should be controlled to ensure safe drinking and irrigation water.
Keywords: Environmental history; Irrigation technology; Innovation;
Environmental pollution; Air and water pollution; Acid Mine Drainage
(AMD); Climate change; Global warming; arid environments; South Africa.

Introduction
This article assesses opportunities and the possible irrigation technological
innovations that South Africa in the SADC region can adopt in the face of
fast approaching aridity. It also focuses on the prospects for utilising and
implementing the virtual water concept, including reflecting on how the
past of irrigation development can be used to inform the present. The major
justification for this case study of South Africa is aridity as this may proffer
some lessons for other arid zones. South Africa is the 30th most arid country
•
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in the world, with Limpopo being one of the most desiccated provinces.1
South Africa thrives on irrigation and dry land farming, including mining and
other industrial activities. Water for irrigation has been a crucial developmental
resource for the country before independence and in the post-apartheid era.
The key question the research undertakes to investigate is whether irrigation
technological innovation in South Africa in the new millennium is influenced
by aridity. Additionally, the article attempts to assess whether the adoption of
such technology is driven by the need to supplement humidity or moisture
levels through the use of appropriate water conservationist methods in such
arid conditions. This is important for a country that requires increased water
use for irrigation farming, industry, domestic, mining and power generation.
Between 1990 and 2010, the demand for water for such usage varied from
2.3% to 50.9%.2
For a period transcending a decade since the 1990s, the marked decrease in
precipitation in South Africa has required the application of agro-techniques
that are commensurate with changing environmental conditions. The Free
State Province, for instance, has been characterised by varying precipitation
levels, with the Western Free State receiving low annual rainfall; the Central
Free State, moderate rainfall; and the Eastern Free State, higher rainfall.3
Diminishing water supplies in South Africa are a direct consequence of repeated
drought spells. Whilst it is clear that temperature and climatic patterns have
been changing, corresponding advancement in irrigation methods has largely
not taken place. In light of this seeming neglect of appropriately designed
technology, it is suggested that a new policy direction in farming should
include measures to build irrigation systems that can sustain food productivity
in the event of worsening climatic conditions.
Irrigation has a long history throughout the world. Irrigation and water
history in general, have clearly become significant areas of study. Globally,
scientists in a variety of fields have started concentrating on water and its
scarcity in arid terrains as a subject. In a nutshell, water history refers to
an interdisciplinary study which aims to foster historical understanding of
1
2
3

SABC 3 News, 05:30 Bulletin, 24 November 2009.
GDT de Villiers, PMU Schmitz & HJ Booysen, “South Africa’s Water Resources and the Lesotho Highlands
Water Scheme: A Partial Solution to the Country’s Water Problems”, Water Resources Development, 12(1), 1996,
p. 68.
A Barnard & MF Smith, “The Effect of Rainfall and Temperature on the Preharvest Sprouting Tolerance of
Winter Wheat in the Dryland Production Areas of the Free State Province”, Field Crops Research, 112, 2009,
pp. 158-164.
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the relationship between water and humankind as it links scholarship in
humanities and social sciences with the natural and applied sciences.4 It also
provides a forum for research in water management. As water has influenced
the development of human communities throughout the world, the study
of water contributes to an understanding of economic, political, social
and environmental history, the history of science, medicine, technology,
environmental sciences and geography.5 In other words, as a result of the
ubiquitous nature of water, the discipline of water history includes within its
study elements of technology history, history of science, as well as a number
of other fields of study. Water history is thus more than mere environmental
history.
Although several works on water and irrigation history predate colonialism,
it is the 1990s that generated increasing global awareness to the fact that
it would become a finite natural resource in the not-too-distant future in
spite of it being seemingly plentiful. Scholars such as Tempelhoff, Turton
and Ohlsson have amply demonstrated the precariousness of the situation for
South Africa and many water-stressed parts of the world.6 Historically, the
state has focused on controlling the natural water system to address the lack of
water for agricultural usage and industrial development.7 The development
of modern irrigation techniques in South Africa was, among other things,
intended to mitigate against aridity and to reduce dependency on the state.8
For Nyandoro, McNider and Mollinga, irrigation can be practised in both
dry and wet environmental conditions as it is essential in complementing dry
land agricultural production.9 Tempelhoff argues that irrigation technology
4
5
6

7
8
9

JWN Tempelhoff et al, “Where has the Water Come From?” Water History, 1, 2009, pp. 1-18.
JWN Tempelhoff et al, “Where has the Water Come From?” Water History, 1, 2009.
JWN Tempelhoff, “Historical Perspectives on Pre-colonial Irrigation in Southern Africa”, African Historical
Review, 40(1), July 2008, pp. 121-160; AR Turton, Water Scarcity and Social Adaptive Capacity: Towards an
Understanding of the Social Dynamics of Managing Water Scarcity in Developing Countries (London, SOAS,
1999); AR Turton & L Ohlsson, Water Scarcity and Social Stability: Towards a Deeper Understanding of Key
Concepts Needed to Manage Water Scarcity in Developing Countries (London, SOAS, 1999); AR Turton, Water
and State Sovereignty: The Hydropolitical Challenge for States in Arid Regions (SOAS, 1999).
W Nomquphua, E Brauneb & S Mitchellc, “The Changing Water Resources Monitoring Environment in
South Africa”, South African Journal of Science, 103, 2007, pp. 306-310.
M Nyandoro, Development and Differentiation: The Case of TILCOR/ARDA Irrigation Activities in Sanyati
(Zimbabwe), 1939 to 2000, Saarbrucken: VDM Verlag Dr Muller, December 2008, pp. 1-460.
M Nyandoro, Development and Differentiation: The Case of TILCOR/ARDA Irrigation Activities in Sanyati
(Zimbabwe), 1939 to 2000 (Saarbrucken, VDM Verlag Dr Muller, December 2008); R McNider, et al.,
“Irrigation Assisted Rain-fed Agriculture: A Sustainable Adaptation Strategy”; R McNider, et al., Southeastern
Irrigation (Orlando, SECC/WMO), (available at: http://www.wamis.org/agm/meetings/ictusa08/S3-McNider.
pdf ), as accessed on 31 January 2011, pp. 1-70; PP Mollinga et al., “Strategies for Rainfed and Irrigated
Agriculture: Tungabhadra Basin, India and Tagus Basin, Spain and Portugal”, STRIVER Task Report, 9(2),
September 2008, pp. 1-55.
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has developed from the small irrigation furrow of the “subsistence” farmer in
pre-colonial times to the sophisticated irrigation technology adopted by South
Africa in the new millennium.10 It is important to note that Tempelhoff,
Turton and other water scholars categorically refute Mulwafu’s assertion that
in the decade preceding the new millennium, the study of water and other
natural resources was often disregarded as a critical determinant of historical
events.11 A similar argument to Mulwafu’s that can also be contested is Beinart’s
position that water and the environment were not perceived as resources that
transformed human experiences.12 Indeed, numerous studies, including
those by Abderrahman, Dennis, Nell and Phillips13, have acknowledged the
historical and interdisciplinary or transboundary nature of water and that
water is a key element whose utilisation has shaped human civilisations
since time immemorial. The conversion to virtual water14 in Saudi Arabia, as
indicated by Allan and Turton among others, is to some extent evidence of
the agro-economic and industrial importance of water whether or not it exists
within a country’s borders.
In South Africa, irrigation agriculture is a chief means of food production
and this calls for wide ranging scientific improvement. Limited irrigation
technological innovation has been adopted beyond the centre-pivot system.
This has virtually hampered irrigation farming activity, notwithstanding
irrigation’s potential to feed the country’s population, the majority of whom
live in arid and semi-arid parts of the Republic. Rethinking irrigation
and agricultural production to enhance food supply is therefore essential
especially in water deficit areas. This is more so given the stiff competition for
water between industry and agriculture. United Nations (UN) projections
indicate, for example, that this seemingly infinite supply of water is likely to
10 JWN Tempelhoff, “Historical Perspectives on Pre-colonial Irrigation in Southern Africa”, African Historical
Review, 40(1), July 2008.
11 WO Mulwafu, “Does Water have a History? Water Use and Management in Malawi”, JWN Tempelhoff (ed.),
African Water Histories: Transdisciplinary Discourses (Vanderbijlpark, Corals Publishers, 2005), p. 1.
12 W Beinart, “African History and Environmental History”, African Affairs, 99(395), 2000, pp. 269-302.
13 WA Abderrahman et al., “Impacts of Irrigation on Shallow Groundwater in Eastern Province, Saudi Arabia”,
Water Resources Development, 16(3), 2000, pp. 369–390; WA Abderrahman et al., “Computerized and Dynamic
Model for Irrigation Water Management of Large Irrigation Schemes in Saudi Arabia”, Water Resources
Development, 17(2), 2001, pp. 261–270; HJ Dennis & WT Nell, “Precision Irrigation in South Africa”,
Bloemfontein: Centre for Agricultural Management, Faculty of Natural and Agricultural Sciences, University of
the Free State, (available at: http://natagri.ufs.ac.za/dl/userfiles/Documents/00001/1341_eng.pdf ), as accessed
on 31 January 2011, pp. 1-17; DJH Phillips et al., “The TWO Analysis - Introducing a Methodology for the
Transboundary Waters Opportunity Analysis”, Stockholm International Water Institute (SIWI) Report, 23, 2008,
pp. 1-36.
14 Virtual water (also known as embedded water, embodied water or hidden water) refers, in the context of trade,
to the water used in the production of a good or service.
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dry up by 2015 due to excessive evaporation, drought conditions created by
global warming, and as a result of suboptimal usage of the water by various
stakeholders. Such a bleak situation will obviously destabilise industrial and
economic growth in South Africa.
For South Africa, just like Saudi Arabia - a country situated in one of the driest
parts of the Middle East - a conversion to virtual water would provide relief
and reduce the strain being imposed on limited water supplies by irrigating
unprofitable crops. Because of the challenges imposed by an arid topography
in South Africa, the article will therefore examine how such conditions can be
counteracted, as far as surplus food production is concerned, by building up
sufficient irrigation and pollution combating technological capacity to deal
with agro-development in an environment of cumbersome aquatic provision
and possibilities.

Arid South Africa: A concise topographical and spatial reflection
South Africa possesses diverse geophysical and climatic situations. With
a surface area of 1 219 912 sq km it has a population estimated in 2008
to be approximately 49 million.15 It receives summer rainfall, but parts of
the country experience winter rains brought by the humid sea-winds from
the Indian Ocean. Rainfall and its seasonal distribution varies between 400
and 1200 mm annually. This is a consequence, among other things, of the
east-west distribution of rainfall in the Republic and extreme variations in
relief. In a nutshell, South Africa’s major environmental concerns arise from
a lack of important arterial rivers or lakes; hence it requires extensive water
conservation and control measures. In addition, the growth in water usage due
to agro-industrial and other activities is outstripping supply. Other problems
include pollution of rivers from agricultural runoff and urban discharge, air
pollution resulting in acid rain, soil erosion and desertification.16 Aridity
and the environmental consequences of industrialising such as mine and air
pollution which ends up in the water are adversely affecting irrigation farming.
For example, irrigation projects along the Vaal River barrage of South Africa
suffer from unstable water supply. Most farms along the barrage rely on what
15 Anon, “South Africa People: ‘The Rainbow Nation’, (available at: http://www.expatcapetown.com/south-africapeople.html), as accessed on 31 January 2011.
16 SE Nicholson, “The nature of rainfall variability over Africa on time scales of decades to millennia”, Global and
Planetary Change, 26, 2000, pp. 137-158.
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has been termed grey water. Grey water in irrigation is secondary water. This
is used water. It is not pristine or pure water. Such water is not conducive to
normal crop or plant growth.
In many ways, industrial waste poses a danger to agriculture and the
environment. Most of the Gauteng Province, which is the industrial hub
of South Africa; parts of the Free State and other areas are characterised by
excessive gaseous and chemical emissions into the atmosphere due to intensive
industrial activity. Eskom, a coal or thermal-electricity generating plant
in Vereeniging (Gauteng Province) and the Sasol chemical and petroleum
manufacturing plant using coal situated in the small Free State Province town
of Sasolburg, are some of the biggest polluters of the air in the area.17 Sasol,
for instance, emits sulphur and other gases into the air. This is exacerbated
by the synthetic environment created by the Eskom power station in the
Vaal Triangle area around the Gauteng Province towns of Vereeniging and
Vanderbijlpark.18 These, just like similar industrial plants in South Africa,
are responsible for the amount of acid rain that falls in the country during
the rainy season. In particular, air pollution which eventually ends up in the
water, contaminates reservoirs, notably dams, riverine systems, wells and open
tanks.19 As a consequence, such sources cannot be used for irrigation farming
especially of edible crops or fruits. Clearly, air pollution has a bearing on
acid rain due to the residue of polluting industries. This rain is not good for
agriculture - an activity that is also hindered by Acid Mine Drainage (AMD).

Acid Mine Drainage(AMD): Mining pollution of water
The province of Gauteng boasts of some of the biggest gold, diamond and
coal mines in the Republic, including redundant or disused mines. The
country faces very serious challenges from AMD. AMD is caused by water
which is not pumped out when mines close or shut down. Consequently,
heavy metal layers result, that is, steel in rock formation. When water fills
17 Anon, “Industry news: Sasol, Eskom top South Africa’s pollution list”, Global Carbon Exchange, (available
at: http://www.globalcarbonexchange.com/sasol-eskom-top-safrica-s-pollution-list.html), as accessed on 31
January 2010. See also Incite Sustainability, Carbon Disclosure Project, South Africa JSE 100, 2009, pp. 1-72.
18 Anon, “Industry news: Sasol, Eskom top South Africa’s pollution list”, Global Carbon Exchange, (available
at: http://www.globalcarbonexchange.com/sasol-eskom-top-safrica-s-pollution-list.html), as accessed on 31
January 2010.
19 H Thompson, Policies, Legislation and Organizations Related to Water in South Africa, with Special Reference to
the Olifants River Basin, Working Paper 18 (South Africa Working Paper No. 7). Colombo: International Water
Management Institute (IWMI), 2001.
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up again this leads to acid rain or toxic water and heavy metals. This is the
case, for example, in the Wonderfontein Spruit, Modderfontein Spruit and
the largely mined-out West Rand (See Image 1) in South Africa, where it is
impossible to use the water for irrigation or any other purpose afterwards.20
Image 1: Scraggy Remnants - The stark reality of the damage to the environment on South
Africa’s largely mined-out West Rand

Source: M Wait, “Environmental Protection: Opportunity or Curse - Holistic solution needed to acid
mine drainage problem”, Creamer Media’s Online Mining Weekly Magazine, 2011,
(available at: http://www.miningweekly.com/article/holistic-solution-needed-to-acidmine-drainage-problem-2011-01-12, as accessed on 31 January 2011). Photograph:
Duane Daws.

AMD has a bearing on mining activities. The emission of dolomitic aquifers
below the surface to get mining activities going poses one of the greatest
threats to the environment. Environmentalists have termed AMD the single
most significant threat to South Africa’s environment. The AMD problems
being experienced at the East Rand operations of provisionally liquidated and
Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE)-suspended Pamodzi Gold are a good
20 For more detail on how AMD has affected mines on the Wonderfontein Spruit and the Modderfontein Spruit
see ES van Eeden, M Liefferink & E Tempelhoff, “Environmental ethics and crime in the water affairs of
the Wonderfontein Spruit Catchment, Gauteng, South Africa”, TD: The Journal for Transdisciplinary Research
in Southern Africa, 4(1), July 2008, 31-58; ES van Eeden, “An historical assessment of NGO efficiency in
progressing towards a sustainable environmental heritage focus, with as case study the Wonderfontein Spruit
catchment, Gauteng”, New Contree, 53, May 2007, pp. 55-78; RA Adler, M Claassen, L Godfrey & A Turton,
“Water, mining and waste: an historical and economic perspective on conflict management in South Africa”,
The economics of Peace and Security Journal, 2(2), 2007, pp. 33-34. Information on how South Africa’s very
articulate civil society has reacted to the problems of AMD, water quality and water delivery to the people can
be gleaned from CR Dakalo, “Various Rietspruit Forum meeting minutes”, Sebokeng: Sebokeng Water Care
Works, 2009-2011.
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example of this threat.21 The Water for Growth and Development Framework
(WGDF), launched by the Department of Water and Environmental Affairs
in early 2009, argues that ground- and surface-water pollution, as a result
of AMD from abandoned mines, poses a threat and an obstacle to securing
water for growth and development.22 In concurring with the WGDF,
DWA has illuminatingly reported that, in the central and western basins
of the Witwatersrand mine systems, this threat is “present and immediate,”
and requires urgent intervention.23 Media reports in South Africa suggest
an awakening of both government and the mining industry to the scale of
the AMD problem and the need to alleviate its environmental effects. For
Turton, AMD is a limiting factor, which, if left unresolved, will severely
impact on agriculture and future economic development.24 Thus, existing
mining technologies need to be transformed so that water for agricultural
usage, which is already scarce due to aridity, is not incessantly contaminated.

Aridity and water scarcity
South Africa, just like many other parts of the globe situated in arid and
semi-arid conditions, faces intractable aquatic environmental challenges. One
of the country’s biggest tests is by far linked to water scarcity and the efficient
utilisation of this resource due to the escalation of global warming and its
attendant environmental problems. Water problems have been reported, inter
alia, in the Eastern Cape, Free State, Western Cape and Limpopo provinces
as shown in Table 1. The Table reflects current and potential irrigation
development in different South African provinces:25

21 B Naidoo, “Acid mine drainage single most significant threat to South Africa’s environment”, in Creamer
Media’s Mining Weekly.com, 2009, (available at: http://www.miningweekly.com/article/acid-mine-drainagesingle-most-significant-threat-to-sas-environment-2009-05-08, as accessed on 30 December 2009).
22 WGDF cited in B Naidoo, “Acid mine drainage single most significant threat to South Africa’s environment”,
in Creamer Media’s Mining Weekly.com, 2009, (available at: http://www.miningweekly.com/article/acid-minedrainage-single-most-significant-threat-to-sas-environment-2009-05-08), as accessed on 30 December 2009.
23 DWA, B Naidoo, “Acid mine drainage single most significant threat to South Africa’s environment”, in Creamer
Media’s Mining Weekly.com, 2009, (available at: http://www.miningweekly.com/article/acid-mine-drainagesingle-most-significant-threat-to-sas-environment-2009-05-08), as accessed on 30 December 2009.
24 AR Turton cited in B Naidoo, “Acid mine drainage single most significant threat to South Africa’s environment”,
in Creamer Media’s Mining Weekly.com, 2009, (available at: http://www.miningweekly.com/article/acid-minedrainage-single-most-significant-threat-to-sas-environment-2009-05-08), as accessed on 30 December 2009;
WRC, “AMD: Local solutions for local challenges”, The Water Wheel, September/October 2010, pp. 28-30.
25 SABC 3 News, 19:00 Bulletin, Saturday 2 January 2010.
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Table 1: Areas currently under irrigation and land suitable for potential irrigation development
in the different provinces (1996)26

Source: Water Research Commission (1996).
Note: Based on the Report of the Commission on a Food and Feeding Strategy for South Africa (1990).

Frequent droughts, possibly due to climate change as well as mismanagement,
are exacerbating water scarcity, not only in South Africa, but also in many
parts of the southern African region. Water for irrigation, as well as water
for industrial and domestic consumption has become an area of serious
contestation27 compounded by the reality that many economies in the arid
regions have only half the water they need, prompting fears of an imminent
water war. Such fears are speculative because, in spite of the fact that the
Middle East is inadequately endowed with freshwater and that the region ran
out of water resources to meet its strategic needs (for domestic and industrial
use as well as for food production) in 1970, no military conflict erupted over
water.28 In South Africa no water war has occurred either. It can be noted
that sentiments around a water war are therefore alarmist because in spite of
warnings by some world leaders, however, there has been no recorded clash over
26 GR Backeberg, “Water Usage and Irrigation Policy”, Chapter 9 in L Nieuwoudt & J Groenewald (eds.), The
Challenge of Change: Agriculture, Land and the South African Economy, Pietermaritzburg: University of Natal
Press, 2003, p. 152.
27 M Ginster, C Gouws, CM Gouws, H Maki, R Mathipa, S Motloung, M Nyandoro & JWN Tempelhoff,
“Views on unlawful water abstractions along the Liebenbergsvlei River, South Africa,” TD: The Journal for
Transdisciplinary Research in Southern Africa, 6(1), July 2010, pp. 1-24.
28 JA Allan, “Hydro-Peace in the Middle East: Why no Water Wars? A Case Study of the Jordan River Basin”, SAIS
Review, 22(2), July 2002, pp. 255-272; T Allan, “Watersheds and Problemsheds: Explaining the absence of
armed conflict over water in the Middle East”, MERIA Journal, 2(1), March 1998; AR Turton, “Water wars in
Southern Africa: Challenging Conventional Wisdom”, H Solomon & AR Turton (eds.), Water Wars: Enduring
Myth or Impending Reality (Durban, Accord, 2000).
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water.29 If anything, notwithstanding depleted water resources and mounting
water demand in view of increasing population growth, international tensions
and relations over water have markedly subsided since 1970.30 A possible
explanation for the decline in tension is that in the decades after this date
water has been made ever more available on the international market in the
form of “virtual water.”31 Although in the main the global political economy
of water use and trade has had fundamental positive effects on the way water
is perceived in the Middle East, it is disconcerting to note that the impact of
the global system has been perverse in that the availability of virtual water
(a theory described on pp. 20-22 of this article) has dramatically slowed the
pace of reforms intended to improve water efficiency.32 In the South African
irrigation field, justifications for adaptation or change to virtual water can be
viewed against the backdrop of conspicuous trends and developments in this
sector since the 1990s.

Overview of irrigation trends and developments since the 1990s
State-run irrigation in the 1990s cannot be understood without a historical
background of its development since the 1920s. Irrigation in the early stages
of the Union of South Africa started without much state direction on the
most appropriate technological interventions and methods required. A
smaller section of the total land area was utilised for irrigation. For instance,
of the 13 million acres of cultivated farmland in 1921 only 572 003 acres
were irrigated.33 The development of irrigation facilities was undertaken by
the Irrigation Department of the Union Department of Agriculture which
carried out scientific investigations into the needs and possibilities of irrigation
in South Africa. This happened without much attention being given to the
29 For detail on this see T Allan, “ ‘Virtual water’: a long term solution for water short Middle Eastern economies?”,
Paper presented at the British Association Festival of Science, Roger Stevens Lecture Theatre, University of
Leeds, 9 September 1997, p. 1-20.
30 JA Allan, “Hydro-Peace in the Middle East: Why no Water Wars? A Case Study of the Jordan River Basin”, SAIS
Review, 22(2), July 2002. For some statistics on South Africa’s population see Anon, “South Africa People: ‘The
Rainbow Nation’, (available at: http://www.expatcapetown.com/south-africa-people.html), as accessed on 31
January 2011.
31 JA Allan, “Hydro-Peace in the Middle East: Why no Water Wars? A Case Study of the Jordan River Basin”, SAIS
Review, 22(2), July 2002. See also T Allan, ‘Virtual Water’: A long term solution for water short Middle Eastern
Economies?, (London, SOAS, 1997).
32 JA Allan, “Hydro-Peace in the Middle East: Why no Water Wars? A Case Study of the Jordan River Basin”, SAIS
Review, 22(2), July 2002; AY Hoekstra & PQ Hung, “Globalisation of water resources: international virtual
water flows in relation to crop trade”, Global Environmental Change, 15, 2005, pp. 45-56.
33 CD Forde, “Irrigation in South Africa”, The Geographical Journal, 65(4), 1925, pp. 342-349.
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question whether the irrigation technology designed in the 1920s and 1930s
suited the needs of the 21st century. This did not mean irrigation was not
important. It was recognised in both state and public circles that agriculture
needed to be complemented by irrigation.
The dependence of agriculture on irrigation is exemplified by the fact that
for many parts of South Africa such as the Karroo and the south-west of the
Free State Province, agriculture is practically impossible without irrigation
due to low rainfall.34 At the state level, irrigation development in South Africa
cannot be separated from the policy orientation of the colonial and Apartheid
governments. Shillington has described the broader picture of irrigation
agricultural schemes as enterprises that were linked to settler accumulation
and the dispossession of Africans of their land.35 He argues that in order
for irrigation to facilitate the transformation of rural society it requires large
capital outlays and direct state intervention. Government intervention in
irrigation was evident during the economic crisis of the 1930s. It was a way of
securing the whites on the land and at the same time curtailing a potentially
massive rural-to-urban migration by this group of farmers. The Vaalharts
Scheme was launched in the 1930s after the completion of the storage dam.
From the 1930s to the 1940s, plots that varied in size from 17 ha to 25 ha
were allocated to settlers for irrigation, but on a probationary basis. Evictions
of people which were frequently undertaken since the colonisation of South
Africa were still being carried out in the 1970s in pursuit of the rationalisation
of the area under irrigation. The Vaalharts model of irrigation development
was replicated for smallholder farmers in the Bohuputswane Scheme and
“homeland” areas in order to give credibility to state development policies
during Apartheid.36 However, whilst earlier irrigation schemes such as the
Vaalharts relied on flood irrigation (which sometimes caused waterlogging);
the emphasis on the use of centre-pivots throughout the 1980s and the 1990s
34 CD Forde, “Irrigation in South Africa”, The Geographical Journal, 65(4), 1925.
35 K Shillington, “Irrigation, Agriculture and the State: The Harts Valley in Historical Perspective”, W Beinart, P
Delius & S Trapido (eds.), Putting a Plough to the Ground: Accumulation and Dispossession in Rural South Africa
1850-1930 (Johannesburg, Ravan Press, 1986), p. 3; A Vaughan, “Irrigation Development – Current Realities,
New Policies, and Future Possibilities for Positive Impacts on Rural Poverty: A Contribution to the Poverty and
Inequality Study”, Institute for Social and Economic Research, 12 November 1997, (available at: http://docs.
google.com/viewer?a=v&q=cache:2rpunM4DSD4J:www.info.gov.za/otherdocs/1998/poverty/irrigation.pdf+
A+HISTORICAL+FOCUS+of+irrigation+in+south+africa&hl=en&gl=gh&pid=bl&srcid=ADGEESjXHeQL
mKHodK94uYJYQW1PQUaj_bTnhb0S0DnGOxJ19J96vqz94tJoEjoK-FqjvOL4rfJCJlp7CSLJxADYUZkFx
vHpN5SRT-95fRSKluyIFZbJX1oZyT6OCfC-EYQDxXpEruTS&sig=AHIEtbSR7k13L1bZQtWtGaYDaw1
O91sq4g), as accessed on 05 July 2011.
36 K Shillington, “Irrigation, Agriculture and the State: The Harts Valley in Historical Perspective”; W Beinart, P
Delius & S Trapido (eds.), Putting a Plough to the Ground: Accumulation and Dispossession in Rural South Africa
1850-1930 (Johannesburg, Ravan Press, 1986).
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was intended to be a step towards modernising agricultural technology in
the twentieth century. The 1990s can be seen as marking a real watershed
in efforts to improve and manage irrigation systems more efficiently which
partly explains the existence of concerted research on the subject as illustrated
in this paper. This brief agricultural history proves that from the 1920s to the
1980s there was irrigation technological innovation, but evidence from the
1990s onwards shows that technology needed to be upgraded in line with
prevailing climatic and environmental needs and dictates of the 21st century.
Clearly, for South Africa to achieve sustainable growth in the new millennium
it needed to be an innovator rather than an adopter of technology.

Innovative present day irrigation knowledge and technology
The move towards efficient, conservationist-oriented and sustainable
technology
Contemporary irrigation knowledge and technology should not ignore
the geophysical disparities of the Republic and the dissimilarities of land
and water potential in the country. Whilst there is a general shortage of
water, this factor alone cannot be used to assume agrarian homogeneity as
privileged and non-privileged appropriation of water exists between largescale commercial farmers and the small-scale irrigators as revealed by the
example of farming along the Wilge, Axle and Liebenbergsvlei Rivers in the
Free State Province.37 For South Africa, water scarcity and the prevalence of
drought should influence the adoption of irrigation technological innovation
in direct response to conditions of aridity and the need to produce food
crops throughout the year because pure rain-fed agriculture in most areas
is inefficient.38 Ideally, irrigation should be encouraged even where water is
plentiful and, for the entire world, conservation should be given top priority
by using efficient methods as opposed to the use in South Africa of wasteful

37 M Ginster, C Gouws, CM Gouws, H Maki, R Mathipa, S Motloung, M Nyandoro & JWN Tempelhoff,
“Views on unlawful water abstractions along the Liebenbergsvlei River, South Africa,” TD: The Journal for
Transdisciplinary Research in Southern Africa, 6(1), July 2010.
38 R McNider, et al., “Irrigation Assisted Rain-fed Agriculture: A Sustainable Adaptation Strategy”, R McNider,
et al., Southeastern Irrigation (Orlando, SECC/WMO), (available at: http://www.wamis.org/agm/meetings/
ictusa08/S3-McNider.pdf ), as accessed on 31 January 2011.
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methods such as centre-pivots (which can have a 450m radius - See Image 2)39
and others that consume larger amounts of water compared to drip methods.
Image 2: An irrigation pivot near Frankfort, on the banks of the Wilge River in the Eastern
Free State40

Source: Photograph: Johann Tempelhoff 30 April 2009.

A historical review of agricultural practices in South Africa reveals an urgent
need for cheaper and improved irrigation techniques that help conserve
limited water supplies in arid zones.41 For example, large-scale farmers in the
Free State Province utilise either illegally or lawfully the Axle-Liebenbergsvlei

39 A Qassim, F Dunin & M Bethune, “Water balance of centre pivot irrigated pasture in northern Victoria,
Australia”, Agricultural water management, 95, 2008, pp. 566-574. Centre pivots are typically less than 500m in
radius. The most common or standard size centre pivot has a 400m radius. Centre pivot irrigation is also known
as central pivot irrigation or circle irrigation.
40 M Ginster, C Gouws, CM Gouws, H Maki, R Mathipa, S Motloung, M Nyandoro & JWN Tempelhoff,
“Views on unlawful water abstractions along the Liebenbergsvlei River, South Africa,” TD: The Journal for
Transdisciplinary Research in Southern Africa, 6(1), July 2010.
41 PJ O’Farrell et al, “Human response and adaptation to drought in the arid zone: Lessons from southern Africa”,
South African Journal of Science, 105, 2009, p. 36.
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water transfer scheme for irrigation.42 They use expensive and environmentally
damaging sprinkler and centre-pivot technology despite the persistence of
profound water shortages in arid South Africa. As a result of the growing
demand for water supplies primarily by domestic and industrial consumers in
Gauteng Province, the National Department of Water Affairs now renamed the
Department of Water and Environmental Affairs (DWA) has been concerned
with consumption patterns.43 In the main, the unlawful abstraction of water
for irrigation purposes in the region has been identified as a potential overconsumption hotspot.44 Thus, the DWA, on the basis of the National Water
Act (NWA) of 199845 on which post-apartheid water reforms were premised
is attempting to regulate water use in the Free State’s Liebenbergsvlei region
and thereby curb the surreptitious exploitation of water for intensive irrigation
farming.
Regulation of this resource is essential because water is a major catalyst for
economic development. Because South Africa is located in a highly water
constrained zone of the SADC region, it is urgent for the country to focus
on relevant irrigation technological innovation. This urgency is made more
poignant by predictions about water scarcity46 which have been made
by the United Nations and other hydro-related organisations such as the
42 Empirical research in the Liebenbergsvlei River has revealed that the action of some irrigation farmers is
tantamount to theft or stealing of water. For detail on this see GMOA, Correspondence 1, 2009.08.11 and
GMOA, Interview 7, 2009. 05.21 in M Ginster, C Gouws, CM Gouws, H Mäki, R Mathipa, S Motloung,
M Nyandoro, & JWN Tempelhoff, “The problem of irrigation from Lesotho Highlands water in the Axle
and Liebenbergsvlei river catchment, Eastern Free State”, Report 1/2009, Version 2.10, CuDyWat, NWU,
Vanderbijlpark, 2009.08.26; M Ginster, C Gouws, CM Gouws, H Maki, R Mathipa, S Motloung, M Nyandoro
& JWN Tempelhoff, “Views on unlawful water abstractions along the Liebenbergsvlei River, South Africa,” TD:
The Journal for Transdisciplinary Research in Southern Africa, 6(1), July 2010. N.B. Notes of interviews by the
Liebenbergsvleiriver (LBVR) research team are numbered to protect the identity of respondents. The codes of
researchers’ files in the electronic project archive are referenced in alphabetical order as follows: Martin Ginster
(GMOA), Claudia Gouws (GCOA), Ina Gouws (GIOA), Harri Mäki (MHOA), Mark Nyandoro (NMOA),
Ruth Mathipa (MROA), Sysman Motloung (MSOA) and Johann Tempelhoff (TJOA).
43 M Ginster, C Gouws, CM Gouws, H Maki, R Mathipa, S Motloung, M Nyandoro & JWN Tempelhoff,
“Views on unlawful water abstractions along the Liebenbergsvlei River, South Africa,” TD: The Journal for
Transdisciplinary Research in Southern Africa, 6(1), July 2010, p. 2.
44 M Ginster, C Gouws, CM Gouws, H Maki, R Mathipa, S Motloung, M Nyandoro & JWN Tempelhoff,
“Views on unlawful water abstractions along the Liebenbergsvlei River, South Africa,” TD: The Journal for
Transdisciplinary Research in Southern Africa, 6(1), July 2010.
45 Government Notice, National Water Act, No. 1091 of 26 August 1998 in Government Gazette of the Republic of
South Africa, 19182, 1998.
46 AR Turton, Water Scarcity and Social Adaptive Capacity: Towards an Understanding of the Social Dynamics of
Managing Water Scarcity in Developing Countries (London, SOAS, 1999); AR Turton, “What Water Problem?
A Multi-Dimensional Perspective on Critical Water Issues in the Upper Vaal Catchment”, Paper presented at
the North-West University (NWU) Vaal Triangle Campus Symposium, 20 November 2009 & MEWREW
Occasional Paper, 18, (available at: http://www.soas.ac.uk/Geography/WaterIssues/OccasionalPapers/home.
html), as accessed on 27 November 2009; D Seckler, R Barker and U Amarasinghe, “Water Scarcity in the
Twenty-first Century”, Water Resources Development, 15(1/2), 1999, pp. 29-42.
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International Water Management Institute (IWMI). The scarcity is a result of
increased demand and creepy environmental factors such as global warming.47
World water indexes for 2015, 2020, 2050 and 2070 paint an ominous
picture of the country’s water situation, and these are likely to worsen with
the envisaged increase in climate variability after the 2050s. The 2006 United
Nations Human Development Report also reveals a dismal picture of global
water scarcity and the increasing pressure on agricultural water supplies.48
Water resources are fast dwindling. It is not a misnomer to assert that South
Africa is highly water constrained in light of, not only the volumes, but also
the quality of water the country needs for agricultural (irrigation), industrial
and domestic consumptive needs (See Table 2 for expected total demand of
water for these sectors between 1990 and 2010):
Table 2: Expected total use and percentage of total demand49

47 AR Turton, “The Construction of Knowledge and the Climate Change Debate: A Perspective from the
Developing South”, Paper presented at the ISODARCO Summer School entitled “Global Climate Change and
Impact on Natural Resources” held at Candriai, Italy 20 - 29 June 2001; DJ Merrey, Expanding the Frontiers of
Irrigation Management Research: Results of Research and Development at the International Irrigation Management
Institute, 1984 to 1995 (Colombo, International Irrigation Management Institute, 1997); DJ Merrey & CJ
Perry, “New Directions in Water Research: IWMI at the Threshold of the Twenty-first Century”, Water Resources
Development, 15(1/2), 1999, pp. 5-16; United Nations (UN), “A Place for Water Markets: Performance and
Challenges”, Applied Economic Perspectives and Policy, 31(1), April 2009, pp. 50-67; UN, “Water: A Shared
Responsibility – The United Nations World Water Development Report 2 (WWDR 2)”, Development in
Practice, 17(2), April 2007, pp. 309-311.
48 UN, “A Place for Water Markets: Performance and Challenges”, Applied Economic Perspectives and Policy, 31(1),
April 2009.
49 GDT de Villiers, PMU Schmitz & HJ Booysen, “South Africa’s Water Resources and the Lesotho Highlands
Water Scheme: A Partial Solution to the Country’s Water Problems”, Water Resources Development, 12(1), 1996,
p. 68.
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It is clear from Table 2 that the largest demand for water comes from the
irrigation sector which by 2010 was utilising more than 50% of total water
supply.50 It should be noted, however, that before the 1990s most engineering
advances in large-scale commercial irrigation farming saw huge investment
in centre-pivot methods. If available forecasts are anything to go by, South
Africa which is a water stressed country should reconsider the viability of
alternative irrigation methods that are either cost-cutting or cost-saving,
if not conservationist oriented. It is imperative to focus on investment in
appropriate technology in order to achieve a meaningful reduction in the
quantity of water used for irrigation by existing farmers in the Republic.51
Irrigation technology should certainly take into account the regional
climatic and geophysical diversity of South African society. As revealed by
DWA and studies by Ginster, the centre-pivot system is not necessarily ideal
for South Africa as it is characterised by many shortcomings and deleterious
effects on the environment.52 Compared to flood irrigation, centre-pivot
irrigation technology is, to a great extent, more sophisticated and requires a
higher level of managerial skill if a farmer is to benefit from the new system.53
Another centre-pivot constraint includes application rates that exceed the
infiltration capacity of most soils.54 However, despite these disadvantages,
power-driven centre-pivot sprinklers use less water more efficiently and the
land does not become waterlogged.55 If appropriate irrigation technology
can be designed to forestall or eradicate these limitations, then South Africa
can be assured of sustainable food production to feed a rapidly increasing
population which is estimated to reach over 49 million by 2015. Conserving
and efficiently using irrigation water is critical for sustainable agricultural

50 GDT de Villiers, PMU Schmitz & HJ Booysen, “South Africa’s Water Resources and the Lesotho Highlands
Water Scheme: A Partial Solution to the Country’s Water Problems”, Water Resources Development, 12(1), 1996,
pp. 65-77.
51 Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF), Water for Growth and Development, Version 7 (Pretoria:
2008). DWAF is now the new Department of Water and Environmental Affairs (DWA).
52 DWAF, Water for Growth and Development, Version 7 (Pretoria, 2008); M Ginster, C Gouws, CM Gouws, H
Maki, R Mathipa, S Motloung, M Nyandoro & JWN Tempelhoff, “Views on unlawful water abstractions along
the Liebenbergsvlei River, South Africa,” TD: The Journal for Transdisciplinary Research in Southern Africa, 6(1),
July 2010.
53 H Jordaan & B Grové, “Factors Affecting Maize Producers Adoption of Forward Pricing in Price Risk
Management: The Case of Vaalharts”, Agrekon, 46(4), December 2007, p. 559.
54 OE Magwenzi & SV Nkambule, “Suitability of Centre Pivot Irrigation for Sugarcane Production in Swaziland”,
Proc S Afr Sug Technol Ass 77, 2003, pp. 352-363.
55 K Shillington, “Irrigation, Agriculture and the State: The Harts Valley in Historical Perspective”, W Beinart, P
Delius & S Trapido (eds.), Putting a Plough to the Ground: Accumulation and Dispossession in Rural South Africa
1850-1930 (Johannesburg, Ravan Press, 1986), p. 331.
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development in arid and semi-arid environments.56 Even the massive body of
water being conveyed from Lesotho57 to supplement South Africa’s irrigation,
manufacturing, mining and potable needs, is projected to dry up by 2015
because of anticipated climatic changes which are threatening to destabilise
the country’s economically productive regions and other regions in the world.
Indeed, in order to enhance food productivity, South Africa should harness
proactive irrigation technologies that are sustainable given the country’s arid
background.
Not all South African provinces are renowned for irrigation agriculture.
The Eastern Free State, Swartland and the Southern Cape (Western Cape
Province) are the wheat and grain basket of the Republic, with some fruit
irrigation farms along the Liebenbergsvleiriver (LBVR).58 Other provinces are
not major grain producers but are renowned for fruits, for example Limpopo.
Such provinces’ dependence on agriculture means that a steady supply of
water has to be maintained.
The economy of South Africa is as dependent on global water as it is on the
renewable waters of the region, and, with increasing aridity, it will be much
more in need of global water in future.59 The country would convert a lot
of land into production if it invested in and adopted appropriate irrigation
technology. Installing requisite newer and more efficient water and irrigation
technologies is very expensive because it requires huge capital expenditure.
South Africa, however, seems to have the financial resources to embark on
massive improvements to the existing irrigation infrastructure. Given proper
planning and sound management, it is capable of massive injection of funds
for irrigation expansion as there is a need to overhaul the existing water or
irrigation technologies in the country.
56 RG Pablo et al, “Evaluation of Corn Grain Yield and Water Use Efficiency Using Subsurface Drip Irrigation”,
Journal of Sustainable Agriculture, 30(1), 2007, pp. 153-172.
57 Commercial agriculture in the dry interior of South Africa is heavily dependent on irrigation water from the
Katse Dam in Lesotho; GDT de Villiers, PMU Schmitz & HJ Booysen, “South Africa’s Water Resources and
the Lesotho Highlands Water Scheme: A Partial Solution to the Country’s Water Problems”, Water Resources
Development, 12(1), 1996.
58 JS Wright, “The Impact of Katse Dam Water on Water Quality in the Ash, Liebenbergsvlei and Wilge Rivers
and the Vaal Dam”, MSc dissertation in Environmental Management, Faculty of Science, University of
Johannesburg, September 2006, p. 30.
59 RM Saleth & A Dinar, “Institutional changes in global water sector: trends, patterns, and implications”, Water
Policy, 2, 2000, pp. 175-199 & T Allan, “ ‘Virtual water’: a long term solution for water short Middle Eastern
economies?”, Paper presented at the British Association Festival of Science, Roger Stevens Lecture Theatre,
University of Leeds, 9 September 1997. Global renewable water resources include surface water and groundwater
flowing from and between neighbouring countries or rivers that form the border between countries. Global
water resources are that unused water accounted for as a resource in upstream and is again counted as a resource
in downstream countries.
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Between the nineteenth and the mid-twentieth centuries, irrigation engineers
endeavoured to achieve irrigation technological innovation which, lamentably,
has not been paralleled by similar efforts in the new millennium, particularly
in enhancing food production in the more arid parts of South Africa, such as
in the Northern Cape which thrives on fruit growing and tourism. Save for
the limited computerisation of farming and the rather partial shift to micro
or drip irrigation in isolated parts of the Republic, a lot needs to be done
to counteract or offset conditions of aridity. It is true that in South Africa,
economic growth and development is fundamentally constrained by water
resource availability as the country has a low average annual precipitation of
480 mm.60 Consequently, low-cost drip irrigation under conditions of water
shortage is widely regarded as the most promising irrigation system.61
The demand for food and the increasing prospect that South Africa could
run out of water by 2015, exposes the insufficiency of the “irrigation
technological revolution” and the state’s predominantly silent national policy
on irrigation in the present era. Irrigation, which is the largest single water
user in South Africa, therefore, provides a lot of hope to alleviate poverty by
enormously boosting the country’s food and grain reserves. On the whole,
water is central to meeting the United Nations Millennium Development
Goals (UNMDGs).62 For instance, this resource can be harnessed to meet
some developmental challenges, including reducing hunger and poverty
especially in Africa, Latin America and Asia.
Indeed, UN poverty alleviation goals in the developing world will remain a
pipe dream if the arid regions, not only of South Africa, but also of similarly
affected areas are not brought to a level of irrigation technological advancement
to produce sufficient food reserves in the face of fast encroaching aridity
conditions.63 However, it should be pointed out that this idyllic model has
not been achieved anywhere in the world, but an attempt towards it should be
60 AR Turton et al, “Editorial: Setting the Scene - Hydropolitics and the Development of the South African
Economy”, Water Resources Development, 24(3), 2008, pp. 323–327.
61 L Karlberg et al, “Exploring potentials and constraints of low-cost drip irrigation with saline water in subSaharan Africa”, Physics & Chemistry of the Earth - Parts A/B/C, 29(15/18), 2004, pp. 1035-1042.
62 One of the main targets of the MDGs adopted in 2000 was to cut in half the number of people suffering from
hunger between 1990 and 2015. However, crop yield growth has slowed down in much of the world because of
declining investments in agricultural research, irrigation, and rural infrastructure and increasing water scarcity.
New challenges to food security are posed by accelerated climatic change. For detail on this see L Murari,
“Implications of climate change in sustained agricultural productivity in South Asia”, Regional Environmental
Change, 16, 2010, p. 16.
63 For an elaborate discussion on water and poverty reduction see United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP), Water: A Key to Meeting the Millennium Development Goals (New York, United Nations, 2004);
UNDP, Water Governance for Poverty Reduction (New York, UNDP, 2004).
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made. This theoretical model has not been achieved partly because of the wide
geophysical differences found in the country and partly because of aridity.
Arid conditions will probably be exacerbated by the phenomenon of global
warming. In these circumstances, harnessing innovation opportunities in
irrigation technology for using virtual water seems to be the ultimate answer
for 21st Century South Africa.

Virtual water and wheat trade
In addressing global warming challenges South Africa could take a leaf from
the experiences of Saudi Arabia with virtual water. A full discussion of Saudi
Arabia is beyond the scope of this article. However, the learning curve for
South Africa which by far is incommensurable with Saudi-Arabia in terms
of demographics, historical trajectories and resources, including what virtual
water and its relationship with technology entails, requires an understanding
of what virtual water is. Since the 1990s, in response to climate change and
water scarcity, South Africa has generated serious debate on water utilisation,
management and sustainability. In southern Africa, from 1995 to 1999 South
Africa had a net import of virtual water related to crop trade. For instance,
in this period it had a gross virtual water export of 2558.3 compared to a net
virtual water import of 4369.3 all of which were measured in 106 m3 yr1.64
Bearing this in mind, the focus for South Africa is to build the country’s
capacity to become a net exporter of a relatively large amount of virtual water
for its benefit and for the benefit of other water constrained economies. In
the twenty-first century, the country is grappling with the idea of selling water
as a commodity that can be listed on the stock exchange. This, in essence,
amounts to privatisation of water.65 Privatisation of water is linked to virtual
water, which is a measure used to discern how much water is required to
produce crops and indeed other goods and services locally - an extremely
important concept in the Middle East.
The term “virtual water” is a concept that was formulated by Tony Allan. It
refers to the volume of water needed to produce a commodity or service. For
example, it typically takes 1 000 tons of water to produce one ton of wheat.
64 AY Hoekstra & PQ Hung, “Globalisation of water resources: international virtual water flows in relation to crop
trade”, Global Environmental Change, 15, 2005.
65 For a continental human rights-based perspective of privatisation of water and governance see O Olowu,
“Privatisation and water governance in Africa: Implications of a rights-based approach”, TD: The Journal for
Transdisciplinary Research in Southern Africa, 4(1), July 2008, 59-93.
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This represents the virtual water value of wheat. As such, it is easier and less
ecologically destructive to import one ton of wheat than to pipe in 1 000
tons of water. In other words, water in the global trading system is known as
“virtual water.” It is the water embedded in key water-intensive commodities
such as wheat. The international wheat trade, for example, is a very effective
and highly subsidised global trading system which operates to the advantage of
water and food deficit countries. Virtual water is also present in hydroelectric
power and constitutes the volume of water needed to produce a given unit of
hydroelectricity.66
All this supports the argument that, instead of using valuable local water to
produce a crop like wheat under irrigation in arid regions like South Africa,
it is economically sound to import wheat or virtual water.67 The virtual water
concept applies to all material items that can be produced using water. The
idea is to attach a distinctive value to every commodity in the world. This is
the virtual price of water. It should be pointed out that historically virtual
water was developed precisely for the Middle East to comprehend how best
to use available water resources, but if properly evaluated and monitored the
same concept can be useful for the South Africa situation.
In agriculture, it is important to ascertain how much water is required to
produce, for example, a kilogram of wheat or any other crop and, in the
manufacturing sector, how much water is needed to procure a litre of tea,
coffee or a bottle of beer. Indeed, economies that can import grain avoid
having to mobilise scarce freshwater from their own resource base to produce

66 Elaborate descriptions of virtual water can be gleaned from T Allan, ‘Virtual Water’: A long term solution for
water short Middle Eastern Economies? (London, SOAS, 1997), pp. 1-20; AR Turton, A Strategic DecisionMakers Guide to Virtual Water, African Water Issues Research Unit (AWIRU) and the Center for International
Political Studies (CIPS), University of Pretoria, (available at: http://www.plinklet.nl/bibliographies/water/
files/4643.pdf ), as accessed on 14 December 2009; AR Turton, “The Hydropolitics of Southern Africa: The
Case of the Zambezi River Basin as an Area of Potential Co-operation Based on Allan’s Concept of Virtual
Water”, Unpublished MA Dissertation, Pretoria: Department of Political Science, University of South Africa
(UNISA), 1998, pp. 7-8; AR Turton, “Precipitation, People, Pipelines and Power in Southern Africa: Towards
a ‘Virtual Water’-based Political Ecology Discourse”, P Stott & S Sullivan (eds.), Political Ecology: Science, Myth
and Power (London, Oxford University Press), 2000(a), p. 145.
67 A Earle and AR Turton, “The virtual water trade amongst countries of the SADC”, AY Hoekstra (ed.), Virtual
Water Trade: Proceedings of the International Expert Meeting on Virtual Water Trade - Value of Water Research
Report, Series No. 12, IHE Delft: February 2003, pp. 183-200; AR Turton, A Strategic Decision-Makers Guide
to Virtual Water, African Water Issues Research Unit (AWIRU) and the Center for International Political
Studies (CIPS), University of Pretoria, (available at: http://www.plinklet.nl/bibliographies/water/files/4643.
pdf ), as accessed on 14 December 2009.
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wheat themselves.68 For instance, by the year 2000, the Middle East and
North Africa were importing 50 million tons of grain annually, satisfying
the largest demand for water in the region which represented 80% of total
food production.69 It is hoped that the remaining 20% of water demand for
drinking, domestic and industrial use will be met through low-cost desalinated
sea water.70
Determining water use by its virtual value, thus, takes into cognisance the
fact that this precious resource is not only seasonal but finite. In South Africa,
the fluctuating seasons characterised by rain and at other times lack of rain
are exacerbated by the phenomenon of global warming. Under conditions
of global warming, it is difficult for people to cope with these fluctuations.
On this basis, a more informed perspective that looks at water as a flux can
therefore be developed. All this calls for the application of proven irrigation
techniques which include, but are not exclusively based on virtual water.

Possible solutions: New and proven irrigation techniques
New irrigation techniques in agriculture are an essential solution in the
new millennium. In the twenty-first century, there has been a general shift in
South Africa towards sophisticated systems of irrigation by farms producing
for the export market. Such farms are optimalised in distributing water. On
many farms in Upington, for example, irrigation has been computerised. This
is, however, very expensive especially if the farm is producing crops which are
not profitable. Studies carried out in the Eastern Free State have shown that
some farmers are irrigating maize and wheat to achieve food security along

68 JA Allan, “Hydro-Peace in the Middle East: Why no Water Wars? A Case Study of the Jordan River Basin”,
SAIS Review, 22(2), July 2002, pp. 255-272. In South Africa, the importation of maize and wheat from abroad
can be avoided if farmers are properly capacitated to feed the nation; MSOA, Interview: J Nel (49), Reitz,
2009.04.28 and NMOA, Interview: J Nel (49), Reitz, 2009.04.28 in M Ginster, C Gouws, CM Gouws, H
Mäki, R Mathipa, S Motloung, M Nyandoro, & JWN Tempelhoff, “The problem of irrigation from Lesotho
Highlands water in the Axle and Liebenbergsvlei river catchment, Eastern Free State”, Report 1/2009, Version
2.10, (CuDyWat, NWU, Vanderbijlpark), 26 August 2009; M Ginster, C Gouws, CM Gouws, H Maki, R
Mathipa, S Motloung, M Nyandoro & JWN Tempelhoff, “Views on unlawful water abstractions along the
Liebenbergsvlei River, South Africa,” TD: The Journal for Transdisciplinary Research in Southern Africa, 6(1), July
2010.
69 JA Allan, “Hydro-Peace in the Middle East: Why no Water Wars? A Case Study of the Jordan River Basin”, SAIS
Review, 22(2), July 2002.
70 JA Allan, “Hydro-Peace in the Middle East: Why no Water Wars? A Case Study of the Jordan River Basin”, SAIS
Review, 22(2), July 2002.
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the Liebenbergsvlei River. This is, however, counterproductive.71 It seems
they merely push up production to achieve individual profit and national or
general food security.72 However, as the LBVR study has proven, it is a waste
of valuable water. The result is lack of sustainability. In the main, though, the
farmers themselves are monitoring the situation better than the government.
Research by Backeberg of the Water Research Commission (WRC) and
Reinders of the Agricultural Research Council (ARC) further reveals the
effort South Africa has been putting into new irrigation techniques since the
turn of the new millennium in order to revolutionise farming.73 In light
of the aridity and decline in water availability for irrigation, South Africa
has adopted new techniques to use irrigation water more efficiently and in
a sustainable way. The country is no longer heavily relying on the centrepivots as was the case previously. It is moving away from centre-pivots and
canal irrigation technology in preference for other techniques such as drip
irrigation that help save water in conditions of aridity. The surface and subsurface drip irrigation system is certainly the most efficient method in terms
of crops produced per volume of water used. Higher capital investments
and higher levels of management competencies for successful operation are,
however, required for drip irrigation. This method can experience problems if
poor quality water (wastewater and mine contaminated water) is used and if
poor maintenance management practices are followed.
The movement towards more efficient techniques has been particularly brisk
after 2000. On-going trends in the modernisation of irrigation technology
in South Africa should be applauded. For instance, since the 1990s gradual
shifts have taken place away from less efficient flood or surface irrigation to
more efficient micro and drip irrigation methods in light of water scarcity in
South Africa.74 The most important methods adopted by 1990 were flood
irrigation on 32,8% of the total area, sprinkler irrigation on 54,4% of the area
71 TJOA, Interview: F Joubert (43), (GIS expert on Liebenbergsvlei River water), Schoeman & Vennote,
consulting engineers to the DWA, Brits, 2009.05.12 in M Ginster, C Gouws, CM Gouws, H Maki, R
Mathipa, S Motloung, M Nyandoro & JWN Tempelhoff, “Views on unlawful water abstractions along the
Liebenbergsvlei River, South Africa,” TD: The Journal for Transdisciplinary Research in Southern Africa, 6(1), July
2010, p. 7.
72 For more detail on food security see D Love, S Twomlow & W Mupangwa, “Implementing the millennium
development food security goals - Challenges of the southern African context”, Physics and Chemistry of the
Earth, Parts A/B/C; 31(15/16), January 2006, pp. 731-737.
73 GR Backeberg and FB Reinders, “Institutional Reform and Modernisation of Irrigation Systems in South
Africa”, Paper presented at the 5th Asian Regional Conference of ICID held in New Delhi, India, 9-11
December 2009, p. 3.
74 RM Armitage, WL Nieuwoudt & GR Backeberg, “Establishing tradable water rights: Case studies of two
irrigation districts in South Africa”, Water SA, 25(3), July 1999, pp. 301-310.
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and micro/drip irrigation on 11,8% of the area.75 However, in a subsequent
WRC survey conducted in 1999, it was found that the relative importance
of these methods of irrigation had changed, with flood irrigation constituting
28,5%, non-mechanised and mechanised sprinkler irrigation at 53% and
micro irrigation (including drip irrigation) rose to 18,5%.76 By 2008 these
figures had changed further to 14,4%, 54,9% and 21,8% respectively.77
Thus, in an 18-year period (from 1990 to 2008), the area under micro and
drip irrigation had therefore more than doubled from 152 235 ha to 365
342 ha.78 According to technical efficiency standards, on-field application
efficiency can be increased by as much as 30% when changing from flood
or surface irrigation to micro or drip irrigation. For Reinders, the technical
efficiency levels that are realistically achievable range from 55-65% for flood
irrigation, 70-85% for sprinkler irrigation and 85-95% for micro irrigation.
79
This illustrates an increasing trend in the adoption of the latter method.
According to Backeberg and Reinders, inefficient water use in commercial
irrigated agriculture is therefore a baneful phenomenon which should be
addressed as a matter of priority.80

75 GR Backeberg, TJ Bembridge, ATP Groenewald, JA Hammes, PS Pullen, RA & H Thompson, Policy Proposals
for Irrigated Agriculture in South Africa (Discussion document, WRC Report No. KV96/96, Pretoria, 1996), p.
29.
76 RJ Stirzaker, “When to turn the water off: scheduling micro-irrigation with a wetting front detector”, Irrigation
Science, 22, 2003, pp. 177-185 & GR Backeberg, “Water usage and irrigation policy”, L Nieuwoudt & J
Groenewald (eds.), The Challenge of Change: Agriculture, Land and the South African Economy (Pietermaritzburg,
University of Natal Press, 2003), p. 151.
77 I van der Stoep, FJ du Plessis & A Pott, Interim Report on Preparatory Workshops and Final Questionnaire,
Deliverable 2, WRC Project, No. K5/1778/4 on Awareness Creation, Implementation Plans and Guidelines for
Management of Sustainable On-Farm and On-Scheme Water Measurement, Pretoria: WRC, 2008, 6-7; GR
Backeberg & FB Reinders, “Institutional Reform and Modernisation of Irrigation Systems in South Africa”,
Paper presented at the 5th Asian Regional Conference of ICID held in New Delhi, India, 9-11 December 2009,
p. 3.
78 GR Backeberg and FB Reinders, “Institutional Reform and Modernisation of Irrigation Systems in South
Africa”, Paper presented at the 5th Asian Regional Conference of ICID held in New Delhi, India, 9-11
December 2009, p. 3.
79 FB Reinders, “Irrigation Systems”, Agring, 10, Silverton, Pretoria, 1992; GR Backeberg & FB Reinders,
“Institutional Reform and Modernisation of Irrigation Systems in South Africa”, Paper presented at the 5th
Asian Regional Conference of ICID held in New Delhi, India, 9-11 December 2009, p. 3. In dry areas water
harvesting and supplemental irrigation can be used for improved water productivity. On water harvesting see
O Theib & H Ahmed, “Water harvesting and supplemental irrigation for improved water productivity of dry
farming systems in West Asia and North Africa”, Agricultural Water Management, 80(1/3), 2006, pp. 57-73.
80 GR Backeberg & FB Reinders, “Institutional Reform and Modernisation of Irrigation Systems in South Africa”,
Paper presented at the 5th Asian Regional Conference of ICID held in New Delhi, India, 9-11 December 2009,
p. 1.
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Conclusion
Giving priority to more modern irrigation techniques as well as addressing
the threats posed by water, mining and air pollution in the arid world is
thus of strategic significance in a water-constrained country with a strong
agricultural, industrial and mining economy like South Africa. The emphasis
is on eliminating all forms of pollution or effluence and developing new
technologies that are consistent with worsening aridity in the wake of clear
global climate change.81 In other words, there is an urgent need to save or
conserve a limited resource such as water by upgrading to better irrigation
technology over the next 10 to 20 years.82 Since the philosophy of drip
irrigation in most cases is to supply water “little and often”, - a conservationist
ethos – it is vital to note that “when to turn the water on” is not the crucial
question, but knowing when to turn the water off is more important.83 It
can be noted that the NWA of 1998 does not make provision for water
conservation (WC) and demand management (DM). WC and DM “relate(s)
to the efficient and effective use of water and the minimization of loss and
wastage of water.”84 Such a focus will help grow the entire South African
economy and attempts to find alternative technological breakthroughs are
directly linked to this rationale.
The acute lack of water, including the lack of appropriate technology in an
arid environment, is definitely a limiting factor to future economic growth in
the country if not in the whole SADC region. In this regard, the government,
industry and other stakeholders should initiate new irrigation technology as
a strategic-level dry area security issue. Wastewater problems should also be
addressed. Indeed, there could be limited policy options for a water-stressed
state such as South Africa, but for the country it is imperative to quickly get
into a post-apartheid development mode and conceptualise a new approach
to irrigation knowledge, which includes virtual water innovations in line with
81 DJH Phillips et al., “The TWO Analysis - Introducing a Methodology for the Transboundary Waters
Opportunity Analysis”, Stockholm International Water Institute (SIWI) Report, 23, 2008, pp. 1-36; AR Turton,
Environmental Security: A Southern African Perspective on Transboundary Water Resource Management in
Environmental Change and Security Project Report, 9, 2003.
82 RJ Stirzaker, PA Hutchinson, ML Mosena, “A new way for small farm irrigators to save water” in Proceedings of
the sixth International micro-irrigation congress, Cape Town: South African National Association of Irrigation
and Drainage, 23-26 October 2000, pp. 1-10; GR Backeberg & FB Reinders, “Institutional Reform and
Modernisation of Irrigation Systems in South Africa”, Paper presented at the 5th Asian Regional Conference of
ICID held in New Delhi, India, 9-11 December 2009, p. 1.
83 RJ Stirzaker, “When to turn the water off: scheduling micro-irrigation with a wetting front detector”, Irrigation
Science, 22, 2003.
84 DWAF, National Water Resource Strategy, First Edition (Pretoria, 2004), pp. 78-80.
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what Saudi Arabia is doing. Government hesitancy should be eliminated
and once appropriate and affordable technology is designed, vast expanses
of South Africa can be opened up for dry-land irrigation in a country where
water is perceived as the factor of production in short supply.85 On this
basis, therefore, innovation opportunities in irrigation technology and the
prospects for utilising and implementing the virtual water concept, including
reflecting on how the past of irrigation development can be used to inform
the present assist in addressing the full gamut of water-related complexities
in South Africa.

85 A Earle & AR Turton, “The virtual water trade amongst countries of the SADC”, AY Hoekstra (ed.), Virtual
Water Trade, February 2003, pp. 183-200.
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Albert Luthuli: Bound by Faith
(Scottsville, Pietermaritzburg: University of KwaZuluNatal Press, 2010, 291 pp., photographs, appendices, notes,
glossary, bibliography, index. ISBN: 978-1-86914-192-9)
Scott Couper
Nicholas Southey
Department of History
University of South Africa
southnd@unisa.ac.za

Albert Luthuli served as president of the African National Congress (ANC)
for fifteen years, between 1952 and 1967, a period which was arguably more
tumultuous and ideologically divisive in the organisation’s history than at any
time before the late 1980s. He was closely involved with the major political
developments from the Defiance Campaign of 1952 through to the important
watershed events of 1960 and 1961, which culminated in the formation of
Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK) and the award of the Nobel Peace Prize to Luthuli,
both at the end of 1961. Despite his prominent, indeed central, role in these
events, and many more besides, Luthuli has not been the subject of a serious
biographical study, and therefore Scott Couper’s new study is most welcome.
The reasons why historians have neglected Luthuli are not all that easy to
fathom, and Couper sheds no light on this matter in his discussion of much
briefer explorations of aspects of Luthuli’s life and career by other authors (p.
4, see also pp. 113–115). The absence of a collection of Luthuli papers or a
dedicated archive is perhaps one factor that has prevented fuller historical
assessment until now, although this has not been an insuperable obstacle in
the compilation of biographical studies of other twentieth-century political
activists and leaders. Couper has done well to collect evidence from some 30
archival depots and libraries, both in South Africa and abroad, as well as from
a wide variety of published material.
1
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Of much more importance to Couper than the paucity of scholarly assessments
of Luthuli is the marginalisation and misrepresentation of Luthuli’s political
philosophy and actions by ANC politicians and leaders since the 1960s. This
theme dominates the entire book, from introduction through to postscript.
Couper is at pains to point out that the dominant nationalist narrative of
the struggle has seriously distorted Luthuli’s contribution, and in particular
has violated his principled commitment to non-violence throughout his
career. Nationalists have long argued that the ANC as a whole supported
the adoption of more militant, radical and violent tactics and strategies from
1961 in the face of brutal suppression and the absence of legitimate and legal
political space. Couper contends that Luthuli always believed that armed
struggle was avoidable, and he never agreed with the establishment of MK
and its subsequent acts of sabotage. He was careful to show ‘solidarity’ with
leaders such as Nelson Mandela who actively pursued armed resistance, but
personally held fast to non-violent philosophies and strategies to attain political
rights and a democratic non-racial future. Luthuli’s stance did not fit the
dominant paradigm, and hence he has been marginalised and misunderstood,
sometimes even wilfully, by the ANC.
Couper marshals considerable evidence to support his arguments. The first
chapter situates a young Luthuli as a product of Christian mission education
and influence, in the Congregational tradition of the American Board Mission,
a formation which was indelibly to influence his subsequent life and actions.
The theme is developed further in Chapter 2, entitled ‘The Christian mode’,
which chronologically traces Luthuli’s journey from the age of about 30 to
60, and explores his deepening involvement in public life. Further evidence
of Luthuli’s Christian commitment, expressed at times through participation
in international missionary conferences, at least up till the end of the 1940s,
is presented throughout the chapter. There can be little doubt of the driving
Christian impulses of Luthuli’s life; and although this is knowledge is not
new, nowhere else has so much evidence of it been presented.
The next three chapters deal with the events of the first half of the 1960s, and
here the core political tensions over the most effective means to counter the
apartheid government’s banning and crushing of black political opposition
are explored in considerable detail. Couper captures the climate and the
debates of the period well, as free political space was closed down in the
months after the Sharpeville massacre. Luthuli is portrayed as negotiating a
path between white liberal Christian concerns and various Africanist, radical,
2
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and communist positions. Political discussions were tense and fraught in an
increasingly difficult and more oppressive environment. Luthuli is shown to be
careful, considered and consistent in his political decisions, always guided by
his Christian principles. His own ability to shape events became increasingly
restricted during this period, given that state suffocation of opposition through
its use of its range of resources proved increasingly effective.
Couper’s arguments are presented directly, sometimes even polemically. He
leaves little room for ambiguity or uncertainty as he advances his case, and
he presents a strong counter-narrative to the nationalist paradigm. Some of
the evidence can surely be read more ambiguously and less dogmatically, as
Raymond Suttner has done in a recent article (see ‘“The Road to Freedom is
Via the Cross”: “Just Means” in Chief Albert Luthuli’s Life’, South African
Historical Journal, 62, 4 [2010], pp. 693–715), which appeared in print at the
same time as Couper’s book was published. All might not agree with Couper’s
reading of the evidence, but there can be little doubt that his arguments
deserve serious evaluation. At the very least, he has successfully demonstrated
considerable flaws in dominant depictions of the early 1960s and Luthuli’s
views.
The last chapter deals with the circumstances of Luthuli’s death on a rail track
near his home in Groutville in July 1967. That people, including his family,
have had reasonable grounds for suspicion that Luthuli died in mysterious
circumstances is hardly surprising, given the machinations of the police and
armed forces of the apartheid state from the early 1960s. Couper, mainly
through the use of inquest reports, shows that Luthuli’s death was accidental
and he was not assassinated. From the evidence he presents, this does seem
convincing.
This book, because of its provocative and direct engagement with conventional
and convenient wisdom, is unlikely to be universally admired, but it certainly
is a long overdue and important study that demands serious attention. It
makes a valuable contribution to historical writing about the 1950s and
1960s in particular, through its evaluation of this important political actor. At
times, the treatment of Luthuli is a little episodic and even occasionally onedimensional, but this does not detract from the overall achievement. Luthuli
has long been muffled, and his views interpreted through the words of others;
it is good to have his voice presented with passion, clarity, sympathy and
insight.
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Luthuli emerges as a person of modesty, dignity and integrity, all leadership
qualities which are attractive and increasingly rare in public life. His career
and legacy deserve much more prominence and more honest appraisal than
they have enjoyed thus far. Couper deserves much credit for his empathetic
portrait of a fine individual, and his study deserves to be widely read.

The Afrikaans of the Cape Muslims from 1815 to 1915
(Pretoria: Protea Book House, 2011, 318 pp., maps, illus.,
bibl., index. ISBN: 978-1-86919-236-5)
Achmat Davids (edited by Hein Willemse and Suleman E
Dangor)
Gerald Groenewald
Department of Historical Studies
University of Johannesburg
ggroenewald@uj.ac.za

Until the 1980s, Afrikaner national unity was maintained by two historical
myths: that the Afrikaners were the descendants of the Dutch, with some
German and French admixture, but firmly European; and that their ‘pearl
of great value’ – Afrikaans – was likewise a European transplantation: it
developed gradually out of Dutch dialects and its recognition as a ‘separate’
language was thanks to a group of men from Paarl in the Western Cape who
in the late 19th century attempted to broaden the functional uses of Afrikaans
– the so-called ‘First Afrikaans Language Movement.’ In the mid-1980s – at
the height of the ‘state of emergency’ – Afrikanerdom was assaulted further
with the publication of two books: Hans Heese’s Groep Sonder Grense (1984),
which detailed the extent of miscegenation and inter-marriage at the early
Cape, and Theo du Plessis’s Afrikaans in Beweging (1986), which argued for
the existence of a number of Afrikaans language movements during the 19th
century, most notably a ‘Malay movement’ which existed before the advent
of the men of Paarl and used Afrikaans in higher functions several decades
4
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earlier. Of course, these were the years of the tricameral parliament, and
variationist linguistics (variasietaalkunde) was all the rage among Afrikaans
linguists: M.C.J. van Rensburg investigated the Afrikaans of the Griqua,
Hans du Plessis that of Namibia, while Ernst Kotzé studied Malay Afrikaans.
The same period also saw the beginning of a renewed interest in the genesis of
Afrikaans in the early Cape, especially among foreign scholars such as Hans
den Besten and Paul Roberge who challenged the hegemony of the ideas of J.
du P. Scholtz cum suis and argued for the importance of substratum influences
in the development of Afrikaans.
It is against this background that the book under review should be seen,
for it is the long-overdue publication of an MA-thesis (of exceptional length
and quality, it should be added) which the late Achmat Davids submitted
in 1991 under the supervision of Theo du Plessis. While in some senses it
is the product of Afrikaans variationist linguistics as described above, it is
also more than that since Davids straddled different fields and roles: unlike
the linguists, he was also an historian and a community leader with deep
roots in the Muslim community of Cape Town. He first established himself
in the 1980s as an expert on 19th-century Cape Muslim history with two
books, The Mosques of the Bo-Kaap (1980) and The History of the Tana Baru
(1985). His work contributed much to inspire a new generation of historians
of the colonial Cape to write more inclusive histories which also paid
attention to Islam. Thus, when Achmat Davids turned his attention to the
contribution of Cape Muslims to the history of Afrikaans, he did so with a
foremost knowledge of their socio-cultural history and with extensive access
to informants and (private) sources which probably no other individual could
have commanded. For this reason, this book is of as much importance to
historians of the colonial Cape as it is to historians of the Afrikaans language
and South African Islamic culture.
Davids claims that his book has the humble aim of evoking ‘a greater
awareness of the existence of Cape Muslim Afrikaans as a useful source for
broadening our understanding of the linguistic nature of Cape Afrikaans’ (p.
257). Although Davids rightly states that his work is not an exhaustive study
of the linguistic nature of Arabic-Afrikaans (the Afrikaans of Cape Muslims
written in Arabic script), this book has certainly laid the foundation for such
a study. One of Davids’ main objectives was to create a standard system of
transliterating the Arabic script of Arabic-Afrikaans texts into roman script to
demonstrate that the Cape Muslim community wrote as they spoke – thus
5
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proving that Arabic-Afrikaans texts are in a way similar to audio-recordings
which preserved the original sounds of Muslim Afrikaans speakers and thus
represent a remarkable treasure trove for the Afrikaans historical linguist.
These aspects of his study Davids achieves in the second part of the book
which consists of a lengthy linguistic analysis (centred on Davids’ concept
of ‘innovative orthographic engineering’) of how Muslim Afrikaans speakers
adapted the Arabic alphabet and Muslim ‘rules of reading’ (p. 206) to preserve
their own unique sounds. Davids develops a system of transliteration for these
Arabic-Afrikaans texts which would bring to the fore much better the actual
sounds of past speakers than previously existing systems. In the final chapter,
he applies his system to extracts from three texts (both the originals in Arabic
script and the transliterations are presented, along with English translations
provided by the editors), and discusses some of the linguistic features of the
texts.
But to the historian the most innovative part of the study is its first half.
Davids quite rightly criticises earlier writers on Arabic-Afrikaans for not
contextualising these texts, thus failing ‘to fit them into the milieu in which
they occurred. The result is that an invaluable source or social history … is
lost’ (p. 96). Davids, on the other hand, magnificently achieves this ideal;
and it is in doing so that his experience as a Cape historian and Muslim
community leader greatly aided him. Chapter 2, entitled ‘The world the
Cape slaves made’, traces the ‘social milieu in which the Arabic-Afrikaans
literary tradition emerged’ (p. 87). In much detail – based on an intensive
study of literary and archival sources – Davids treats the origins of Cape
slaves from the Indonesian archipelago (paying much attention to the
religious, literary and linguistic background of the region), the development
of a free black community, the various languages and lingua francas spoken
by slaves, the development of a Cape Muslim educational system from the
early 19th century onwards, and the issue of literacy among the slaves. This
socio-historic chapter is followed by one which looks in greater detail at the
nature, production and dissemination of the 74 known Arabic-Afrikaans texts
produced between 1845 and 1915 (although Davids argues that the tradition
of writing Afrikaans in Arabic script was already in place by 1830, no earlier
texts have survived), dividing their development into three distinct phases.
Considering that this research was done more than 20 years ago, Davids’
achievement is remarkable. He was the first Afrikaans linguist to argue
for, and demonstrate, the importance of detailed historical research for an
6
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understanding of linguistic phenomena (practising what is sometimes known
as ‘socio-historical linguistics’). In many respects he was ahead of his time: e.g.
his careful study of literacy and the role of different literary traditions in its
development. In this, as well as his investigation of the production of different
genres of Arabic-Afrikaans text, he was an early South African practitioner of
what is now called ‘book history’. In at least two cases he was most prescient:
in his discussion of the famous 1760-slave letter in Bugis script he states
unequivocally, ‘I do not believe it was the only [slave letter] written. Nor do
I believe that a network of correspondence existed only among the Buganese
[sic] slaves’ (p. 79). And indeed, the past decade has seen the discovery of
another Bugis letter (including some Arabic in Bugis characters) from 1786,
the notebook of a slave teacher covering 1717-32 (which includes some text
in Tamil), and a large cache of correspondence between slaves and ex-slaves
at the Cape with their relatives in Batavia. Likewise, when Davids suggests
that one of the reasons for the demise of Arabic-Afrikaans was the inability
of converts to Islam to read Arabic script, he mentions that the extent of
conversion through marriage might be higher than has been assumed (pp. 99100). Recently, V.C. Malherbe has indeed demonstrated that in the second
half of the 19th century, many women of European descent entered into
liaisons with Muslim men.
While I am delighted that Davids’ study is finally available more widely, in
a carefully edited version, rereading his work made me realise what a missed
opportunity its late publication represents: had this book appeared in the early
1990s, its impact would have been so much higher. As it is, Davids’ work has
loomed large on Cape historiography over the past decade or two, and the
seminal studies of Kerry Ward on exiles and convicts in the VOC empire, Ana
Deumert on the varieties of Cape Afrikaans in the 19th century, John Edwin
Mason’s exploration of Sufism among Cape slaves, as well as Robert Ross and
Sirtjo Koolhof ’s examination of Bugis slave networks, have all taken their cue
from Davids’ work on the language and culture of the Cape Muslims. The
editing and production of this book were labours of love; well-deserved by
a scholar as renowned for his enthusiasm and generosity as Achmat Davids.
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Guidelines for New Contree Book Reviewers
The New Contree Journal publishes reviews of significant books that are relevant to historians. Book reviews are written on invitation from the office of
the review editor, but unsolicited reviews may also be considered. New Contree has an interdisciplinary outlook and welcomes suggestions of historically
significant works written by scholars in other disciplines. The review should
be submitted to the review editor within two months of receipt of the book.
If this deadline cannot be met, a mutually agreeable alternative date can be
negotiated. If it becomes impossible to review the book, it should be returned
to the review editor. All reviews will be submitted to the members of the editorial board before acceptance for publication.

Content
The review should summarize what is important in the book, and critique its
substance. The reviewer should assess the extent to which the author achieves
the stated aim of the book. It is important that the reviewer should engage
the material instead of simply reporting the book’s contents. For this reason,
the reviewer should try to avoid summations of book chapters or the separate
contributions in an edited collection. Instead, the reviewer should assess the
ways in which chapters and contributions are relevant to the overall context
of the book. Reviews should be written in a style that is accessible to a wide
and international audience.

Format
The review should generally be between 800 and 1 200 words, and should
include as little bibliographic data as possible. When necessary, use page references for quotations in the text of the review and provide complete bibliographic details of the source. The review should begin with a heading that
includes all the bibliographic data. The elements of the heading should be
arranged in the order presented in the following example:
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The early mission in South Africa/Die vroeë sending in Suid-Afrika, 17991819. By Karel Schoeman. Pretoria: Protea Book House, 2005, 272 pp., map,
chronology, bibl., index. ISBN: 1-9198525-42-8.
Do not indent the first line of the first paragraph, but indent the first line
of all successive paragraphs. Use double spacing for the entire review. Add
your name and institutional affiliation at the end of the review. Accuracy of
content, grammar, spelling, and citations rests with the reviewer, and we encourage you to check these before submission. Reviews may be transmitted
electronically as a Word file attachment to an email to the review editor. If
you have additional questions, please contact:
Archie Dick
Book Review Editor, New Contree
Email: archie.dick@up.ac.za
Tel: 27 + 12 + 420 2264
Fax: 27 + 12 + 362 5181
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New Contree
Template guidelines for writing an article

1.

Font: Adobe Garamond Pro (throughout document) / Arial (if you don’t
have the mentioned font).

2.

Body text: 12pt’s

3.

Author’s details - ONLY: Title, Campus & University
Title: 10 pt., Regular font. Campus & University: 10pt., italics. (See previous articles in published journals as example and a practical guideline).
Example: Pieter van Rensburg, Vaal Triangle Campus, North-West University

4.

Abstract should fit on the first page (where the heading and author’s
name appear). (In Microsoft Word about a half page - three quarter
page).
The abstract body: Regular font, 10pt.
The heading of the Abstract: Bold & italics, 12pt.

5.

The keywords should also fit on the first page just after the abstract.
The word ‘Keywords:’ 10pt, bold & underline.
Each word/part must start with a capital letter and end with a comma
point (;). Example: Meters; People;… (A minimum of six key words is
required).

6.

Heading of article: 14pt, bold.

7.

Main headings in Article: ‘Introduction’ – 12pt, bold.

8.

Sub Headings in Article: ‘History…’ – 12pt, bold & italics.

9.

Third level sub headings: History… 11pt, bold & underline.

10. Footnotes: 8pt, regular font.
Please note that only the initials of person’s names should be typed with
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no full stops in between. Example: LC du Plessis and NOT L.C. du
Plessis.
11. Body text: No names with punctuation in text. Example: “HL le Roux
said” and NOT “H.L. le Roux said”.
12. Page number/s in the footnote text should be indicated as follows;
Example: p.space23 – p. 23. / pp. 23-29.
13. Any lists in the body text should be 11pts and point indicated with bullets.
14. Quotes in body text must be used sparingly. If need be, it must be indent and in italics (10pts). Only quotes occupying less than one line in a
paragraph can be utilized as part of a paragraph, but then with inverted
commas and NOT in italics. Example: An owner close to the town stated
that: “the pollution history of the river is a muddy business”.
15. Indents (in text): (must be in “double brackets” please) “…and she” and
NOT ‘…and she’.
16. Illustrations/Pictures, Photographs and Figures (all to be referred to
as image): For authors knowing the ‘ropes’, please send all pictures for
an article in a jpeg, tiff or pdf format in a separate folder and just indicate where the pictures should be placed in the document’s body text by
putting the heading (Image 1: …) in the body text. Remember to save
and name pictures in the separate folder accordingly. Please note: All the
images should be of good quality (a minimum resolution of 200dpi is
required, if the image is not scanned).
17. Punctuation marks should be placed before footnote numbers in text.
Example: the end.1 NOT …the end1.
18. Only one space between sentences please.
19. Dates: All dates in footnotes should be written out in full. Example:
23 Desember 2010; NOT 23/12/2010. [For additional guidelines see
the New Contree reference guidelines]
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FOOTNOTES
The footnote method for references is accepted in articles for New Contree.
Footnote references should appear at the bottom of each page. Footnotes
should be numbered sequentially throughout the article and starting with 1.
No other numerical system is allowed. Archival sources/published works/
authors referred to in the text should be cited in full in the first footnote
of each new reference. Thereafter it can be reduced to a shorter footnote
reference. Do not refer to the exact same source and page numbers in
footnotes that follow each other.
The use of the latin word “Ibid” is not allowed. Rather refer to the actual
reference again (its shortened version) on the rest of a page(s) in the footnote
section.
The first letter of most words in titles of books, articles, chapters, theses, dissertations and papers/manuscripts should be capitalised. Only the first letter
of the surname of authors should be capitalized, not the complete surname.
No names of authors, in full, is allowed. The following practical examples will
help:
Examples of an article in a journal
GJJ Oosthuizen, “The South African Defence Force versus SWAPO and its allies: Operation Askari, 1983-1984”, New Contree, 50, November 2005, pp. 3-10.
S Marks, “Khoisan resistance to the Dutch in the seventeenth and eighteen centuries”,
Journal of African History, 3(1), 1972, p. 76.

Example of a shortened version of an article in a journal
From:
P Erasmus, “The ‘lost’ South African tribe – rebirth of the Koranna in the Free State”, New
Contree, 50, November 2005, p. 77.
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To:
P Erasmus, “The ‘lost’ South African tribe…”, New Contree, 50, November 2005, p. 77.
[Please note: only the title of the article can be shortened]

Examples of a reference from a book
WF Lye & C Murray, Transformations on the Highveld: The Tswana and the Southern Sotho
(Cape Town, David Phillip, 1980), pp. 7, 10.
JJ Buys, Die oorsprong en migrasiebewegings van die Koranna en hulle rol in die Transgariep tot
1870 (Universiteit van die Vrystaat, Bloemfontein, 1989), pp. 33-34.
[Please note the reference variety to page numbers used]

Example of a shortened version of a reference from a book
From:
JA Conforti (ed.), Samuel Hopkins and the New Divinity Movement: Calvinism, the Congregational Ministry, and reform in New England between the Great Awakenings (Washington, Christian University Press, 1981), p. 23.
To:
JA Conforti (ed.), Samuel Hopkins and the New Divinity Movement…, p. 23.

Example of a reference from a chapter in a book
S Brown, “Diplomacy by other means: SWAPO’s liberation war”, C Leys, JS Saul et.al,
Namibia’s liberation struggle: The two-edged sword (London, Oxford University Press,
1995), pp. 19-39.
Shortened version:
S Brown, “Diplomacy by other means…”, C Leys, JS Saul et.al, Namibia’s liberation struggle…, pp. 19-39.

Example of a reference from an unpublished dissertation/thesis
MJ Dhlamini, “The relationship between the African National Congress and the Pan Africanist Congress, 1959-1990” (Ph.D, NWU, 2006), pp. 4,8,11.
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Examples of a reference from a newspaper
P Coetzee, “Voëlvlugblik ATKV 75 op ons blink geskiedenis”, Die Transvaler, 6 Januarie
2006, p. 8.
or
Anon., “Difficulties in times of war”, Zululand Times, 19 July 1923.

Other forms of correspondence
Interview(s)
Provide at least key details such as: Name of interviewee and profession; the interviewer and
profession and date of interview

Example of interview reference:
		

K Rasool (Personal Collection), interview, K Kotzé (CEO, Goldfields, Johannes
burg Head Office)/E Schutte (Researcher, NWU, School of Basic Science), 12
March 2006.

Example of shortened interview reference (after it has been used once in
article):
		

K Rasool (Personal Collection), interview, K. Kotzé/E Schutte , 12 March 2006.

Example of an Electronic Mail - document or letter:
		

Personal email: W Pepler (Bigenafrica, Pretoria)/E van Eeden (Researcher), 22
October 2006.

		

E-mail forwarded: JWN Tempelhoff (NWU)/W Pepler (Bigenafrica, Pretoria), 8
September 2009.

Archival references
National archives (or any other archive):
		

National Archives (NA), Pretoria, Department of Education (DE), Vol.10, Refer
ence 8/1/3/452: Letter, K Lewis (Director General) / P Dlamini (Teacher, Springs
College), 12 June 1960.
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[Please note: After one reference to the National Archives or another Source Group, It
can be abbreviated to e.g. NA or DE]

Internet references
A source accessed on the Internet
A Dissel, “Tracking transformation in South African prisons”, Track Two, 11(2), April 2002
(available at http://ccrweb.ccr.uct.ac.za/two/11-2transformation.html, as accessed on
14 Jan. 2003), pp. 1-3.
[If no author is mentioned, refer to Anon., when writing the reference as above]

A source from conference proceedings:
First reference to the source:
D Dollar, “Asian century or multi-polar century?” (Paper, Global Development Network
Annual Conference, Beijing, January 2007), p. 7.
B Sautmann, “The forest for the trees: Trade investment and the China-in-Afrika discourse”
(Paper, Public Seminar: China in Africa: Race, relations and reflections, Centre for
Sociological Research, University of Johannesburg, 28 July 2007), p. 7.

Shortened version:
D Dollar, “Asian century...” (Paper, GDN Conference, 2007), p. 7.
B Sautmann, “The forest for the trees: ...” (Paper, Public Seminar: China in Africa: ..., University of Johannesburg [or UJ]), p. 7.
[Note that ONLY the paper title is shortened]

GENERAL
Submission requirements
Articles submitted to the New Contree must be editorially revised and a submission
must be accompanied by a memorandum from a qualified language practitioner. No
article will be peer reviewed without such a memorandum of approval.

Illustrations
Photographs, sketches, tables, diagrams; graphics, maps etc should be numbered
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consecutively (Eg. Figure 1-4; Sketch 1-2; Diagram 1-3; Photo 1-6). The appropriate
positioning of the illustration should be indicated in the text. Original copies should
be clearly identified on the back. High quality scanned versions are always welcome.
Authors, PLEASE obtain copyright and reproduction rights on photographs
and other illustrations
Copyright on all material in New Contree rests within the Editorial Advisory Committee of New Contree.
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